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ADTEETISEMEIiJ^T.

This second edition of the Naval Text-Book, is prepared,

as was the first, for the use of the Midshipmen of the Navy.

Many inaccuracies and typographical errors have been corrected,

and additional matter introduced.

The Stationing Tables, and the Naval Gun Exercise, I have

omitted, the former because imperfect, and circumstances pre-

clude my substitution of more extended ones at present ; the

latter, because the " Ordnance Instructions" supply an exercise

by authority.

I have but to hope that this edition may be acceptable to

those for whose use it is prepared.
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INTRODUCTION.

TO THE MIDSHIPMEN OF THE UNITED STATES NAYT.

To you—and for jQjiv instruction alone—do I offer

the second edition of the Naval Text Book. In the

following pages, corrected from the first edition, and

with some additions, I have endeavored to embody in-

formation that I trust will be useful to you,, in acquir-

ing a knowledge of your profession, and which is sub-

mitted, not w;ithout much anxiety as to its reception., I

cannot but feel that my task will be imperfectly accom-

plished, if I leave a very important subject untouched:

I mean you professional obligations to your country, to

the corps of w:hich you are members, and to your brother

officers.

You are placed on board of a public vessel in order

that you may learn efficiently, to serve your country, to

prepare yourselves in every way to command a naval

force,. to support the discipline and^tanding of the ser-

vice, and to represent your country abroad. If you set

out with the proper feelings, with a determination to

fulfil your obligations, and to be faithful to the trust
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placed in you, you would do well to satisfy yourselves

as to the nature of those obligations, and the extent of

that trust. I regard them thus :

—

In accepting an appointment in the !N"avy of the

United States, you bind. yourselves, by your oath of

allegiance, and by every moral and sacred obligation,

and unreservedly, to the service of your country, subject

at all times and at any moment to be called upon for

any duty she may require of you ; all your powers she

expects you to devote to her service, whenever and in

whatever way and under whatever circumstances she

may please 'to command them. You are expected not

only to be constantly improving yourselves in all the

practical branches of your profession, but also iii storing

your minds with information on all subjects that can

enlarge your sphere of usefulness. In short, you give

yourselves up entirely, your talents, your time, and even

your lives, to your country, and to the whole country,

for in accepting your appointment you become volunta-

rily, and in virtue of a most solemn compact, irrespec-

tive of all local ties or attachments, of all party or

geographical lines, a servant of the country, subject to

the orders and directions of the Federal Government, and
in return for this devotion, she "reposes special trust

and confidence in your patriotism, valor, fidelity, and
abilities ;" confers upon you support, respectability, op-

portunities of great distinction, and—commits her safety

and her honor to your care.

Among the obligations of your position are those

which you owe to the service in supporting, by your
authority, influence, and example, an unbending dis-

cipline, an unhesitating subordination, and a due ob-
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servance of the rights, privileges, and relations of dif-

ferent ranks.

Your first sphere of action will, of course, be in a

subordinate capacity, wherein the usages of the serTice

allow you but a limited authority, and you are bound
by aU military rules,^nd by your oath of office, to prac-

tise in yourselves a ready and cheerful obedience to the

authority of all who are |uperior to you in office. Let

no consideration prevent your prompt and unhesitating

compliance with all the orders of your superiors. When
any duty is going on, give it your whole attention;

mark well the orders of the commanding officer, and see

them executed, as he directs, to the best of your ability

;

be respectful in your manner, and carefully shun any-

thing that may call forth a rebuke or harsh word to-

ward you. I am well aware, that, notwithstanding all

this caution, you may, at times, he spoken to harshly,

perhaps unjustly ; but let not this cause you to commit

an impropriety, and by disrespectful bearing to place

yourselves in the wrong, and at the same time in the

power of your superior officer.

A young officer under the excitement of a censure,

cannot be in a proper state of mind to determine cor-

rectly whether or not the treatment of his superior is

oppressive. Believe me, many things are likely to oc-

cur, indeed must occur daily, during your first years of

service, to your personal inconvenience or discomfort, of

which you cannot see the advantage or necessity, merely

because of your inexperience, and want of knowledge

of the usages and necessities of a Natal life.

Not only the salutary infiuence that your example

would have upon others, but also a laudable ambition
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for advancement in the service, should induce you to

pursue the course I recommend, for there is nothing so

likely to contribute to both, as a diligent performance of

your duties, and a watchful desire of pleasing all those

whose orders you are bound to obey.

It is important that you should impress upon youiv

minds the wide distinction between the civil and mili-

tary orders. In the one, all are equal and have equal

rights, and whatever superiority does exist, is only that

which depends on relative moral worth, talents, and

intelligence'; while in the other, you only know your

superior or inferior by their rank—the one you must

obey, and the other is subject to your orders, whatever

the private character, talents, or acquirements of either

may be. As citizens, you would have a right to regu-

late your own movements, your time, your occupations,

according to your own interest or inclinations ; as mili-

tary men, you are regulated by those placed over you,

for the welfare of the service and interests of the coun-

try, which no inclination of yours can or should inter^

fere with.

I dwell upon this subject because I would impress

upon you its great importance, and would make you feel

that the principles by which you are governed now, will

affect, not only your own standing, but also the future

character of the service. That the Navy is the popular
branch of the public service, we owe to those who have
gone before us, to their brilliant acts and untiring ser-

vices—none of which are more brilliant, or the result

of a more pure and holy patriotism, than have appeared
during the terrible and unnatural struggle now pending

;

to you the country looks for similar efforts in after days,
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and while you enjoy a portion of that favor, the fruits

of their services, you should not lose sight of the causes

which produced them, but should endeavor to keep alive

and spread around you, wherever your example may be

felt, that spirit of rigid discipline which will not only

prepare for yourselves distinction in some future com-

mand, but will insure to those who will follow in your

footsteps, an impression on the public mind not less

favorable.

Tou would do well to act with this yiew of the case,,

and while performing your duties, keep a steady eye to

the future welfare and respectability of. the corps of

which you are members, to tljie best interests of your

country, which honors you with her con:fidence, and

looks to you to fill eflSciently ofBces of great trust and

responsibility.

I leave you now to the study offered to you in the fol-

lowing pages. I have endeavored so to arrange the

matter contained in them, that you may readily turn to

whatever subject you seek. Tou must not expect to

become seamen in a day, nor in one or two cruises ; nor

can you, merely by the information acquired on ship-

board, while in the actual performance of duty, without

superadding hard study, become competent to acquit

yourselves creditably before a board of Examiners. The

common occurrences, the every-day manoeuvres and ex-

ercises, wiU of course become familar to you, and you

may be soon competent to perform the duties of a Watch

Officer : so far you will have acquired lessons useful and

indispensable, but, after all, they are but the first steps

in the formation of a Naval Officer.

Even though you acquire sufficient professional knowl-
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edge to gain a respectable standing in your class, to sat-

isfy the Examiners of your capacities, and your promise

of future usefulness ; do not let your labors and your

studies cease at this point, let not this partial advance-

ment satisfy your ambition, nor will it answer the ex-

pectations of your country : let this be but a new start-

ing-point from which to extend your course of studies
;

continue to seek information in all branches of your

profession ; acquire those languages which will be useful

to you on foreign stations; study the history of your

own and of all other countries; read attentively the

standard works on international law—and, in short,

place no limit to your acquisition of information, on all

subjects which may make you efficient, and competent

to any service.

B. J. TOTTEF,

Commander.

Few Tobk, May, 1862.
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CHAPTEE I.

MASTING AND RIGaiNG.

GETrnfTG OS BOAED, RAISING, AND SECUEDTG SHEAES FOE
HOISTING EST AND STEPPING THE XOWEB MASTS. STEPPING
THE LOWEK MASTS, AND GETTING THE SHEAES OVEB-
BOAED.

Pae. 1. In the first six chapters I, propose to confine

myself entirely to the. process of rigging a vessel—or,

more properly, a ship—commencing with the bare hull,

as it leaves the ways or dock, without a niast standing,

or a spar rigged ; and, without havi'hg recourse to the

convenient use of permanent dock-yard shears, will pro-

ceed to rig her, giving the necessary instruction as to

the fitting, sii;e, ahd proportions of the rigging ; and the

process of stepping, rigging, and sending aloft, the masts

and yards.

2. Before erecting temporary shears on board, by

which to step the lower masts, your first care will be to

support the decks, so that they may bear the great weight

of the shears and masts, without injury. This is done
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by shoring them up, fore and aft, from the kelson up,

placing the shores immediately below those beams upon

which the heels of the shears will rest when raised. By
placing those on one deck immediately over those on the

next lower deck, a continuous line of support is formed

from the kelson to the deck on which the heels of the

shears wiU rest.

2 a. Shores used for this purpose, are pieces of timber

placed upright between the decks, resting on one beam,

and supporting the one immediately over it.

3. The spars, of which you will form your shears,

being alongside, with, their heads aft, you may farbuokle

on board in the following manner : Pass two stout ropes

fast in board, over the rail," one forward and the other

aft, down the ship's side^ under the spar, then up and

over the rail—shaving fenders up and down the ship's

side, to keep the spars clear of the channels, and a

half-rounded spar, well greased, and lashed on the rail,^

and mats on the quarter-galleries. Sway away on the

parbuckles, and when the spars are up, ease them down
in board by means of counter-parbuckles.

4. Ton may get them in, in small vessels, through the

stern ports, by means of a small pair of shears, erected

over the stern.

5. Or, in larger vessels, you may hoist them in over

the side, by means of two pairs of smaller shears, erected

to rake over the side, or by derricks, using stump top-

gallant masts for the purpose. In most cases, however,

you may use the parbuckle, as the simplest and a suffi-

cient means.

6. After the spars are in, launch them aft, and having

raised their heads on the tafirail, cross them at equal
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distances from tlieir heels, ha-dng only sufficient distance

between the cross and the heads of the spars, to secure

the purchase blocks and to make fast girtline blocks.

7. To prepare the Shears for raising—Liash on
Purchases. If the heels of the shears are spread to the

bulwarks, close them three or four feet, and then pass the

shear-head or throat-lashing ; after which the heels are

spread to the bulwarks, which brings the lashing taut and
more secure.

8. The shear-head or throat-lashing should be of

well-stretched rope, and passed in the following manner

:

Middle the lashing, and take a good turn around both

legs in. the cross
;
pass one end up and the other down,

around and over the cross, .until half of the lashing is

expended
; Jhen ride both ends back again on their own

parts, and knot in the middle ; frap the first and riding

turns together, on each side, with sennet, to prevent the

latter from getting out of their places ; eleven or twelve

"turns of the latter will be sufficient. After the lashing

is passed, render it more secure by wedging.

9. Lash the upper block of the main purchase, so that

it may hang under the cross, and pass the lashing so as

to act as a preventer-lashing to the shears.

10. The upper block of the smaller purchase must be

lashed on so as to play clear of the larger purchase, the

cheek resting against the after part of the throat-lashing.

Its strap must be long enough to admit of its being passed

around one of the forks of the shears, cross them, and

have the two bights lashed together around the other

fork.

11. The upper blocks of both the large and smaller

purchase must be threefold, the lower blocks double or
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threefold. They should be double strapped, with a

toggle to each of the lower blocks.

12. In lifting masts, the practice in the navy varies at

different stations, and it is altogether a matter of judg-

ment, as to the proper size for purchase-block straps. It

is, however, a good rule to use ten-inch for a seventy-

four, and reduce the size one inch for each of the three

classes of vessels below.

13. The purchase fall should be of white rope, and the

fall or hauling part rove through the middle sheave,

which wiU prevent the block from sluing in its strap.

14;. To raise the Shears and place them. The
purchases being rove, secure the lower blocks forward to

the breast-hook, or to atoggle in the hawse holes, snatch

the falls, and bring thie larger one to the capstan.

16; Have a girtline from one shear-head, and a small

tackle from the other, for canting the mast and for other

purposes. Put over the shear-head guys, two forward

and two aft; and, if necessary, the same number of

belly-guys, upper and lower ; all being hawsers, secured

to the shears by clove-hitches, cleats being driven on the

shears to prevent their slipping.

16. Have also four large heel-tackles, two leading for-

ward, and two aft; the after ones must have luff pur-

chases on their falls to rouse the heels aft as the shears

are raiSed.

lY. Spread the heels the proper width, and place them
on the shoes, which should be made of oak plank, and
be sufficiently large to rest upon two of the vessel's

beams. Then clap on a thwartship tackle between the

heels, to prevent their spreading more, and lash the heels

to the shoes.
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18. To prevent a great strain upon the water-ways, it

is advisable to fit a stont plank, or spar, between tbe

heels of tbe shears, then set taut the thwartship tackle,

or lash from heel to heel ; the heels may also be lashed

to the bulwarks.

19. Every thing being in readiness, man the capstan,

the forward guy-tackleS, and after heel-tackles, and raise

the shears. Place their heels to rest upon a beam for-

ward of the partners of the mizzeimiast, the shears raking

aft at an angle of T5 or 80 degrees with the deck, and

the main purchase hanging plumb with the partners of

the mast.

20. The angle formedbythe shears and purchase, before

the former are raised, being so small, it may be necessary

to raise the head of the shears (by some other means)

sufficiently, that the purchase may act upon it. This

may be done by the use of a small pair of shears, erected

over the ta&ail ; or by a single spar, as follows

:

21. Having lashed and secured the shears as directed

in the foregoing paragraphs, place a spar of the same

size and about two-thirds the length of the shears, fore

and aft on the deck, with the heel, or largest end, towards

the cross of the shears, and a httle abaft the shear heels.

Connect the heel of this spar with the heels of both shear

legs, by stout tackles, so that it may be equidistant from

each, and place a shoe (as for the shear legs, 17) under

its heel. From the forward end, or head of this spar,

have stout guys, of equal length, leading one on each

side of the deck, and well secured; these guys to be of

only sufficient length to allow the head to be raised' so

that the spar may form an angle between 60 and 70

degrees with the deck. Now bring the lower block of
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the small purchase (10) around the cross of the shears,

and secure it to the forward end, or head of the spar, the

fall leading forward. Secure forward, also, the lowerblock

of the main purchase (M). Being ready, man the small

purchase, and have some hands to take in the slack of the

large ; hoist away ; the spar being lighter than the shears,

will rise by the power of the purchase, the heel being

steadied by the tackles from the shear heels (5), and

these being prevented from closing by the thwartship

plank or spar (18). The guys being brought taut (c), the

spar will rise no farther, but the purchase now acts upon

the shears at an angle sufficient to raise them readily.

Take in, as the shears rise, the slack of the large pur-

chase, and as soon as it will act upon them clear of the

spar and its guys, apply all the force to it ; lower down
the spar, unrig and get it out of the way.

22. To Step the loirer masts and Boivsprit. The
shears being raised and properly secured, get in the

mizzenmast first, for the reason that the breadth of

beam increases from aft, and in transporting the shears

forward, as you spread the heels, you keep the throat-

lashing taut, and that, after getting in the foremast, you
have the shears to get in the bowsprit by, before launch-

ing them overboard.

23. The garlands to which the lower blocks of

the purchases are toggled, are gromets • and should be
lashed on to the mast before it is brought alongside.

They may either be selvagees, or made of rope suffi-

ciently large to bear the weight of the masts. They are
lashed on the forward part of the mast, above the cen-

tre, with well-stretched rope, taking jambing turns every
six or seven fathoms ; or they may be secured with cross
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lasliings, backed by large rope, taking two turns around

the mast, above the garland, and dogging the ends

around the lashing down toward the heel of the mast.

24. In lashing on the garland for the main purchase,

be sure to place it high enough for the mast to hang
heel-heavy, and at the same time to leave room for the

purchase blocks to Hffc the heel of the mast clear of the

partners. The proper place may be ascertained by
measurement, having reference to the distance from the

step to the partners, and from the partners to the upper

purchase block.

25. The garland for the smaller purchase should be

lashed on as much above the main as practicable, that

the purchase may not come ''injoo hlocki^ before the

mast is sufficiently high.

25 a. If, however, this should be the case before the

heel, or tenon, of the mast is clear to be pointed through

the partners, it will become necessary to place chocks

under the heel to steady the mast, that you may fleet

the purchase ; or if the want of space is trifling, making

the shears more perpendicular may answer the purpose.

26. Overhaul down the purchases and toggle them to

their garlands (the mast having been previously towed

alongside, with its head aft). Man the capstan and

heave around until the head of the mast is over the bul-

warks.

27. Then, with the canting-tackle from the shear-head,

sway up the trestle-trees, and, having put on a coat of

white lead, place them over the mast-head; place the

after chock and bolt it ; sway up the pendants and place

them over the mast-head ; clove hitch a break-rope over

the mast-head, and lash a girtline block on the after
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part of each trestle-tfee, and reeve girtlines. Now liook

the canting tackle to a selvagee strap, under the bibbs

of the mast.

28. Sway on the main piirchase, easing in the mast

by a tackle from the bulwarks, and direct it by hand

and by th6 canting tackle. When plumb with the part-

ners, lower away, giving thfe tenon and mortice a' coat

of white lead.

29. In stepping, you may, if necessary, give the mast

the proper slue by means of a capstan bar, rigged as a

Spanish windlass, on the mast. Step the mast and wedge
it teniporarily ; sway up, by the girtlines, as many hands

as necessary, to the trestle-trees, then sway up the pen-

dant tackles, hook them into the pendants, with which,

and a hawser, if necessary, stay and secure the mast.

30. Now come up the purchases, and transport the

shears to the forward partners of the mainmast by means

of the heel tackles and guys (wetting the decks in the

wake of the shoes), and secure them for getting in the

mainmast, as before directed for the mizzen. '

30 a. It would be proper to observe that, in getting

in the mizzenmast, you would only use the main pur-

chase ; but for the main and fore, you would use both

the main and smaller purchases.

31. Having stepped the mainmast, transport the shears

forward, and get in the foremast, securing them as they

are gotten in, as directed for the mizzen (29), and then
prepare to get in the bowsprit, as follows

:

32. Rake the shears over the bows, by easing off the
after guys, so that the main purchase block may just

clear the partners of the bowsprit ; bring the forward
guys aft and set thiSm up. Lash the heels of the shears
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to the bow port, or to the cat-head ; hook the smaller

purchase to the head of the foremast, which is supported

by a hawser, clove hitched around it, and set up at the

main beam. " '' '"
'' '-'

33. Having put on the cap, and lashed on the garland

so that the bowsprit 'may hang, when weighed, a little

head-heavy, tow the bowsprit to the bows ; toggle the

main purchase to the garland, and hook th& canting

tackle to a selvagee strap just withia the cap ; hook

breast tackles to eye bolts on each side of the cap;lead-

ing to each cathead, and a heel tackle from inbbard,

through the partners, to the teel of the bowsprit.

34. Being in readiness, bring the purchase fall to the

capstan,, and sway up, directing by the canting tackle,

and rousing in by tlje heel tackle and breast tackles

;

white lea(i the heel, and rouse it into its place.

.
:35. , Oome up the purchases, take off the breast tackles,

and, before unrigging the shears, sway up the jib-boom,

place it on the bowsppt and lash it.
,

36. The shears being of no.further use, get them over-

board, either by lowering them down on the bowsprit,

unrigging them, and using a tackle from the bowsprit

end and fore pendant tackles ; or, having swayed them

aft into the gangways, by the pendant tackles, parbuckle

them over the side.

:

36 a. In a vessel with a topgallant forecastle, the

shear legs may not be used for getting in, or stepping,

the bowsprit. In this case, after the forematet is suffi-

ciently secured, the foreyard may be swayed up high

enough on the foremast, secured bylashings and lead-

ing guys, and the bowsprit got in and stepped by it.
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CHAPTER II.

MASTma AND EIGGING, CONTINUED.

TO EIG THE BOWSPEIT.—GAMMONING.—^BOBSTATS.—BOWSPEIT
CAP. GET OTEK THE TKESTLE-TEEES. ^KIQ THE LOWER
MASTS.—SETUP THE LOWER EIGGING. ^PENDANTS. ^STATS.

CUTTING AND FITTINGTHE LOWEE EIGGING. TUENING IN

THE DEAD-ETES. STAT COLLARS. GET OVEE THE TOPS.

CAT-HAEPIN IN THE LOWEE EIGGING. ^PUTTOCK SHROUDS.

87. Oammonini; tbe Bowsprit, Suspend, fvora. the

bowsprit end, a boat, ancbor, or any thing of sufficient

weight to depress it for gammoning ; fill in between the

fishes of a made bowsprit with wood, to make (as the

bolsters on lower mast-heads) a smooth surface, and also

between the bowsprit and gammoning scuttle on each

side of the cutwater, in the wake of the gammoning

;

lay over this, on the bowsprit, leather wide enough to

cover the gammoning, when passed. Gammoning on a

stage is preferred, or a boat full of water to depress the

bowsprit.

38. The size of gammoning varies, according to the

judgment or fancy of the rigger ; a bowsprit will be well

secured by using 7-inch for a ship of the line, 6-inch for

frigates, and 5-inch for sloops of war. It should be well

stretched, water or hawser-laid rope.

39. Pass the first turn with a running eye, around the
bowsprit, and fair with the after part of the gammoning
scuttle, which should be cut in such a manner, that the
turns of the gammoning may form right angles with the
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plane of tlie bowsprit ; have a large rope (a pendant)

rove throngli a block secured to tlie cutwater, witli an

eye spliced in its outer end large enough, to take the

bight of the gammoning ; the inner end leads through

the hawse-hole, and has a tackle hooked to it. After

the running eye is passed around the bowsprit, jamb It

by use of this pendant ; then pass the end down through

the gammoning scuttle, with the sun, and then up over

the bowsprit ; toggle the gammoning into the pendant,

and bouse it well taut; rack the parts well together;

after which, come up the tackle, pass the remaining

turns in the same manner, rousing every turn well taut,

and racking it before you come up the purchase. The
whole being expended, secure the end by taking a half

hitch aroimd the parts on one side, and stopping it to

the last turn. Trap the parts of the gammoning under

the bowsprit with right-hand laid rope, half its size,

which must be passed on both ends, having leather in

the wake ; secure the leather on top of the bowsprit, un-

reeve the pendant and take off the tackle.

40. The outer gammoning is passed as the inner,

having two turns less.

41. Some officers approve of setting up the bowsprit

shrouds and bobstays before passing the gammoning, for

the purpose of rousing the heel well into the step, which

is certainly advisable.

42. Rigging the Bo-wsprit. Lash on the coUar of

the heart of the fore stay two-thirds of the distance from

the night-heads out ; next to that, the strap for the inner

bobstays, with one dead-eye; then the strap for the inner

bowsprit shrouds ; collar of the heart of the fore spring

stay ; strap for the middle bobstay ; and strap for the
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cat-head bowsprit shrouds. The cap-bobstay strap, and

that for the cap shrouds, are lashed on just outside of the

bees.

42 a. In sloops of war the fore topmast stay leads

through a spectacle strap, and from thence to the bows.

43. Bobstays. Eeeve them through their respective

holes in the cutwater, splice the ends of each together,

and turn in the dead-eyes; set them up with a luff-

and-luff purchase. The length of bobstays should be

twice the distance from their holes in the cutwater to

their respective dead-eyes, making a proper allowance

for stretching. The si^e of bobstays should be from

eight to nine inches for a seventy-four; from seven to

eight for a frigate, and from six to seven for sloops of

war, and so on ; and the size of the straps should be one

inch less than their respective bobstays. They should

be wormed, parcelled, served, and leathered, in the wake
of the cutwater, and served about one-half the distance

fi'om the cutwater to the bowsprit.

43 a. The foregoing rule has reference altogether to

rope bobstays ; chains are now getting -into general use.

44. The length of the collars of the fore and spring

stays must be determined by measurement of the bow-

sprit in the wake of each; but be particular to have

them long enough to allow the-jib-boom to be gotten in

or out easily through them. In size they should be half

of their stays, being a double strap ; wormed, parcelled,

served, and leathered.

45. Seize on the fair-leader for the martingale stays,

and fit the fore and top bowline blocks.

46. To get on tbe Bowsprit Cap. If not done be-

fore stepping the bowsprit, rig a pair of shears of two
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c^apstan bars, their heels resting on, the bees, to which
they must be securely lashed ; have a tackle from, the

shear-head, and guys leading to the cat-head ; rjake them
so that the pui'chase naay hang plumb with the tenon,

and lash the heels securely to the bees; hook the tackle

to the upper part of the cap, and bend the guys from

inboard to the eye-bolts in the after part; snatch the

fall, and hoist away; when high enough place, it fair,

rouse in on the guySj and bolt it.
,

47. If the jib-boom is lashed on the bowsprit (35), you

may get the bowsprit cap on by it, thus : Hoist up the

cap and lash it to the jib-boom end; raise the boom by
means of a tackle from, the foremast head, and rig it out

by a heel rope, until the cap is beyond the bowsprit

;

then slue it by a slue-rope on its heel, until the square

hole in the cap is fair with the tenon ; then ease in the

boom and let the cap come into its place. This is gen-

erally practised in smaller vessels.

48. Should you not get the trestle-trees over the lower

mast-head as it comes over the. gunwale (27), get them

over in the following manner, after the mast is stepped:

49. Lash span blocks on the iriast-head, through which

reeve girtlines; and lash a tackle to the forward part of

the mast-head, just below the girtline blocks; place the

trestle-trees on the deck forward of the mast, with the

after chock out ; bend the forward ends of the girtlines

to the forward part of the fore and aft pieces, stop them

along to the after part, and hook the tackle from the

mast-head to the middle. This being done, hoist them

up by the tackle and girtlines; and when the forward

parts are above the bibbs, cast off the stops on the

girtlines, and let them fall into their places; send up
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tHe after chock, ship and bolt it; send down the pur-

chases.

50. They may also be sent up with the after chock in,

and got over the mast-head by means of two spars lashed

on each side, having chocks between them and the mast,

to admit of their being lowered between. The girtlines

from the ends of the spars being secured to the trestle-

trees, so that it may hang level, or well poised, stop them

to the after part, and have a guy from forward to keep

it clear of the mast ; sway up, and when the centre of

the trestle-trees is over the mast-head, cut the stops, and

it will hang clear for lowering.

51. Proceed noyir to rig the Foremast. Before

getting the rigging over the mast-head, place and secure

the bolsters on the trestle-trees, in the angle formed by
it and the mast. They are made of soft pinej in the

form of a quarter of a cylinder, and are of suflBcient

length to allow all the shrouds to rest upon them ; they

form a smooth surface for the shroud, and lengthen the

nip ; they are covered with tarred parcelling, which is

marled on.

52. Have girthnes on the after part of the trestle-

trees, one on each side, and two smaller ones on the mast-

head ; also, a break-rope, clove-hitched around the ex-

tremity of the mast-head.

52 a. Break-ropes may be dispensed with, if the eye
of the shroud is sufficiently opened, over a dumb mast-
head previously to being sent aloft.

53. Send down the girthnes for the mast-head pen-
dant, which place, after tarring the mast-head in the
wake of the rigging ; bend a toggle to the forward end of
tjie large girtliaes, or take an overhanded knot in them.
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54. The reason for placing over the starboard forward
skrond first is, because tbe measurement for a gang of

rigging generally commences there. The main rigging

being of the same size as the fore, there is often enough
left of the last shot of rope, after the fore rigging is cut,

to make a pair for the main, commencing the measure-

ment for the main as for the fore, with the starboard side

first. Custom has more to do with this arrangement

than any rule or reason.

55. Thrust the toggle of the starboard girtline through',

between the shrouds, from in, out, at a distance from the

seizing of the eye down, a little greater than the length

of the mast-head, where the shrouds are seized together

to receive the toggle ; then stop the girtline along the

shroud to the eye ; bend the smaller girtline a little be-

low the seizing of the eye, and stop it to the upper part

of the eye.

56. The girthnes being bent, sway up the shroud, cut

the stops as they approach the blocks; and when the

eye is high enough, cut the stop of the smaller girtline,

reeve the opposite break-rope, and break the eye over the

mast-head; lower away, dipping the smaller girtline, and

place the shroud fair upon the bolsters; cast off the girt-

lines and send them down
;
get over, in the same man-

ner, the port forward pair of shrouds, and then the second

starboard, and so on.

57. Hook the mast-head pendant tackles, reeve the

lanyards of the rigging, and set them up.with a luff-and-

luff purchase, the men at the mast-head placing the eyes

in the proper position.

58. After having over two pair of shrouds, one 'on

each side, set them up before getting over the remain-
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ing ones.* This gives you an opportunity of placing tlie

eyes fair, and giving tliem tlie proper set, whicli you

could not as -well accomplish, with aU the rigging over

the mast-head.

59. In setting up the rigging : to ascertain when the

mast is upright, drive a staple in the after chock of the

trestle-trees, at equal distances from the fore-and-aft

pieces ; bend a line to the staple so that it may traverse

;

carry it out to the water ways, and if the distance to

each water way is equal, then the mast is of course up-

right. This is the only sure method of coming at the

truth ; a plumb line would answer, if the vegsel were

exactly on an even keel.

60. The shrouds being over, shift the girtlines from

the after to the forward part of the trestle-trees, by

which get up the fore stay, and fore spring stays
;
place

them fair on the rigging, reeve the lanyards and set

them up.

61. The main and mizzen rigging are gotten over in

the same manner; there is one shroud more on the

main, and three less on the mizzen; and your crew

being divided, you will get the rigging over all the

lower masts at the same time, while rigging the bow-

sprit.

62. liengtli and size of, and cutting, tbe Lioirer
Rigging. Draw a line from the side of the partners

abreast of the mast, on the deck, parallel to t]^e chan-

nels, and to extend as far aft as they do. On this line

mark the places of each dead-eye, corresponding to their

places against the channels ; send a Hue up to the mast-
head, and secure the end by a nail to the mast, above
the bibbs, in a range with the centre of the mast, and
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opposite to the side the channel-line is drawn upon.
After the line is thus secured, bring the bight around

"

the forward part of the mast, and make it fast with
another nail to the mast, opposite the first nail, so that

the part contained between the nails wiU be half the

circumference of the mast-head ; then tfike the line

down to the mark on the channel-line for the forward

dead-eye, and mark it ; after which take it to the mark
for the next dead-eye, and mark it as before ; and so on

until you have got the distance between the mast, and

each mark on the channel-line. ITow cast off the hne

from the mast-head, and the distance between the

end of the line, and each mark, will give you the length

of each shroud from the lower part of the mast-head.

And to make an allowance for one pair of shrouds over-

laying another, you may increase the length of-the sec-

ond pair of shrouds, that is, the port forward ones, by
twice the diameter -of the rigging; the third pair by
four times, &c.

62 a. There are several rules for cutting and fitting

rigging. The foregoing is approved of, and thought to

be as good as any other. It requires much practice,

by any rule, to cut rigging to advantage, and without

loss.

63. mcast-liead pendants are fitted in pairs, having

one leg long and the other short. The length of the

long leg is generally the same as that of the mast-head,

and the other leg one-third shorter, and placed over the

mast-head with the longest leg aft.

64. Tlie size of loiver vi^^va^, as now made at the

Naval Eope "Walk, is as follows : for vessels of the first

dass (74) ten and a half or eleven inch \ for frigates,
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nine and a half or ten ineli; for sloops of war, eight'

and a half or nine inch ; and so on, reducing by one

inch for the next lowest. This, however, is regulated

by the Bureau of Equipment.

65. For the length of fore and main stays, and spring

stays, take the distance from the after part of the mast-

head to their hearts, adding once the length of the mast-

head for the collar. For the length of the mizzen,

measure in the same manner to the place where it wiU

set up.

66. The practice has been to have the standing stays,

in size, once and a half that of the rigging, and the

spring stays seven-ninths of the standing stays. The
only reason for this difference was, that the spring stay

was used formerly to set a staysail on. The present

practice, when storm staysails are used, is to have stays

fitted expressly for them, and not to set them on the

spring stays ; therefore, there is no reason why both the

standing and spring stays should not be of the same

size. By equalizing them the rule will be for each one

and a half the size of the rigging.

67. Eight-hand-laid rope of three strands has been

found preferable to hawser-laid rope, for the lower rigging

and for the bowsprit, being stronger. It must be made
with care, and only sufficient tar to preserve the hemp.

68. The best method of cutting rigging is by a draught

of the vessel's spars, giving the proper rake to the masts,

by which you can ascertain the correct length of every

rope on board ; or you may reeve the rigging, and cut

according to judgment.

68 a. The most approved plan for cutting all running
rigging is to " reeve and cut!'''
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69. The rope intended for tlie rigging being stretcted,

cut it by the preceding method, and fit it by the follow-

ing rule.

70. To fit the Lrower Rigging. Get it on a stretch,

and divide each pair of shrouds into thirds. The centre

of the middle third will be the centre of the eye of the

shroud, when fitted. Serve the middle third, commence

by tarring the rope, worm it, put on tarred parcelling

with the lay of the rope working toward the centre.

Serve it agamst the lay, commencing where you left off

parcelling. The service must be laid on the standing

rigging as taut as it will bear.

Yl. The practice, formerly, was to serve also the outer

third of the first and second pair of shrouds (fore and

main); that is, the swifters; for the reason that they

were more exposed to chafe. This is not now generally

practised. The swifters are, instead, protected by cov-

erings of mats or hide, whichiaaay be removed in port,

and replaced when preparing for sea.

Y2. This being done, mark each pair ofshrouds in the

eye with spun yarn, one knot for the first pair, two for

the second, and so on.

73. Cover the service v^ith parcelling far enough for

it to extend below the fattock staff, which must be put

on in the same manner as it was beneath the service.

This will prevent any water which may lodge in the

eyes of the rigging from penetrating to the service.

This outer parcelling is now discontinued by many, and

rarely used in the merchant service. It cannot be neces-

sary when the under parcelling and service are properly

laid on, and it makes the eyes of the rigging stiff and
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clumsy. If you serve, parcel witli the lay of the rope,

otherwise against it.

Ti. The eye of the first pair of shrouds must be five-

fourths of the circumference of the mast-head, and is

formed by seizing the two shrouds together with a round

seizing, which must be as wide as the diameter of the

rigging. The eye of the second pair must be the breadth

of the seizing larger than the first, and all the remaining

ones increased in the same ratio.

75. Turn in the dead-eyes against the sun, if the

shrouds are hawser-laid, but otherwise, if of right-hand-

laid rope, about three or four feet from the end.

16. To turn in the Dead-Eyes. Having tarred par-

celling in the score, let the shroud be hove taut around

it, before the seizing is passed. Pass the seizing (which

is called the throat-seizing) with nine or ten turns over

the parcelling; pass the outer turns slacker than the

middle ones, that they inay all bear an equal strain

when the rigging is set up ; and secure the end of the

seizing around the standing part of the shroud. All

seizings are passed the same way that the service is

put on.

Y7. The throat-seizing being passed, bring up both

parts of the shroud, and put on the quarter-seizings

midway between that and the end of the shroud. Pass

the end-seizing, and cap the shroud after it is set up.

77 a. In putting on the quarter-seizings of heavy rig-

ging, the end of the shroud should be taken up one
diameter more than the standing part, in order to give
support to the throat-seizing when a strain is brought
upon it in setting up. Though proper, it is of less im-
portance in light rigging.
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78. Reeve the lanyards out thrpngli the dead-eyes

in the shrouds, and in through those in the channels,

having the fall or hauling part on the same side as the

shroud, the standing-part feeing on the side with the

end of the shroud. Lanyards arei generally one-half

the size of the rope they set up ; the proper length must
be determined by the distance between the dead-eyes

and the channels, which varies in different vessels, and

according to the fancy of the Bigger. The best knot

for a lanyard is a double wall or crown mdwall,
Y8 a. Lianyards for the' lower rigging, and in fact

for all other standing rigging, shrouds or backstays,

should be rope, having the same lay as the shroud it is

to set up ; thus, if the shroud be hawser-laid, or com-

posed of but three strands, the lanyard must be the

same ; but if the shroud or backstay be cable-laid,

or composed of three strands, each being hawser-laid,

the lanyard should be of left-handed rope. The advan-

tage of this, is, that in setting up the rigging, the dead

eyes will come down perfectly square, requiring no

shear-pole.

79. The mast-bead pendants have a thimble spliced

in their ends, and must be wonned, parcelled, and

served; the service is covered with parcelling in the

same manner that it was on the shrouds (73). Some-

times they are fitted in pairs, starboard and port ; or, if

there should be an odd shroud, the after pendants

form eyes with the swifbers. Or, a better way is, to

form but one eye with both the forward and after pen-

dants, having them fitted separately and then connect-

ed by seizings, and to go over the mast-head together.
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80. The collars of the lower stays are wormed, par-

celled, served, and leathered ; and are fitted with mous-

ings or lashing-eyes. The length of stay-collars is that

of the mast-head. The stays are served half the length

of the mast-head below the mousing or splice. The

main and spring stays are served also in the wake of the

foremast.

81. The hearts are turned into the lower stays as the

dead-eyes were into the lower rigging, and the end of

the stay must be under the standing part when set up.

The present practice however (and it is much neater),

is to reeve the stay down through a bull's eye, and set

its end up, securing it by several seizings to the stand-

ing part.

82. In line-of-battle ships and Mgates, the lower

heart-strap of the main-stay reeves through the scupper

cut in the hawse-piece on the starboard side, a little

above the deck ; the long leg is passed around the bow-

sprit, inside of the gammoning, and the ends lashed to-

gether. The size of the strap should be two-thirds of

the stay.

83. The lower heart-strap of the main spring-stay is

thrust through a scupper hole cut in the fwi side of the

hawse-piece, about a foot above that on the starboard

side, and is toggled outside. It bears the same propor-

tion to the spring-stay that the starboard strap does to

the standing-stay. When stays are set up there should

be purchases on both parts of the Ifinyards.

84. In sloops of war, the main stays set up to hearts

iron-strapped, secured to the deck by bolts, a little for-

ward, and on each side of the foremast.

85. The lower end of the mizzen stay has two legs,
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witli tliimbles turned into each, and they set up to eye
bolts in the deck on each side of the mainmast. In
sloops of war and frigates, the end of the mizzen stay

is sometimes rove through a strap on the main mast,

leads down and sets up to an eye bolt in the deck abaft

the mast.

86. To get tbe Tops over the IHast-Heads. Lash
girt-Hne blocks at the mast-head and reeve girtlines

;

lash the upper block of a pendant tackle to the mast-

head below the girtline blocks ; send up the lower

cross-trees by one of the girtlines, and secure them on

the trestle-trees.

87. Place the top on the deck abaft the mast, with the

forward part forward, pass the after ends of the girtlines

under the top, reeve them through the holes in the after

part of the top, clinch them to their own parts, and

stop them to the forward part of the top with slip-stops

;

secure the tackle from the mast-head to the after part,

imdemeath the top ; make the ends of a span fast to

the after corners of the top, to the bight of which bend

a girtline from the mast-head, and stop it to the

forward part of the top ; have a guy from forward,

bent to the pigeon hole in the forward part of the top,

for the purpose of canting it when high enough.

88. Man the girtlines and pendant tackle, sway away

(having a guy from aft secured to the after part of the

top to keep it clear of the trestle-trees ); when the for-

ward part of the top is above the trestle-trees, cut the

span-stops ; and when the after part is above them,

cast off the slip-stops on the girtlines ; sway away, and

when the forward part of the lubber's hole is high

enough to clear the mast-head, haul on the forward
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guy, and the top will fall over horizontally, and hang

by the girtlines and pendant tackle ; lower away, place,

and bolt it. Send down the, purchases ; ship the dead-

eyes for the topmast rigging, stancheons £©d rail ; both

the fore and m^in tops are sent up abaft, and the naiz-

zen top from forward, using the same gear and in a

similar manner.

89. SonietiBaes the tops are got over the mast-head

before the rigging ; the advantage of this is, that it

affords a more convenieiiit standing place fqrj the men
while placing the rigging.

90. To cat-taarpin in tbe liOfvcT Rigging. Set
i
off

from the centre of the trestle-trees,, down the mast, the

distance of half the length of the mast-head, and mark

the place on the mast ; extend a line across horizontally

from the rigging on one side to the other, intersecting

this mark ; and mark the rigging by this line, drawing

the mark parallel to the rail of the ship ; where these

marks are on the rigging, will be the proper places to

seize on the fatt'ock staves. Lash capstan bars on the

outside of the rigging, one on each side, a little below

these marks.; to the capstan bars lash four luff-tackles,

having their falls to lead across ; bouse away,, swifter in

the rigging once and a half its diameter if new,- and

once if old ; swifter in the forward shroud a little more
than the after ones, which will afford more room for

bracing up the lower yards.

91. When the rigging is sufficiently in, seize on the

cat-harpiu legs. Recollect to exclude the forward and
after shrouds in line-of-battle ships and frigates, and the

forward one in sloops of war and smaller vessels.

92. The cat-harpin legs must be wormed, pareelledj
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served, and leathered, and have an eye turned in their

ends. The length of the forward one must be half the

length of the mast-head ; the remaining ones must be

increased in lengthl. in proportion to the spread of the

rigging. Their size must be that of the topmast rig-

ging-
''''-'"' ".^'^KA

93. Large vessels have cross cat-harpins, leading from

the second forward shroud on one side to the second

after one on the other.. This is to prevent the forward

cat-harpia leg from chafing against the after part of

the mast.

94. The cat-harpins being secured, send down the

capstan bars and tackles.

95. Futtock Shrouds. Hook them to the dead-eyes

of the topmast rigging, and set them up with a Span-

ish windlass around the futtock staves and shrouds

;

or in large vessels, by the use of a jigger,''the fall lead-

ing on deck. The forward ones must be wormed, par-

celled, served, and leathered; the others only served

over the splices in their ends. In the upper end, which

is hooked to the topmast rigging dead-eyes, is turned a

hook and thimble ; in the lower end, which is seized to

the lower rigging, only a thimble. The length of the

forward ones must be equal to the length of the for-

ward cat-harpin ; the remaining ones iacreased, over

this length, in proportion as the top widens. Their

size must be four-fifths of the topmast rigging, or the

same size.
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CHAPTER III.

MASTING AND RIGaiNG, CONTINTJED.

POINT THE TOPMAST. GET ON THE LOWEK CAP. GET OVEE
THE TOPMAST OEOSS-TEEES. ^BIG THE TOPMASTS. GUTS.

Gm-BLOCKS. DIMENSIONS OF, CUTTING AND FITTING THE
TOPMAST EIGGING.

96. To point the Topmast. Lasli the top blocks to

the mast-head just above the eyes of the rigging, one on

each side ; through these reeve two hawsers of sufScient

size to bear the weight of the mast. The topmast being

alongside, with its head forward, overhaul down the for-

ward ends of '^the hawsers, reeve one through the upper

sheave hole and hitch it around its own part, and reeve

the end of the other through the fid hole, and hitch it as

before ; stop both of them along the mast toward the

head ; snatch the hawsers (one of which may be brought

to the capstan) and man them.

97. Sway away, and get the mast up and down. To
get it high enough that its heel may clear the bulwarks,

it may be necessary to cast off the upper stop, letting the

head of the mast go outside the top ; then lower it down
the scuttle forward of the lower mast, and point the head

through the trestle-trees.

98. Fenders must be used to prevent the mast from
rubbing against the side of the ship, and a guy to its

heel to prevent its swinging in when clear of the

bulwarks.
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99. To get on tlie Lcower Cap. Place tlie round hole

in the cap over the square hole in the trestle-trees.

Point the topmast through it and lash the cap to its

head.

100. Suspend the mast by the pendant tackles, and
then unreeve the hawsers ; man the pendant tackles, and
sway up the mast ; when high enough, slue it by means
of a capstan bar in the fid hole, place the lower cap on

the lower mast-head, and cast off the lashing by which

it was secured to the topmast.

100 a. Remember to cover the tenon of the mast-head

with white lead before placing on the lower cap, and to

nail a covering of sheet lead over the top of the cap.

101. Then hook the top-blocks to the eye-bolts in the

lower cap, reeve the pointed ends of the top-pendants

through them, from aft forward, through the sheave

holes in the topmast, and then bring them up and reeve

them through the forward eye-bolts in the cap, and

secure them by taking half hitches around their own
parts, and stopping the ends. To the eye in the other

end of the pendant, hook or toggle the upper block of

the top tackle, the lower block being hooked to eye-bolts

in the deck, abreast of the mast.

102. To get over Topmast Cross-Trees and rig

Topmasts. The topmast is now hanging by the pen-

dants, the head being pointed through the round hole in

the lower cap.

103. Secure the girtHne blocks on the side of the lower

cap, overhaul down the girtlines outside of the top, bend

them to the cross-trees, and send them up in the same

manner as is directed in getting over the tops (87, 88),

the operation being performed at the side, instead of.
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abaft the mast. When high enough, bend canting lines

to the Tipper horns, leading on the opposite side of the

top ; cut the forward stbpsj and let them fall over the

topmast head ; directing therfi by hauling on the canting

lihes.

104:. Another raethod is, having swayed the topmast

nj) the distance of the mast-head above the cap, sway tip

the cross-trees, and let the after part rest on the lower

cap, while the forward part rests against the topmast

;

Becnre it to the lower cap, then lower away the topmast,

and it will fall over into its place.

105. This being done, swaiy up the mast high enough

to lodge them on the shoulders (having tarred the mast

in the wake of them and the rigging), and lash on the

bolsters, which are similar to those for the lower

rigging (51).

106. Place the girtlines on the centre cross-tree ; sway

up the pen'dants, which go over the mast-head first. If

there are an even number of shrouds, the pendants are

separate ; if not, they are joined to the- forward.pair. ^

106 a. A convenient and neat manner of fitting the

topmast pendants is, with a hook in one end and a thim-

ble in the other ; when used, they may be hooked to eye-

bolts in the under part of the trestle-trees ; and when
not in use, may be unhooked and kept in the top. This

contributes to the light and neat appearance of the mast-

head.

107. The topmast shrouds are put over the mast-head

in the same order that the lower rigging was, starboard

forward shroud first, and so on.

108. The shrouds being aU over, shift the girtlines to

the after horn of the cross-trees, send up and get on the
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breast backstays, and tben the standing backstays.

(See 116).

109. Then shift the girtlines to the forward horn of

the cross-trees, and sendup the fore and aft stays, ree"ving

the collar of the spring stay through that of the standing

stay, keeping them raised above the rigging until it is

set up.

110. Sometimes the gin blocks for the topsail tyes are

lashed around the mast, under the eyes of the rigging

;

and sometimes they are hooked to an iron band around

the topmast cap ; the former is preferable of the two. But

the best method is, to hare them strapped with an eye,

to go x)ver the mast-head, under the rigging
;
placing

them over next to the bolsters.

110 a. It is a neat way, and approved of, to fit the

gin blocks for the topsail tye, fiddle blocks for the jib and

staysail halyards, and topsail buntline blocks, spanned

together, thus :

—

No. 1. The gin blocks.

2. The fiddle blocks.

3. The span lashing.

4. The connecting chain, or

hide yams selvageed.

5. Mast-head—F and A—
forward and aft.

111. The topmast being rigged, sway it on end, and

fid it ; stay the mast and set up the rigging with a run-

ner and tackle ; after which come up the fore and aft

stays, and place them fair over the eyes of the rigging.

112. The topmast may also be rigged after being

swayed up and fidded; to do which, after the cross-trees
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are on, get over the pendants, and liook the top-burtons

to them ; have girtlines on the cross-trees, and a light

tackle below the cross-trees to answer the purpose of a

stay ; now sway up the mast and fid it, stay it, send up
the rigging by the girtlines, and commence setting them
up as soon as the first and second pair are over. After

they are secured, send up the next two, and set them up
as before, and so on, until they are all over and set up

;

after which the breast and standing backstays, and then

the fore and aft stays ; which being done, come up the

backstays and stay the mast properly.

118. Dimensions of and Fitting the Topmast
Riggini?, Measure from the hounds of the topmast

down to the after part of the lower trestle-trees. This

distance, augmented by half the circumference of the

mast-head at the hounds, will be the length of the swifter

or forward shroud. To cut the rigging in the loft, place

the samson-posts the above distance apart ; to one of

them make fast the end of the rope intended for the

rigging, and flemish-coU all of it around both posts, hav-

ing as many fakes as there are pairs of shrouds required.

The inner fake being intended for the" first pair, the next

for the second, and so on. Now cut the bights of the

fakes at the post to which the end is secured, which will

leave each pair of shrouds separate. Before removing

them, measure off on the bight of the first pair, once and

a quarter the size of the mast-head, which will be the

proper size for the eye of that pair. Draw a line across

on aU the shrouds, cutting this mark, which will show

the proper places to put on the eye-seizings, forming the

eyes of the shrouds.

114. The topmast rigging should be in size, six-tenths
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of the lower. The mast-head pendants bear the sanie

proportion to the topmast, that the lower ones do to the

lower mast in length. They are in size the same as the

rigging.

115. For the length of topmast backstays, measure

the distance from the hounds of the mast down to the

centre of the deck, abreast of their dead-eyes in the

channels, this being increased by one-half the circmn-

ference of the mast-head. The port pair being placed

oyer the starboard, must be twice the diameter of the

rope longer.

116. For the length of topmast breast backstays, meas-

ure from the hounds of the topmast down to the part-

ners of the lower mast, which, augmented by one-half

the circumference of the mast-head, will be the proper

length for the starboard pair. The measure for the port

pair will be the same, augmented as in the standing

backstays, by twice the diameter of the rope.

117. The size of the fore and main standing topmast

backstays is generally one-quarter less than the lower

rigging. The size of the mizzen is the same as the main

topmast rigging.

118. All breast backstays should be the same size as

the standing ones.

118 a. I am disposed to think, that breast backstays

may very well be dispensed with in all vessels, certainly

in any under the size of frigates. Increase the size of

the standing topmast backstays one-quarter, making

them the same as the lower rigging, two on each side

;

and when properly set up, the topmast has quite suffi-

cient support. The best argument in favor of them is,

that in action you have " two strings to your bow," one
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of whicli being shot away leaver your topmast still sup-

ported. Use them, for this reason, in war, but dispense

with iall unnecessary top hamper in peace.

119. The proper length for the fore-and-aft stays can

only be ascertained by a 'draught of the vessel's spars,

giving the proper rate of each mast. The size of the

standing stays is once and a half of the rigging, and the

spring stays the same ds the rigging, unless they are

equalized, when the proper size for each will be once

and a. q^uarter of the rigging.

120. The topmast rigging is fitted in the same man-

ner as the lower. It is'cat-harpined in one-half of its

diameter, the eat-harpin legs crossing each other abaft

the.mast ; or fitted thus : The eye -in one end bf the cat-

harpin leg is seized to the second forward shroud, it is

then passed around the mast, and the eye in the other

end seized to the second or third shroud on the same

side.

121. See lower rigging (90) for the proper placei to

seize on the futtock staves, and the manner of. fitting

the cat-harpin legs. The size of the latter shotdd be the

same as the topmast rigging. '

122. The eyes of the backstays a.re protected from the

weather in the same manner as those of the shrouds

;

that is, they are served and covered with raw hide; they

are also protected from chafe by being leathered in the

wake of the lower yards and tops.

123. The standing backstays have dead-eyes turned

into their ends, and are set up by lanyards to the chan-

nel dead-eye, in the same manner as the lower rigging.

The breast backstays have blocks turned into their ends,

and set up with a luff purchase; this is for the conte-
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nience of coming up, for tlie purpose of bearing them
abaft witli tbe yards braced up.

124. The fore topmast stay reeves through the star-

board forward sheave ia the bees (Or through a specta-

cle-strap and through bull's eyes), has a dead-eye turned

into its end, and sets up to fthestarbostrd hawse-piece.

The spring stay reeves through the port after sheave-hole

in the bees, and sets up to the port hawse-piece in the

same manner as the starboard one. The spring stay is

used to hoist the fore-topmast stay sail on ; though some

oflBcers recommend having a staysail Btay,"and not using

the spring stay for this purpose. ;
'

,124: a. I will here repeat that all stays are now set up,

through bulls-eiyeSj to their own parts; and not by the

use of dead.-eyes. and lanyards.

, 123. The m,ain . topmast stay, reeves through a heart

secured abaft the foremast-head above the rigging, and

sets if-p. on deck, abaft the mast. The spring stay reeves

v^ through a thimble strapped around the foremast, be-

low the top, and sets up to the lower cap.

' 125 a. Or, as is now the general
,
practice, since, the

use of trysails, both the topmast and spring stays are

brought down and set up on deck, one, on each side of

the trysailmast, , ,
,

126. The. mizzen topmast stay sets up to the main-

mast head, above the rigging. The spring stay reeves

and sets up in the same manner as the main topmast

spring stay.

, 127. The collars of all topmast stays are fitted with

lashing eyes. For their proper lengths, and to preserve

them from chafe, see lower rigging (6, 80). They should

be well served, and leathered in their nips, as well as eyes.
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GHAPTEE lY.

MASTDTG AND RIGGING, CONTINUED.

TO GET OH A TOPMAST CAP. TO GET OtTT AISD EIG A JIB-

BOOM, AND SHIP THE MAKTINGALE. ^JIB-TEAVELLEE.

DIMENSIONS OF EIGGING. BATTLE DOWN THE LOWEE
EIGGmG.

128. To get on the Topma«t Cap. Sway it up to

tlie cross-trees by the girtlines from tlie topmast head,

and place it on the forward part ; send aloft a topgallant

studdingsail boom, point its upper end through the hole

in the cross-trees for the topgallant mast, and lash the cap

to it in the same manner as the lower cap was lashed to

the topmast head (99). The top burtons being hooked to

their pendants, hook their lower blocks to a strap around

the lower end of the spar, which must be kept upright

by a small rope passed around it and the topmast. A
heaver or handspike must be attached to the heel of the

spar for the purpose of slueing it. !N"ow sway up by the

burtons, and when the cap is high enough to clear the

head of the mast, slue it by the heaver ; and when the

square hole in the cap is directly over the head of the

mast, lower away and place it ; unlash the spar and send

it, down on deck ; ship the cap-shore and beat it down

;

cover the cap with sheet-lead, as was directed for the

lower cap.

129. To get on and rig a Jib-boom. If you have
not already placed the jib-boom on before rigging the
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bowsprit (35), hoist it Tip now by one of tbe pendant
tackles with its outer end forward. Point it through the

heart-collars by a fore-and-aft tackle, and one on the fore

stay. Eeeve the heel-rope through a block at the bow-
sprit cap, through the sheave hole at the heel of the

boom, and secure the end to an eye-bolt in the cap on
the opposite side. This being done, rig the boom out

far enough to put on the rigging, that is, with the iuner

sheave hole clear of the cap. Tar the boom end, and
then put on the horses or foot-ropes, guys, blocks for the

martiagale stay, and the blocks for the topgallant bow-
lines. Keeve the jib-stay through the inner sheave hole

in the boom, and bring the end in on the port side.

130. Single martingales are preferred to double ones,

because they are neater, are less liable to stretch, and

keep down the boom better.

131. Have a tackle on the jib-boom outside of the cap,

by which hoist up the martingale ; ship, and secure it.

Keeve the standing part of the martingale stays through

the upper sheave holes in the legs of the martingale, up
through the blocks at the boom' end, then through the

hole in the martingale above the sheaves, and secure

their ends by a knot. Put the gaub-ropes on the ex-

tremity of the martingale legs, and bring them in board.

132. Pig out the jib-boom by the heel-rope, until it

is two-thirds of its length beyond the cap. Peeve the

martingale stays through the fair leaders on the bow-

sprit, and set them up to bolts in the hawse-piece; set

up also the jib-stay. After the boom is out the requisite

distance, its heel is supported by a strap passed around

it and the bowsprit, the two parts being frapped together

between ; and also by a chock from the heel of the boom
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in on the bowsprit. This chock is generally confined to

the bowsprit by screws, that it may be readily removed

for rigging in the boom.

133. The guys are fitted in pairs, starboard and port,

are rove through straps on the spritsail yard, and set up

to eye-bolts inside of, or abaft the cat-heads.
,

134:. The foot-vopes are in length three-fourths of the

whole length of the jib-boom. They are fitted together

with a cut-splice, which is served and goes over the boom
end. There are overhanded knots takenj or.turks heads

worked in, at equal distances apart on them, to prevent

the men from, slipping while laying out on them.

135. The only method of determining the proper

length for martingale stays and jib guys, is by a draught

of the bowsprit and jib-boom. The size of the guys

should be the same as the mizzen topmast rigging. The
size of martingale stays, if double, is the same as the

topgallant stay; if single, it must be proportionably

larger.

136. The eyes of the foot-ropes and guys are wormed,

parcelled, served, and leathered; the latter are also

leathered in the wake of the thimbles through which

they reeve, as are also the martingale stays in the wake
of the martingale and fair leader.

137. The blocks for the martingale and topgallant

bow-line are fitted with leathered straps.

138. The collar of the jib-stay is fitted in the same
manner as that of the topmast stay (127), and is lashed

around the fore topmast head above the other stays, or

lashed to the topmast stay. The stay is served ten feet

above the boom ; it is also served and leathered in the

wake of the traveller and sheave, and sets up by a luif
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purcliase, or by a lanyard to an eye-bolt, or over a tbim-

ble to its own part.

139. To rattle doTpn the I^ow^er Rigging. This

sbould be done as.soon. as itis setup, for tbe convenience

of tbe men in going aloft, wbile sending up and rigging

tbe topmast. Commence below at tbe sbeer-poles; lasb

capstan bars or other small spars on, outside of the rig-

ging, and parallel with tbe sheer-pole, at convenient dis-

tances apart, up the rigging, for tbe. men to stand on.

Xash the eye, turned into the >end of tbe ratlinej to tbe

forward shroud, clove-bitch it around tbe next, and so

on to the after one, where it is seized as to the forward.

It is hauled taut between each shroud, and the bitches

well jambed. The ratlines sbould be fpurteen inches

apart on tbe lower rigging, and twelve or thirteen on

the topmast. The men should have measuring rods to

assist them. After the vessel is riggedj and before going

to sea, particularly if the rigging is new, it will be neces-

,sary to set it up again, square tbe ratlines, and put on

new seizings. Be particular at all times to keep them

square and equidistant, which will greatly contribute to

the neat and seamanlike appearance of the vessel ; and

at sea, have them frequently examined, insecure seizings

renewed, and worn ratlines immediately replaced by

new ones ; that you may avoid accidents, and tbe men

may feel a confidence in going aloft.

s*
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OHAPTEE V.

MASTING AND EIGGING, CONTINUED.

GETTTNG OK BOAED, EIGGING AND CKOSSING LOWER, TOPSAIL,

AND SPEITSAIL TAEDB. FITTING AND EEEVING BEACES,

LIFTS, TTBS, TETTSSES, SLINGS, HALTABDS, ETC. GIVING

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE EIGGING.

140. Having advanced tlius far in rigging ship—^the

topmasts being on end, and jib-boom rigged out, and

rigging set up—^it will be proper now to rig and cross

tbe lower topsail, and spritsail yards. It is proper to.

remark bere, that you should attend to the stowage of

the hold, to bring the vessel down in the water, before

advancing further in the rigging than is contained in

the foregoing chapter, with the addition of crossing the

lower yards, which will be useful in hoisting on board

tanks, provisions, etc. But we will leave the stowage of

the hold for a separate chapter, and continue on in this

until we have completed the rigging, and until she is

" all a tcmnt."

141. To hoist on board a I^ower Yard (fore, main,

or cross-jack), proceed as follows :—If the yard is on the

port side, see that the starboard yard-arm is forward.

Keeve a hawser through the jear-pendant block, or other

block, lashed to the head of the lower mast ; bring its

end down over the side, bend it to the slings of the yard,

and stop it along to the forward or starboard yard-arm

;

place fenders up and down the side of the ship, and over
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the bulwarks
;
you may also assist tlie hawser with pen-

dant tackles ; sway up, and as the yard-arm comes over

the gunwale, cut the stops, and rest the yard on water-

casks, or on the rail athwartships, immediately forward

of its mast ; and hang it by pendant tackles on each side

of the slings, leaving room to put on the rigging. Both
the fore and main yards are got in in the same manner.

The cross-jack yard you may get in by the hawser used

for the main. In a large vessel you may use two hawsers

for the fore and naain yards. The lower yards being in,

and placed each before its respective mast, proceed to

rig, and get them ready for swaying aloft.

142. Tbe Fore and IMain Yards are riirs^d as fol-

loMTs. Commence by leathering the yards in the slings, or

centre, having the thickest part of the leather on the after

part of the yard
;
place the D thimble, covered with par-

celling, on the top, and exactly in the centre of the yard

;

lash it on with a strand of well-stretched rope (having

leather underneath of sufficient width to cover the lash-

ing), passed on the bight, with turns sufficient to fill up

the score of the thimble, each turn to be hove taut with a

' Spanish windlass, or tackle ; frap the parts of the lashing

together with the ends, between the thimble and yard,

and then cover them with the leather ; sometimes wedges

are driven in between the lashing and yard, to bring the

lashing more taut, and the thimble more secure.

143. Next to t^e D thimble, and directly under the

yard, seize on the quarter-hlocks for the topsail sheets,

the eyes of their straps seized together on top of the yard.

The size of these straps must be that of the topsail sheets ;

they are wormed, parcelled, and leathered. After these

blocks are seized on, they are spanned together ; and on
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this span, directly under tlie centre of the yard, is seized

on a small double block for the slablines. The reason of

this span is to keep the blocks in their places, and pre-

vent their working out in hauling home the topsail

sheets.

144. Next to the quarter-blocks are placed on the

trusses and their straps. Each truss (starboard and port)

is secured to the yard with a running eye : and directly

outside of them is a thimble strapped around the yard,

large enough for the truss to reeve through. Each truss

leads around abaft the mast, then through its thimble on

the other side, through a check-block on the trestle-trees,

and (a block being turned into its end) leads up into the

top ; through which block, and another at the lower cap,

reeves the truss fall, the hauling part of which leads down

on deck.

145. That the trusses may lead fair, you must have one

above the other ; have the starboard one above ; to do

which you must slue the starboard truss and the thimble

through which it leads, above the port ones. There is

sometimes a cleat on the after part of the mast, having

two holes for the trusses to lead through, being a favr-

leader, to keep them from overlaying. But you must be

careful that the holes are so large that the trusses may
render easily.

146. The straps which confine the thimbles to the yard

are wormed, served, and leathered, and are fitted double

;

the thimble embracing two parts of the strap, and the

two bights seized together on the forward part- of the

yar4- The rope used should be of the same size as the

clewgamet. The trusses must be wormed, served, and
leathered, and be of the same size as the topmast rigging.
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Their proper lengtli can only be ascertained by measure-

ment.

146 a. K tbe Ibwer yards are fitted with iron trusses,

which are now in general use^ even for the largest ves-

sels, the rope trusses, as described in the. foregoing para-

graphs, are, of course, not needed.

147. Next, and a very little outside of the trusses, seize

on the ckewga/mebMoehs,. These are single blocks, and

the eyes of their, straps are seized togetber pn the top of

tbe yard ; wHcb being done, slue the blocks so far for-

ward that the after part of the strap may be clear of the

topsail sheet. The straps are wornied, served,; and lea-

thered, and should be of the same size as the olewgarnet.

Next to- this is a strap, to wbich is secured the standing

part of the clewgamet.

148. Seize on tbe leechMne-hlocks along tbe yard, so

placing them as to bring the leech of the sail, wben hauled

up, taut along the yard. Their straps are the same size

as the leechHnes.- >

149. To rig the Yard Arms. Tar them where you

are about to place the rigging. Put over \h^&j(ickstcvys,

the outer ends of which are fitted with eyes made to go

closely up to the shoulders of the yard ; these eyes are

served ; the other ends are led in througb staples driven

into the yard, and are set. up, by thimbles spliced into

their ends, to each other, at the slings of the yard. They

are served tbeir whole length, and leathered in the wake

of the thimbles. The jackstay is for the purpose of bend-

ing the bead of the saU to, and must be one-tenth larger

than the head-rope of the sail that is bent to it.

149 a. Iron jackstays are now in general use, and are
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with the iron trusses, fitted to the yard before being taken

on board.

150. Next to these, are put over the yard-arms the

straps and thimbles for the head-ea/rwigs. These are two-

thirds the size of the jaekstay, and are served. They are

for the purpose of hauling out the head of the sail to, by

its earings. See Bendmg SaMs.

151. Next to these are put over thefooPropes. Their

outer ends are fitted as the jackstays, with eyes suffi-

ciently large to go over the yard-arm snugly to their

places. Their inner ends are rove through stirrups

attached to the yard (152.) After which, thimbles are

spliced into their ends, by which, and a lanyard, they are

connected, and then triced up to the D thimble. The
"length of the foot-rope should be such, that when fitted

to the yard, the men may conveniently stand upon it in

fiirling or loosing the sail.

152. The sbwrwps have thimbles spliced into their

lower ends, through which the foot-ropes reeve. Their

upper ends are formed into plats, which are passed twice

around the yard, over and under from abaft, and secured

to the bolts of the jaekstay. They are one-third smaller

than the foot-ropes.

153. Next to the foot-ropes are put on the straps for

the yard tackles, having thimbles seized into them which

hang under the yard. They are in size the same as the

yard tackle, are served, and leathered.

153 a. Straps for the yard-tackles are now generally

omitted in rigging the yard arms. A selvagee-strap being

passed around the yard when required.

154. The hrace-Uook is next put on. This is filled
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witli two straps connected by lock-thimbles. Tbe one

strap embracing tbe yard, and tbe other the block.

155. The strap for the lift-hlock goes on next, the

block being strapped on top of the yard ; the lift is rove

through this, and another block hooked to an eye-bolt

in the lower cap. If the hffc is single, the block on the

yard arm is unnecessary ; the end or standing part goes

over the yard arm with an eye, and the hauling part

leads through a single block at the cap. This gives a

neater appearance to the yard arm. The straps for hft

and brace blocks are served and leathered, and are of

the same size as the lift and brace.

156. Put on straps with thimbles ; one a little with-

in the sheave hole for the topsail sheet, for the burtons,

the thimble being on top of the yard ; another to se-

cure the heel of the topmast studding-sail boom to, and

another about half the distance in from the shoulders

to the slings, for the rolling tackle : each strap to be the

size of the rope for which it is used.

157. TUe Cross-jack. Ifard Is rigged thus : The D
thimble, quarter-blocks, and foot-ropes are fitted as for

the fore and main yards, and with the like proportions.

The truss being single, is fitted like the starboard truss

to the fore and main yards. There being no sail bent

to this yard, the jackstay, head-earing strap, clewgar-

net, leechline, and stabline blocks are dispensed with, as

are also the burton and yard-tackle straps. The brace-

blocks are fitted on the forward part of the yard, one-

sixth the whole length of the yard in from the extrem-

ity of. the yard arm. The lifts are single, and their eyes

are placed over the yard arms next after the foot-ropes,
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leading, as the fore and main, through blocks at the

lower cap.

158. The lower yards being rigged, reeve the braces,

lifts, and purchase for swaying aloft, as follows :

—

The

forehraces are rove v^ through blocks on the mainmast

below the eyes of the rigging, down through the brace

blocks on the yard, and the ends or standing parts se-

cured to the main stay a little below the collar, or in at

the main mast. The main lyraces are rove v/p through

their leading block on the brace-bumpkin, down through

the blocks on the yard, and their standing parts secured

around the end of the bumpkin. The cross-jack lyraces

are rove wp through blocks on' the mainmast, or on the

after swifter of the main rigging, wp through the blocks

on the yard, and the standing parts spliced to bolts in

the mainmast inside of the block, or secured to the af-

ter swifter aboVe the leading block.

159. Tlie lower lifts, if they are double, lead up
through the blocks at the lower cap, in through the

blocks at the yard arms, and the standing part secured

around the strap at the breast of the block at the cap,

or to the bolt to which the block is hooked. If the lift

is triple, commence reeving v/p through the forward

sheave hole of the block at the cap (which must be a

double block), <:Z(wo» through the block at the yard arm,

wp again through the remaining sheave of the block at

the cap, and the standing part fitted with an eye, goes

over the yard arm outside of the lift block, which eye

must be slued aft sufficiently to clear the score of the

block. Single lifts are fitted and rove as before directed

(155). They are served in the wake of the topmast rig-

ging, the tops, the blocks at the cap, and over the eye
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on the yard arm. Into the lower end, or hauling part

which leads from the «ap-block down by the . mast, is

turned a thimble, to which is hooked the double block

of a tackle, the single block of which, is hooked to an
eye-bolt in the deck.

160. Send aloft the slmgsior the lower yards. They
are fitted with eyes sphced in their ends, which lash to-

gether abaft the mast and over the rigging ; and in

large vessels, sometimes over the lower mast-head, in

which case they have a back-lashing abaft the mast.

In the bight of the slings is seized a l^rge thimble, of a

size equal to the ,D thimble on the yard; this leads down
through the pigeon hole in the forward part of the top,

and hangs a very little below it. The length of the

shngs must be determined by measurement, which will

vary according to the manner of fitting them. The
main should be, in size, equal to the main stay or mes-

senger ; the fore nine-tenths of the main ; and the

cross-jack the size of the miiizen rigging. They are

wormed, parcelled, served, and leathered ; and their

eyes are parcelled, and marled with spun yarn.

160 a. Chain slings are now in general use for all

lower yards.

161. In large vessels Jear-^endants may be used to

strike or sway aloft the lower yards by, and are rigged

thus: The ends, which are pointed, are rove through

the jear-blocks at the lower mast-head, one on each side,

from aft forward, are brought down, and made fast to

the quarters of the yard by a fisherman's bend. The

other ends of the pendants are toggled to the upper

blocks of the jear purchases, the lower blocks being se-

cured on the spar or main decks. For the size of jear-
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pendants allow once and a half, in inclies, tlie circTim-

ference of the yard at the slings, in feet. Their length

should be twice the distance from the honnds of the

lower mast to its partners.

162. In frigates and smaller vessels, the pendant-tack-

les are used instead of jears, to sway aloft or strike the

lower yards with ; by securing the upper block at the

cap, and hooking the lower block to straps around the

quarters of the yard. And, indeed, most officers of the

highest standing in point of experience and intelligence,

ridicule the practice of using any other means than the

pendant-tackles, in vessels of any class.

163. But to proceed. Man the lifts and jear-faUs or

pendant-tackles, and sway up the yard, steadying it by

the braces, and keeping it clear of the mast by guys

leading forward ; when it is up as high as the futtock

staff, or a little above, to allow for the stretch of the

slings and lanyard, reeve the lanyard, which is spliced

to the slings, alternately through the D thimble on the

yard, and the thimble in the slings, imtil it is expended.

As a rule, the size of the lanyard should be one-third

or one-half the size of the slings. If smaller, more

turns must be taken. It should be also of stretched or

quarter-worn rope.

164. The lower yards in larger vessels are frequently,

and should always be, slung in chains, which are infi-

nitely more secure, and always keep the yard in its place.

And all vessels have cham sli/ngs fitted, both for the lower

yards and gaffs, to hang them by during an action.

165. Keeve the trusses (144, 145, 146) and truss falls;

haul them taut ; square the yards by the lifts and braces

;
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xinrig tlie jear pendants, or send down the pendant

tackles.

166. There are other blocks on the fore yard, for the

lower studding-sail clewlines and inner halyards; but

those will be spoken of in the proper places.

167. The topsail yards are taken on board in the

same manner as the lower yards, having the hawsers rove

through blocks at the topmast head. When clear of

the bulwarks, bear them aft or into the gangways, place

them for rigging, and cast off the hawsers.

168. To rig tlie Topsail Yards. Commence by leath-

ering the yard in the slings, and then lash on the tye-

hiocks. In line-of-battle ships and frigates there are

two, and they are lashed on as near, on each side of the

centre of the yard, as possible ; they stand with their

sheaves fore and aft on the top of the yard ; they are

double strapped, and the bights of their straps are

seized together on the forward part of the yard. The

size of the strap is- that of the topgallant shroud.

168 a. Some officers approve of fitting the tye-

blocks with two straps and lock thimbles, the straps

aroimd the yard being formed of a strand, hove on in

the manner of a D thimble (142), and the blocks to

stand athwart. An iron band around the yard, with an

eye in it, is preferable.

169. In sloops or smaller vessels there is but one tye-

block, which stands with its sheave athwart-ship, is ex-

actly in the centre, and lashed as before directed.

170. The parral, which is used to confine the yard

to the mast, is next to be put on. It is fitted of one

piece of rope, in small vessels, and of two in large. In

the former case an eye is spliced into each end, one end
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is passed under the yard, over, and seized together by

the eye close to the yard ; and after the yard is crossed,

the other end is taken around abaft the naast, and

secured around the yard as the first was. In the

other case, the long leg is passed as in a single par-

ral, and seized together close to the yard around both

parts, leaving the eye (which raust be on top), clear;

the short leg (having an eye in each of its ends) is only

long enough to go around the mast above the long leg,

and seized to the eyes of the long leg; another seizing

is passed around both legs on each, side of the mast,

called quarter-seizings. Of course but one side of the

parral is secured, until the yard is Crossed. They must
be preserved frxjm the weather and from chafe, by worm-

ing, service, and leather.

lYl. The quarter-blocks for the topgallant sheets

and topsail clewlines, are next seized on around the

quarters of the yard; place them near enough to the

slings for the topgallant sheets and topsail clewlines to

lead down fair through the lubber's hole. The blocks

are double, are under the yard, and the eyes of the straps

seized on the top (143).

, 172. Outside of these are seized on stra/ps for the

standing parts of the topsail clewlines ; then the straps

for the rolling tackles, and for the heel of the topgallant

studding-sail booms ; and two straps, a little within the

topgallant-sheet sheave-hole for the burtons to hook to.

These straps are served, leathered, and have thimbles

seized into their bights, and are slued in a position

fair for the tackles that hook to them. The size of the

straps is the same as the falls of their tackles.

173. Tar the yard-arms preparatory to placing over
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the rigging
;
put on tlie. jac^stay, and sin'wps for the

head-earing (149, 150) ; the fooPrapes and stirrups (151,

152), differing from those on the Iqwer yard, in this,

that the inner ends cross, each other at the slings of the

yard, each one setting up at the opposite, quarter of the

yard.

1T4:. The Flemisb horses—for the men to stand on

when laying out on the yard arm—are spliced around

thimbles on the boom-iron or goose-neck at the ex-

tremity of the yard, and the inner end is seized to the

yard within the topgallant sheet sheave-hole; they are

served in the wake of the foot-ropes, and over the eye

;

and are not put on until the yard is across and rigged.

They are three times the length of the yard-arm, and are

the size of the foot-ropes.

1.T5. Next to the foot-ropes are put on the traee-Wocka

cmd Ufts., but not until the yard is swayed up and down.

The brace-blocks are fitted, and with the hke pro-

poi-tious, as those for the lower ya,rds. The lifts are

single; they go with eyes over the yard-arms, and are

leathered, and served over their eyes ; their other 'ends

lead through the lower sheaves of the sister bloOks in

the topmast digging; have 'thimbles turned into them,

and set up by lanyards to .the trestle-trees. ;,ii' :

1Y6. The fore and main topsail yards are rigged alike.

The mizzen, is without the straps for studding-sail booms

and burtons, has but onetye-block, and a single tye and

parral.- •
'"

1T7. The yards being ready for swaying aloft, bend

one of the hawsers (167) to the slings, and; stop it out

to the forward yard-arm ; double the other hawser by

reeving it through one of the tye-hlocks ; by these sway
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the yard up and down, and rig tlie yard-arms ; the

upper lift is put on in the top, the lower one on deck,

and the braces rove. Now sway aloft, cast off the stops

as required, and take through the slack of the lower lift

as the yard rises. When high enough, hook the burton

to the lower yard-arm, cast off the quarter stop, and

cross the yard by the burton and lower lift. Square the

yard by the lift and braces, and secure the parral (170).

Generally, particularly in smaller vessels, but one haw-

ser is used.

178. Reeve the tyes through the gin-blocks at the

topmast head (110), through the tye-block on the yard,

from aft forward, and then secure the ends around the

topmast head by clinching. To the other end of the

tyes are attached the ji/yMocks, which are the upper

blocks of the purchase by which the yard is hoisted.

For the length of tyes, allow twice the extreme length

of the topmast to which they belong ; for their size, one

inch less than the topmast rigging ; they are served two-

thirds of their length from their standing parts.

179. Sometimes there is a double and a single tye

;

the double fitted as before directed; and the single

oi\p rove through the gin-block at the mast-head, and

the standing part secured around the slings of the

yard.

180. The topsail halyards are a luff-purchase ; the

lower block is hooked to a bolt in the channels, through

which, and the fly-block in the lower end of the tye, are

rove the halyards ; the standing part being secured to

the lower block. The halyards are one-half the size of

the tye.

181. To reeve the Fore-topsail Braces. Com--
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mence with that which will be the standing part, reeve it

up through the blocks secured to the bibbs at the mast-

head, through the span blocks seized on below the collar

of the main stay, v^p through the blocks on the yard,

and secure the ends to the main topmast head ; some-

times the standing part is secured to the stay, and the

running part rove through blocks at the topmast head,

but the former is preferred.

182. The main-topsail braces are rove through

span blocks at the mizzenmast below the top, wp
through the blocks on the yard, and the end secured to

the mizzen topmast head; or, both the braces being

in one, it may be middled and clove-hitched around the

mizzenmast, the ends rove up through the blocks on the

yard, and down through blocks at the mizzen-topmast

head.

183. The mizzen-topsall braces are rove through

blocks at the mainmast head, through small double

blocks at the after part of the lower cap, through the

blocks on the yard, and the ends made fast near the

blocks at the maimnast head. The hauling parts of all

braces lead through their proper leading blocks at the

belaying rails by the masts.

184. To get on board a spritsail yard, proceed in

the same manner as for a fore topsail yard, getting it in

on the port side.

186. Leather it in the slings, and seize on the pwnoH,

which is fitted in the same manner as for a topsail yard,

with the exception of its being long enough to be passed

around the bowsprit.

186. The tye is fitted in the manner of a pair of

slings, with a hook and thimble seized in one of its
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biglits; it is passed around the yard, the hook and

thimble rove through the other bight, and jambed.

187. Seize on the straps with thimbles for the jib

guys, and farther out, a little inside of the shoulders,

straps for the flying-jib guys, and insidcS of these straps

for the flying-jib sheets.' Ifail on the stirrups and put

on the foot-ropes over the yard-arms.

188. Bring the starboard lift and brace around under

the "bowsprit, rig the outer yard-arm, and put on the

port lift and brace.

189. Eeeve a hawser through a block lashed to the

fore topmast stay, pass the end under the bowsprit,

bring it in on the port side, bend it to the starboard

quarter of the yard, and stop it along to the outei* yard-

arm ; have a tackle from the extremity of the bowsprit,

which hook to a strap around 'the slings of the yard

;

and another from the fore stay for the purpose of light-

ing it off the bulwarks. "With these tackles and the

hawser get out the yard, casting off the stops^ of the

hawser as the starboard yard-arm passes, the bowsprit.

"When the yard is out, hook the tye to an eye-bolt under

the bowsprit, square it by the lifts and braces, and

secure the parral.

190. Put, on each -^yard-arm, guy-hlochs for the lower

boom-guys, and two on the quarters of the yard. JReeve

the jib and flying-jib guys and set them up.

191. The sprltsail braces lead through blocks seized

to the collar of the fore-stay, through span-blocks on the

stay below the collar, through the blocks on the yard,

and the standing part secured to the stay below the span-

blocks. The braces should bo of a size between the fore

and mizzen topsail braces, r
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192. The lifts, similaj to tlie topsail lifts, reeve

tlirougli blocks at the bowsprit cap, and set up at the

knight-heads. They are in size nine-tenths of the topsail

lifts. ..:"':
: ',, L. [['.:

193. It is now a common practice to lash the sprit-

sail yard across the fenight-heads above the bowsprit ; in

which case, the parral, tye, and lift, are of course dis-

pensed with. The jib and flying-jib guys lead through

their respective straps on the yard, and set up abaft the

ca1>-head. This gives the vessel a neater appearance for-

ward, and the yard affords a sufficient support to the

head booms, which support might be augmented by
having the yard squarer than if suspended under the

bowsprit.

193 a. WhisUers. Iron outriggers, projecting from

the cat-head, are much used, in smaller vessels, in place

of spritsail yards, or gaffs—through which the head guys

&c. are rove, and set up at the fore chain—^but clear of

the anchor-flukes.

4
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OHAPTEE VI.

MASTING AND EIGGING, CONTINUED.

EIGGHfG A SPABTKEE BOOM. GAJFFS FOE SPANKEE ASD TET-
SAIL. ^TOP-GALLAJfTT, EOTAL, AND SKTSAIL MASTS. FLY-

ING JIB-BOOM. ^DrMENSlONS OF, AND FITTING THE EIG-

GING. ^EIG AND CEOSS TOP-GALLANT AND EOTAL TAUDS.

194. To rig a Spanker Boom. First put oyer its

outer end, the footrrapes j these are fitted with a cut

splice, which is covered with canvas; the inner ends,

one on each side of the boom, have eyes spliced in them,

and are seized to the boom with a rose seizing, one-third

the distance in from the outer end, that third being

abaft the tafirail; they are served a short distance from

the eyes ; their length is half the extreine length of the

boom, and their size the same as the foot-ropes on the

mizzen-topsail yard.

195. Then put on the gv/ys ; their outer ends are

joined by a cut splice, which is covered with canvas

;

the other ends have single blocks turned in them, and

are set taut by a luff-purchase leading to the main brace

bumpkin ; they are served a short distance from both

ends ; are four-tenths the length of the boom, and ten-

twelfths the size of the topping-lifts.

196. Fit two single blocks for the spanker sheet, to

the band for that purpose around the boom, just within

the taffrail ; two double blocks of the same size are fitted

to hook to the bolts in the taffrail ; throiia''h tlipsp Wnflra
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are rove the spanker sheet. Their straps are leathered,

and are the same size as the sheet, and main topsail braces.

197. The spanfcer sheets and guys are sometimes

fitted together, thus :—The standing part goes over the

end of the boom as the guy is fitted (195). It is then

rove alternately through two double blocks, one hooked

to the taffi-ail, the other to the band on the boom—^the

fall, or hauling part, leading from the boom, and belayed

to a cleat on the taffrail. It is a neat arrangement, and

all parts will bear the proper, and an equal strain.

198. About one-fourth the distance from the outer

end of the boom, is secured an iron band, having a round

semi-circular piece of iron projecting from the upper

part of it athwart, around which the outer ends of the

tqppmg-lifts are spliced ; the other ends are rove through

blocks toggled imder the top ; into the lower end of each

is turned a double block, which i& the upper block of a

luff-purchase, the single or lower block being hooked

down by the mizzen chains. The topping-lifts are

served in the wake of the gaff and blocks and over

the eye-splice; their size should be the same as the

cross-jack lifts. Their length obtained by measurement.

199. Sometimes, in small vessels, the boom is sup-

ported by a single lift, leading from its outer extremity

through a eheeh-ilock, or bull's eye. On the gaff; from

thence to the topmast head, and sets up to the lower

trestle-trees. It is rarely fitted thus in vessels of war.

200. To rig a GatST, The vcmgs (serving as guys, to

support the end, or peak, of the gaff,) are fitted with an

eye formed in the bight, or with a clove-hitch, which is

secured on the gaff at about one-sixth from the end, in

;

their lower ends are set up to the extremes of the taff-
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rail by gim-tacMe purcliases ; service is put over the

eye, extending a short distance below the gaff, and over

the splices of the blocks. For size of vangs, see ih/roat

amdjpeah haVya/rds (206).

201. The outer peak hdJ/ya/rd hlock is put< on the

gaff one-third of its length from the outer end, or a very

little, if any, within the leech of the sail ; the inner one

two-thirds, the straps of these are fitted around the gaff

like gromets ; or in the common mode, having the splice

at the breast of the blocks. They are kept in their

places by cleats on the gaff, inside of the strap. The
double block for the peak halyards is strapped to the

bolt in the after part of the mizzen cap ; the halyards

are rove up through this, in through the blocks on the

gaff, the inner one first ; and the standing part secured

to the block at the cap, the fall leading on deck.

202. The upper block of the tJvroat-halya/rds is secured

under the top, and the lower block is hooked to an eye-

bolt in the gaff, on the jaws ; the straps of these blocks

are leathered, or covered with canvas, and are the same

size as the halyards (206).

203. Seize two pair of small span-blocks on the gaff,

for the peak Tyrcdls, as the leechline blocks of a course

(148), so that the after leech of the sail may be hauled

up taut along the gaff; two triple-blocks are strapped,

one on each side, to the eye-bolts under the jaws of the

gaff, for the throat hrails and for leaders to the peak

brails. The straps of these blocks are covered with can-

vas. ^

204. Fit a small double block for the ensign halya/rds,

to an eye-bolt driven into the outer extremity of the

ffaff.
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206. Kt 'OoBjom^cype witli its rollers to the gaff.

206. Having rove the throat and peak halyards, hoist

up the gaff a sufficient height, to secure the jaws to the

trysail mast by the jaw-rope; reeve the ensign halyards;

hoist up the gaff to its place, and steady it by"the vangs.

The size of the throat and peak halyards is the same as

the spanker sheet.

207. Gaffs for the fore and main trysails are rigged in

the same manner.

207 a. A spanker is sometimes bent to hoops, which
traverse on the gaff, the head of the sail hauling out by
an outhaul, termed the peak ouihcml. In which ease

the peak ha^a/rds must be fitted differently, thus—^It

reeves vp through a single block on the after part of the

mizzen cap, m through a single block on the shoulders

of the gaff, outside the sheave-hole for the peak outhaul,

the standing part secured at the cap, and the fall lead-

ing on deck. The outhcml leads out through a single

block under the top, down through the sheave-hole with-

in the shoulder of the gaff, and the standing part secured

to the peak of the sail. The downhoml leads out through

a block at the jaws of the gaff, along the gaff, and is se-

cured to the peak of the sail. Brails are fitted as be-

fore, the leading blocks being secured to the hoops on

the gaff. This manner of fitting a spanker is not as

neat as the former, nor does it possess any advantage

over it for a vessel of war.

208. Top-gallant and royal-masts are generally in

one stick, in which case the whole is termed z.pdle top-

goMamt-mast ; but if -they are distinct, as is sometimes

the case in vessels of the largest class, then the top-gial-

lantmast is called a short top-galladimast, and the royal-
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mast either a fidded or sUdmg-gwmtffr royal-mast, as the

case may be.

208 a. A stmm/p top-gallantmast is different from a

short top-gallantmast, in this. The former, being used

only in heavy weather, is fitted without cross-trees, and

not intended for any mast above it ; the latter, as di-

rected above (208), is fitted with cross-trees, and carries

a fidded royal-mast.

209. To rig a short Top-gallant mast. Send up the

top-gallant cross-trees, as was directed for the topmast

(103, 104); to which, before it is sent aloft, is secured the

bolsters (see topmast, 105) ; send the rigging up by girt-

lines, and place the eyes over the hole in the cross-trees,

through which the mast will be pointed, in the same

order that the rigging of the topmast was put over (105

to 109).

210. Keeve the top-gallant yard-rope, for a long mast-

rope, through a block hooked to the topmast cap, on the

side opposite to that intended for the mast pendant;

overhaul down its forward end through the hole in the

cross-trees, forward of the top and yards. The mast being

previously laid upon the deck, with its head forward,

bend the mast-rope to the fid hole, and stop it along to

the head.

211. Sway up the mast, steadying it by a heel-rope

from the deck : as it enters the topmast cross-trees, cast

off the upper stops, and when.high enough for the cross-

trees to rest upon the shoulders, take a turn with the

mast-rope; tar the head of the mast, place the rigging,

and put on the top-gallant cap.

212. Eeeve the mast-pendants as you were directed

for the top-mast (101) ; a tackle is attached to it abaft,
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leading to the lower trestle-trees ; after this is secured

set it taut, and unreeve the long mast-rope.

213. The mast being rigged, sway it on end ; stay it,

and set up the shrouds and backstays.

214. To rig a Pole Top-gallaut Mast. Send up

and place on the topmast cap, the Jach-Gross-irees, or (as

they are usually termed) jacks. It is formed of iron,

having an iron cylinder called a fvmnel connected with

it, to fit the eyes of the rigging, and of sufficient capacity

to admit the royal-mast to pass through it with ease ; it

is covered with tarred parcelling, and has a gromet

around it to supply the place of bolsters ; it is sometimes

fitted without a funnel, and with only one horn, which

gives the mast-head a neater appearance.

215. Send up the top-gdilcmt rigging, as by the former

method, and place it over the funnel in the order before

directed, having the fore-and-aft stays under ; after which

the royal rigging is sent up, and placed on the funnel in

the same manner that the rigging of the top-gallant mast

was ; then the skysaAl stays and back stays.

216. Have also the truck, vsdth its signal halyards

rove, and the spindle for the lightning conductor, aloft

in readiness.

217. Send up the mast, proceeding as before, having

previously placed gromets on the shoulders, for the royal

and skysail rigging to rest upon.

218. As the end of the ^oZe goes through the fiinnel,

secure the truck for the signal halyards, and the spindle

for the lightning conductor ; hook the conductor to the

spindle ; then sway up the mast, and place the skyscml

rigging ; having done which, sway up again and place the

royal rigging ; and then sway up and place the funnel,
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on wliich is the iop-gdllcmt rigging ; forcing down and

placing square the rigging, and keeping the mast on the

right sluejthat the sheaves in it, for the top-gallant, rojal,

and skysail halyards, may be exactly fore and aft.

219. Before placing the rigging, as the mast goes np,

tar the head of each mast over the gromet.

220. Dimensions of, and fitting tbe Top-g^allant,

Royal, and Skysail Rigging. The top-gallant rigging is

set up to the futtock^ shrouds at the topmast cross-trees;

or, being rove through the holes in the horns of the cross-

trees, set up to an iron band, or a strap, around the top-

mast in the Wake of the futtock staves ; or, after leadihg

through' the cross-trees, and between the'topmast shrouds

above the futtock staff, lead down and set up in the top.

The first may be the better method in ships of the first

class ; the second is most practised in frigates and sloops

of war. In the fii'st case, the proper length of the star-

board forward shroud will be the length of the mast, from

the hounds to the heel, augmented by half the circum-

ference of the mast-head in the wake of the rigging. In

the second case, the former measurement increased by
the distance from the iron band around the mast, to the

holes in the cross-trees ; and in the third case, increased

by the length of the topmast, exclusive of mast-head.

221. The top-gallant rigging should be five-seventha

ofthe topmast. For the manner of cutting the rope intend-

ed for the rigging, with reference to the proper length

of each shroud, and the place to pass the eye-seiziags,' I

referyouto themethod given forthetopmast rigging (113.)

222. There are never more than three shrouds on a

side, and frequently there are but two ; the two for-

ward ones on each side are fitted in pairs ; the after
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ones, one on eacli side, form a pair, and are connected

by a out or horse-shoe spUoe.

223. Each pair of sliroiids slioTild be served over the

worming and parcelling, low enough to extend below

the futtock staves. The swifters are served .their whole

length, and if the rigging leads into the top, the serv-

ice must extend below the fiittock staves of the top-

mast rigging.

224. Tbe fnttock-slirouds have thimbles spliced

in their upper, , and eyes in their lower, ends ; they are

rov^ down through the holes in the horns of the cross-

trees, and set up around the topmast shrouds and fut-

tock-staves (95) ; they are served their whole length. To
the thimble in the upper ends sets up the top-gallant

rigging (220).

225. The length of the forward flittock-shroud should

be half the length of the topmast head ; and the after

ones increased in length, in proportion as the afteJ

, horns of the cross-trees exceed the forward ones; they

are of the same. size as the rigging.

226. Tbe fore-and-aft stays for stump masts are

fitted like the topmast stays ; but for the pole mast they

are fitted "With eyes to go snugly around the fiinnel or

mast-head ; the eyes, and a short distance below them^

are wormed, pajrcelled, and served. , ,

.

227. For length and size see topmast stays (119).

228. The fore top-gallant stay leads through the

outer sheave-hole in the jib-boom, comes in on the star-

board side, and sets up to a bolt in the hawse-piece; the

mwm leads through a chock jn the afterpart of .the fore

topmast cross-trees, and sets up in the top, or on deck,

abaft the foremast. The Tfdsz&n, in some vessels, leads
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throTigli a chock in the after part of the main topmast

cross-trees, and in others reeves through a thimble se-

cured to the main cap, and sets up in the top.

229. To determine the length of hreast-lackstays,

measure from the hounds of the top-gallant mast down

to the partners of the lower mast. For fitting them,

see topmast (123). In size, the breast backstays are six-

sevenths of the standing backstays. There is a double

block turned in the ends, which is the upper block of

a triple purchase ; the faU leading from the threefold

block in the chains, inboard. They are served a little

below the eye, above the block, and in the wake of the

lower yards.

230. There is but one stcmdmg-l>achsta/y on each

side. For the length of each, measure from the mast-

head dovra to the centre of the deck abreast of its bolts

in the channels. The size of the fore and main should

be that of the mizzen topmast rigging, and the mizzen

that of the main top-gallant rigging. They have thim-

bles turned in their lower ends, are set up to bolts in the

channels, and served as the breast backstays.

231. The topgallant shrouds should always be rat-

tled down. If the objection to this is, that a ship looks

neater and lighter aloft without it, I answer, take off

the ratlines in port, but keep them on at sea. The dis-

tance between the ratlines to be the same as on the top-

mast rigging.

232. To send up a Added royal-mast, proceed as

before directed in sending up a top-gallant mast, having

the royal mast-rope rove, from aft forward, through a

block hooked to the topgallant cap, through the square

hole in the cross-trees, and down forward of the yards
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and top. The end is then rove throngli the sheave-hole

in the heel of the mast, after which take a clove-hitch

with it around the mast and mast-rope, rack the two
parts of the mast-rope together abaft the mast, 'below

the clove-hitch, and stop the mast-rope to the head of

the mast.

233. Sway the mast aloft, proceeding as before, and
casting off the upper stop when the head of the mast is

above the cross-trees. After it is pointed throiigh the

cap, put on the truck, spindle, and skysail rigging ; cast

off the end of the mast-rope, and make it fast to an eye-

bolt in the cap ; the mast hanging in the mean time by
the racking abaft around both parts of the rope : after

the end is secure, cast off this racking, and sway up the

m-ast sufficiently to place the royal rigging.

284, There are but two royal shrouds on a side. For

the proper length of royal rigging, and fitting it, see

topgallant rigging (220, 221, 222). For the size, use the

same proportion to the topgfiUant, that that bears to the

topmast rigging.

235. The standing-backstays to the fore and main,

should be the same size as the topgallant shrouds ; and

the mizzen, the same as the main royal shrouds. The

hreast-haGhstm/s six-sevenths of standing ones.

236. For length and size of fore-andraft stays see

topmast (119). Thefore reeves through the outer sheave

hole in the flying jib-Taoom, and sets up to an eye-bolt

in the port hawse-piece. The mavn, leads through a

thimble or»block at the top-gallant cross-trees or jack,

and sets up in the fore top. The mizzen leads through,

a thimble at the main topmast cap, and sets up ia the

main top.
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237. Sometimes, witli a short tap-gallcmt mast, a slv-

di/ng-gunter royalrcmd-shysail mast is used instead of a

fidded one. Tlie difference is that it is sent up abaft,

pointed through a withe at the top-gallant mast-head,

similar to the one used on the end of the jib-boom (239)

;

and when " on erid^^ the heel rests on the topmast cap,

where it is secured by a step or lashing. The rigging

does not differ from that already directed. And Some^

times, with a " short pole" terminating a little above

the royal mast, a slAdmig-gunter skysail-maM is used.

These masts are easily struck in blowing weather, are

light, and present a neat appearance.

238. One fore amd aft stay, and one stamlmg-haoh-

stay on each side, constitutes the skysail rigging. They
bear the same proportion to the royal rigging that that

does to thp topgallant. The fore skysail stay leads

through a strap and thimble at the flying jibboom end.

The moMb through a strap and thimble at the fore royal-

mast head, and the mizzen through a thimble strapped at

the main topgallantmast head.

239. Flying Jib-boom. Before swaying up the fore

topgallant mast you should get out and rig the flying

jib-boom. Ship the withe, which is made of iron, the

square part being fitted on the end of the jib-boom, and

the round part, being on the starboard si&e, through

which the flying jib-boom is to be pointed.

240. Keeve a heel-rope through a block at the jib-

boom end, bring it in, bend it to the heel of the flying

jib-boom, and stop it along to the outer end. Launch
the boom out over the bulwarks, and haul out,on the heel

rope, having slip-ropes around the boom, and along the

bowsprit, to keep it up as it goes out ; and in a large
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vessel you may tave a small tackle or jigger from the

fore topmast stay, to assist the slip-ropes.

241. When the outer end is through the withe, put

on the rigging, ia the same order that you did on the

jib-boom. Reeve the guys, martingale, flying-jib, royal,

and skysail stays ; after which rig out the boom, and set

up the rigging.

242. The heel of the flying jib-boom rests against the

bowsprit cap, and is lashed to the jib-boom, resting on a

saddle between it and the jib-boom,

243. The flying jib stay is lashed to the collar of the

fore topgallant stay, or goes around the topgallant mast

head with lashing eyes above the rigging ; the end is

rove through the inner sheave hole in the boom, leads

in on the starboard side, and through an iron cleat on

the side of the dolphin-striker, and through a strap in-

side of the head to the bow, and is set up as the jib-

stay does. For its length and manner of fitting, see

jib-stays (138). Its size should be that of the fore top-

gallant stay.

244. There should be one flymg^ih gwy on each side,

of the same size as the flying-jib stay.

245. For the manner of fitting and reeving the gear

on the flying jib-boom, see the rigging of the jib-boom

(135, 136).

246. The boom being out in its place, pecured, and

rigging set up, unreeve the heel-rope.

247. Rig and cross Top-gallant and Royal Yards.

The general directions given for rigging a topsail yard,

wiU be observed in a top-gallant and royal yard. Com-
•mence in the slings, and strap a thimble on top of the

yard for the tye; fit the parral, which is a single one;
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and the quarter blocks, wliicli are double, for tlie clew-

lines of its own sail, and the sheets of the sail above.

The jack-stay and foot-ropes are fitted as on the topsaU

yard.

24:7 a. Top-gallant and royal yards are now fitted with

iron sling bands.

248. The lifts and braces on each side are connected,

being fitted together with an eye to go snugly over the

yard arms. There is also a thimble strapped on the top-

gallant yard for the heel of the royal studding-sail boom.

249. The proportions to be observed for the rigging

of the yards you will easily determine, by reference to

the rigging of the topsail, as compared with that of the

lower, yards. The same diminishing ratio being ob-

observed from one yard to the next above.

250. When not crossed they are kept in the lower

rigging, the top-gallant yard on one side and the royal

yard on the other j their lower ends resting in the chan-

nels, or in a becket ; and the upper end secured to the

forward shroud. They are generally kept rigged with

the sails unbent, until on the eve of sailing ; the sails

kept in the sail-room unexposed to the weather.

251. The top-men are exercised in vessels -of war,

morning and evening, in crossing and sending down
these light yards, as the colors are hoisted or hauled

down ; which, being one of those exercises witnessed by
all the vessels around you, should never be performed in

an unseamanlike manner.

252. In preparing to cross a top-gallcmt ya/rd, the

yard-rope is rove through the jack-block (which is a large

single block) ; the forward end is taken over the topmasi

cross tr^es, between the rigging and mast, brought down
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forward of tlie yards and top, and bent or hooked to the

thimble in the slings of the yard ; it is confined to the

upper yard arm by a gromet around both ; and to the

quarter of the yard by a lizard, which traverses on the

yard-rope, is rove through the thimble on the yard for

the royal studding-sail boom, and the end secured at the

Blings. The after or hauling part of the yard-rope is

kept coiled down in the top. The jack-block is then

triced up to the top-gallant mast head by the top-gallant

halyards ; and the after part of the yard-rope paid down
on deck, and rove through a snatch block hooked to the

deck abaft the mast.

253. The lift and brace, for the upper yard arm, is

kept at the topmast head, and the lower one is overhauled

down to the topmast rigging, abreast of the topsail yard,

or forward of the yard down into the top, a man being

stationed to attend to each. In swaying the yard up, as

the upper end reaches the topmast cross-trees, the yard

arm is released from the gromet, and the lift and brace

put on ; and when the lower yard arm is high enough,

the lower lift and brace are put on—the lower lift is

immediately hatded taut by a man in the top, who takes

in the slack, keeping it taut as the yard goes up.

254. The yard is then swayed up higher, until its

centre is above the topmast cap. The man in the cross-

trees casts off the Uzard from the slings of the yard, and

keeps it up-and-down ready for crossing.

256. Have hands by the braces and lifts, man the yard-

rope, and when ready sway up on the yard-rope, and

lower lift, steadying the yard by the braces. "When it is

across, settle it down on the cap and secure the parral.

256. Trice down the jack-block, by letting go the hal-
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yards and hauling down on the yard-rope. Oast off the

yard-rope from the slings of the yard, and hook the

tye to its thimble ; haul taut the halyards, and square

the yard by the lifts and braces.

257. Kound the yard-rope up into the top and coil it

down snugly.

258. To send It down. After tricing up the jack-

block as before ; and having the yard-rope bent to the

filings of the yard, and confined to the quarter by the

lizard ; and a tripping line from the opposite yard arm
leading down on deck ; the lift on the side the yard is

going down overhauled, and a little of the brace hauled

in to clear the yard of the rigging ; hands by the braces

and lifts. Man the yard-rope, and lift on the side that

the lizard is. Sway, and the yard will go clear of the

cap and hang by the yard-rope, then lower away, clear-

ing the yard arms of the lifts and braces, and bearing it

clear as it goes down. Secure it in the lower rigging as

before.

259. Stop the lifts and braces in snugly at the mast-

head, trice down the jack-block, and coil down the yard-

rope.
,

260. If the top-gallant yard-rope is used in place of

the tye, it is rove through the sheave-hole at the mast-

head, and the jack-block is then dispensed with in send-

ing the yard up and down. And when the yard is

crossed at sea, the double block of a luff purchase is at-

tached to the yard-rope abaft the mast, the single block

hooked or secured in the top. The fall (being the hal-

yards) leading down on deck.

261. For the royal yards the halyards are single, lead-

ing from the sheave-hole in the mast down on deck, the
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forward end being attached to the slings of the yard.

It is a good arrangement, at sea, to have the royal hal-

yards to lead down on each side of the deck ; thus, Take

up another rope, of the same size, and bend it to the

royal halyards abaft the mast, leaving enough of the

halyards, above the bend, to allow the yard to be settled

down to taut lifts. By this arrangement you can always

have the weather halyards taut, to aid in supporting the

mast, without shifting them over from side to side, as

often as th^ tack is changed.

261 a. In exercising topgallant and royal yards in

port, you- should have checking-lines attached to the

eyes of the lifts and braces, by which they may be

hauled in to th6 mast-head the moment they are freed

from the yard arms.
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CHAPTEE YII.

PURCHASES.

SEOUEING THE LOWER TAEDS. ^PtTECHASES TTSED FOE HOIST-

ING IN- BOATS, GUNS, ANCHOES AND OTHEE AETI0LE6.

HOISTING nsr BOATS, AT ANCHOE AND AT BEA.

262. In all those operations, on sliipboard, requiring

the application of power,, for hoisting, transporting,

swaying aloft, or lowering articles, of more or less

weight, pvnrchases are used of the power requisite for

the purpose. A smglc whip, formed by a rope travers-

ing over a single sheave, will be used to raise a light

article, as an empty cask ; which power can be increased

by applying another whip to the fall of the former, this

is termed whip on whip. A gun-tacTdepv/rchase, formed

by two single blocks and fall, will be used when a still

greater power is required ; and if more is still necessary

a hbff-tacMe jmrchase, being a double and single block

and fall. And beyond these the power of the purchase

may be magnified at pleasure, by increasing the number
of sheaves over which the fall passes, or by applying

one purchase to the fall of another, or to a runner. In

the latter case a purchase is termed movcMe, in the

former fixed. All purchases, of whatever power, are

named from the uses to which they are applied, or from

their pecuHar construction. Some of which will be

described in the exercises contained in the present

chapter.
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262 a. In hoistiBg on board any article from without

tlie sMp, one, or both, of the lower yards are used, gen-

erally the main yard. And it is an important matter

that the yard on which the purchase is used should be

well secured, or supported, that it may not be sprung,

or the rigging endangered during the operation.

263. In rigging the fore and main y^rds (142), there

should be straps with thimbles placed within the shoul-

ders, for burtons. To these straps are hooked the single

blocks, and to eye-bolts in the lower caps the double

blocks, of the burtons (the fall leading on deck). These

are for the purpose of relieving the lifts, and are hauled

taut to bear an equal strain with them. In hoisting in

any heavy article, as a gun or an anchor, two or more
burtons are used, all being hauled equally taut. In hoist-

ing in boats, or articles of less weight than anchors,

guns, or a launch ; it will be sufficient to have the trusses

hauled well taut, and to use but one burton in addition

to the lift.

264. The wifflmyawc? should be braced 1^/ and, ifboth

purchases are used, the fore yard braced m, sufficiently

to clear the fore rigging, and to render the force of the

purchase nearly vertical ; and the yards topped up on

the side used, before the strain on the lifts and burtons

is equalized. It is also advisable, in hoisting out, or in,

a launch, to have a preventer brace from the fore yard to

the bowsprit, on the side used, as the fore yard purchase

will scarcely act vertically.

265. The weight of the article purchased is, in a great

measure, communicated from the yard to the mast-head,

while the force of the yard inwards acts upon the lee

lift trusses, and slings, which must be relieved by haul-
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ing well taut the opposite lift and the trasses ; also hook

a burton to the opposite yard-arm, and its double block

to a selvagee around the mast in the wake of the trusses

(fall leading on deck), whiph burton must be hauled well

taut.

266 a. The following are the principal purchases used

in raising and transporting weighty articles, viz. :—The

ya/rdrtackle, wmdmog-pemdcmt cmd tackle, qaa/rter-tackle,

stay-taoJde, and mast-head pendant-tacTcle. Other pur-

chases besides these, used in purchasing anchors, and in

other operations, will appear in the following chapter,

in their appropriate places.

266. The ya/rd-taclde is composed of a long tackle or

fiddle block, a single block, and the fall. The fiddle

block is strapped with a pendant, in the end of which is

turned a hook and thimble; the single block is also

strapped with a hook and thimble. The pendant to the

double block is either short, and intended to be hooked

to a strap on the yard just within the burton strap ; or

(as is most approved), is fitted long enough to reach

from the lower mast-head to the lower yard-arms

—

lizards are fitted on these pendants. The pendant is

hooked to the lower cap, and the lizard (having tails

long enough to be secured with two round turns around

the yard-arms), when secured, allows the fiddle block to

play a few feet below the yard.

26T. The top-penda/nt amd tacMe are used in the fol-

lowing manner. Lash a large thimble or single block

on the yard within the sheave-hole, reeve the pointed

end of the top-pendant wp through this thimble (forward

of the yard), then down through the top-block hooked

to the lower cap, or a stout strap around the mast-head

;
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then on deck. Having hooked to the thimble in the

lower end of the pendant the npper block of the tackle,

haul down on the other end until the double block is the

requisite height, when the end of the pendant must be

weU secured on deck.

268. The wvndmg-pendmit amd touMe answers the

same, purpose as the top-pendant and tackle, but is

differently rigged—^thus: The pendant to which the

double block is strapped, is of sufficient length to reach

from the burton strap on the yard-arm to the lower cap,

to which it is -hooked. On this pendant another short

pendant traverses with a thimble, in the other end of

which is turned a hook, which hooks to a stout strap

around the yard, just within the burton thimble. Thus,

when usedy the double bloek of the purchase hangs

below the yard.

269. When both the top and winding purchases are

used, the pendant of the former may be secured around

the topmast head, sitting well up the opposite backstays.

These purchases, varying so little in their construction,

should be each of sufficient strength to hoist in or

out the launch, so that but one purchase on the yard

may be used. They, and the quarter-tackle, are used

to raise the articles, while the stay-tackles serve to

guy them inboard, and lower them to their respective

places.

270. The quoHer-tacMe is a tackle of less power than

the yard, winding, or top tackle—^is used on the fore or

main yards (generally the latter), to hoist in or out

water casks, or lighter articles. It is a long-tackle pur-

chase with a pendant to the double bloek, which is

hooked generally to the strap, for the purpose, on the
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yard, or to a selvagee around the yard ; used furtter in,

on the quarter of the yard, than the yard-tackle, hence

the title.

271. The triatic-stay consists of three parts, two pen-

dants, and span. The pendants with hooks in their

upper ends, which hook to bolts in the lower caps (fore

and main), or are secured around the mast-head. In

the lower ends of these pendants are turned thimbles,

into which the stay-tackles hook. These pendants are

spanned together by another rope, the ends of which

span are turned around thimbles which traverse on the

pendants. The length of the span will be the distance

you wish to have your pendants apart.

2Y1 a. Yessels stowing two tiers of boats should al-

ways be supplied with twcTtriatic-stays, so as to hoist in

the boats on their respective sides.

272. mast-bead pendant-tackles are used to hoist

any heavy articles out of the fore or main hold ; to trans-

port or fish anchors ; or in any case where the purchase

is required immediately over the deck. They are also

used in place of stay-tackles, to get the boats in when
the vessel is not supplied with a triatic-stay, and for se-

curing masts when stays are shot away. They do not

answer as well for hoisting in boats, as they act too

obliquely, and are seldom thus used.

273. In hoisting in lighter articles, as water casks,

with the main yard, a quarter-tackle and a single whip
only on the main stay are used. The fall of the yard-

tackle leads through a snatch-block hooked to an eye-

bolt in the deck by the mainmast on the same side ; and
the fall of the whip leads over on the opposite side of

the deck. While hoisting on the yard-tackle, a few
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hands take in the slack of the whip. When the cask is

sufficiently high to clear the hammocks, a turn is taken

with the whip, and the fall of the yard-tackle is eased

over a pin or cleat abaft, until the cask is over the hatch

or gangway, when the tackle and whip are lowered to-

gether, and the cask landed.

213 a. In port, when it is desirable to keep the quarter-

deck clear and clean, the snatch-block for the yard-

tackle fall may be hooked abreast of the forward coam-

ings of the main hatch, the fall leading forward.

274. Hoisting in a Liauncb and otber Boats. In

stationing the crew of a vessel of war, certain men
should be detailed for the different stations in hoisting

in boats, viz., on the yards, tops, &c. When all hands

are called to " m" or " out Vbats," these men are to be

ready at the ladders to go aloft when ordered, while a

portion of the fore and main topmen are stationed to

clear away the booms for the reception of the boats, or

in clearing away the boats to be hoisted out. Some of

the boats' crew are stationed in the boats to pass out the

oars, masts, sails, &c., to haul them alongside, and be in

readiness to hook the purchases.

274 a. The men being reported up, the officer of the

deck gives the order, Zay aloft ! when the men detailed

will proceed to their stations. The men on the yard

will receive the burtons and whips from the tops ; when

ready, give the order Lofy out ! The yardmen will lay

out together; secure the tail-block, through which is

rove the whip, to" the lift above the burton strap ; hook

the burtons ; and be in readiness to secure the purchase,'

when swayed up to them. The men in the tops hook

the burtons to the lower cap, lead the falls and the haul-
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ing part of the wMp down on deck, send down from tlie

forward part of tlie main and after part of the fore top,

the hauling lines for the triatic stay-pendants, which

whips and hanling lines are bent on deck to their re-

spective tackles and pendants ; and the double bloc^lis of

the stay-tackles hooked to the thimbles in the pendants

and the hooks moused. The fore and main braces, the

whips, and hauling lines being manned, give the order

Trice wp, hrace m .' At which the main yard is braced

up, the fore yard m, the purchases are whipped up to

the yards, and the ends of the triatic-pendants to the

tops. The yards are then secured, and the purchases

hooked and moused, as directed in the foregoing para-

graphs. "While this is going on, the launch is hauled up
alongside, oars, masts, thwarts, sails, &c., are passed out

of her, and the booms prepared for her reception. The
lower blocks of the yard and stay-tackles are hooked to

the rings in her stem and stern-posts, and the hooks

moused.

274 h. In hoisting in a boat, particularly an old one,

it is advisable to be prepared for the ring-bolts, in the

stem and stern, drawing. To do so, have two spans.

The after one hooked to an eye-bolt that is riveted

through the keel nearly under the after thwart, and to

the ring-bolt through the stern-post. The forward span

hooks to an eye-bolt riveted through the keel forward,

and to the ring-bolt through the stem. The purchases

are hooked to thimbles in the bight of each span.

275. The falls of the purchases lead thus : That of the

mwm yard purchase, through a snatch-block hooked to

an eye-bolt in the deck by the main rail, and then aft.

The fore leads through one hooked by the fore rail
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leading aft. Thefore stay througli one hooked by tlie

fore rail, and the Tnai/n, through one by the main ; both

the latter on the opposite side of the deck, leading

aft.

276. Every thing being in readiness, give the order,

Mem th& ya/rds ! At which the men lay in from the

yards to the top. The yard purchases are Inanned, and

a sufficient number of men at the stay purchases to take

in the slack as the boat is purchased ; one man in the

bows and another in the stern of the boat. Now give

the order Walk a/way with the yards ! When the boat

is sufficiently high, order Twrn with the ya/rds ! Mam,

the stays ! At this a turn is taken, with the yards, two

men remaining by each to ease off as the boat comes

in, whUe the remainder of the men man the stays.

Walk a/way with the stays ! As the boat comes in the

yard-tacks are eased off, until she is over the boat

chocks ; then. Lower a/may of all ! Both the yard

and stay tackles are lowered, and she is landed on

the chocks, the men in the boats overhauhng the pur-

chases ; the carpenter and his mates being ready as she

is lowered, to place her properly.

277. It may be necessary to use the ordinary main stay-

tackle, or mast-head pendant tackle, as a fore-and-aft stay,

to guy the boat clear of the fore rigging, backstays, &c.

278. Hoist in the smaller boats in the same maimer,

using the yard and stay-tackles ; for these burtons are

unnecessary.

279. After the boats aa-e in or out, give the order.

Lay out ! The men lay out on the lower yards, cast off

the lizards, unhook the burtons, &c.' ; the topmen cast

off the end of the stay-pendant ; hands being stationed
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by tlie wMps and hauling lines and the braces manned

;

order, Sgua/re away ths ya/rds ! At this the purchases

are lowered down on deck, the yards squared, the whip

and tail-block taken off the lifts, the men on deck make
up the purchases to be stowed away, and having given

the topmen sufficient time to stow away their gear

;

give the order, La/y downfrom aloft! when all the men
are to leave the tops.

280. Hoistiug in a Lianncb at Sea, on tbe IVind.

Having the purchases and triatic-stay ready, brace aback

the main yard and secure it, as before directed, by haul-

ing taut the lifts, trusses, &c., and with burtons on the

lee yard-arm
;

pass a lashing around the yard and

mast, and hook the weather yard-tackle for a roUing-

tackle. Having your yard well secured, send up your

purchases, yard and stay-tackles, overhaul down and

hook them into the boat, and hoist it up to leeward, as

before directed. Then fill away and send down the

purchases.

281. Hoiitingr in a Kianncli and First Cutter to-

gether, at Anchor. This may be necessary if in great

haste to leave the harbor, all the boats being out. The

fore and main yards must be kept square by the lifts

and braces, and means used to rouse the boats, when
weighed, clear of the fore rigging, and to divide the

purchases properly ; both the yards must be properly

secured as before directed, and have burtons, on the

side that the launch is to be purchased, to assist the

lifts. In this case the preventer brace, from the fore

yard to the bowsprit (264), will be proper.

281 a. Send up the purchases on both sides, using the

heaviest purchases for the laimch. If you have two
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triatic-stays, use them on both sides ; if only one, use

it for the launch ; and use the fore topsail halyards and
main pendant-tackle, to supply the place of the triatic-

stay and tackle, for the first cutter. Hook also the main
pendant-tackle to the stem of the launch.

281 i. Weigh them as before, and rouse them clear of

the fore rigging by the main pendant tackles. Land the

launch on the chocks, and the first cutter in the gang-

way until the launch is placed, then weigh the first cutter

with the stay-tackles, and place it in the launch. Unless,

as in large vessels, the boats are stowed in two tiers, in

which case you place the first cutter at once.

282. To Iioist In Boats at Sea, taaving the Wind aft.

In the event of chasing, or being chased by, an enemy,

the boats all out towing ship, a breeze should spring up,

and wishing to lose no time by heaving to, they may be

gotten in in the following manner. Having the boats

well secured by towlines, put the vessel before the wind,

and make sail. S#3ure the yards as before directed.

Haul up the launch on the port side, get a stout hawser

from the port quarter, and secure it to the stern of the

launch ; secure it also inboard. Get the purchases up,

hook and mouse them, and proceed to hoist her in as

before directed. The only difficulty is, that with head-

way on the vessel, the moment the boat is freed from the

resistance she meets with in moving through the water,

she will surge forward with a violence in proportion to

the velocity of the vessel, and not only endanger the

yard and purchases, but also the rings to which the pur-

chases are hooked. The hawser from the quarter to the

stern of the boat prevents this, and renders the operation,
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as soon as the boat leaves tlie water, as simple as under

ordinary circuinstances.

283. To rig a Purchase for boisUng In Onus. The
following is recommended. Having secured your yard

well, as directed in paragraphs from 262, lash a double

purchase to the yard far enough out to be well clear of

the ship's side, overhaul down the lower double block,

with the fall part leading from it, up through a single

block lashed securely on the quarter of the yard, directly

over the gangway ; then through a block at the mast-

head, and then down through the leading block on deck.

The advantage of this purchase is, that it answers the

double purpose of purchase and guy. It would also be

advisable to have the yard lashed in the slings (as for

getting in the bowsprit by the fore yard) when hoisting

in a great weight.

284. A rolling tackle, " used in securing and steady-

ing lower or topsail yards, should be a luff-tackle pur-

chase. The single block hooked t» a strap around the

yard, and the double block to an eye-bolt in the cap or

selvagee around the mast-head, the fall leading on

deck."
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CHAPTER VIII;

ANCHORS.

ANCHOES.—^WEIGHT OF.—^PTJECHASING AND TEAlsfSPOETTNG.

285. " An anchor is composed of four parts : the rmg,

the sha/rik, the a/rms, and the stock. The ring, to which

the cable is attached, is fixed on one extremity of the

shank, and the arms on the other extremity. These arms

consist of the pal/ms or jhikes and the Tnll; the palms

are the broad plates of a triangular form, at nearly the

extremity of the arm ; and the bills are the sharp points

at the. very extremity of the arms. The throat of the

arms is the rounded angular point where the arm is

joined to the shank. A distance equal to that between

the throat of one arm and its bill, is marked on the shank

from the place where it joins the arm, and is called the

Prend. The crown is the place where the arms are joined

to the shank. The small rovmd is the diameter of the

shank where it is smallest, which is near the square part

where the stock is fixed. The stock is a beam of wood

fixed on the extremity of the shank, at right angles to

the plane passing through the arms."

286. The number of anchors allowed to vessels in the

U. S. Navy, as also their relative weights, may be seen

by reference to the Book of Allowances.

287. If one of the Ijower anchors is heavier than the

/^+^^o^- if iQ pallprl t.hp. ItpM hmitp/T. both of tliem bfiincr lrftT)t
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at the bows of the vessel ready for immediate use. Of
the sheets, one is termed the sjpwre anchor, both being

kept or stowed in the waist. The stream, anchor is gen-

erally kept stowed iip and down in the main hatch.

288. A rule for determining the weight for anchors of

any vessel, is as follows :

—

For the lowers, two-thirds the

draught of water when loaded, -|- the greatest breadth

of beam, allowing one cwt. for each foot of the same.

For the streomi, one-third of the bow^.
289. Or the simple rule of five cwt. for every hundred

tons burthen, may be adopted.

290. Purchasing; Ancbors. The bower anchors are

got up to the bows by means of the cat and fish pur-

chases, and are secured in their places at the cat-head by
the cat-head-stoppers and shank painters. The sheet and

spare anchors are purchased in the following manner :

—

291. Having secured the lower yards well (Chapter

YII.), and topped them up on the side used, bracem the

fore, and forwa/rd the main yard.

292. Send up the purchases. The yard, winding, or

top-pendant and tackle may be used, having the strap

on the yard, or regulating the lizard; so that the pur-

chase may be far enough out to take the anchor clear of

the side.

293. Having the anchor alongside with the crown aft,

pass a long strap around the shank, near the stock, to

which it must be lashed about one-third the distance up,

for the purpose of keeping the stock perpendicular when
the anchor is raised. Hook or toggle the fore purchase

to this strap above the lashing, and hobk the main pur-

chase to another strap around the crown of the anchor.

294. The fore topsail halysirds may also be used to
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assist the top-tackle ; it will relievB the lower yards, and
serve to rouse the anchor into its place in the waist ; but

bear this always in mind, that whenever you use the

topsail halyards as a purchase, except to perforn? its own
peculiar oflSce, the tye sliould be racked aloft, either for-

ward of the topmast to its own part, or else to the top-

mast rigging abaft.

295. Having swayed the anchor up, rouse it in with

thwartship jiggers, place the bills in shoes, or its arm
upon the gunwale, place the shores, trip-stoppers, &c.,

and pass the stock and shank lashings.

296. For purclut§ing a sheet anchor to get it in

its proper place in the waist, I subjoin the following

notes, taken by an officer of the I^avy in 1833-4:, during

the equipment of the frigate Brandywine at the Navy
Tard, Brooklyn.

297. " The fore yard, being braced up sufficiently on

the side used, was topped up. Trusses set taut, rolling-

tackles hooked, and hauled taut. Both burtons from

topmast head overhauled down, and hooked to straps on

the yard; and a pendant-tackle, hooked to the lower

cap, was also hooked to a strap on the yard ; all the bur-

tons, pendant tackle^ and lift, hauled taut alike. The
opposite topmast breast-backstays were well set up. A
stout single block was lashed to the yard-arm with a

long lashing, through which the pointed end of the top-

pendant was rove v^, and the end hitched around the

topmast above the lower cap. To the thimble in the

lower end of the top-pendant was hooked the upper

block of a threefold purchase, another smaller purchase

was lashed to the yard about three feet further in.

298. " The top-pendant'' putchase was hooked to a
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strap arouiid the sliaiik near tlie stock, while the smaller

purchase was lashed to the stock, to assist in raising

while it kept the stock perpendicular.

299. " The main yard, being braced up and secured

as the fore, the main purchase was hooked to a stout

lashing on the crown of the anchor. A hawser was bent

to the ring of the anchor, and the other purchases made
use of to guy the anchor forward and aft as might be

required."

300. Transporting Ancliors. The anchor intended

to be stowed in the main hatch is gotten in by means as

directed in the previous paragraphs. In addition to the

purchases there spoken of, the mast-head pendant-tackle

is used, hooked to a stout lashing around the crown of

the anchor, and also one from forward to keep it clear

of the mast and coaihings of the hatch in lowering.

301. In any case where it is required to transport this

anchor from its place to.the bows, to supply the place

of a lost one, it may be done by the mast-head pendant-

tackles ; thus, the lashings being cast off, the main pen-

dant-tackle is hooked to a stout strap around the crown

of the anchor; and a tackle, leading forward on the

lower deck, is hooked to the shank of the anchor, to guy
it clear as it goes up. Sway up, and as the crown comes

above the upper deck, the pendant-tackle from the fore

mast-head is hooked to a strap on the shank, two-thirds

the distance from the crown to the stock, or on the small

round within the square part. The berth deck tackle

being unhooked, it is thus transported forward as far as

the foremast.

302. The fore yard is previously braced up, and well

secured, so that the purchases may hang clear of the cat-
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head. The fore yard purchase is now hooked to a strap

around the shank near the stock, by which the anchor
is transported forward of the mast. Here it is lowered
down on the deck, the lower bill resting on a shoe, and
the shank placed properly on the stock, which is on the

deck in readiness to receive it.

303. While the armorers are fitting and securing the

stock, the main pendant-tackle is unhooked, being of no
further use ; the fore pendant-tackle is unhooked from
the pendant abaft the cat-harpins, and hooked agaia

forward.

304. The anchor now being stocked, and the puT'

chases manned; transport it over the bows by means
of the purchase on the fore yard and fore pendant-

tackle. "When high enough and clear of the side,

lower away to the water's edge, hook the cat to the

ring, and rouse it up to the cat-head ; send down the

purchases and square the yard ; bend the cable, fish the

anchor, and get it ready for letting go.

305. To transport an Anchor from tbe "U^aist to

tlie Boiirs. Having the cable bent, and well bitted, get

the anchor ready for letting go; pass the messenger,

bring to on the cable, ship the capstan bars, and call

All hrnids to v/p cmchor ! when ready, let go the anchor,

and then heave it up to the bows, and purchase it by
the cat and fish.

306. It may also be transported by the yard pur-

chases, in case it may not be advisable to proceed by

the foregoing plan, thus : Have the fore and main yards

well secured with burtons from the topmast and lower

mast-heads, with rolling tackles, and the opposite top-

most backstays well set up; brace the main yard v/o
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sharp, and the fore yard m a little ; top them well up,

particularly the fore yard ; send up the yard and wind-

ing tackles ; the triatic-stay and forward tackle. Hook
the fore yard and triatic-stay tackle to a stout lashing

around the shank just within the stock, the winding-

tackle to the ring of the anchor, and the fore topsail

halyards to the upper stock. Hook the main purchase

to a lashing around the crown and both arms. Walk
away with the yard purchases, keeping a strain upon the

stay and topsail halyards to steady the anchor and keep

the stock perpendicular. When the anchor is clear of

the ship's side ease away on the main yard and stay

purchases, hauling on those of the fore yard until the

anchor hangs by the latter. Then man the fore brace

and brace the yard up handsomely, until the anchor is

plumb with the cat-head ; then lower away, hook the

cat and rouse it up to the cat-head. TJnhook all the

purchases and send them down.

307. You may hook the cat and fish as soon as the

anchor is clear of the ship's side, and it may be advis-

able to do so, as the latter particularly wiU be service-

able in transporting to the bows.

308. The fore yard should not be braced in so far,

that the burtons and lift will take against the rigging,

for in bracing them up again they would not bear an

equal strain.

309. By this plan you may transport anchors from

the bows to the waist.
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OHAPTEE IX.

GROUND TACKLE.

CABLES. CHAnsr AJSTD HEMP. DIMElTSIOlirS OF COILING,
CEOWlirEBrG, TAILDfG, SPLICING, BENDING, MAEKCNG, BAGG-
ING, BITTING, AND STOPPERING.

310. Althougli sheet cables are now in general use,

not only for the bower, but also for tbe sbeet anobors

—

still, as bemp cables are sometimes carried by the larger

vessels, it is proper to be acquainted with the manner of

fitting and working them.

311. It is a popular opinion that in a violent surge,

bringing a sudden strain upon the cable, particularly in

very cold weather, a chain is more liable to snap than'

hemp ; and that defects in a chain cable may escape ob-

servation, while chafes in a hemp cable are easily dis-

covered. This is doubtless true, and is the best argu-

ment in favor of hemp cables.

312. On the other hand. If you occasionally lose an

anchor and part of a chain (which in nine cases out

of ten may be recovered by dragging), you will still

economize in time, space, and expense, by the use of

chain cables for your working or bower anchors. The
wear and tear of a hemp cable, in mooring or unmoor-

ing, and even while lying at anchor, is very great, while

that of a chain is comparatively nothing. Added to

which is the great advantage in the facility of its use,

greatly recommending it.
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313. It is also customary to use chain sheet cable,

wMcL. should always be bent while at anchor, and if

of hemp, may be guarded from the weather or from

chafe by mats, or otherwise. It is pr6bable, that in a

few years all the cables of our public vessels will be of

chain, and all that space in the tiers, now occupied in

the stowage of hemp cables, will be more advantageous-

ly used for the stowage of other articles. See 781.

314. The 'bow&r cables are those which are bent to the

anchors at the bows, or the working anchors. The sheet

cable to one of the anchors stowed at the waist. Both

the bower and sheet cables should be of equal size,

a good rule for which is " one i/roch m cwewmfevence

for every two feet of the vesseVs &ea»?z." ' Cables as well

as all the other rigging, are supplied to the United States

vessels, by classes. See table on opposite page.

315. Custom formerly limited the length of cables

to 120 fathoms, for the reason that private r#pe-walks

are seldom long enough to lay up strands of greater

length, as a cable will take up one-third from the draw-

ing down of the yarns, in laying up. In the United

States rope-walk at Charlestown (Mass.), cables have

been made 136, and could be made 140 fathoms in

length. Chain cables, however, should be 150 fathoms

in length.

316. In receiving a hemp cable in the lighter which

is to convey it alongside of the vessel, you should coil it

with the sun, by which each fake takes a turn in the

cable—and in receiving it on board, from the lighter, it

should be french-faked fore and aft the decks, by which
the turn is taken out, and the cable then has its original

lay.
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317. In coiling a cable in the tier or on the deck, every

oblong or circular figure formed, is termed 2,fake; and

when several of these are formed, one within the other,

the whole is termed a shea/ve.

318. Shot is a term used when there are two or more

cables spliced together ; thus, the bower or sheet cable

may consist of two or more shots. When of but two, the

inner end of the lower one and the outer end of the

upper are crowned or capped, and the other ends tailed

and spliced together. "When there are three shots, the

ends of the centre one are tailed, and spliced to the tailed

ends of the upper and lower.'

319. The lower ends of cables are secured around the

orlop deck beams, or around the mainmast.

320. Hemp cables are coiled in the tiers with the sun,

crossing in the hatchway; that is, the starboard one

is coiled in the port, and the port one in the starboard

tier.

321. Avoid having too many fakes in a sheave, for

when there are, the cable composing the inner fake is

injured in breaking in.

322. After forming the lower sheave, the cable is taken

out to the sides of the tier, and another sheave formed

over the first, and so on ; leaving room in the centre of

the tier, in which may be coiled hawsers, or where may
be stowed nippers, deck-stoppers, &c.

323. Crown-ropes are used in the corners of the tiers,

to keep the fakes in their places.

324. ^0 french-fahe a cable or hawser along the deck,

the bends are made to lap, one over the other, and the

different layers between the bends form parallel lines on

the deck. This is the proper manner of coiling a cable
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or hawser for ranning ; the bending end forms the first

fake, and is taken out toward the ship's side, and each

succeeding fake approaches nearer to a straight hne
between the hatch and bitts, each bend underlapping

the former one. Thus the running part of the cable or

hawser will always form the upper fake.

325. To crown a Cable. Pass a seizing around it

about one fathom from its end, and unlay the end to the

seizing ; lay up the three inside or heart strands, and

make an over-handed wall-knot around them with three

of the other strands, working them over the three remain-

ing ones ; after heaving them well taut, worm them in

the lay of the cable, and pass three seizings around them

;

whip the ends of the other strands and cut them off.

Sometimes aflemish-eye is worked with the inner strands,

which must be done before the wall is formed.

326. Capping a hemp cable is thought by some offi-

cers preferable to crowning.

327. To tall the Cnds ofa Cable. A whipping must

be put around each Itrand, about twice its circumference

from the end ; imlay them, and connect with the heart

yarns, the tails, which should be about four fathoms in

length. Sennet is made of the outside yarns for point-

ing. The ends are then tapered, marled, and pointed.

The length of the pointing must not exceed once and a

half the circumference of the strand.

328. Splicing. Cables are connected by a short-sphce,

thus ; the ends of one are passed through the strands of

the other twice, and the ends of the other only once.

The ends of the best cable should be passed twice. After

splicing, woi-m the tails in the lay of the cable, and put

on the seizings, thus, one around the middle of the splice,
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and two around tlie ends or at tlie termination of tlie

splice, and three or four around the tails.

329. To bend a Cable. Eouse it out of the tier by

means of the hook-ropes, and haying its end forward by

the hawse-hole, reeve the ring-rope, thus

:

330. If for the starboard cable, reeve it through the

ring of the anchor, from in, out
;
pass the end in at the

inner hawse-hole, and bend it to the cable with a rollings

hitch a short distance from its end, to which it must be

stopped.

331. The ring-rope for the port cable is rove through

the ring of the anchor from out, in, and secured to the

cable in the same manner as the starboard one.

332. Man the ring-ropes and rouse the cable out of the

hawse-hole and through the ring of the anchor ; when far

enough out to allow for clinching, stop it to the ring.

Make an inside clinch, with the sun, with the end around

the other part. Put two bends on each clinch, one around

the end of each and its adjoining part, and the other

opposite to the end ones around bom parts.

333. The iends are passed with the bights, and are

crossed with sennet.

334 "When bent, haul the clinches close up to the

ring of the anchor, and rouse the cable in taut by deck-

tackles.

• 335. A clinch should always be smaller than the ring

of the anchor.

336. To bend a Chain Cable. Keeve the ring-rope

through a tail-block on the cat-head, then through the

hawse-hole, and bend it to the cable as before ; by which
rouse it out of the hawse-hole and up to the cat-head

;
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wliere tlie armorer shackles it to tlie ring of the anchor.

A hawse-rope may be used to assist the ring-rope.

33Y. To bend a Sheet Cable. Eeeye the ring-rope

as before directed for the chain, hitch it to the cable some

distance in, and stop it along at every five fathoms toward

the end. Having roused it up to the cat-head, cut the

first stop, and hitch on to its end another ring-rope, rove

through a tail-block on the stock of the anchor, and

through the ring. House it out of the hawse, cutting the

stops as they come up to the cat-head, and rousing the

cable aft by the second ring-rope. Hang it between the

cat-head and sheet anchor by slip-ropes. Having roused

it through the ring, clinch and bend it as before directed.

If the end of the first ring-rope comes to the cat-head,

before the cable is sufficiently out for bending, hang it at

the cat-head, pass the ring-rope in, and hitch it to the

cable as before.

338. The rings of anchors should be woulded for a

hemp cable, and that part of the cable which forms the

clinch should be parcelled. Hemp cables should be

keckled about five fathoms from the clinch.

339. Be particular in markiag the cables. The sheet

is not of as much consequence, for, knowing the scope

you have out on the bower when you let go the sheet,

the marks on the former will always point out the scope

you have veered to of the latter.

340. To mark a Hemp Cable. Put on one round

turn of spun yarn at five fathoms from the clinch, two

round turns at ten, one knot at fifteen, two at twenty,

one knot at twenty-five, and three at thirty, one at thirty-

five, and four at forty, and so on.

341. To marka Chain Cable. At five fathoms from
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the rmg-shacHe, or jews-harp, mark the stretcher of a

link with one turn of wire, at ten fathoms with two turns,

at fifteen with three, at twenty with four, at twenty-fire

with one turn, at thirty with three, at thirty-five with

one, at forty with four, and so on. This is merely to

point out a rule for marking. Chain cables are always

marked at the foundry with a shackle at every five

fathoms. After the first shackle, which will be fifteen

fathoms from the ring of the anchor, measure off five

fathoms, and mark with two turns of wire for the twenty-

fathom mark, one for the twenty-five, three for the thirty,

and so on.

342. To range a Hemp Cable. Having bent it, rouse

up in the same manner from the tier, a scope for the

requisite range, and french-fake it fore and aft the deck,

inside of the first part, or that attached to the anchor.

343. To range a Chain Cable. The chain should be

ranged fore and aft in parallel lines, the running part

being outside. Some officers have a range forward of the

bitts, of sufficient length to allow the anchor to reach the

bottom. But others disapprove of this, and contend that

the anchor should be let go with a tight cable, the range

running around the bitts. I am clearly of the latter

opinion, particularly if the bitts are round-cased, for a

range of ten to twenty fathoms of chain following the

anchor, wiU drag the after range with it ; and even if the

anchor has landed, the whole will be likely to fall on top

of and foul it, particularly if the vessel has little or no

head way or stern-board. Some officers also let go the

anchor without having any range abaft the bitts, letting

the vessel take it from the chain locker ; this can only

be done safely with an iron stopper in the corner of the
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liatch (359). But tlie safest plan is, to range tlie cable

abaft the bitts, and have check-stoppers as directed in

paragraph 754, which, parting as the strain is brought

upon them, checks the cable as it runs out.

344. To l»Ut a Cable. The port one should be bitted

agwmst, and the starboard one with the sun, thus : Sup-

pose the cable lying fore and aft the deck, under the

bitts. Kaise the cable up abaft the bitts, and place the

bight over the bitt-head, so that the inner end of the cable

shall lead from the outer side of the bitt-head to the

hatch. This is the rule for a hemp as well as a chain.

345. To stopper a Cable. For a hemp cable, deck-

stoppers and dog-bitt stoppers are used. Abaft the bitts

are three deck-stoppers, passed thus : Place the stopper

(856) in the lay of the cable, and pass the lanyard around

the cable and stopper agavnst the sun, leaving a fathom

of the end to worm forward in the lay of the cable. For-

ward of the bitts is another stopper passed in the same

manner. And a bitt-stopper (used principally in heavy

weather) is passed thus : Put the bight over the tier part

of the cable, abaft the bitts, take the ends under the cross-

piece and dog them forward of the bitts around the cable.

Or it may be used thus : Having passed it through the

hole between the standard and bitts, the two ends are

passed around with dogging tui'ns, and the ends seized

to the cable.

345 a. Ringr Stoppers are also very useful and neat;

The bights are passed over the cable abaft the ring-bolt,

both ends are rove through the ring, and dogged around

the cable forward of the bolts ; the ends are tapered,

coach-whipped, and laid up in square sennet. See 358 a.

346. For a Cbain. Besides the deck, rinsr and bitt-
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stoppers directed above, won stoppers, in the corners of

tlie hatches, are used, and are, in fact, sufficient in them-

selves in ordinary eases. In heavy weather the deck and

ring-stoppers may be used as additional security.

A Rnle forflnding the\¥eiglit (nearly) ofa Hemp
Cable, of one hundred and tiventy fatboms. The

square of half the circumference will be the weight nearly

in cwt. Thus, a twenty-four iuch cable wiU weigh one

hundred and forty-foxtr cwt.
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CHAPTEE X.

GROTOTD-TAOKLE.

MESSENGBE. ^NIPPEES. STOPPEES. HEATING THE AUCHOE
TIP TO THE BOWS. ^BTJOTS BUOT-EOPES.

347. The messenger, used for heaving in the cable,

is a cable-laid rope of the same size as the stream cable,

or five-eighths of the working cable ; in length it should

be three times the distance from the capstan to the

hawse-hole, having in each end an eye for lashing to-

gether.

348. To pass the messenger. If it is your intention

to bring to on the port cable first, the end of the mes-

senger is passed np on the port side of the deck, taken

aft, and passed around the capstan with three turns, and

the end taken forward as far as the main hatch ; that

part of the messenger which brings in the cable, or

rather, that upon which the capstan directly acts, form-

ing the lower turn around the capstan. The other end

of the messenger is, ia the mean time, taken forward on

the port side of the deck, passed around the roller under

the bowsprit, and taken aft on the starboard side to the

main hatch ; where the two ends are lashed together,

thus:

349. In one of the eyes (347) is spliced the lashing,

which is passed alternately through each eye in a figure-

of-eight form, each part crossing the one adjoining it

;

the eyes being kept one and a half fathoms apart ; the
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end of the lasMng is secured, by seizings ; the slack of

the messenger is then hanled around on the starboard

side of the deck, bringing that on the port side taut be-

tween the capstan and roller.

350. To dip the Messenger. After heaving in one

cable, it becomes necessary to reverse the turns around

the capstan, that the lower one may be convenient for

heaving in the other cable. It is only necessary to un-

lash the eyes, slack the turns around the capstan, and

pass the lower end up, or the upper end down (which

ever may be most convenient), through the turns. After

which, haul taut the turns around the capstan, and lash

the eyes as before.

351. Nippers, by which the messenger is secured to

the cable, are formed of yarns marled together like sel-

vagees, or of foxes laid up after the manner of a coach-

whip; the former are of more general use; they are

about four fathoms in length. <

352. In passing tlie Nippers. K in light weather,

and only to heave in the slack of the cable, or heave

short ; a round turn is taken on the messenger with the

after end, and the remainder of the nipper is expended

around the cable and messenger, against the sun ; leav-

ing end enough to twist up with the end of the next

nearest nipper.

353. When short apeak, or when blowing fresh, two

round turns are taken with the after end around the

messenger, and two with the forward end around the

cable, twisting the ends up with the adjoining nippers

as before ; and in heavy heaving, racking or jambing

turns may be taken.

354. Hanging nippers are much used in heavy
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cility with which they are applied or removed. They
are selvagees of sufficient length to enclose the cable and
messenger, and admit heavers to be thrust through their

bights ; which heavers are hove around until the nippers

are taut : they may be also applied over the common
long nipper, when the cable comes in covered with

mud, to j)revent the nippers from slipping.

355. Stoppers, used for securing the cable, when at

anchor, are the deok, dog, rvng, hitt, and hatch stoppers.

356. Deck-stoppers are made of hawser-laid rope, are

one fathom ia length, when fitted ; and are, in size, one-

half that of the cable on which they are applied ; in one

end is spliced a hook and thimble, which is hooked to the

stopper ring-bolts in the deck ; in the other end is form-

ed a double waU-and-crown knot, with a lanyard, one-

third the size of the stopper, attached with a running

eye around the stopper close to the knot ; the knotted

end of the stopper is passed with the lay of the cable,

and the lanyard is passed against the sun, around the

cable and stopper, with several turns ; leaving a fathom

of the end to worm forward in the lay of the cable ; the

end is then secured with a seizing.

357. Dog-stoppers, are four-fifths the size of the cable

on which they are used, and are fi-om four to five fath-

oms in length ; they are unlaid nearly their whole length

from the ends, and are gradually tailed and marled

after the manner of selvagees ; or the yams are laid up

in foxes, and the tails formed of square sennet, or coach-

whipped.

358. They assume difierent names, according to the

purposes for which they are used ; such as Tntt, wing or
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Katcli stoppers ; they are termed Tnitrstopp&rs when used

at the bitts (345), wing-stopjpers when secured to the

knees in the wings of large vessels, in readiness to apply

to the cable when veering in heavy weather ; and they

are termed hatch-sto^&rs when used at the hatches for

the same purpose.

358 a. Hi/ng-stoppers are unlaid from the ends to-

ward the centre, and worked up nipper-fashion ; enough

being left laid up in the centre to clove-hitch to the

ring-bolts in the deck ; being thus secured, one end is

passed on each side of the cable, one worked into its

lay, and the other passed across the &st. Their length

will depend upon the size of the cable. See 346 a.

359. Ironrstoppers in the corners of the hatch, and

even at the bitts, are used
;
principally the former, and

very rarely the latter ; those at the hatch are much ap-

proved of, on account of the certainty with which they

check the cable, and the facility in using them ; the

great objection to using them at the bitts is, that they

are often obstacles in the way of bitting the cable with

dispatch, and that they weaken the cross-piece. These

iron stoppers have entirely done away with the use of

the wing and hatch stoppers, and by their use the dog-

stoppers at the bitts are rarely ever needed.

360. The messenger being passed ; capstan bars ship-

ped and Bwiftered ; and the messenger " Jyrought to" on

the port cable (351) ;
proceed to heave the anchor up to

thfe bows.

360 a. Mem the l>a/rs ! Heome tomt ! take off the

stoppers ; unbitt the cable ; and Heave rownd ! As the

cable comes in at the hawse-hole, the nippers are passed

(351 to 354), the men, holding on to their twisted ends,
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and to the heavers in the hanging nippers, wait aft

with them as far as the after part of the fore hatch.

There they are taken off and passed forward again.

The cable and messenger should be hfted up on the bitts,

over which it passes, being more easily worked thus,

nippers applied and taken o^, than on the deck. When
there is much mud on the cable, it is necessary to use

a quantity of sand on the nippers to make them hold,

and also on the deck to prevent the men from shpping.

360 h. By the capstan, on the* port side, are quarter

gunners with heavers, to fleet up the turns of the mes-

senger around the capstan, and prevent that part which

approaches the capstan from overlaying ; on the star-

board side are men stationed, to hold on to that part of

the messenger which leaves the capstan, to keep the turns

taut ; they are seated on the deck, facing aft, and hold on

as it passes through their hands. Others are stationed

forward to light it around the roller and keep it clear.

360 G. The cable, as it comes in, is either paid below

(after being cleansed) or ranged on the deck ready for

running.
|

361. When a vessel is moored, with two anchors down,

in heaving in on one cable it becomes necessary to veer

to on the other. To do this, if the veering cable is the

weather one, and in a stiff breeze, you will veer around

the bits, having taken off the forward deck-stoppers,

and slacking the lanyards of those abaft the bitts ; the

cable being roused out of the tier as it goes out ; or be-

ing previously ranged on the deck.

362. But if the veering cable be the lee one, it may
be previously unbitted, and veered through the deck or

dog-sto'ppers.
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362 a. If both anchors ai'e ahead, as may be the case

after riding to a gale, it will be necessary to heave iii 6ti

both together. Bring to with the messenger oh th^t

tsrhich has the longest seb;^te Out, and, With decl-tackles

on the other, Jiect^iie in on one aiid tousevk on th6 other,

until the latter is wp cmd down. Then, if ybur anchors

are rightly placed f6r hiooring, with ah equal stebjpe on

e^eh, ot if yoti wish to weigh the foriher, contihhe to

hBsiVe bu that and veer to oh the latter. But if you

wish td weigh the bhe Which is uhder foot, stopJ)er the

other, dip the m!essehg;6t, ah'd bring it to the cable.

36S. If, owing to the iqiiahtity of hiild oh the meB-

Beiigeir, it does not hold oh at the 'capstan, it may be

necessary to use a fecHe oh that part which leaves the

capstan. This is rarely the case, and only in heavj^

heaving.

364. Stoppers with which to hold bh, While hauling

taut a brace, sheet, or other rope, are fitted with a hook

and thimble at ohe ehd, or they are otherwise sechred

to eye or rihg-bbits near the rope fbt which th'ey are re-

quired ; from the other end to nearly the whole lehgth

they are formed & the dog^stoppier (357). Ih using the'm,

a half-hitch is forhied arbund the rbpte ; which,, after thb

foj^e is hauled taut through it, is jambe'd, ihd the tail

Wbrhied alon^ in the lay of the rbpe ; this will hold it

while being belayed.

'363. (Cat-iiiead ytoppers, by which the ring of thb

anchor is kept at the cat-head, should be one-third the

size of the cable. In bne ehd, when fitted, is turned a

crown and wall knot, and the other end pointed; the

;^bihted end is rove d&wn through a hole in the cat-iiead,

m through the ring of the anchor, then oVer a cleat or
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cheek on the forward part of the cat-head, and then in-

board ; and it is secured over its pin. It mnst be of

Snfficieiit length to have end enough, aft^ being rove,

to take three or four turns over the pin.

366. After the anchor is catted, and the stopper

passed, it is fished thus. The fish-pendcmt is a rope of

a size equal to the cat-stopper ; in one end of it is turned

a large hook capable of containing the shank of the an-

chor, and in the other end is a large thimble to which is

hooked the fore pendant-tackle.

367. The fish-davit having been placed in its step in

the channels, the pendant, hooked to the shank of the

anchor, traverses over the sheave in its upper end.

368. By this purchase the flukes of the anchor are

raised until up to the gunwale, when the shank-pa/inter

is passed ; this is made partly of chain, so that, when
passed, the chain shall enclose the shank, while the end,

which is of rope, is belayed around its pin. The shank-

painter being secured, the purchase is unrigged, the

fish-davit taken in board, and the anchor now hangs by

the cat-stopper and shanfcpainter.

369. In securing the anchor for sea, the flukes are

raised to rest on the gunwale, and securely lashed ; and

additional lashings passed through the ring and over the

cat-<head.

870. And in preparing to anchor, after the cable is

bent the lashings are taken off", the flukes cleared of the

gunwale, andT the anchor hangs by th« cat and fish as

before; this is ternied "'getimg the a/nch&r. off thehows.''^

371. Bnoys, Bnt»y*R«pes. ^wtTys, attached by their

buoy ropes to the crown of the anchor, float on the sur-

face of the water, and point out at aU times, the situa-
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tion of the anchor. The cam, buoy is in the form of a

cone, the base floats uppermost and the buoy-rope is at-

tached to the apex. The nut or nwn buoy is largest in

the centre, tapering off towards each end. The latter

form, and made of sheet iron, is now in general use.

3Y2. The size of huoy-ropes is one-third of the cable.

The length varies, for it is shortened or lengthened ac-

cording to the depth of the water in which you will drop

the anchor.
'

373. It is bent to the crown of the anchor, by taking

a half-hitch around one arm, and putting the running

eye in its end over the other arm ; or a clove-hitch is

formed over the crown, and the end stopped along the

shank, or to its own part.

374. The buoy-rope is sometimes used for the purpose

ofweighing the anchor, when the cable may have parted

;

for which reason it is of the size previously mentioned.

376. A buoy-rope may be fitted in the following man-

ner. Attach a large thimble to the crown of the anchor,

by a stout strap of the size of the buoy-rope (one-third

the cable). Through this thimble is rove the buoy-rope,

both parts leading up to the buoy. The advantage of

this is, that the buoy-rope may be smaller, and when
necessary, a stout rope, of the required size, may be, by
it, rove through this thimble in the crown of the anchor,

thereby affording a greater purchase than that of a single

rope, for weighing.

375 a. This method of fitting a buoy-rope, however, is

not approved of by many officers, for the reason that the

two parts of the small buoy-rope are apt to lay themselves

tip, and render uncertain the possibility of reeving-

a

larger one by it.
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376. Sometimes a buoy will not watch, from its having

filled witli water, or from the buoy-rope being too short,

particularly in a tide way. By this is meant that it does

not float on the surface of the water. In the former case

it win be necessary to bleed it, that is, to let the water

out. In the latter, to lengthen the buoy-rope.

377. Buoys are generally kept, one in each of the fore

channels for common use. Spare ones are kept rigged

and stowed in the hold.

377 a. It is recommended, in a book of " Practical

Hints on Some Points of Seamanship," by Captain A. J.

Griffiths, R. N., not to "stream, the hwi/,'" as is ordinarily

don«, before letting go the anchor ; for the reasons, that

" if from a fresh wind, or other circumstances, you shoot

too far, the anchor not instantly running; or you allow

the ship to drop after losing way, for a better berth,

the rope becomes slack in the water, and the buoy gets

under the bows ; under such circumstances, as the anchor

goes down, the rope will generally take many turns

around it and the cable. The deeper the water, the

more likely is this to occur. The buoy will then not

watch, which renders you liable to be overlaid ; and

when getting under way, the buoy-rope will materially

impede the hooking the fish." He recommends, instead,

that the buoy-rope should be kept perfectly clear for run-

ning, with a man to attend it, and the buoy hanging

ready to let go the instant the rope begins to tauten.

" It will not get foul, your buoy will watch, and these

inconveniences be avoided."
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OHAPTEE XI.

BENDING AND TTNBENDING SAHS.

878. To bend a Course. Foresail or mainsail, of a

square-rigged vessel : Stretch tlie sail across the deck,

forward of the. mast, and under its yard; take off the

stops, and see that the head and reef-earings, bowline-

bridles, and reef-bands are properly fitted ; lash to the

clews of the sail the tack, sheet, and clewgarnet blocks.

3Y9. Send the sail-loosers on the yard to overhaul down
the clewgarnets, buntlines, and leechlines ; and to ^et the

yard-jiggers on the extremities of the yard.

380. Eeeve the buntlines through the thimbles on the

first reef-band forward, toggle their ends to the foot of

the sail, and stop them to the head of the sail, with a

seizing of spunyatrn ; reeve the clewgarnets and leechlinei

(143, 147, 148).

381. Hook the bunt-jigger to the cringle in the centre

of the head-rope ; the yard-jiggers to the first reef-cringle,

and hitch the head-earings to their standing parts.

382. The gear being bent and manned, send aloft the

lower-yard men, and give the order, Trice 'wp the iooms !

Sway iwp cmcl haul out / Lay out amd iring to ! The
men lay out while the sail is run up to the yard. The
head-earings are then passed in through their straps on
the yard-arms, and out through the head cringle. Haul
out on both sides, keeping the centre of the sail amidships

of the yard, until the head of the sail is taut ; then take

another turn as before, and expend the earing around the
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yard, and thrpugh tli,e cringle. Let tlie men on the, yard

iride down the bjead pf the sail, particnlafly if a new one,

then pass tli^e head-earings afresh, and secure the ends

around the first turn. Secure the headrppe to the jack-

stay by rope-hands, or 'wi'^^ spunyarn. Send down the

yard-jiggprs, and 1;,^ke the stpps off the buntlines.. The

sail being bent, ho.gk ^he bunt-jigger tq the.glutj hanl up,

and furl it.

382 a. Some pffieerg disapprove of riding, ^o-w^ the

head of a sail in bending, on the grpund that the head-

rope is always au:fi&ciently stretched before it is sewed to

the sail, and that tlie sail does not set as well. I cannot

see sufficient reason for discontinuing this old custom,

nor do I think that the sail will set as well without it

;

for if the rope is new, however much it may have been

stretched in the sail-loft, it will rpquire a greater force

than the men on the ySjrds can, apply tp it with theiir

hands, to bring it taut along the yard.

383. To bend a Topsail. Examine thp sail tp see if

all the lipad and reef-eariugs, reef-poiiits, ^nd rope-bands

are complete and in good order. T|ien mak^ the sail

Tip with its ]i€iad a,nd foot together, haiving the head and

first reef-cringles |;ogether, and out. T^p bowline, bunt-

line and centre cringle in the head pf the, sail, and the

clews, oixt. Then bight it ^n three pa,rts on a pair of

slings, having the end of thg sail th£||t^ belongs to the op-

posite yard-arm on top ; that is, if you send it up on the

port side, the staj-ttpaird y£|,rd-arm must be upper^iost.

384. This is the preparation for sen^i^ig t^e sail up,

by means of the topsail halyards, abaft the top, wliich is

the general practice
;
jthpugh other methods are used

which will be spoken of. Hpok a biiffton to the fly-
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block of tlie topsail halyards, and round it up suffi-

ciently higli to admit the sail over tlie top-rim ; rack

the tye to the topmagt backstay or after shroud ; hook

the lower block of the halyards to the sUngs around the

sail, hook also to the slings a snatch block and secure it

by a mousing ; to this snatch the hauling part of the

halyards, which being again snatched at the deck, will

steady the sail (serving as a guy), as it goes up. Man
the halyards and hoist up the sail ; when high enoxxgh

lower away and haul it into the top. Then, having

taken off the slings and unhooked the halyards, pass

tjie upper end of the sail around forward of the mast,

ready for bending.

385. In the mean time, and before swaying aloft the

sail, send aloft the sail-loosers to get the jiggers on the

yard-arms, to overhaul down the gear, and have the

clewlines, buntlines, sheets, bowlines, reef-tackles, and

bunt-jigger, ready for reeving, toggling, or hooking.

386. The sail being as in 384, hook the yard-jiggers,

as for a course, into the first reef-cringle, the head-ear-

ing being secured to its standing part ; and the bunt-

jigger to the centre of the head of the sail. Man the

clewlines, reef-tackles, yard and bunt-jiggers, and bunt-

lines, and rouse the sail up to the yard ; send aloft all

the yardmen ; haul out and bend the sail, bringing it to

the yard as for a course (382).

387. Take off the yard-jiggers, cast off the racking

from the tye and backstay, round down the lower block

of the halyards and hook it in the chains. Pass in the

leeches of the sail, and furl it.

388. Topsails are often sent up for bending forward

of the top by the buntlines, by burtons from the top-
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mast head, or by a topgallant yard-rope. If by the

former, overliaul tbem down forward of the yard, on
either side of the stay, and toggle or otherwise secure

them to their proper places in the foot of the sail ; then

take the bights around under the sail, and rack them
with stout rackings to their own parts ; stop also the

head of the sail to the bimtlines below the racking.

Have the bowline from forward, on the side you are

sending up, secured to the centre of the sail to- guy it

clear in swaying aloft ; the lower blocks of the yard-

jiggers being in the top, the clewlines, sheets, and reef-

tackles rove and ready for bending ; Mem the buntUnes/

Sway aloft ! Have some hands on the yard, others in

the top with the gear ready in their hands for bending,

and some to cut the stops. As the sail passes the top,

Sway hcmdsomely ! hook the bunt-jigger to the cringle

in the centre of the head, and the long bunt-jigger to

the upper glut. Sway higher ! and haul the ends af

the sail into the top, on their respective sides of the

mast. Hook the yard-jiggers as before, reeve or toggle

the sheets, clewlines, and reef-tackles. The gear being

bent and manned, haul out on the jiggers and reef-

tackles, lower away on the buntlines and bunt-ji^ers

(cutting the stop of the buntlines), until the head of the

sail is level with the yard
;
pass the earings and bend

the sail as before,

389. In case you use the top-burtons or yard-rope to

send the sail up by ; having overhauled them down for-

ward of the yard as before, pass a stout lizard with a

thimble turned ia one end around the centre of the sail,

taking two round turns, and hitching the end around

the thimble part; hook the burtons or yard-rope to

G*
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this tMinble, and use tlie bowliae as before. Or, with

the yard-rope, the lizard may be omitted, using the end

of the yard-rope, passed as the lizard around the body

of the sail. A long tackle also may be used to send the

sail up by.

390. 'ropg^allant-salils and royals are generally b&nt

to their yards on deck, the laAter always; for thus it

is more conyeniently and properly done, by placing the

yards fore and aft, resting the ends clear of the deck.

After being bent, they are furled with the clews out^

ready for sending aloft.

391. In bending a topgallant-'Sail with the yard aloft,

send the sail up to the topmast .cross4rees by the clew-

lines, or royal halyards. When there, bend the sheets,

clewlines, buntlines, and toggle the bowlines. Bring it

to the yard in the same manner as you would a topsail.

Pass in the leeches and furl it.

302. To <bend a Jib. Turn out the jib stay, unree-v^e

it, and bring it in on either :side ; open the sail on the fore-

castle; thrust the end of the stay down through its

hanks, .eommencing at the top of the sail, !and stop it to

the lower hank near the nip, or that part of the &tay

which rests in the sheave when set up ; bend the jib-

halyards around the body of the sail, and the downhaul

near the hanks ; take out the ond of theistay and reeve

it through the inner sheave in the boom, and bend a

iEope to its end leading in board.

893. The sail now being ready to go out, feoiat on the

halyards .until it is on a level with the icnd of the boom

;

haul out on the downhaul and stay, slacking the hal-

yards as required, until the sail is out.

394 Set up the stay; .imbend the halyards frona
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around the sail, and bend it to its ]ie%d. Eeeve the

dQ-synhg,nl 'i^ through the hanks, as^d l^end it to thes

head of the sail. Seize the tac]^ dp-^iyji to the boom.

Lash the jib-sheet blocks or pepd^nts to the filey^s of

the sail, and furl it.

395. 10 |>eii<a St, Spfpj.njk.^i'. LiQWer doirai the gfff,

and, having the sail ready, reeve the throat-rope, or

ij.pc3j;-e.£|,ring through the }if)\% ip the gaff near the jaws,

and secure it. Then haul out the hea4 pf tl^e sail by thj@

peatrparing, which is passed sttnil^r to a head-earing of
a topsail. A^en the head is taut along the gaff, pas§

the lacing around the gg-ff and through the eyelet-holes

in the head of the sail, keeping the head-rope on a

straight line under the gaff.

396. The head of the spanker being secured, seize the

bights of the throat and peak brails to the leech of the

sail, at a distance from the peak that will admit of its

being brailed up taut along the gaff. Reeve them through
blocks on the gaff on each side of the sail, then tla;rongh

blocks under the jaws pf the gaff, and thejri on decjs

through their le$,ders. Tite foot brail is secured to the

leach a short .distance s^boye tte ,cle^ of the sajl.

397. Seixe the luff, which is the foryi^r,d pari of the

sail, to the hoops around the mizzen or trysail mast

;

commencing with the upper hoop, ^j^d hoistipg the gaff

by the throat and pe,9.k halyards as they are secured.

398. When the sail is up, hook the tack-pendant or

tackle, and rouse the tack down ito its place. Reeve and

haul out the outhaul, and trim the gaff by the throat

and peak halyards ,u»til the sail has a proper set. T|ien

rack the halyards aloft, ,come up the tack-tackle, ease

off the outhaul, brail up, and furl the ^aii.
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399. Fore cmd mam, trysails, sometimes called spen-

cers, are bent in the same manner as tlie spanker ; they

are without booms, the clew of the sail being brought

aft, in setting, by the sheet, hooked to eye-bolts in the

deck.

400. Thefore-topmast staysail andJlying-jih are bent

as a jib.

401. To unbend a Course. Haul it up, unshackle

the tacks and sheets, cast off the rope-bands, secure the

buntlines around the body of the sail, cast off the leech-

lines and slablines, ease off the earings, and at the same

time, lower away by the buntlines and clewgarnets ; un-

toggle the bowlines, unreeve the tacks and sheets ; and

cast off the gear.

403. A topsaM is unbent in the same manner, send-

ing it down by the buntlines, and hauling it, as it is low-

ered, into either gangway.

403. Unbending a Jib. Having hauled it down,

come up the stay ready for unreeving through its sheave

;

cast off the tack, bend the lialyards and downhaul as

for sending out or bending (392) ; set taut the halyards,

hoisting the sail clear of the boom, and haul in on the

downhaul, hoisting on the halyards sufficiently to keep

the sail clear as it comes in, the sailors on the boom ren-

dering the stay through the sheave.

403 a. Unbending a Spanker is also the reverse of

bending, thus : Lower the gaff, casting off its luff' from

the hoops as it comes down ; the gaff being down, un-

lace the head, cast off the peak and nock-earings, un-

reeve the brails, cast off the outhaul, and make up the sail.

404. In the foregoing operations of bending and un-

bending sails, the vessel is supposed to be lying at an-
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clior with square yards ; but as it is often tire case at

sea, in all varieties of weather, that sails require to be re-

placed by others, you should be acquainted with the

process in such cases necessary.

405. In moderate weather with the yards braced up,

it need not differ from that already explained ; sending

the sails up to windward. And in unbending it differs in

this, that the lee head-earing is cast off first, rousing in

the lee body of the sail, and securing it, by the earings,

to the buntlines : then ease off the weather earing, and

at the same time lower the sail as before.

406. But in a gale of wind, with the sails reefed, the

process will 'be different. Suppose, for instance, that

you have split a reefed course, and you wish to replace

it by another.

407. Shifting a Course. Haul it up as in blowing

weather (452) ; cast off a few of the reef-points and rope-

bands along the yard, and clap on several good stops

around the sail ; secure the buntlines around the body

of the sail, and then cast off all the reef-points, rope-

bands, reef-earings, and leechlines ; cast off thdee-head-

earing and rouse the lee clew, by a line from the top,

into the body of the sail, and secure it to the buntlines

;

then, having a line from the deck forward attached to

the body of the sail, ease off the weather earing and

lower away.

408. Having the other sail in readiness, stretched

across the deck, and properly fitted for bending (378)

;

bend the buntlines, reeve the clew-garnets, tacks, and

sheets ; and toggle the bowlines
;
pass several good stops

around the body of the sail ; hook the tackles from the

yard-arms to the first reef-cringles, and clinch the head-
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jeariiags to the standing pajrt of the tackle; hook the bunt-

jigger to the centpe of the heael pf the Bail, an^ secnre

the bnntliiifis to two .gr threg of ithe first ree^f-ppi^ts
;

man every thing and sway aloft, Z/oy out Ipwer-yar^

nfsn ! Bring the Siail to ithe y^rd .^u#fe ap.d a taut head,

hook the reef-peiptdapls, hppk %& hnjrton§ to thepi, ^nd

rouse them well iup ; rieef |;he sail, bei)i4 the I^efih-lines,

and set it as i^ blowing fresli (452).

409. Staying split a closerreiefed topsail in a gale, Mn-

bend jt awd bend another.

410. Take in the sail and iv^\ it (463). Cast off g, fe^jr

reef-points of ,^ach reef, and rope-bands, to ei^able you

to pass ^veral goo,d stops around the sail.

411. You may either spij.^ it down by the buntlines,

or the topgallant yard-rope; if the latter, secjire it

around the body of the §ail, east off thp buntlines, un-

reeve the dewUnes, sheets., and reef-tackles, then cast off

the reef-points and earjjj.^s of each reef; iCaat off the

rope bands, keeping f^s.t the heiadT-eajcings, bend a line

to the lee head-,earing, and roiise tlie sail into the top

;

then lower aw^ay by th.e yfird-rop^, bear jtlie ^ail clear ,of

the top, ease off the weatjierrearing, and guy it ip,to jtlie

weaither g^gway as it is Ipwered.

412. Having the p|>h!Br sail in reacjijjiess and properly

fitted, you m-^j 'Sraid it wp by the topgallant yard-rope

or by the buntlines, forward of the top ; or by ^h)3 top-

sail halyards i^^baft, as already deiscrib,ed (384).

413. But it is .desirable tp have as little surface as

possible exposed to the violence of the gale, which would
retard the operation or endanger the s^l ;

;for ithis reason

a topsail may be reefed from the foot with stout yarns

before sending it aloft, and then, after the head is
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brapght to tlELB yard (using the yard and bunt-jiggers

as before), you may take tijiP reefs out feom tbe foot,

as you take them in on the yard ; to tlm JbhfiFe ie »n ob-

jection, the mm), on the yard finding it exceedingly diffi-

cult to .east .off the reef-points from the ^tyt ; it is r.e<30m-

mended instead, to make the sail up with the reef-lMiads

together, the points all being lOut fi^ir, and then ito pass

several good stops around the sqjl at c^tain di§t*JWa?s

apart, which will not prevent the men from bringing to

or reefing the sail.

414. If in a chase "you are unwilling to lose the

effect of a sail, while replacing it by another, you may
perform both operations at once, thus

:

415. If a Course. Get the one you wish to bend

(which we will distinguish as the new one), stretched

across the deck under the yard
;
get up the ya?d-jiggers,

and hook them to the first reef-cringles of the new sail

;

unbend the buntlines from the foot of the old sail, haul

up the ends, and send them down between the yard and

the old sail ; bend them to the new one, stopping them

to the head as before (380). Stopper the clews of the

old sail, and lash the tack and sheet blocks to the clews

of the new one ; the topmast studdingsail halyards may
be bent to the head-earings of the old sail to lower

it by.

416. While this is doing, the men on the yard will

hook the bunt-jiggers or a stout tackle, and stop the

forward leechlines, to the head of the old sail ; and cast

off the rope-bands.

41Y. Man the yard-jiggers and buntlines, and run the

new sail up to the yard abaft the old one ; and while

they bring the head of the former^to the yard (832), the
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latter is lowered on deck by the bunt-jiggers, forward

leechlines, and head-earings, a line being attacbed to

tbe bead cringle to lower by ; after the old sail is down,

bend tbe forward leecblines to tbe new one.

418. If a Topsail. Tbe new one must be previously

Bwayed up into tbe top, and brought to tbe yard by tbe

yard and bunt-jiggers ; wbile tbe old one is lowered on

deck by tbe buntlines.
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CHAPTEE XII.

STOWING A HOLD AND SPIRIT ROOM.

419. In performing tliis duty, an officer must be gov-

erned by the following considerations, viz. :

—

1st. So to distribute tbe weigbt of ballast and tanks,

wbicb are permanent fixtures for tbe cruise, according to

the form oftbe bold, tbat tbe vessel may be brought down
in tbe water so as to preserve (as nearly as possible) ber

supposed best lines for sailing ; wbicb trim can be after-

ward kept in tbe distribution of tbe provisions and otber

articles.

2d. Tbe proper stowage and security of all articles.

3d. Economy in space, and a general regard to tbe

propriety of keeping near at band certain articles for

immediate use.

4tb. To avoid, as^far as possible, taking any article into

tbe bold until it bas been properly cleansed.

420. Tbe first tbing to be attended to is, to prepare

tbe bold f6r tbe reception of tbe ballast, by baving it

tborougbly cleansed and wbitewasbed, and tbe limbers

cleared ; and tben to stow tbe ballast.

421. Until within a few years it was customary to nail

dAimiage, tbat is, strips of board or boop-poles atbwart tbe

skin, on wbicb to stow tbe ballast. Tbe object of this

was to allow a free passage for tbe water, and circulation

of tbe air. This is now discontinued ; the ballast is laid

on the skin, affording more room, and excluding much
flirt.
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422. Pigs of iron are used as ballast in Tsssels of war,

which must be so placed as to promote an easy motion

to the vessel. Commencje, stQ'vying tbepi next to, and on

each side of, the kelson, on the skih of the vessel, extend-

ing forward and aft, from the greatest bres-dth of the beam
toward the bulkheads, an • equal quantity and similarly

placed on each si4e ; the greatest spread in wiftging out

being athwart the grepitpst breadth of )Deam ; e£|,ch suc-

ce^ding row of pigs placed closfj to the last, and gradually

diminished in. Igngth tpt correspond nearly to the form

of the hold,

423. It being necessary to place a given quantity of

ballast near the kelson and about her greatest capacity

—

which quantity ^vill be according to the Ripdel of the ves-

sel—you will be obliged in a sha/rp-hottom, to place sev-

eral tiers, one above tjie other, each oRe winged oiit beyond

the last in conformity to the dead-rise ; while on a jiOft-

fiqor the same quantity wiU bg contained in the spread

of the first tier.

424. In winging an4 lengtheniug oul; til^e, ballast, be

careful not to form an nueven stowage for the tanks or

casks aboye th§m—a,i^d sti].]. place it so cqmpactly that

the weight shall bear equally in the body of the hold.

425. After the ballast, are sto\ved the yxater tamfcs, or

casks. The tanks are made to fit 1;he forpi pf the hold,

and are placed, accordiug tp their marks, in ijheir proper

places, '^hen ^to'vyeiij they shonld form on top an even

surface, and be placed compactly, ^l^ey a^e then wedged
with slips of wood, and the seams calked and pitched,

that no dirt ipay worl? down between them.

426. Tl^e tanks are tjiei). filled with water, after which

the riding tier of casks are stowed above them, placed on
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beds, and occupy the sp^ee between the ferward part of

the cable-tier and the after pajt of the fo3?e hatch ; the

breakage being forward by the fore hatch.

427, Water oashs, not only of the riding tier, but also

those that form, the ground tier in vessels without tanks,

should occupy ?.o niore epace than is absolutely necessary

for their proper stowage ; a few inches lost might proba-

bly prgyent the stowage of a tier of proYisipns, There-

fore, io economize in room, the beds should in all cases

be made tP fit the casks, and only high enough to allow

their bilges to be free of the tanks or ballast.

'428. Commence stowing the riding tier amidships, at

the break of the orlop dpck, and stow forward to the

after part of th§ fope hatch, placing two beds, under each

oask. If the upper surface pf the tanks is uneyen, thp

breakages must be filled iift with wood—chime pieces are

also placed between the heads, if the chimes do not match

;

otherwise they aris iijinecegsary. Stow tbe ne^ft row by
the side of this in the sawe manner, placing hangJPg bieds

between the pasks to keep the bilges of eapli xow free.

The.remainiag rpws are stowed as befopg; and when all

are stowed, level off with wood, filling up all the break-

ages under and between the casks, AU wood stowed in

the hold or spirit-room should be previously barked,

429. Then stow the provisions as compactly as possible,

pork on one side and heef on the other-r-and fiU iu with

wopd as before.

430. Tbf! space from the forward part of the main

hatch aft to the cable tiers, is generally sufficient for the

stowflfge of the ^yprovisions / if not, the remainder may
be disposed pf in the wings over the wet.

431. In the breakase at the forp hold are stowed all
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the ncmaZ stores, as tar, pitch, varnislij etc.

—

\h.e ga/ng-

casks, and all the movable lumber, such as spcxj-e iuoys,

iuokets, etc.

4:32. Previous to stowing the provisions, iron battens

should be riveted to the beams fore and aft, in which you

may Btowplank, hoards, oars, shodks, etc., placing those

which will be most required in the battens over the orlop.

Those in the fore hold are reserved for the small pieces

of iron, spare rarrvmers, sponges, gim-scrapers, laMes, etc.

Under the orlop are stowed spare gwnrCa/rriages, t/rucks,

lower caps, and other articles that will not probably be

reqtiired.

433. The orlop is that part of the deck where the cables

are stowed, immediately forward, and on each side of,

the mainmast. The cables being stowed, there is room

enough forward of, and within them, to stow the si/ream

cable, hawsers, messenger, cat a/nd fish hooJcs, pendant-

tacTdes, nippe/rs, etc., all of which should be so coiled that

one or all of them may be passed up at a moment's notice.

At anchor it is usual to keep one cable tier always clear,

and in the other may be stowed all these spare articles

as conveniently as possible. See paragraph 322.

434. If the vessel is without tanks, the casks forming

the ground tier should be made to fit the form of the hold,

and stowed as directed for the riding tier (427, 428), with

floor and hanging beds, and chime-pieces. In all cases

they should be stowed with their bungs up, and bilges

free ; commencing aft, and next to the kelson, and stow-

ing forward.

434 a. The round-shot and chain-cables are stowed in

theu'^ ekers under the main hatch. The grape and can-

ister shot generally in the wings abreast of the main hatch.
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435. In the stowage of tlie spirit-room, the general

directions given for the hold will be sufficient to govern

yon. If any ballast is required there (as is sometimes the

case), to preserve the vessel's trim, it is stowed first ; then

the spirit-casks, above which are stowed, as compactly as

possible, aU other articles, as sugar, tea, tobacco, and slop-

clothing, etc.

435 a. Hawsers, in all vessels, should be kept on reels,

and their ends convenient for being passed up when
required.
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CHAPTEE XIII.

kAKHfG ANi) sHOETEirtNG sAiL.^

—

tixmmSa EIQ&DSrG.

iBG. You shouM iii&,ke yourself Well acquainted With

the manner in wMtth the running rigging leads, where

belayed, and the use to which each rope is applied. By
running riggvng you, of course, understand all those

ropes used in hraciug the yards, making and shortening

sail, &c.

437. In the present chapter I will endeavor to show

you their uses, and how rove ; and the proper orders to

be given by the officer while directing the operations of

making and shortening sail, in which I will treat sepa-

rately of each.

438. To Set a Foresail. Give the order. Stand 5y to

set theforesail ! or Man thefore tack and sheet

!

438 a. The first would be most correct if before the

wind, the latter if on the wind.

439. The fore tack is secured, by its standing part, to

the fore tack bumpkin, is rove through a block on the

clew of the sail, then through another block on the

bumpkin, and the end leading ia-board. The sheet is

hooked to an eye-bolt on the ship's side abaft the fore

channels, is rove through another block on the clew of

the sail, then through a sheave hole in the side of the

vessel, the end leading in-board. On each clew of the

fore and mainsail are these two blocks, through which

the tacks and sheets reeve. Thus the clew is either
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iiauled forward By tlie tack, or aft by tho sheet, as the

yards are braced.

440. At the above order (438) the men jump to their

stations^ the fore tack and eheet are manned^ one hand
being by each clelygarnet ; the bxmtlines and leechliiles

ate let g&;

441. Lay dMm on the fore '(/mrd Wtd overhaul thi,

rigging ! At this order one or tWo of the tojJfiifeii lay

down, and overhaul, through their blocks, the buntlihes

iand leechlines, and are ready to overhaul the clew-

garnets.

442. If the weather is ihoderate ; ias soon afe the effi'Ser

sees that the tneil are iat the 'stations he orders ijlea/r

away the rigging^ Maul c^'da/rd! At this the clewgar-

nets are let go, the ta6k haulted forward, and the sheet aft.

443. The mainsail is teet in the same manner ; and to

get the tack close down, it is advisable, if the yard is

braced up, to ease off the lee main brace, and slack the

weather clewgarnet and main Uft, the topsail clewline,

reef tackle and bowline. After the tack is down and

the sheet aft, brace up the yard, haul taut the lift and

trusses, "reeve 'and haul the bowline.

444. Whto the yards are sqilare., and the wind di-

i-ectly aft, the mainsail is never set, biit is hauled up

snugly or ftirled ; but with the wind quartering, the lee

clew may be S6t to great advantage. To do so, Man
the mam sheet ! The buntliiie's, leechlines, and slabline,

ai-e let go and overhauled. Ease dcMn the lee clewga/r-

net, Haul aft! The weather dew is kept fast.

445. To §et the Foresail before tbe "Wiiid. Ma^
Hoth f&i'e sheets ! The ringing being let -go and over-

h&tiled as before, ^^(t,l>om, fo¥^aM! As the Sail
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comes down take through the slack of the tacks ; haul

taut both lifts and trusses, and square the yard by the

lifts.

446. The clewgarnets, are rove through the blocks

under the yard (147), then through the clewgarnet

blocks on the clew of the sail ; the standing part is ta-

ken up and secured around the yard, or to a strap for

that purpose on the yard ; the fall or hauling part leads

down, and through its leader by the mast.

44Y. The bnntlines for the mainsail ; the ends are

roTe through a double block under the forward part of

the top, then down forward of the sail through thimbles

in the first reef-band, and then hitched or toggled to the

foot of the sail ; in the bight of the buntline is a shoe-

block, in the remaining sheave of which is rove the

hauling part or fall, which is a separate rope, and leads

forward to the fore rail ; buntlines for the foresail lead

through double blocks under the forward part of the fore

top, then through blocks at the foot of the foremast

;

thus there are four buntline-legs to haul up the foot of

the sail.

448. lieechlines. There are two forward and two

after ones on each side, leading through small single

blocks on-the forward and after part of the yard, and up

through a double block, turned in a short leg, which

hooks to forward eye-bolts in the lower cap; which

blocks are so arranged that the leech of the sail, when
hauled up, may be taut along the yard ; the standing

parts of the leechlines are hitched or toggled, to the

leeches of the sail.

449. The slcMine is rove through a small single

block under the slings of the yard, the end or stand-
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ing part taken down abaft tlie sail, and secured to the

centre of the foot, or trayerses by a thimble on a short

span.

450. To prevent mistakes in the leechlines it is ad-

visable to lead their hauling parts differently, thus : the

after ones through leaders by the mast, and the forward

ones through leaders out at the side, and abreast of the

mast.

451. To take in a Course In moderate IVeatlier.

If a foresail, order, Stand "by to take in the foresail ! or

Mam, the fore clewga/rnets a/nd Im/ntUnes! The clew-

garnets, buntlines, and leechlines, being manned, men
stationed at the tack, sheet, and bowline, order, Uj^

foresail ! The tack, sheet, and bowline are let go, the

-clews of the sail are run up by the clewgarnets, the body

by the buntlines, and the leechlines confine it snugly

to the yard. ^

452. But in a fresh breeze, or gale of wind, it is neces-

sary, in order to avoid shaking or flapping the sail,

which may split it, to proceed, thus : If you wish to set

a course, the yard being braced up ; every thing being

manned as in 440, order. Ease down the lee clewga/rnet.

Said aft ! Then when the lee clew is sufficiently aft to

fill the sail; Ease down the weather Glewga/rnet, Haul
aboard! To take it in under similar circumstances,

the men being stationed as in 451, order, Ease off the

tack a/nd bowlme, HomI wp the weathe/r clewga/rnet!

Then, Ease off the sheet, HoajH wp to leeward ! Having

the buntlines well manned, run them up the moment
the sheet is started; the lee clew being the first set,

and the last taken in, steadies the sail during the opera-

finn fTiAT> Ti-inl fanf. flip. tppntliAr main Krn.n.RS
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453. Topsail sheets are to stretch the foot, and con-

fine its clews to the extremities of the lower yard, when

set ; the standing part is secured around the yard-arm

by a running-eye, inside-clinch, or to a strap on the

yard outside of the sheave-hole. It is then rove through

a block on the clew of the sail, through the sheave-hole

in the yard-arm, through the quarter block (143), and

the end, leading down on deck, is rove through the top-

sail-sheet bitts and belayed around its head ; between

the sheave-hole in the yard-arm and the quarter-blocks,

there should be cleats nailed to the yard, to keep the

sheet clear of, and prevent their chafing, the straps on

the yard. y
454. Topsail eUwlines lead as the clewgamets of a

course (14Y, 172).

455. The Buutlines, There are two legs, one on each

side ; their standing parts are hitched or toggled to the

foot of the sail, at equal distances from the centre ; their

hauling parts rove through blocks at the mast-head, and

then lead on deck. They are spanned together at the

sHngs of the yard by lizards.

456. The reef-tackles, to haul the leeches of the top-

sail up to the yard for reefing, are rove down through a

sheave-hole in the yard-arm outside the eyes of the rig-

ging, out through a block strapped on the leech of the

sail below the close reef-band, then taken up and the

end secured to the extremity of the yard-arm. The
hauling parts lead down through a block in the topmast

rigging and then on deck.

457. The iowlviies, toggled to a double span, or to

bridles, on the leech of the sail lead forward, and are

to support the weather leech when on the wind.
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45T a. The fore top bowlines lead tlirougli blocks at

tbe bowsprit cap. The main to under the fore top, the

mizzen to the cross-jack brace block.

458. Topsails, are the first sail set in. getting under

way, under ordinary circumstances, and the last taken

in ia coming to anchor, except the spanker. At sea

they remain constantly set, are reduced by reefing in

fresh winds, but never taken in except in gales of wind,

or for the purpose of repairing or unbending. The
mizzen topsail is an exception, inasmuch as it is often

settled down on. the cap or furled, when sailing with

the wind directly aft ; and often taken in in heavy

weather when the fore and main are close reefed.

45§ a. A mizzen^ topsail is said to be SGahdaUsed,

when it is clewed' down, reef-tackles and buptlines

hauled up when before the wind ; that it may present

a small surface to the wind.

469. To set a Topsail. In getting under way, the

yard being square and on the cap, order, Zay aloft saii-

loosers ! Mam the hoom fricmg-lines ! When the men
are aloft. Trice up ! Lay out, am,d loose ! The heels of

the topgallant studding-sail booms are triced up, the

men lay out on the yard, and loose the sail by casting

off the gaskets from around it. While doing which,

Mam, the topsail sheets and halyards ! The clewlines

and buntlines are let go, and overhauled aloft, the gas-

kets are east off, the bunt-jigger unhooked; and, the

men on the yard holding up the sail by hand, it is re-

ported ready. The sheets being well manned the order

'\% ^Yea, Letfall ! Lay in! Sheet home! The. clews

of the sail are hauled out to the lower yard-arms by the

sheets, until the foot of the sail is taut. The men being
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in off the yard. Hoist a/way the topsail ! Tlie yard is

hoisted up by the halyards, until the leeches of the sail

are taut, keeping the gear well overhauled.

460. To take in a topsail in coming to anchor. Mom
the topscdl clewlines! At this order the clewlines,

clew-ropes, huntlines, and downhaul-tackle are man-

ned; hands stationed by the sheets, halyards, bow-

lines, and braces ; the latter for the purpose of squaring (

the yards if braced up : have a hand on each lower yard-

arm to render the sheets through their sheaves ; order,

Clear away the topsail sheets, clew up ! The clews are

hauled up by the clewlines, and the body by the bunt-

lines ; when -the sail is up, and the yard square by the

braces. Settle away the topsail haly§rds ! The yard is

now lowered down on the cap, the buntlines are kept

some distance above the yard, the clews roused forward

by the clew-ropes, and the leeches passed in ready for

furling.

461. Clew-ropes and Cle\r-jiggers. In preparing to

shorten sail for furling, clew-ropes are taken down for-

ward of the topsail and bent to the clews of the sail,

leading through small tail blocks on the rigging above

the cap; and the topsail sheets singled: small jiggers

arc used for this purpose on the courses, that is, to haul

the clews forward for farling.

462. Downbanl tackles are used only in the larger

sized vessels, and not always in them, for the purpose

of rousing the yard down when the halyards are let go.

In ordinary cases the yard will come down itself, by its

own weight, assisted by the clewlines; but when the

sail is full, in a squall, binding the parral against the

mast, or being aback binding against the rigging, or
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wten the tye is jambed in the gins at the mast-head;

the assistance of a downhaul tackle is necessary.

463. To take in a close-reefed Topsail in a Oale of

Wind. Different opinions are held as to the proper

mode of proceeding, under the circumstances, when on

the wind. Some officers think that the yard should be

braced aback and clewed down before the sheets are

started ; but the most general, and we think plausible,

opinion is, as follows. Man the clewlines, buntlines,

weather braces, and downhaul-tackle ; tend the sheets,

lee brace, and bowline. "When ready. Ease off the

weather sheet and iowlme! Clew up to windward!
Mind the weather helm, to keep the sail from shaking.

When the weather clew is up. Let go the lee sheet and
halyanfds, and clew wp hrisTcT/y to leeward! Kunning up
the buntlines at the same time, bracing aback and clew-

ing down the yard the moment the lee sheet is started.

464. To set a close-reef Topsail under similar Cir-

cnmstances. Brace up the topsail yard sufficiently, and

the lower yard more than the topsail yard. Haul taut

the lee topsail brace, then Lay out and loose ! Man tlie

topsaM sheets ! Attend the gear, let go and overhaul the

buntlines. Ease down tJie lee clewline, and havl home

the lee sheet ! Keeping the vessel off if necessary ; then,

Ease down the weatheT clewline, and haul home the

weather sheet ! Man the halyards, and sway the yard

clear of the cap. Trim the yards, haul taut the weather-

brace and rolling-tackle, and haul the bowline.

465. To set a Topgallant-saiL Order, Lay aloft

a/nd loose the topgallant-sail ! Man the topgallant

sheets and halyards ! While the sail-loosers are loosing

tbft sail, the sheets and halvards are manned, hands be-
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ing by the clewlines and braces. "WTien ready ; Letfall!

Lay in ! Sheet home! While hauling home the sheets,

if on the wind, brace up the yard sufficiently to shake

the sail; take a turn with the weather brace, aod let

go the lee onei. If before the wind, let go both braces

;

and if the wind is quartering, the lee one. Hoist a/way!

Hoist the sail up " a taut leebh," Belay the hah/ards !

Trim the yard to the wind, set taut the weiather brace,

keeping the lee one a little slack, and haul the bowline.

466. To take in a X'opgallant-sail'. Man the top^

gallant clew-lines ! Lay aloft to fv/rl the topgalla/nt

sails ! Tend the braces ! When the clewlines and weather

braces are manned, hands by the sheets, lee brace, and

, bowline ; if in a moderate breeze, order, Ln topgallant-

sails ! The sail is clewed up, halyards let go, and the

yard braced in at the same time. If in a fresh breeze

order. Let go the lee sheet and - halyards, clew down !

rounding in at the same time the weather brace. Let

go the weather sheet and iowline, clew up ! 11 the wind
is aft, or on the quarter, order. Let go the halyards, blew,

down ! Let go tJie sheets, clew vp ! Squaring the yard

as it comes down by the braces, and starting the sheets

when down. The sail being clewed up, steady the yard

by the braces, haul taut the halyards, and then order,

Lay out a/nd fwrl

!

467. Line-of-battle ships, frigates, and sometimes

sloops of war, have buhtlines to their topgallant-sails,

which in a heavy sail are absolutely necessary, to haul

up for furling.

468. To set or take in a Standings Royal. Proceed

as with a topgallant-sail in moderate weather.

469. Flying royals are used in the smaller vessels, and
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occasionally in sloops of war and frigates. In setting,

the halyards are bent to the slings of the yard, and stop-

ped out to the yard-arm opposite to the side from which

it goes up, and a tripping-line to the other yard-arm,

8way aloft ! When high enough, the sheets, previously

rove through the sheave-holes in the topgallant yard,

are toggled to the clews of the sail ; the yard-arm stop

cut, and sail loosed ; the sheets and halyards being

manned, Sheet home ! Hoist a/way !

4;T0. To take it m. The stripping-line, which is kept

bent to the yard while the sail is set, leads down on
deck on the weather side. Stand % to take'm, the

royal ! The tripping-hne being manned, hands by the

halyards and sheets, and two hands aloft to untoggle the

sheets; otcAbt, In royal ! The sheets are let go, the saU

lowered by the halyards, and hauled down by the trip-

ping-line. The men aloft untoggle the sheets from the

clews as it comes down ; the sa,il is either secured up

and down the topmast rigging, or, which is more com-

mon, sent, down on deck, and stowed, after being furled,

in the boats. ^

471. When a vessel carries a flying royal, she rarely

carries any sail above it. But with a standing royal,

which is set and taken in as a topgallant-sail, skysails,

and above them moonsails, are set in light winds.

472. Skysails, next above the royals ; are set and

taken in in the same manner as a flying royal.

473. Moonsails, next abpve skysails ; are sometimes

triangular sails, and generally only used at the main

;

are set like the skysail, being hoisted up by the signal

halyards.
'

474. Head-Sails^ a collective term, by which all those
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sails set forward of tlie foremast are known. They are

as follows.

475. The fore topmast staysail, the nearest in toward

the ship, is set on the fore topmast spring stay, which is

rove, in bending, through its hanks. This sail is seldom

used except in heavy weather, when the topsails are

reefed, and it becomes necessary to haul down the jib.

It is kept stowed, when not in use, in a net-work or cross-

lashing between the manropes ofthe bowsprit, jnst within

the topmast spring stay.

476. The jib, set on the jib-stay, which is rove through

its hanks in bending, is, as the topsails, constantly set,

except in gales of wind or very fresh breezes, when
its place is supplied by the topmast staysail. Before

the wind, it is either brailed up or hauled down. In

getting under way, it is used, with the fore topsail, to

cast the ship ; and in some cases (see Evolutions, 549),

with the wind directly out of the harbor, the vessel is

often got under way under the jib alone.

477. In coming to anchor the jib is hauled down when
the topsails are clewed up.

478. The flying-jib, set on the flying-jib stay, which

reeves through its hanks ; is used with the royals, set and

taken in with them.

479. Thejib-of-jib, next without the flying-jib, is set

in light vreather with the skysails, and taken in with

them.

480. The manner of setting and taking in all the head

sails- is the same. To set, give the order, Clem" away the

jib! (flying or jib-of-jib, as the case may be). Man
the hazards ! Have a hand by the downhaul to clear it

away, and, in the case of the fore topmast staysail or jib,
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send a hand out to liglit np the hanks. When ready, Let

go the downhaul^-Hoist away ! When up taut, trim the

sheet.

4:81. To take it m. ManthejiJ)downhaul! Have a

hand by the halyards and sheet. When manned. Let go

the halyards ; Jiavl down ! By easing off the sheet as the

halyards are let go, the pressure of the hanks on the stay

is relieved, and the sail comes down easily. Lay out and
stow thejih ! When stowed take in the slack of the hal-

yards and sheet.

481 a. It is a good arrangement to have a spilling-line

on the foot of the jib, and leading through a small single

block or thimble on either side of the cap, and thence

inboard. It facilitates furling the sail in a stiff breeze,

and is convenient forflattening in, beingmore expeditious,

and giving to the sail the desired effect.

482. The Spanker, an important sail, set abaft the

mizzenmast, being at one extremity of the lever, governs
' the vessel more or less in all the evolutions. It serves to

bring her to the wind, or to prevent her from falling off;

is always set at sea, except with the wind aft or weU on

the quarter ; and in coming to anchor is the last sail taken

in, as it is used to bring the vessel up head to wind, after

the topsails are clewed up.

483. In Setting the Spanker. Top the boom up by

both topping-lifts, after which overhaul the lee one. Man
the spamker outhoMl ! Have hands by the brails, and

hands aloft to overhaul them. Lei go the TyraUs, ha/ul

out ! Slack the weather vang, and trim the sheet.

484. To take it vn. Man the spamker iraMs ! Have

the lee throat brail well manned, and hands to take in

the slack of the weather one, and also the peak and foot

1*
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brails ; and a hand by tbe outbanl. Let go the outha/ul,

Brail wp! , At the same time banl the boom amidships

and crotch it, or in wearing, haul it over on the weather

quarter, ready for the other tack ; steady the gaff by the

weather vang.

485. Staysails, set between the fore and main masts,

are the naain topmast, middle, topgallant, and royal stay-

sails ; the first is stowed, when not set, in the fore cat-

harpins, and all the others in the fore top. After being

cleared away for setting, those in the top are triced up

with their stays ; after which they are set as the head

sails, the sheets leading down on deck, and belayed in

the lee gangway.

486. These sails are only used in light weather with

the wind free. They are termed lifting sails. They are

not used in all vessels, as some officers object to them, it

being a matter of much doubt whether they increase at

all the speed of a vessel, ol- are a useless waste of canvas.

48Y. Studding or steering sails, in light or moderate

weather, with the wind free or aft, are used with great

advantage to increase the speed of a vessel. The weather

topmastj top-gallant, and royal studding sails, may be set

with the wind one point free, or forming an angle of seven

points with the keel. The lower studding-sail can only

be used to advantage with the wind abaft the beam. "With

the wind aft and yards square, they are set on both sides

lower and aloft. We wiU now set and take them in,

commencing with the one generally set first.

488. The Top-gallant Studding-sail. At sea this

sail is kept in the top, stowed up and down in the topmast
rigging. To set it, order, Stand hy to set the top-gallant

sbuMmg-saAl! Haul taut the top-gallant lift. The sail
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is cast loose in the top, haying only a ropeyarn stop

around it. The halyards manned on deck, and the tack

in the top, a hand by the sheet, and also on the yard to

rig out the boom ; Maul taut ! Big out ! Moist aman] !

"When the boom is sufficiently out (which will be known
by the mark on it), the heel is secured, keepiiig it on the

right slue for the tack. As the sail goes up, the topmen
take in the slack of the tack. When it is above the top-

sail yard, the stop is cut, tack hauled out, it is run up to

the yard, and the sheet trimmed down.

489. To take it iii. Order, Stand lyy to take i/n the tap-

gallant studding-saM ! Man the sheet in the top, have a

hand by the halyards, by the tack, and on the topsail yard

to rig in the boom ; order, Lower a/wa/y ! ha/ul down

!

rig m .' Let the topmen rouse the sail well abaft the top-

gallant sail, easing off the tack before you lower the hal-

yards, or it will fly forward of the top-gallant sail, and

render the operation more difficult. "When the sail is in,

take the jiggers off the top-gallant lifts. The fore and

main are set and taken in together.

489 a. It is a good plan to have a downhaul to a top-

gallant studding-sail, bent to the outer end of the yard,

and leading down into the top ; by this it may be easily

hauled down in taking in, and dipped forward when
necessary.

490. Tlie royal stnddiug-sails are set and taken in

in the same manner as the top-gallant.

491. The Topmast Stndding-sail. To set it, order,

8ta/nd hy to set the topmast stnidd/mg-swH ! Get a burton

on the topsail yard and haul it well taut
;
get the sail 6"ut,

and made up ready for sending aloft ; overhaul down and

bend on the halyards and tack ; have one stop around
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the sail, and another around the halyards and outer yard-

arm, to keep it up and down in hoisting ; hook the in-and-

out jigger on the lower yard for rigging out the boom.

Haying the gear manned : JRig out ; hoist away ! As the

sail passes the lower yard the outer stop is cut, and when

high enough above the yard to clear the brace, the other

stop is cut. As it is run up to the topsail yard-arm, take

in the slack of the tack and light the downhaul over the

brace-block. Haul the tack close out, hoist the sail up

taut, and trim aft, in the top, the short sheet. As soon

as the boom is out, its heel is lashed to the fore yard, and

the in-and-out jigger shifted for rigging in.

492. lu-and-out Jigger. A gun-tackle purchase, is

used thus : To rig out, the outer tail-block is secured to

the neck of the boom-iron, the inner one to the heel of

the studding-sail boom ; the fall is rove through a leading

block, and then down on deck. In shifting it to rig in

the boom, secure one of the tail-blocks to the slings of

the yard, and the other to the heel of the boom, fall

leading as before.

493. To take in the Topmast Studding-sail. Order,

Stand hy to take wu, etc. ! Man the downhaul, sheet, and

in-and-out jigger ; and have hands by the halyards, tack,

and short sheet in the top. Lower away, haul down,

rig wh ! Lower on the halyards, and haul the sail down
to tlie boom by the downhaul ; then let go the tack and

haul down on the downhaul and sheet together, rigging

in the boom at the same time. Take the hwrton off the

topsail ya/rd ! Make up the sail, hitch the halyard to the

clew of the topsail, and stop the tack along the boom.

494. A fore topmast studding-sail is often carried

when running before a fresh breeze, such as would re-
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duce a ship to double reefed topsails if close-liauled ; in

which, case the boom shoiild be well supported. In large
,

vessels there is a brace to the boom, which is a sufficient

support ; but in want of this, the lower studding-sail

halyards may be used, thus: Toggle them aboTe the

boom, bring the standing part aft, and set it up securely

abaft the fore rigging. This acts as a martiugale to the

boom.

495. A main topmast studding-sail is carried, in some

vessels, with the wind abaft the beam, and has great

effect in increasing the speed. It is set and taken in like

the fore.

496. " In some vessels the topmast studding-sail tack

is brought in along the yard, and the boom brace fitted

with a short pendant and whip purchase, which is

thought to be a proper method for a large vessel, having

only the brace to attend to in trimming the yard ;" but

it appears to me that if the brace and tack are rove

through, the sheaves of a double, or through two single

tail-blocks in the main rigging, and both belayed to-

gether around the same pin, both may be attended to as

conveniently as one.

497. Order, Stomd ly to set the lower stfuddmg-scdl

!

Get it out and make it up for setting ; overhaul down
the outer and inner halyards, and bend them on, the

former to the yard, and the latter to the inner head of

the sail ; overhaul in and bend on the outhaul to the

clew
;
pass a stop around the sail, and secure it by a

toggle, having a tripping Irae from it leading in on deck.

Haul well taut the fore lift, brace, and trusses. Man
the lower boom topping-lift, and forward guy, and have

a hand by the after guy. Top up the boom and haul
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forward on the forward guy, and. at.the same time, hav-

ing every thing manned, halyards,, outhaul, etc.. ; Hoist

away, hcml out! taking in the slack of the out haul and

inner halyards. When half way,up between the deck

and lower yard, haul out the toggle, and as the sail falls

haul out the outhaul, and hoist it up taut to the topmast

studding-sail boom ; then haul out the outhaul and hoist

up on the inner halyards. Eeeve the sheet through a

thimble or block on the goose-neck of the lower boom,

and haul it well taut. The lower boom is trimmed hj

the fore yard, so that the sail may set, as nearly as pos-

sible, parallel with the foresail.

498. To take it in. Order, Stand h/ to take in the

lower studding-sail ! Man the clewline and sheets, have

hands by the halyards and outhaul, Olew up ! The out-

haul being let go, the clew is hauled up to the yard

;

then Lower away, haul in ! Ease off the outer hal-

yards, and haul in on the sheets and clewline. When
the sail is inboard and over the forecastle, Lower away

the inner halyards! The sail being down, make it

up. Get the lower boom alongside, and trice up the

gear.

498 a. "A judicious luff while taking in a lower stud-

ding-sail will greatly facilitate the operation."

499. The lower studding-sail is sometimes set in the

following manner. A small tackle or jigger is hooked

to a strap on the inner end of the studding-sail yard,

and its double block in toward the slings of the fore

yard, the fall leading down on deck. Having the hal-

yards and outhaul manned, run the sail up to the fore

yard by the jigger and inner halyards (keeping the clew-

line hauled up close). Then haul out on the halyards
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and oTitliaul, easing out tlie jigger and letting go tlie

clewline as the sail goes bodily out.

500. And in taking it in ; man the clewline and jigger,

clew up the sail and rouse it bodily in by the jigger and

sheets, until inboard, and over the forecastle ; then lower

away the halyards and jigger.

501. This last method, though not in general practice^

seems to be the neatest and most seamanlike.

502. The topmast and lower studdiiig-sails, after be-

ing taken in and made up (furled), are wrapped in a

tarpaulin cover, and stowed on each side of the launch,

or on the boats amidships. In sloops-of-war, having a

topgallant forecastle, they are sometimes stowed thereon

athwart-ships. The topgallant and royal studding-sails

are stowed in the tops, up and down the topmast rig-

ging, at sea ; and on the booms or in the sail room, in

port.

503. Trysails—see 399—are set and taken in much
like a spanker, the difference being, that the clew of the

former is hauled aft by a sheet, while the latter is hauled

out to the boom by an outhaul in setting. They are

brailed up alike. These (the trysails), are rarely used

except in gales of wind, when, together with the fore

storm-staysail, they are excellent in riding out the gale

;

and as it abates, and the sea rises, they serve to steady

the ship. They have generally taken the places of

storm-staysails, are easier worked, and neater in appear-

ance.
,

504. There are a few other sails, of little use or im-

portance, which are seen iu some vessels, not so much

for the service they render, as for display. They are as

follow.
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505. A gaff-topsail. Set above the spanker, halyai'ds

leading up to tlie topgallant-mast head, outhaul to the

gaff end, and tacks leading on deck, one on each side

of the gaff.

506. A Ring-tail. Set abaft the spanker, on a boom
which rigs out beyond the spanker boom, set with hal-

yards, outhaul, and sheet, like a lower studding sail.

507. A Save-all. Set under the lower studding-sail

boom, with outer and inner halyards and sheet. It is

kept down while set by weights attached to its foot.

508. A Jib-topsail. Set flying over the jib, the hal-

yards leading to the topgallant-mast head, and the tack

down to the jib-tack, while the clew is nearly half way
from the tack to the head of the sail, the sheets leading

down on the forecastle.
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CHAPTEE XIT.

BEEFING AND HOISTING.

EEEFING A2SD HOISTING. TUENING OITT EEEFS.

509. "WTien it becomes necessary to reduce sail by-

reefing tbe topsails ; Call all hands to reef topsails

!

Mam, ihs topsail clewliTies, iuntlines, reef-tackles, and
weather 'braces ! Have bands by tbe lee braces, bowlines,

and balyards.

610. Wben ready ; Clear away the iowlines, round

m the weather braces I Settle away the topsail halyards!

And wben tbe yards are braced in sufficiently to lift

tbe sails, Ijet go the topsail halyards, clew down I Brace

tbe yard in so tbat tbe topmast rigging may not pre-

vent it from being clewed down to tbe cap ; baul up

tbe buntbnes, and baul out tbe reef-tackles, wbile tbe

yard comes down ; and wben it is down on tbe cap,

steady tbe yard by tbe lee braces, and baul taut tbe

balyards.

611. Lay aloft topmen ! Trice v/p, lay out and take

one reef! Ligbt tbe sail over to windward. Pass tbe

weatber earing forward and over tbe yard, rousing tbe

reef-criagle well up, and expending tbe earing in turns

tbrougb tbe cringle and over tbe yard, except sufficient

to secure its end ; tben Haul out to leewa/rd ! baubng

tbe reef-band well taut ; and pass tbe lee earing in tbe

same manner as tbe weatber one. Wben tbey are se-
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cured, tie the reef points, haiiling the sail well up on

the yard by the forward ones.

512. "While the men are reefing, luff the ship up and

spill the sale, that they may gather it up readily. Pass

the after reef-points clear of the topgallant sheets ; that

is, between them: andthp yard ; and be particular that

the reef-points are all tied.

513. Lay inj Down, hooms! Lay down.from, aloft!

Man the topsail halyards ! Clear away all the rigging,

buntlines, clewlines, and reef-tackles; and haVe them
lighted up. Attend the braces ! Let^go the lee ones,

and stand by to slack the weather ones. Sbist away
the topsails ! When up " a taut leech," Belay the top-

sail halyards ! Trim the yards and haul the bowlines.

514. Be particular to brace the topsail yards well in

before you let go the halyards, or you will endanger

your lee topmast rigging. And after reefing and hoist-

ing up the sail, see that the hanging mats are shifted on

the rigging in the wake of the topsail yards.

515. 1 In a sea way, and the vessel pitching, do not

hoist the sails up, or haul the braces, too taut ; it en-

dangers the yard and the rigging ; the lee braces should

be kept slack to allow the yard a little play, but be par-

ticular that, though the brace is slack, it is securely be-

layed to its piuj ready for a shift of wind.

516. Frequently topgallant sails are set when you are

about to reef the topsails, and if you intend to set them
again over single reefed topsails, clew the sail up ; or

you may merely let go the sheets, and light them up as

the topsail yard comes down, without furling them;
and after the topsail is mast-headed, sheet home the

topgallant sails.
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517. If the wind still increases, and it becomes neces-

sary to reduce sail still further, clew up and furl the

topgallant sails, then take a second:, and a third reef,

proceeding as in the firstj having each successive reef-

band imitiediately below the preceding one.

518. And to reduce sail stiU further by taking the

last or close reef, pass the earings abaft and over the

yard, bring the reef-band under the yard, and covering

the other reefs. It will be necessary in this reef to haul

the reef-tackles close up, to do which you wiU be obliged

to start a little of the topsail sheets, or brace in a little

the lower yards.

519. After taking the third reef in your topsails, it

is advisable to get preventer-hraoes on the weather

topsail yard-arms, particularly if the braces are much
worn.

520. Bracing in a topsail yard for reefing, in a fresh

breeze, it requires great force, and not unfrequently the

brace, from being much worn, becomes stranded; as

soon as you discover it, put on a good stopper above

the strand, man the weather clewline and clew the sail

up, bend the lee bowline to the extremity of the lee

yard-arm, and get a preventer-brace on the weather

one ; then, and by these, brace in the yard (easing off

the lee sheet) and clew it down; and while you are

reeving new braces or Splicing the old ones, steady the

yard by the bowlines bent to both yard-arms, as before

directed.

521. After hoisting up a close-reefed topsail, haul

taut the reef-tackles, so that they may bear a strain to

relieve the reef-earing, and be particular that the yard is

hoisted clear of the lower cap. Send the men down from
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aloft, haul home the sheets, trim the yards, and haul the

bowlines.

522. The mizzen topsail is generally furled when the

fore and main are close reefed (458).

523. Line-of-battle ships, and some frigates, have

downhaul tackles hooked under the slings of the yard,

to assist in clewing down (462).

524. To reef topsails before Ibe wind, you may, by
putting the helm either way, and bringing the wind

abeam, clew the yards down as the sails lift, and keep

her in this position until they are reefed ; or if you wish

to continue on your course, wind blowing very fresh,

clew the yards down, clew the sails up, and then reef as

before directed (511, 512, 513), or you may reef the fore

topsail first, which is becalmed by the main, hoist it

;

and then brace the main yard up, and bring the wind

on the quarter. .

525. To reef a Course. Having the reef-pendants

hooked to the second reef-cringles, on the leeches of the

sail ; hook the clew-jiggers, or a burton from the lower

mast-head, to the thimble in the upper end of the pen-

dant; Man the clewgamets, iuntlines, and leechUmes

!

and haul the sail up as in a fresh breeze (452). Haul
well taut both lifts, trusses, and rolling tackles. Ha/ul

out the reef-penda/nts ! slacking the clewgamets if nec-

essary to get them well up. Lay aloft lower ya/rdmen !

Man the ioom tricing Unes ! Trice wp, lay out and reef!

Proceed in reefing as in taking the first reef in a topsail

(511, 512), being careful to secure every reef-point and

tie them clear of the topsail sheets. Lay in ! Down
iooms ! Lay down from aloft I Let go and overhaul

the reef-pendants, and set the sail as jn 452.
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526. T(yp-gallcmt sails have sometimes reef-bands fit-

ted with points, and may be reefed as you would reef a

topsail, but this is rarely done. When it blows too fresh

to carry a whole topgallant-sail over a single reefed top-

sail, it is time to furl it.

527. A topmast stniddMig-sail, when set with a reefed

topsail before the wind, must also be reefed ; this is done

on deck before setting the sail.

528. To sbake or turn a Reef out of a Topsail.

Haul taut the reef tackles amd luntldnes ! Settle a lit-

tle of the topsail haHya/rds ! to take the strain off the

leeches of the sail and reef-earing. Send aloft the sail-

loosers. Trice vp, lay out ! Cast off the reef points,

from the bunt out, and have the earings ready to ease

away ; when the reef-points are all clear. Ease away !

Let go and overhaul all the rigging ! reef-tackles, bunt-

lines, clewlines, and topgallant sheets. ,Lay in off the

yard I Lay down from aloft ! Man the topsail hal-

yards! Attend the iraoes! Hoist away the topsails !

Trim the yards, and, if on a wind, haul the bowlines.

529. To turn a reef out of a course, proceed as in

a topsail (528), easing off the tack and sheet to reheve

the strain on the leeches of the sail, while you are haul-

ing taut the reef-pendants; when done, haul aboard the

tack, and aft the sheet.
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OHAPTEE XV.

HINTS ON PEEPARING A VESSEL FOB SEA.—SPARE SPAB8.

530. In getting a vessel in readiness for sea, an officer

should be particular that every precaution is taken to

prepare her to meet any emergency ; and in all the in-

ternal arrangements, as well as in the rigging, he should

combine, as much as possible, neatness and economy

with strength and usefulness.

531. He should see that the provisions, water, and

stores of every description, are on board in compliance

with the requisitions made out and approved, and that

they are properly stowed iii those parts of the hold,

spirit-room, or store rooms, where they belong ; that the

proper entries are made on the log, and on the books of

the yeomen ; and that proper and capable persons are

appointed to attend to, and account for their expendi-

tures. , That the store rooms are properly regulated, so

that any article required may be instantly obtained

;

that the rigging in the boatswain's store room may be

so arranged, that the end of any sized rope may be, at

at any moment, passed up on deck. (It is a good ar-

rangement to have a coil of each sized rope on reels,

ready for instant use.) That the hawsers and tow-ropes

are so stowed that their ends may be, at any moment,

passed up.

532. That the sails bent are properly brought to the

yards and gaffs, that every rope-band is well secured.
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and that the earings are good. That the spare sails,

properly fitted with rope-bands, bowline-bridles, reef-

tackle blocks, head and reef-cringles, sheet and clew-

line blocks, etc., are properly made up, enveloped in

covers, and marked and stowed conveniently in the sail

room.

533. He should see that the lanyards of the rigging

are good, that the dead eyes and ends of the shrouds are

square, and that the latter are properly capped. That

the purchases, winding and rolling tackles, preventer

shrouds, storm sails and gear, etc., are fitted and at

hand—^the latter should in all cases be made of well

stretched rope. That the running rigging all leads fair,

that mats and raw hide are placed about the rigging and

yards, wherever they may prevent chafes. He should

see that the ratlines of the lower and topmast rigging

are trustworthy and square, and that defective ones are

instantly replaced by new ; so that the saHprs may go

aloft fearlessly, and with confidence. That each top is

supplied with a top-maul, secured by a lanyard ; and a

small arm-chest to contain marlinspikes, stoppers, jig-

gers, etc. That the out-riggers are properly fitted in

each top for the back-stays. That stoppers are prepared

and ready to be applied to the braces, sheets, halyards,

etc., wherever they are belayed ; and that the captains

of the forecastle, masts, and tops, have always at hand

tackles to be applied to any rope when necessary. That

chain slings for the yards and gaffs are properly fitted,

and at hand for instant use.

634. After the boats are in, he should see that they

are properly stowed, and that they, the galley, spare

SDars. anchors, and every thing that may be affected by
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the rolling and pitcMng of tlie vessel, are well secured.

That there are stretchers in al-l the boats, and that one

ofJ;he quarter or stern boats is always kept in readiness

to be lowered at short notice. That the life buoy is

properly hung, with a hatchet becketed near to cut it

adrift. That there is an axe or hatchet, always kept at

each mast secured in beckets.

535. He should see, previous to sailing, that the rud-

der be well hung and free in its movements, and that

pieces to make a spare one are on board, and at hand in

the hold. The tiller ropes should be properly attended

to, and examined at least once a day at sea, and occa-

sionally in port, to detect- chafes. If they are of' raw

hide (which are the most serviceable), they should be

occasionally oiled. That the air ports and lower deck

ports are well lined and secured by calking, or that the

apparatus for closing them is always within reach, and

ready for immediate use. That the pumps are in good

order, and that the carpenter or one of his assistants as-

certains at least every hour while at sea, and occasion-

ally in port, the quantity of water in the vessel, and that

all the pump-gear and sounding rod are always kept in

their proper places.

536. He should see that the compasses, timepieces,

sandglasses, and log, have been verified ; and that they

and the chronometer are kept in their proper places and

have a free motion. That the chronometers are well

regulated, the rate known before sailing, and that they

are regularly attended to. That every thing belonging

to the capstan and cables, such as the bars and swifters,

the messenger, nippers, stoppers, hook-ropes, voyal and
its tackles and blocks, are ready for use. And that the
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stackle-bolts for the chain are kept well greased, in or-

der that they may be easily unshackled. That the

yessel's draught of water be taken immediately before

getting under way, and that hand-leads and lines, prop-

erly marked and fitted, are placed in the channels abreast

the main mast. That the tarpaulin covers for the ham-

mocks, boats, hatches, capstan, binnacle, etc., are in a

good state, and that the carpenter is always ready with

battens for the hatches, and shot plugs.

53T. He should see that the whole apparatus for se-

curing and working the guns is complete, bars and hand-

spikes, port-lanyards, quoins for the breech, cleats for

the trucks, muzzle-caps and lashings, priming wires and

boring bits, aprons, rammers and sponges, the latter

with good tarpaulin caps, side and train-tackles, port-

bucklers, etc., and that the breeching is good and well

fitted. That the fire buckets are well fitted with lan-

yards, and kept in their proper places; and that the

wash-deck buckets are all marked. The powder being

on board, he should see that there are a certain number

of cartridges filled, not only of the full but reduced

charges. That the shot, as it is received on board, be all

passed through the formers.

538. The watch, quarter, and station bills should be

carefully made out, and each person on board made
acquainted with his proper station for each evolution, for

action^and his proper berth and mess.

539. Spare Spars. Spare topmasts and stump top-

gallant masts are stowed between the fore and main

masts—the fore and main with their heads forward, and

the mizzen with its head aft—^the jib-boom also is stowed
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main-topsail yards, completely rigged, are stowed in the

cranes placed for that purpose from the gangway aft;

one-half of a fore and also of a main yard are also stowed

in the cranes. Top-gallant and royal yards and studding-

sail booms (of the latter there may be some spare ones

stowed amidships with the topmasts) are more easily

replaced, and are not of as much importance as those

already mentioned. A vessel may be saved from a lee

shore by having a topsail or lower yard' to supply readily

the place of one sprung—while the lighter yards may be

of little use ; though in case of chasing, or being chased

by, an enemy, top-gallant sails or studding-sails should

not be unused for the want of yards or booms. Spare

spars should be at all times protected from the effects of

the weather, by having all cracks and openings filled

with white lead, and the yards painted ; and when in their

places, should be well secured with stout lashings, and

covered with mats wherever they may be exposed to

chafes.
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CHAPTEE XVI.

GETTOra UNDER WAT EROM SIKGLE ANCHOR.

UHDEE VABIOtrS OrBOUMSTANOES, AND BTDIFPEEENT METHODS.
^WITH OE WITHOUT A TIDE.^FEOM FIXED M00EING8.

540. Ques. Having tlie vessel in readiness for sea, and

unmoored, prepare to get under way as under ordinary

circumstances, witli the wind fair for standing out of the

harbor.

641. Pass and lash the messenger (348, 349) ;
get up

the nippers and capstan bars ; rig the fish, and reeve the

cat and fish purchases ; send a few topmen aloft to get

the sails ready for loosing ; ship the gratings ; ship ^nd
swifter the bars; call All hands v^ anchor / Bring to

on the cable ; man the bars ; Heave aroimd, a,nd rouse in

the cable to a, " short stay." {360.a).

542. It will be taken for granted, in the following dif-

ferent methods of getting under way, that you have made
yourself well acquainted with all the matter contained

in the foregoing chapters.

543. The cable being in to a short stay, I'all the ca/p-

stam ! stopper the cable well, and unship the bars ; Lay
aloft saiUoosers fMan the hoom 1/rioing-lines ! and when
the men are aloft and ready. Trice wp, lay out, cmd loose !

Man the topsail sheets and hal/ya/rds! In the mean time

the forecastle men are loosing the head sails, and the

afterguard the spanker ; when ready, Let fall ! Sheet
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The men all lay down on deck, except a few hands in the

tops to light up and overhaul the rigging ; at the same

time you will haul close home the topsail sheets and hoist

the sails up taut (459). Sheet home and hoist up the top-

gallant sails, and the royals if the wind is light. Brace

up the after yards for the tack on which you wish to cast,

and the head yards abox to pay her off. Top np the

spanker-boom and bear it over on the side you wish to

cast.

543 a. If circumstances are such that you are free to

cast either way, it is always desirable to cast from, the

anchor / that is, if you get under way from the stwrboard

anchor to cast to port. See 54Y.

544. The sails being set, Man the iars ! ship and swifter

them ; Heave around ! at the same time giving her a

sheer with the helm. The officer of the forecastle reports

when the cable is "t«p and down" and also when the

" anchor is awayf at the latter report, Man the jib

and fiying-jib halyards ! The fore topsail pays her

head around", and as spon as the head sails will take the

right way. Let go the downhauls, hoist away ! Put the

hehn a-lee for stem-board, at the same time heave the

anchor up to the bows ; and as soon as it is high enough,

Avast heaving ! Pall the ca/psta/n ! stopper the cable

;

cat and fish the anchor (291). When she has fallen

off sufficiently, Right the helm! Brace around the

head yards, and haul out the spanker. * Trim the yards

to the course, and stand out to sea, making sail as

required.

545. In getting under way in a spacious harbor, where
you have sufficient room, if circumstances will admit of

it, it is advisable, particularly if" blowing fresh, to keep
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the fore topsail to tlie mast until the anchor is catted and

fished ; to do which, set the spanker as soon as, or before,

she breaks ground, and keep the head sails down ; or,

having hoisted the jib, brail it up until the anchor is

fished.

546. Should it blow sufficiently fresh, and present

appearances of heavy weather outside, it is advisable to

reef the topsails while setting them. '

547. In some cases, particularly with the wind directly

out of the harbor, vessels are gotten under way under the

jib and spanker alone ; thus, having those sails loosed

and ready for setting, Man the hars! tod heave the

anchor right up to the bows, giving her a sheer with the

helm whichever way you may wish to cast. It is always

advisable, if possible, to cast from the anchor ; that is, if

heaving up the port anchor to cast to starboard ; because

it is easier thus hove up to the bows after it is atrip, and

the cat more readily hooked. As soon as the anchor is

aweigh, hoist the jib ; and as she pays off, haul out the

spanker. Keep her under this sail, until the anchor is

catted and fished ; then make sail and stand out.

548. Ques. To get under wa/y in the shortest possible

manner, lying in an open roadstead by the starboard

anchor, hea^ to wind, blowing directly out.

549. Ans. Having every thing in readiness (541), bring

to on the cable (351), Mam the hars ! Meame taut ! off

stoppers, unbit the cable, and Meame around ! "When the

cable is up and down, Clear away thejib ! put the helm

to port, and continue heaving until the anchor is up to the

bows ; Pali the ca/pstam, ! Cat and fish the anchor (291),

surging the messenger and sticking out the cable, as the
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aweigh, hoist the jib. Kange the cable, and have the

anchor ready for letting go.

550. She is now paying off under the jib. As soon as

she gathers headway, Shift the helm ! Lay aloft sail-

loosers ! Mom the 'boom, tricing-lines ! Trice v/p, lay &M,

and loose ! Man the topsoAl sheets ! "When before the

wind, and ready for letting fall. Right the helm ! Letfall,

sheet home I Man the topsail halyards ! Hoist a/way the

topsails! Man the topgallant, am,d reyal, sheets, and hal-

yards! Sheet home and hoist away! Set the foresail, and

brail up the jib ; sheet home the royals as the top-gallant

yards are mast-headed. Havl taut the lifts and trusses !

keeping the lower yards square by the lifts ; hook the

burtons on the topsail yards, and haul them well taut

;

haul taut the top-gallant and royal lifts, smdi Stam,d Try to

set all the studding-saMs !

551. Ques. Riding head to wind, with a rock or shoal

astern, and close aboard
;
get under way and make sail,

by the wind, on the starboard tack. The object now is,

to get the vessel under way without losing any thing,

either in drift after the anchor is aweigh, or in falling

off after casting.

552. Ans. Having hove in to a safe scope, run out a

hawser ahead, with a kedge, from the starboard bow

;

and having let it go, haul the hawser well taut : mast-

head the topsail and topgallant yards, having the sails

loosed, and only confined to the yards by the quarter

gaskets ; brace the yards sharp up by the port braces,

fore and aft: loose the courses, jib, and spanker, and

have them ready for setting ; the starboard jib sheet aft,

and the fore and main tacks and sheets stretched along

the deck.
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553. Man the bars, and Leave .around briskly, until

the anchor is up ; taking in, at the same time, the slack

of the hawser ; cat and fish the anchor ; range the

cable ; and have the anchor ready for letting go as soon

as possible.

554. Man the hawser apd warp the vessel ahead,

sheering her with the starboard helm. Have the topsail

sheets well manned, and as soon as the kedge is short

apeak, or comes home, sheet home the topsails, run up
the jib ; and as soon as the jib takes, with the wind on

the starboard bow, run the kedge up to the bows.

,555. As she falls off, and the moment the topsails

take, draw the jib, haul out the spanker, set the Courses

and topgallant sails, and right the helm. Should the

kedge come home before it is apea,k, make sail imme-

diately, hauling in the hawser at the same time.

556. If she is falling off rapidly when the topsails

take, set the spanker and mainsail alone, easitig off the

jib sheet; and as she comes to, board the fore tack, haul

aft the jib sheet, and meet her with the helm.

657. If, when the kedge is aweigh, she should fall

off to starboard, and bring the wind on the port bow, let

go the anchor and bring her up. By this process you

have warped considerably ahead of the first anchorage,

and by counter bracing the head yards you may get

under way, as under ordinary circumstances (541 to 544),

or you may run out the kedge again, and make a second

trial.

557. a. If, while warping ahead, the kedge comes

home, or the hawser parts
;
proceed at once to make

sail, or let go the anchor.

558. Crettina under War in a Tidewav. In the
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foregoing examples you have had nothing to consider,

in getting under way, but the effect of the sails and

helm upon the vessel ; but in a tideway, you have also

the force of the current to guard against, or profit by,,

during the operation.

559. Lying at anchor in a tideway, a vessel will ride

to the wind or tide whichever is the strongest; and

whatever influence the rudder has upon her movements,

caused by the resistance which either side of it presents

to the force of the water against it, which will act upon

the stem of the vessel, until checked by the cable, in

proportion to the velocity of the current; that effect

will evidently be the same, whether she is forced through

the water by the sails, or by other means; or, being

stationary, the water rushes past her.

560. Ques. Tou are riding head to wind and tide, get

under way, casting to port, and stand out on the star-

board tack.

561. Ans. Heave short, keeping the helm to star-

board, which (the tide acting on the port side of the

rudder) will bring the wind a little on the starboard

bow. Set the topsails; brace the after yards up by

the port, and the head yards by the starboard braces;

have the jib and spankers ready for setting ; man the

bars and heave the anchor up to the bows. The mo-

ment it is aweigh, hoist the jib ; and the moment she has

paid off sufficiently (which she will) to port, brace around

the head yards. If she gathers sternway before the

head yards fill, shift the helm; and then proceed as

in former evolutions.

562. But, if you have not room to cast, either. to port

or starboard, from your anchorage ; suppose a vessel on
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each quarter—weigli the anchor, and drift down between

the vessels before you cast, thus

:

563. Heave short ; set the topsails, jib, and spanker

;

brace all the yards about half up by the port braces
;

then heave in on the cable, and as soon as the anchor is

aweigh, put the helm to port ; the tide acting against

the starboard side of the rudder, casts her stern to port

;

the sails being aback, she will soon gather stemboard,

when the effect of the tide upon the rudder will be lost

;

but the resistance by stemboard on the port side of the

rudder, and the effect of the spanker, will counteract

the tendency of the head sails to pay her off. In this

manner let her drift down with the tide, between the

two vessels. Should she pay off too much, you may
bear the spanker-boom well over to windward, brace

the mizzen topsail sharp up, and brail up the jib. Should

she, in stemboard, be in danger of fouhng the Vtessel as-

tern she will increase the distance from the other ves-

sel ; when you may brail up the spanker, shiver the

after yards, haul aft the jib sheet, and let her go around

before the wind ; righting the helm as she gathers head-

way.

564. Ques. Ton are riding wind-rode, with a weather

tide : weigh anchor, cast to starboard, and get before the

wind in the shortest manner possible.

565. Ans. Heave short, set the topsail and loose the

jib, brace the head yards sharp up by the larboard bra-

ces, and square the after yards ; man the bars and heave

around ; the moment the anchor is aweigh put the helm

to starboard ; as soon as the jib will take, hoist it ; heav-

ing the anchor up at the same tinl§ ; as soon as the after

varda take, brace full the head vards : and. as she eathers
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headway, shift the helm ; when before the wind, right

the helm, cat and fish the anchor, and make sail on your

course.

566. At the moment the anchor is aweigh, the wind

being ahead and aU the sails aback, she will immedi-

ately gather stemboard ; while the foretopsail braced

sharp up, together with the jib, aiid the surface pre-

sented by the starboard side of the rudder to the tide,

increased in resistance by sternboard ; force her stern to

port, and consequently her head to starboard.

567. Ques. You are riding to the tide, with the wind

two points on the starboard bow
;
get under way, cast-

ing to starboard.

568. Atis. Heave short, keeping the helm to port

;

which, from the efiect of the tide upon the starboard

side of the rudder, will bring her head to wind. Set

the top^ils, bracing up the after yards by the starboard

and the head yards by the port braces ; set the spanker

and bear the boom well over on the starboard, quarter

;

have the jib loosed and ready for setting, with the port

sheet aft. In this position the vessel will not remain

steady, but will come up and fall off ; man the bars, and

heave up-and-down ; and as she comes head to wind,

weigh the anchor a^d hoist the jib, still keeping the

helm to port ; the hea'd sails, and the effect of the tide

upon the rudder before she ga,thers sternboard, wUl pay

her head off to starboard. The moment she gathers stern-

board, shift the helm (5M) ; as she falls off, having the

wind on the port bow, draw the jib, brail up the spanker

if necessary, and proceed as before directed in filling

away and making sail^544),

569. Should she not pay off to starboard the moment
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the anchor is aweigh, owing to her not being head to

•wind'; or should she by the force of the tide on the port

quarter, and wind on the after sails, be kept from falling

off suflSciently to fill the head yards, it will be neces-

sary to veer cable and bring her up ; when the evolution

may be performed with a spring from the port quarter

(see club-hauling and 768).

5Y0. Ques. You are riding at single anchor, to anebb
tide, with the wind on the starboard quarter

;
get imder-

way, and make sail on the, port tack; not having

room to, or other impediments preventing you from,

making the first stretch on the starboard tack.

5Y1. Ans. Heave in to a safe scope, send aloft the

sail-loosers, loose the courses, topsails, and topgallant

sails ; keeping the sails confined to the y^rds by stops

and checking-lines, and keeping the bunt up by, a stop

sufficient to hold it; have all the rigging well over-

hauled aloft for running; mast-head the topsail and

topgallant yards, and brace them, up. by the starboard

braces fore and aft ;. have the sheets and tacks led along

the decks ; top up the spanker^boom by the port topihg-

lift, and bear it over on the starboard quarter ; spanker

and jib loosed and ready for setting, outhaul and hal-

yards led along the decks. Keep a few top-men aloft

to attend the checking-rlines, and have a hand in the

bunt of each sail to cut the stops ; inan the bars, heave

around briskly, and bring the ainchor up to the bows;

the moment the anchor is aweigh, put the helm, hard

a-starboard, and she will fall oft' rapidly to port, by the

force of the tide on the port side of the rudder. As
soon as the spanker will take, haul it out, which will

bring her rapidly to the wind; and as she comes to,
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hoist the jib and right the helm; you may keep her

under this sail until the anchor is catted and fished,

meeting her with the helm, . and keeping the wind

.

abeam. Man the topsail- and topgallant sheets, fore

and main tacks and sheets ; and, with the wind abeam,

Havl taut ! Break the stops ! Sheet home ! Maul
aboard! Meet her with the helm as she comes toj

bring her by the wind, trim the yards, haul the bow-
lines, and stand on to the opposite shore.

5T2. The vessel may be gotten under way differently

;

setting the topsails when the anchor is a short stay,

bracing the head yards square, and the after yards up
by the starboard braces. The moment the anchor is

aweigh, put the helm hard a-starboard. The fore

topsail being full will give her headway, which may
be increased by letting fall the foresail, and hauling

it aboard ; and the starboard helm will pay her head

around to port, hauling out the spanker as it will take

;

which, with the after yards, will bring her to the wind,

bracing up the head yards as she comes to (see wearing),

and meeting her with the helm. This is preferable to

the foregoing method, being more certain of success.

5T3. Mast-heading the topsail and topgallant yards,

and setting all the square sails together, was not neces-

sary to the performance of 5T0, and was only mentioned

in this ease, as a method of making sail from single an-

chor, which an officer may adopt at his pleasure, when
he feels confidence in a smart-working, active crew, and

in every man knowing well his station. But though

unnecessary in most cases, it certainly would be ad-

visable in cases where it is important to expose as little

surface as possible to the wind until the anchor is atrip,
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and to have the ship under sail as soon as possible after,

to prevent her losing any ground, as in 552 to 557 a. .

5Y3. a. To get under \Fayfrom fixed JMoorings jou
may proceed, as in 543, to make sail, bracing the yards

as you may wish to cast ; then slip your moorings, and

proceed to trim your yards to the course ; or you may
use a spring jfrom the moorings, to facilitate your casting

either way, as circumstances may require.
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CHAPTER XYII.

"WOEKING TO WINDWARD.

TACKDrG. MISSING STATS. WEABtNG. BOX-HAULUNG.

"WEAEING SHOBT KOTn^. CLTJB-HAtTLmG. HALF-BOAEDS.

57'4. When a yessel is headed' off from her course, the

yards are braced up sharp, sheets trimmed aft, and by

keeping her as near as possible to the wind, with the

sails all full or drawing, she is then ^^ close-hauledf
and the tack she is on is designated by the side of the

vessel on which the wind blows ; for instance—if the

yards are braced up by the port braces, having the wind

forward of the starboard beam, she is then " close-hauled

on the sta/rboa/rd tach" or "Aa« her sta/rboard tacks

ahoa/rdr

674 a. A vessel may, however, be on the starboard

or port tack, and still not be close-hauled. She may
have the wind free, from one to four points, and be

standing on her course, with her "tacks aboard." But

in this chapter we have only to consider the vessel as

close-hauled, on either tack.

575. Your port of destination, or the point for which

you wish to steer, being in the direction from which the

wind blows ; the nearest you can steer to that course, is

when the vessel is close-hauled. In which case she will,

if a square-rigged vessel, lie within from five and a half

to six and a half points of the w^ind (some vessels work-
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ing nearer to tlie wind than others). And if, after standi

ing on one tack a certain length of time, you ''go about"

and stand on the other, and so on
;
you are approaching

the object continually, in the proportion of about one-

third of the distance sailed. This is termed " worhmg"
or " beating to wind/uoard."

576. Tacking is the usual method of going from one

tack to the other, in moderate weather and with a good

working breeze. It has this advantage over all others,
' that you lose nothing to leeward when it is properly per-

formed ; for vessels will frequently, if well managed, luff

up head to the wind, and go about, without for a mo-

ment losihg their headway, but on the contrary gain

several times their length directly to windward while in

stays.

577. Considerable judgment must be exercised, and

attention paid, in performing this evolution properly.

The qualities of the vessel are to be considered, some

working quicker and some slower than others ; some

come rapidly up head to wind, and then fall off on the

same tack, some require the head-sheets to be well over-

ha,uled when the helm is put alee, others tack by keep-

ing them fast ; some,will go around until the after sails

take on the other tack, and in bracing round the head

yards, will luff up again into the wind, gather stem-

board, and lose ground in stays, before they can be re-

covered on either tack ; therefore care must be taken to

perform this evolution to suit the qualities of the vessel,

with which an officer will become acquainted in work-

ing her.

578. In working to windward, the wind frequently

" veers and hauls" tliree or four points, hoadins: the ves-
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Bol off or allowing her to come up ; this is particularly

the case in the Ticinity of land. The proper moment to

tack in such cases, is when the wind is heading her off,

for on the other tack you will evidently gain more to

windward. By watching attentively, and taking ad-

vantage of such slants of wind, keeping the vessel " a

good full^'' and by the wind
;
you will gain much more

on youj course, than if you stood a certain number of

miles or hours on each tack, let the wind veer and haul

as it may.

579. We will now proceed to "tack sJdp'^ under

courses, topsails, top gallant-sails, jib, and spanker
;
giv-

ing as nearly as possible the treatment for different ves-

sels, and the necessary orders.

580. Heady ahout! Keep her a good full for stays,

see the men at their stations, viz. : a Hand by the jib

sheet and a few at the brails ; hands by all the bowlines,

lifts, trusses, tacks, and sheets ; hands in the chains to

overhaul the lee main sheet ; the clewgamets manned

;

topmen at the breast backstays, and a few aloft to over-

haul the lifts and trusses, and to attend to the out-rig-

gers ; a good helmsman at the wheel ; a quarter master

at the conn ; a few hands at the spanker sheet and lee

topping-lift, and all the rest of the force at the weather

main and lee cross-jack braces, lee main tack and weather

main sheet. The men being at their stations, proceed

as follows

:

681. Heddy ! Ready ! Ease down the hehn ! .Haul

the spanker boom amidships— and the helm being

down, order, Helm^s alee ! Ease off the fore and jib

sheets. OverJiaul the lifts and trusses! Hear abaft

the weather 'backstays ! The lifts, trusses, and backstay-
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falls, are let go and overhauled, and the backstays borne

abaft the tops. She is now coming tip rapidly to the

wind, and as soon as the sails shake, the wind being

parallel with the yards,

582. Rise taeks amd sheets ! The fore and main
tacks and sheets are let go, and the clews of the sails

hauled up by the clewgarnets, high enough to clear the

hammock rails ; at the same time shortening in the lee

main tack and weather sheet. Haul taut the lee spanker

boom topping-lift, and overhaul the weather one ; and

as soon as the wind is directly ahead, or a little on the

weather bow (589),

583. Homl tcmt ! Mmn^scdl Jiaul ! The lee braces

and the bowlines are let go, and the yards swung around

briskly by the weather braces ; breasting and setting up

the backstays, hauling aboard the main tack, and haul-

ing aft the sheets. Brace the yards sharp up, trim them

by the wind, and haul taut the weather braces, lifts, and

trusses. She has now the sails on the foremast aback
;

which, with the jib, are paying her off rapidly. Man
the head hraces! fore tack, sheet, and head bowlines;

and as soon as the after sails take, or are full,

584. Haul well ta/ut! Let go a/nd haul! Eight

the helm. Brace around the head yards briskly ; board-

ing the fore* tack and hauling aft the sheet, bearing

abreast and setting up the backstays as the yards are

swung. Brace up sharp, trim the yards, haul taut the

weathier braces. Saul taut the lifts and trusses, and

steady out the lowUnes ! The lower lifts and trusses

are hauled taut, and the weather leeches of the sails

hauled out by the bowlines. Keep her by the wind.

^Hf, "When vmi fiwins' the after vards. the wind beinar
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atead, brail up the jib and eant the spritsail yard ; and

when it will take the right way, trim aft the sheet.

686. Having the vessel a good full for stays, and par-

ticularly with a light breeze, or if she carries a weather

helm, it is best to ease the helm down, and let her come

up gradually into the wind.

587. If blowing a stiff breeze, do not overhaul the

weather backstays until you rise tacks and sheets ; and

be particular to set up, and rig out, the opposite back-

stays, while bracing around the yards.

688. In vessels which are dull in stays, and go off

slowly after coining up head to wind, and particular-

ly in a light breeze, it is advisable to keep the fore tack

fast, to pay her off, when you rise the main tack; in

which case the order will be. Rise mam tack ami sheet!

(682).

689. In determining the moment to swing the after

yards, you must be governed by the strength of the

wind and the qualities of the vessel. The general rule,

and a safe one, is to do so when the wind is directly

ahead. But with a good working breeze, and the vessel

coming up briskly, it is best- to haul them when the

wind is about one point on the bow, before coming head

to wind ; for then the wind on the weather leeches of

the sails forces them around smartly, and affords you

time to brace up, trim the yards, and get the tack

down, before it becomes necessary to swing the head

yards,

590. When the after sails take, *. e., when they begin to

fiU, and while bracing around the head yards, vessels fre-

quently are falling off so rapidly, that before they can

gather headway, they bring the wind abeam, and some-
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times abaft. In wMch case, as soon as the head yards

take, Avast hradng ! Ease off the head sheets ! putting

the helm alee. As she comes up to the wind. Brace v/p

and gather aft the head sheets ! Brace up sharp, trim

fift the head sheets, and meet her with the helm.

591. Some vessels, particularly those that carry a

weather helm, requiring very little after sail when close-

hauled with a stiff breeze, will not fall off after the after

yards take, and frequently will fly up into the wind

while you are bracing around the head yards. In which

case be careful not to brace around the head yards until

she is well around ; and if she flies up into the wind,

let go the main sheet,- and, if necessary, brail up the

spanker, and haul in the lee cross-jack braces, using the

-helm as necessary.

592. To Trim the Yards urtaen close-taauled. First

brace the lower yards up sharp, belay the lee braces and

haul taut the weather one ; then trim the topsail yard, if

for a stiff breeze, with the weather yard-arm about a

half point abaft the lower yard, and the topgallant

trimmed by the topsail yard in the same way, and so on

;

for a light breeze, trim the upper yards a very little abaft

the lower ; and having the yards trimmed, and weather

braces fast, slack the lee ones ; keeping, however, a turn

with them around the belaying pins, which is a precaution

essential in case of a shift of wind.

592 a. " In a strong breeze accompanied by a 'topping

sea,' it is sometimes desirable to keep in a little of the

weather braces in order to lessen the lateral impulse of

the vessel. But in smooth water, with a steady com-

manding topgallant breeze, the yards of no ship can be

braced too sharply up."
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593. In hauling aboard the main tack, it is necessary,

from the manner in which the lee main brace leads, to

ease it off, as well as the weather main lift. "When the

tack is close down, brace up the. yard, haul taut the

weather-brace, lift, and truss, and haul the bowline,

(M3). •

594. When the helm is put alee for stays, it should

be kept so until she loses entirely her head way;

then Might the hdm ! and if she gathers sternboard,

Shift it

!

595. If, in commencing the evolution, you perceive

that she comes up to the wind sluggishly, and you have

any doubts of her staying, brail up, or haul down, the

jib, haul the spanker boom amidships, overhaul well the

fore sheet, and as you "rise tacks and sheets" check

the lee fore topsail brace, observing to brace it up

again as soon as it is aback, and to hoist the jib or

haul aft the sheet, as soon as it will take the right way.

This will in most cases insure the evolution, though

it tends to deaden the " head-reach" and should not be

otherwise resorted to, except in working to windward in

a narrow channel ; when, having stood boldly on to

either shore, particularly the weather one, you are fear-

ful of head-reaching too much in stays.

596. The evolution of tacking may be performed in a

smart-working vessel, and a light breeze, by swinging

all the yards together. The crew must be properly

divided at all the braces, weather-head and main, and

lee cross-jack. Then let her come up head to wind (583),

and fall off on the other tack, shifting the helm if she

gathers sternboard, until she brings the wind five points

on the other bow. Then give the order. Haul well taut!
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Savl of aM ! swinging around all tlie yards briskly.

Right the helTn ! Board the fore and main tacks, and

haul aft the sheets. Trim the yards and haul the bow-

lines (592). This is not a necessary operation, and only

done to try the activity or force of a crew, and the qual-

ities of the vessel.

697. Missvng Stays. In performing the common evolu-

tion of tacking, vessels often miss stays ; either because

of the dulness of the ship, the want of judgment in

the officer, the wind hauling while in stays, or more
commonly— for the best seamen with the smartest

vessels sometimes fail— owing to negligence or in-

attention.

598. A vessel will sometimes come up until the wind

is ahead, and, although the after yards are swung properly,

lie in that position dead in the water, and eventually fall

off the wrong way ; or the officer may have swimg the

after yards too soon ; or it may be owing to other causes.

If she gathers stemboard, she may be made to fall off the

right way by shifting the helm ; but should this be insuf-

ficient, haul up the mainsail and spanker, put the helm

alee, square the after yards, and brace abox the head

yards. As she falls off on the. same tack, brace up the

after yards, and when they .take, Let go and haul! as in

tacking (584). Board the fore tack, set the mainsail and

spanker, and when she gathers headway try her again,

or you may wear her round on her heel (611).

599. But if she should come to a stand, and fall off

before the after yards are swung, it is only necessary to'

Flatten m the head sheets! ease off the spanker sheet, or

brail it up ; and board the fore and main tacks. - Trim

the jib and spanker sheets as she fills, and after getting
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sufficient headway on, either make a second attempt or

wear her (601).

600. Wearing or veering, is another method of going

about from one tack to the other. This is only resorted

to in heavy weather, with a sea on the weather bow;

when under easy sail; or in light airs; when, in either

case, the vessel has not sufficient headway for tacking.

It is exactly the reverse of tacking, though tending to the

same purpose—for.you run the vessel off from her course,

or the wind, until she comes around again on the other

tack ; having performed a sweep of the whole horizon,

less that part of it which subtends the angles formed by

a six-point course on either tack. In doing which she

must lose considerably to leeward ; therefore the evolu-

tion should be performed in such a manner that the loss

should be as little as possible.

601. To wear ship in a light breeze, under courses,

topsails, top-gallaht sails, jib, and spanker
;
give the order,

Ready about ! Stationsfor wearing ! or. Stand hy to wear

ship ! Station the men as in tacking. • Man the main

clewgarnets and huntUnes, a/nd spamher brails ! Weather

main a/nd lee crossjaoh-hraces ! The men being at their

stations as directed, order. Haul taut ! Up mainsail and

spanTcer ! Up helm ! Clear away the bowlines ! and as

she falls off, Sraae in the after yards.! Keep the mizzen

topsail lifting, and the main topsail full ; the former to

present no opposition to her falling off briskly, and the

latter to keep up her headway ; without which wearing

is, in a very light breeze, a tedious operation. Overhaul

the lifts and trusses ! Bear abaft the weath&r hackstays !

601 a. She falls off, bringing the wind abaft the beam,
and you have braced in the main yard until it is square

;
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continue bracing the cross-jack yard, to keep the sail

lifting, until it is braced up sharp on the other tack.

601 b. She continues falling off, and you have now the

wind directly aft

—

Man the weather head hraoes ! Rise

fore tack and sheet, dlear away the head howlines, lay the

head yards square ! Brail wp thejih, and cant the sprit-

sail yard! She has now the wind on the other quarter.

Haul out the spanker, and brace up sharp the after yards.

Man the main tack arid sheet ! and when manned, Olear

away the rigging, haul ahoard!

601 c. The after yards being braced sharp up, with the

mainsail dnd spanker, bring her to the wind. The head

yards being square, and the jib in the brails, present no

opposition to her coming to. As she comes up, brace up
the head yards, keeping the sails ftiU, board the fore tack,

haul aft the sheet, and meet her, as she comes to, with

the jib and helm (.590). When by the wind, right the

helm, trim the yards. Haul taut the lifts, trusses, and
weather hraces / and haul the howlines !

601 d. There is no part of this evolution more impera-

tive, in avoiding loss to leeward, than that of keeiping the

sails on the mainmast lifting until square, and continu-

ing to brace those on the mizzen mast until braced on the

other tack ; and also in meeting her with the helm as she

comes up to the wind, after she is around. An officer

who performs this simple evolution carelessly, either

shows his incapacity, or inattention to his duties.

602. In. a fresh breeze, or even in a moderate one', ves-

sels under easy sail, " sta/nding off-and-on " a port, with not

sufficient sail set for tacking, will wear. The only differ-

ence in the evolution is, that you may with a good breeze,

havinsr headwav on. that keeps her under the comnlete
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management of tlie helm, keep the main topsail, as well

as the mizzen, lifting as she goes off, which hastens the

movement • and bracing the after yards sharp up on the

other tack, before you touch the head yards. "When

before the wind, brace the head yards square (601 &),

and brace them up as she comes to. All other parts

of the evolution being exactly similar to the preceding

(601, &c).

603. Ques. In a gale of wind, under a close reefed-

main topsail, fore, main, and mizzen storm staysails;

prepare to, and wear ship.

604. Ans. Call all hands to wear ship ! Clap a stout

lashing around the, bunt of the foresail and yard, and

have a hand in the slings in readiness to overhaul the

rigging. Hook the weather storm staysail sheets, stretch

along the fore tack, Man the main and mizzen staysail

downhauls ! and have hands by the jialyards and sheets.

Man the weather m^ain, and lee cross-jack iraces !

605. In a gale, with a heavy sea, vessels lying to will

come up and fall off four or five points. Watch for a

smooth time, and when she is falling off put the helm up
—Haul down the mizzen staysail ! bracing in thg after

yards as she falls off, keeping the main topsail full, and

the cross-jack yards pointed to the wind. Attend the lifts,

trusses, and backstays, as in wearing under all sail. As

the wind draws aft, ease off the main staysail sheet ; and

when of no farther use in forcing her around, haul it

down, shift over the sail, and gather aft the sheet.

606. If the vessel in this situation will go offno further,

as is sometimes the case, man the weather fore tack, over-

haiil the gear, ease down the clewgarnet, and haul aboard

the weather clew of the foresail ; which will increase her
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sadway, and witli tlie helm still aweather, will serve to

ly her off. A foresail in this state is
''goose-wmgedP

606 a. "When before the wind, haul up the foresail,

ight the helm ! and square the yards fore and aft. Set

) the backstays, take in the slack of the fore staysail

eet. Man the main and mizzen staysail hal/yards, and
6 mam, traces !

606 J. Watch for a smooth time, then ease down the

ilm, bracing up the after yards ; Hoist the main a/nd

izzen staysails! and brace up the head yards as she

mes to ; haul taut the lifts, trusses, weather braces,

id main top-bowline. Hook and haul taut the rolling

ckles.

60Y. As soon as the staysails are hauled down^ shift

em over to the other side of the deck, and take in the

ick of the sheets to be in readiness for hoisting.

608. Box-Iianliug, is a third method of putting a ves-

l on the other tack. This evolution may be performed

working out of a narrow passage ; when, having ap-

oached the weather shore so near as to have no room

r head-reaching, you are not willing io lose ground by

e ordinary method of wearing. Or when situated as in

.ragraph 598.

609. Heady about ! Station the men as for stays (596).

an the Tnain ,^clewgamets a/nd hv/ntlmes, a/nd spa/nker

ails ! Put the hehn dovm ! lAght wp the head sheets^

\d check the lee head hraoes ! to deaden her headway.

3 the sails lift, Bise tacks and sheets ! Up ma/insail and
anker ! Man the weather head, and main, and lee cross-

;k braces.

609 a. She comes head to wind, and as soon as she

IPS Vifir bfiarl-wav. Sniiarp, ntnnni the. a:fttw iiardsf RrnAa
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cAox the head yards ! Haulflat aft the head sheets ! The

helm is right for stemboard ; she is going rapidly astern,

and at the same time falling off ; forming with her keel

the segment of a circle, or " Wea/ring short round on her

heel."

609 h. As the after sails lift, brace them in to keep

them lifting, until they are braced up sharp on the other

tack ; and brace square the head yards. As soon as the

sails on the foremast give her headway, Shift the helm !

The spanker boom having been shifted over on the other

quarter. Mam, the outha/id, maim, tack and sheet ! When
the wind is astern, BraAl up the jih, am,d mnt the spvit-

swiZ ya/rd ! and as soon as the spanker will take, HomI
out tJie spamker ! Board the mam tack ! and haul aft

the sheet.

609. c. The after yards being braced sharp up, Vrith

the spanker, head yards square, jib in the brails, and

helm alee ; she will come to the wind rapidly. Brace

up the head yards as she comes to, and meet her with

the helm and jib ; trim the yards and haul the bowlines.

610. Some officers make a distinction between box-

hauling and wearing short round, as follows, being a

fourth method,

611. In any Sudden emergency ; haul up the mainsail

and spanker, man the braces as above (596), and without

going into the preliminary of luffing up into the wind

as in box-hauling, put the helm hard up, square the after

yards, and brace abox the head yards. The moment she

loses her headway, shift the helm for stemboard. After

which proceed as in box-hauling.

612. There is a decided difference in the commence-
ment of the evolutions. Either of them may be termed
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box-hauling—a term derived from tlie circumstance of

bracing tbe bead yards abox—and botb have tbe effect

of wearing tbe vessel sbort round. By tbe former you
lose less ground tban by tbe latter, for a vessel witb

good beadway on, will range abead some distance after

tbe sails are all tbrown flat aback.

613. Club-bauling is a fiftb metbod of putting a ves-

sel about. In working off a lee sbore against a fresb

breeze and bead sea, wben you cannot risk missing stays,

and bave not room to wear
;
you must tben resort to tbis

evolution.

614. Get tbe lee ancbor off tbe bows, and ready for

letting go ; tbe cable ranged, bitted, and well stoppered

;

bend a bawser to tbe ring of tbe ancbor, and lead it in

at tbe lee quarter ; bave bands stationed at tbe ancbor

ready for letting go ; tbe bawser led along tbe deck

—

a carpenter witb an axe ready to cut away tbe cable,

if a bempen one, or tbe armorer to unsbackle, if a

chain.
^

615. Station tbe men for stays (580), and proceed as

in tacking, until sbe will come up to tbe wind no fur-

ther ; and tbe moment sbe loses her headway, let go the

anchor, and brace around tbe after yards (583). As tbe

anchor fetches her up, she will swing bead to wind,

bringing the head sails aback. Man the hoMser cmd
head lyraces ! Gut a/way the oahle ! and spring around

her stern by tbe bawser. As soon as the after sails take,

Cut away the ha/wser! Let go a/rvd ha/ul! swinging

around the bead yard. Bring her by the wind and right

the helm ; trim the yards and haul the bowlines.

616. Ton have expended, by tbis evolution, an an-

chor, part of a cable, and hawser ; but if resorted to with
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judgment, in an extreme case, you may liaye saved by

it your vessel.

617. The advantage of letting go the lee anchor in

preference to the weather one is, that when it fetches

her up, it will bring the wind a little on the bow from

which the cable leads, and in casting, as you cut the

cable, it will run out clear of the stem.

611 a. Maliing a Half-board. Cases often occur in

which this maybe done with great advantage ; it is exe-

cuted thus : Station the crew for stays, and have a good

force at the head sheets. Put the helm down, easing

off the head sheets; meet her with the helm as she

comes up so that she shall not get quite head to wind,

and before she loses her head'waiy, put the hehn up, haul

flat aft the head sheets, and, if necessary, flatten in the

jib sheet. She wiU thus make a considerable stretch

directly to windward, and, if properly managed, will not

lose her headvray at all, or lose any thing in falliag off

when you recover her again on her original tack.

Two vessels meeting on different tacks, so that it is

doubtful if either can weather the other ; the one which

promptly and successfully performs a Kalf-howrd, secures

the weather gauge at once; for the other vessel, suppos-

ing that she is going in stays, will be forced to pass .to

leeward.

If the vessel will not fall off, after coming up to the

wind, you will have to go about, hence the necessity of

having the crew at their stations for stays.

One thing should always be borne in mind, that, by a

custom of long standing and generally understood, the

vessel on the port tack should always give way to one

on the starboard, imless she may be able, beyond a I'ea-
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sonable doubt, to pass to windward witbout danger of

fouling. If situated, as in tlie case stated above, sbe, on

the port tack, has no right to attempt a half-board,

although, by doing so, she forces the other to pass to

leeward of her.
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OHAPTEE XVIII.

m A TIDE-WAT.

DEIFTING OE "WOEKUfG. ^BAOKIKG AND nLLnSTG. CLTJBBIITG.

618. Iir drifting or working down a river, with a

strong tide, great care is necessary, to prevent falling

afoul of other vessels which may be at anchor on the

way, or to avoid endangering the vessel on rocks,

shoals, etc. _.
619. "With the wind directly in the harbor, or partly

across the tide, the current running out
;
you may wor^

out by tacking from shore to shore ; let her driji out

broadside to the current; or, having her under the

direction of the helm, by sufficient sail set to give her

good way through the water, keep her head to the cur-

rent, and drift down stern on; or you may chib her

dowQ.

620. Bear in mind, in every evolution performed in a

tide-way, that the after part of the keel being farther

immersed in the water, and presenting a broader sur-

face to the action of the current than the forward, the

stern of a vessel will always have a tendency to drift

faster than the bows.

621. If the wind should be partly across the tide, she

should be cast, in getting under way, with her head to-

ward the weather shore.

622. After getting under way, which is sufficiently
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explained in paragraphs from 540 to 573, keep her head
to the current, by sufficient sail, until the anchor is cat-

ted and fished.

623. And never weigh the anchor, until* the sails are

so arranged that the vessel will be immediately under

the influence of the helm.

624. If you have room, you may then proceed to

bring her by the wind, make sail, and work her down,
as in the common evolution of working to windward;
making an allowance for the strength of the current,

in approaching any vessel, or either shore ; and in

giving yourself sufficient room for stays.

625. Should the wind be across the tide, youmay ap-

proach the weather shore boldly ; for should you miss

stays, you may have recourse to wearing or box-hauling

(611). But approach the lee shore cautiously, always

leaving room to recover her and gather headway, to go

in stays a second time.

626. Avoid standing into eddy currents on either

shore, they may be plainly distinguished by the worried

appearance of the water ; for a vessel, when in their in-

fluence, is at their mercy, and quite out of the manage-

ment of the helm or sails.

62T. If you approach a narrow passage, or the anchor-

age of a number of vessels ; bring her head to the cur-

rent, bracing the yards fall, and keeping only sufficient

saU on to give her good steerage-way through the water,

that you may sheer her to either side ; and in this man-

ner she will drift down, with the current, past, or be-

tween, any vessels or shoals. This is the best, being the

safest method for a narrow channel.

628. And arriving again at an open space, you may
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bring her broadside to tbe current, keep tbe topsail

shaking and tbe helm alee, and presenting only the

surface of the spanker to the wind, which will serve

to counteract the force of the current upon the stern

(620). In this manner she will drift more rapidly than

by the former method (627). By flUing the head yards,

and taking in the spanker ; or by filling the after yards,

and brailing up the jib ; or by bracing " all aback "

using the hehn as necessary
;
you can, at any time, have

her under control, shoot her ahead, back her astern, or

bring her head to the current.

629. You may also drift down broadside to the cur-

rent, keeping the yards counter-braced, as in lying to,

shooting ahead, or backing astern to avoid danger ; then,

as you approach either shore, you may fill away until

she gathers sufficient headway for stays, or wear around

putting her head toward the other shore ; this is termed

BacTwng amd Fillmg.

630. Or, as is recommended for smaller vessels in a

rapid river, you may heave in the cable until the anchor

is under foot, when she will drift down by the force ot

the current ; veering out or heaving in the cable as she

deepens or shoals the water, or as you may wish to

diminish or increase her drift. Vessels drifting in this

manner, generally have a spring from the ring of the an-

chor, leading in at one of the quarters, so that by veer-

ing on the cable, and rousing in the hawser, you may
present her broadside to the current. This is termed

clvhlmbg a vessel. Though, from the danger of fouling

the anchor against rocks, or other matter, and the incon-

venience of the operation, I should resort to one or other

of the previous methods in preference to this.
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CHAPTER XIX.

COMING TO AGAINST THE HELM.-^-TAKEN ABACK,'—CHAPEL-
LING.—<rO TEIM THE YARDS AND REGULATE THE SAILS FOE
ETEET CHANGE OF WIND. A CALM. COTJNTEE-BEACING
THE TAEDS.

631. The sails of a vessel should be always so arranged

or trimmed, tliat she may carry her helm as nearly as

possible amidships, or a very little weatherly helm, say a

spoke, so that it may be felt by the helmsma.n, is prefer-

able, as she is then more completely under its guidance.

A vessel that carries a strong weather helm, when by the

wind, is liable by the carelessness of the helmsman, to fly

up and in some cases too far to be recovered without bra-

cing the yards. Suppose, for instance, you are under all

sail, by the wind, on the starboard tack—she comes to

against the helm, proceed to recover her on the same tack.

632. . The moment you find her coming to, Put the

helm 'wp, cmd flatten m the head sheets ! In most cases

this is sufficient if the vessel has headway on, and she

will fall off—^thon you may right the helm, and draw

the head sheets.

633. But if she comes to agamst the helm, Mam, the

main clewga/mets, Inmtlmes, amd spamk&r hrails! Uj>

mainsail and spanker! Man the weather head braces!

Risefore tach amd sheet! Clea/r away the head bowlines !

Brace abox the head yards ! If the wind is not already

on the port bow this will effect your object, by boxing

her off ; andwhen the after sails flU, let go and haul, as in

tacking.
9*
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634. But if tlie liead yards were not braced abox in

time, and the wind is now on tbe port bow, clear away
all the bowlines, and square the yards fore and aft. She

will soon gather sternboard and fall off to starboard, from

the effect of the helm, which is right for sternboard (632).

As the sails fill, brace in the after yards to keep them
shaking, keeping the head yards square ; as she gathers

headway, shift the helm, and proceed as in box-hauling

(609, etc.), which will have the desired effect.

635. But if, instead of coming to, you are taken^aback

with a light breeze ; to recover her oil the same tack,

proceed as follows. Put the helm to port if she has head-

way on, haul up the mainsail and spanker, and square the

after yards ; the moment she gets sternboard, shift the

helm (putting it to starboard), and she will fall off briskly

to starboard. "Wben the after sails fill and she gathers

headway, put the helm again to portj and when the wind

is astern, brace up the after yards by the port braces

;

when the spanker will take,, haul it out, and bring her by
the wind. This is termed " chwpelUng " a ship, by recov-

ering her on the same tack without bracing the head

yards.

636. Sailing in Squadron. It is proper, if your ship

does not go off by putting up the helm and flattening in

the head sheets as in 632, to proceed at once to the evo-

lution of tafcking, and then, by carrying sail and tacking

again when she has gained sufficient-headway, return and

take your station in the line. By this you will gain your

station sooner than if you proceeded as in 633, besides

avoiding the probability ofcompelling other vessels astern

or to leeward of you, to alter their course, or leave their

stations.
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63T. But, having all the sails aback with the wind on

the port bow, it amounts to the same thing whether she

came to against the helm, or was taken aback by a shift

of wiud ; and in the last question she may be recovered

by proceeding as in the former. She will certainly go

off more rapidly, by bracing the head yards full, when
she has fallen off sufficiently to fill the after sails ; and

she will come to more rapidly on her original tack, by

haviag them square and proceeding as in 609 ; which

considerations give to the former evolution (631) the pref-

erence over the latter (635). See paragraphs 655, 656.

638. Qites. You have directions, as officer of the deck,

to make the best of your way on a certain course, which

is directly to windward. Ton are close-hauled under top-

gallant sails, on the port tack. The ship comes up grad-

ually to her course, and the wind continues to haul until

it is directly aft.

639. Ans. Keep her ^^full and hy^'' that is, as near as

she will lay to the wind with the sails all drawing, and

she will come up as the wind hauls, until " she is h&r

coursed Then give directions to the helmsman, to let

her come " no higher.''''

640. Finding that the wind draws aft (647), give the

order, Lay aft to the Tyraces ! Man the weather main, and

lee cross-jack braces/ (646) Olear away the howUnes!

Brace in a little the main and mizzen topsail and upper

yards, and then brace in the fore topsail and upper yards,

and ease off a little of the fore, main, and spanker sheets.

Stand iy to set the royals, flying jib, and t&p-galkmt stud-

ding-sails! (468,480,488). When ready, Ze^ /aZZ, «g'

out, and hoist away ! If you carry staysails, you may
also set them at this time (485).
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641. The wind, still drawing aft, is now abeam. Brace

in tlie after yards (trussing the yards to as they are braced),

as much as the wind will allow, keeping the sails full.

Then brace in the head yards, taking in the slack of the

top-gallant studding-sail tacks. Ease off the fore, main,

spanker, and head sheets, and stand by to set the top-

mast studding-sails (491). "Wlien ready, Big out cmd
hoist a/way !

"

641 a. A vessel is " going la/rge,^^ when the direction of

the wind makes a greater angle than six points (67° SO*)

with the course. And when the wind is abeam or a little

abaft, forming more than a right angle with the course,

when all the sails feel the full force of the wind, then the

velocity of the vessel ought to have gained its maximum.
642. The wvnd is now on the quarter y brace the after

yards in nearly square, and then the head yards, truss-

ing them to and taking in the slack of the studdir^j-sail

tacks. Mim the weather main clewgarnets, and spanker

hrails ! Haul up the weather clew of the mainsail, brail

up the spanker, and stand by to set the lower studding-

sail (497, 499)—when ready, set it.

643. The wind still draws aft. Square the after yards

and then the forward ones, bear abreast the starboard

backstays and set them up, square the lower . yards by
the lifts, hauling them well taut (648), haul well taut

th^ trusses, brail up the jib, and haul down the flying

jib. Man the lee main clewgarnet, buntlines, and leech-

lines, and haul the mainsail up snug. Set the skysails

and royal studding-sails (472, 490), and haul down the

staysails.

644. The wind is now directly aft. Stand hy to set

all the starboard studding-sails (488 to 503). When
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ready, hoist tlie topmast studding-saik up to the lower

yard, and the royal studding-sails up to the topmast

cross-trees. Man all the halyards, lower-boom topping-

lift, forward guy, in-and-out jiggers, tacks, out-hauls

—

tend the sheets, downhauls, and clewlines ; Saul tcmt

!

Sig out ! ffoist a/way !

645. In sailing with the wiad directly aft, many of

the sails are becalmed by those abaft them ; the sails on

the mizzen-mast keeping the wind from those on the

main, which again becalm those on the foremast. The
main mast acting more directly upon the centre of the

Tessel, should feel the full force of the wind, for which

reason you may fiirl the mizzen topgallant-sail, clew

down the mizzen topsail, and haul up the reef-tackles

and buntlines. Many sails on the foremast being be-

calmed by those on the ipain, take them in—as the roy-

als, topgallant studding-sails, &c.

645 a. With the wind aft, if the sea is not perfectly

smooth, a vessel wiU roll more than if the wind were on

either side; care should be taken to keep the yards

steady, by hauling well^taut the trusses and rolling-

tackles, and setting well taut the backstays on both

sides.

Qii'd. It is a general rule, in trimming the yards for a

shift of wind, when the wind draws aft, to brace wi the

after yards first ; and when it draws ahead, the head-

yards should be braced up first.

647. In light winds, the vessel being her course, you

cannot tell by the vane the true direction of the wind.

Luff her up until the sails shake, and the compass will

show you how much you have the wind free, and you

may trim the yards accordingly.
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648. "WTien tlie yards are square in port, tlie lifts

should be marked by the captains of the masts and tops,

so that they may, by these marks, always be squared at

sea when before the wind, or in coming to anchor ; for

studding-sails will never set properly, on both sides, un-

less the lower yards are square by the lifts ; and in com-

ing to anchor, after the yards are clewed down and

braced square, a ship presents a miserable appearance

with the yards topped up in every direction.

649. Ques. Having the wind aft, under the same or-

ders, as in the former question, and all sail set to the

best advantage (645) ; the wind hauls forward on the

starboard side, until she is close-hauled; proceed to

shorten and regulate the sails, and trim the yards, as

the wind hauls.

650. Ans. The wind is now on the starboard quarter,

the port studding-sails, from the eddy wind out of the

topsails, topgallant-sails, and royals, are lifting. " Stcmd

hy to set the port st/uddmg-sails forwa/rd of the scdls!"

having men on the lower, topsail, and topgallant yards,

while you lower on the halyards, they haul down on the

inner leeches of the studding-sails, and dip the yards

forward, then Hoist a/way! and now, the. studding-sail

yards being forward of the sails, the eddy wind has no

bad effect upon them. Hoist the mizzen topsail (528),

set the mizzen topgallant-sail (465), fore and mizzen

royals, flying-jib, and both fore topgallant studding-sails,

skysails, staysails, and royal studding-sails.

651. The imnd still haulsforward ! it becomes neces-

sary to brace up a little by the port braces. Stcmd lyy to

take in all the port studdmg-sails ! Having every thing

manned (48Y to 497 inclusive) ; HoaiI ta/ut I Inport st/ud-
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studding-sails in, the men making them up to stow away

(602), Lay aft to the hraces! Man theport l)raees,forwa/rd

guy, andfore tack ! attend the starboard braces, studding-

sail tacks, outhaul and after guy, trusses, and let go the

lee lower lifts, Brace v/p ! the head yards first, and then

the after ones ; Haul forward the fore tack ! trim the

upper yards and lower boom by the lower yards. Mem
the main sheet, and spank&r outhaul ! Let go the main

buntlines and leechlines, and have them well overhauled.

Ease down the lee clewgarnst, take in the slack ofthe sheet

!

HoMloutthespamJcer! SomI aft the jih sheet! HoAiltoMt

the weather hraees, Ufis, and trusses ! Maul out the stud-

di/ng-sail tacks !

652. The wind ha/tds aheami. Stamd ly to take in the

lower sPudding-sail, skysails, and royal studddmg-sa/ils

!

When ready. In lower and royal stfuddmig-sails, amd sky-

saAh ! Get the lower boom alongside, brace up a little

the yards, attending the trusses, overhauling and bearing

abaft the lee backstays, and setting up the weather ones,

and overhaxding the lee lower lifts. Man the mam, tack !

Ease down the weather clewgarnet, haul aboard! Trim
aft the jib sheets, fore, main, and spanker sheets,

663. TJie wind still hauls, being now forward of the

beam ; brace the lower yards sharp up, and trim the upper

ones by them (692), attending the studding-sail tacks, and

overhauling well the trusses and lee lifts ; haul close down
the fore and main tacks (693), and flat aft the sheets ; haul

aft the spanker sheet ; then haul taut the weather braces,

trusses, and weather lower Hfts.

654. The wind still ha/uUng, the studding-sails lift

;

Stand hy to take in the studdmg-sails, royods, amd stay-
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sa/ils ! When ready (48Y to 497), Lower a/way, haul dman,

rig in! Make up and stow away the studding-sails, trice

up the studding-sail gear, and get the burtons off the

yards. Trim the yards (692), and sails (631), and haul

the bowlines fore and aft. Tou are now as you were at

the commencement of question 638, but on a different

tack.

655. Ques. The vessel, being on the port tack, is

taken aback ; or, having come to against the hehn, has

brought the wind on the starboard bow. When not sail-

ing in squadron, and no other circumstance rendering it

necessary to recover her on the same tack, brace around

on the starboard tack, as is the most common practice :

thus

—

656. Ans. If she has headway, put the helm to star-

board, brace around the after yards, and proceed in the

remainder of the evolution as in tacking. If she has no

headway (laying dead in the water when the wind strikes

her) up mainsail and spanker, square the after yards

and put the helm to port for sternboard. As she pays

off brace up the after yards by the port braces, and

when they fill Let go and Tumi ! as in tacking (584). Set

the mainsail and spanker, trim yards, haul taut the

lifts and trusses, set up the backstays, and haul the

bowlines.

657. Ques. The yards are braced up on either tack,

and the wind has died away untH it is perfectly calm

;

658. Ans. Haul up the courses, brail up the spanker

and jib. Lay aft to the hraoes ! and counter-brace the

yards, either by bracing around the head yards, or the

after ones. In this position, which, with a breeze, would
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keep the vessel stationary, or nearly so (665), she is ready

for any wind that may spring up. ,

659. Suppose, for instance, the headyards are braced up
by the starboard, and the after yards by the port braces,

helm amidships ; a breeze strikes her on the starboard

bow : you have only to haul aft the jib-sheet, and put

the hehn to port ; the sails on the foremast and jib will

pay her off ; and when the after sails fill, brace around

the head yards.

660. If the wind strikes her on the starboard beam,

haul aft the port jib sheet, and brace arotmd the head

yards at once.

661. If the wind strikes her on the port side, from

any point that will fill the head yards ; haul aft the star-

board jib sheet, and brace around the after yards. If too

far forward to fill the head yards, brace square the after

yards, and put the helm to starboard for sternboard ; and

when the head yards fill, you may brace up the after

yards, and right the hehn.

662. If the wind strikes her ahead, and you wish to

pay off to port, haul aft the starboard jib-sheet ; the wind

now acting upon the head yards abox, and jib, pays her

off, while the after yards are becalmed. If she gathers

sternboard put the helm to port, and when she has fallen

off sufficiently, Z,et go cmd hcml ! as in tacking. If you

wish to pay off to starboard, brace the head yards around

briskly, haul aft the port jib-sheet, bearing it well out to

port, brace square the after yards, and put the helm to

starboard for sternboard. As she goes off, brace up the

after-yards by the starboard braces, and at the proper

time Let go cmd hcml, as in tacking.
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663. So you have youj vessel, by either process, im-

mediately under command. As soon as she gathers

headway, bring her to her course, or by the wind ; using

the spanker to bring her to, and setting the courses to

suit circumstances.
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CHAPTEE XX.

COXTNTEE-BRACIlSra THE TAEDS.

TWO OE MOEE VESSELS COMMUNIOATING AT SEA. ^HEAVINa

TO. ^FILLING- AWAY. STEUCK BT A SQUAiL. ^A MATT

OTEEBOAED.

664. In a former question (658), we counter-braced tlie

yards in a calm to prepare for a breeze ; but yards are

frequently braced in this manner, with a breeze, for the

purpose of heaving to, to await the coming up of, or to

speak another vessel; for the purpose of sounding; to

lower a boat in case a person has fallen overboard ; or

in any case when you may wish to remain stationary.

665. The common practice in vessels sailing alone, is,

after hauling up the mainsail, to brace square the main
yard, that is, yards on the main mast ; having the fore

and cross-jack yards braced fiiU, foresail, spanker, and

jib, set. Though the sails on the main mast are aback,

she will range ahead slowly.

666. To stop her way still more, brace the cross-jack

yards square, haul up the foresail, and put the helm alee

;

she wiU rarely range ahead under this arrangement of

the sails, but will fall off and come to, which you may
regulate by easing off, or hauling aft, the spanker and

jib-sheets.

667. Or you may brace aback the head yards, and

keep the after ones full. The after saUs will keep her

by the wind, while the head sails will deaden her head-
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way. It is the opinion of some seamen tliat vessels make
less drift witli the head yards aback than the after ones.

668. It must depend entirely upon circumstances which

method is resorted ta A vessel alone wiU resort to the

former (665). To save a man overboard to 666.

669. Two vessels communicating, the weather one

braces aback her main yard, the'lee one her head yards;

then, on any sudden emergency, as a squall, the weather

one throws all aback and drops astern, while the lee, one

shivers her after yards and falls off.

669 a. "Two vessels communicating by boat, it is re-

commended to the one sending the boat,;to heave to a

little on the weather bow of the other ; when the boat

has reached the second vessel, she fills away with the

boat in tow, ranges ahead, heaves to, and casts her off."

—Fordyce,

6Y0. If there are tJwee vessels, the centre and weather

ones back their main yards, and the lee one as before

;

then, in case of necessity, the weather one fills her after

yards and shoots ahead, the centre one backs astern, and

the lee one proceeds as before.

671. Sailing in squadron^in " order of sailing," those

vessels which have the advantage in sp6ed over others,

are obliged fi-equently, besides reducing sail, to back the

mizzen topsail, for the purpose ofkeeping in their stations.

This is frequently done in preference to furling royals and

top-gallant sails, and with the head and main sails full,

will only deaden her headway in some degree. A fast-

sailing vessel will sometimes keep her station for hours,

with her mizzen topsail aback.

672. To heave to, having the Wind Aft, or on the

Quarter. After hauling up the courses, commence as in
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brmging to the vdnd (649-654), brace tlie mizzen topsail

sliarp up, put the helm down, and •when the spanker wiU
take the right way, haul it out. Keep the main topsail

square, and meet her, as she comes to, with the helm, and

by bracing up the head yards, and hauling aft the head

sheets. Some officers, however, advocate coming to, from

having the wind aft or free, with the head yards aback,

or square. But there is no arbitrary rule' which applies

to all vessels; they differ quite as much. as we do, and

they must be treated or handled according to their pecu-

liar qualities.

6T2 a. ITnder simtlar Circmnstances to beave to,

witb tbe Fore Topsail to tbe Mast. After hauling

up the courses, brace up the main and mizzen topsails,

when you put the helm down ; keeping the head yards

square, and hauling. flat aft the jib-sheet. It may be

necessary to meet her with the hehn, and ease the spanker

sheet, before she loses her headway, to prevent her coming

around, or going about.

6T3. If a vessel has rapid headway when the necessity

for heaving to,occurs, it would.be advisable to settle down

the top-gallant sails and royals on the cap, or clew them

up ; for these sails, when thus thrown aback, receive the

full impulse of the wind, increased by the headway of the

vessel, and the mast thtis pressed has not a sufficient sup-

p,ort from its stay. '

,

.; ,673 a. To flU away after lying to with the main topsail

to the mast : Sight the hehn, haul aft the head sheets !

and board the fore tack. As she falls off,' brace up the

after yards, set the mainsail, and trim to the course. If

from lying to with the fore topsail to the ra.2i&i,Iiighi the

helm J shiver the after sails, and haul aft the jib-sheet.
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As she falls off, brace around the head yards. Meet her

with the helm, and trim to the course.

673 h. In the foregoing cases, vessels are said to be

''Lying to with the mam, topsail to the mast" (665).

"Fore topsaAl to the mast" i^^T). "After ya/rds aback"

(666). Or " Standvng on with the mizzen topsail

alach" (en).

6Y4. Ques. Sailing with the wind on the starboard

quarter. You have royals, flying-jib, staysails, and all

the starboard studding-sails, lower and aloft, set. A sig-

nal is made, to come to on the port tack, with the main

topsail to the mast, under single reefed topsails.

675. In obeying this signal, it will be your object to

reduce sail, and reef your topsails in wearing, or tacking

;

thus

—

676. Ans. Call aU hands to shorten sail. Stamd lyy to

take in the stvdddng-sails, staysails, royals, amdjlyvng-jib.

"When every thing is well manned (468-499), order. In

studdmg-sails and royals, down staysails andfiying-jih !

Kig in, and get along side, the booms ; take^the burtons

off the topsail yards, and jiggers off the top-gallant lifts.

Furl the royals, trice down and stow the staysails and

flying-jib, make up and stow away the studding-sails

(502). Mam, the top-gallant clewUoies, lee maim, clewga/rnet,

TmntUnes, leechUnes (643) and spanker iradls. When
manned, In top-gallant sails I Up mainsail and spanker /

Lay aloft andfurl the top-gallamt sails ! Haul the main-

sail up snug. Stations for wearing ! And proceed as is

directed in (602), until the wind is astern ; when, the after

yards being square, square also the head yards, Brail up
thejib and cant the spritsail yard ! Man the topsail clew-

limes, bumtUnes, and reef-tackles ! Lay aloft topmen! Let
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go the topsail hal/yards, clew down ! Haul v/p the iimtUnes,

and out the reef-tackles ! Steady the topsail yards by the

braces and haul taut the halyards. Trice wp ! Lay out

!

take one reefin the topsaAls ! (511). Shift over the spanker

boona ; overhaul the starboard backstays ; bear abreast,

and set up the port ones.

677. The vessel, going around, brings the wind on the

port quarter ; brace up the cross-jack yard, and as she

comes to, bringing the wind abeam, meet her with the

helm, haul aft the jib sheet, brace up the fore yard, and

haul forward the port fore tack. Lay vn ! Down iooms /

Lay dovmfrom aloft ! Man the topsadl halyards ! Clear

away, and light up, all the rigging. Attend the 'braces !

Hoist a/way the topsails! (513). Having mast-headed the

topsails, brace up and trim the fore and mizzen topsail

yards. Haul taut the braces, lifts, and trusses.

678. Use the spanker, if necessary, to keep the topsails

lifting while you are reefing ; and when reefed, to bring

her by the wind, and keep her from falling off.

679. After taking in the studding-sails, being in a hurry

to perform the remainder of the evolution, merely remove

them from out the way of the rigging, and make them up

while the topmen are reefing, or after the evolution is

accomplished.

680. Ques. As in the.previous question, wind on the

quarter and aU drawing sail set (674), you are struck with

a heavy squall. The first and most important thing to be

done, is to get your vessel before the wind, which destroy^

greatly its force, and becalms many of the sails ; and the

next is, to reduce sail as expeditiously as possible.

681. Ans. Put the helm hard up ! Let fiy the maim,

and spanker sheet, a/nd outhxml! Be carefdl that the
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helmsman does not bring the wind on the other quarter.

Clew up the rojals and top-gallant sails, and haul down
the top-gallant studding-sail and flying-jib, clew down the

mizzen topsailj haul up the mainsail and spanker, then

take in the lower and topmast studding-sails, and haul

down the staysails, rig the booms in^ and take the burtons

off the yards. When before the wind, right the helm,

clew down the topsails, haul out the reef tackles, and up
the buntlines, haul down the jib, and hoist the fore top-

mast staysail. In the mean time furl the top-gallant sails

and royals, and stow the light sails ; and you may now
run before the squall until it moderates, or brin^ by the

wind and reef, before keeping on your course.

681 a. "With the foresail on a ship, struck with a heavy

squall, she may be so buried forward by the press of

sail, that it will be necessary to ease off the fore sheet

a little.

. 682. The lower and topmast studding-sails assist in pay-

ing her off, and should be kept on, if possible, until she

is before the wind ; for a vessel in a squall is apt to fly

up into the wind, unless means are taken promptly to

prevent it, by the helm and sails.

683. In this^ as well as jn every other evolution, where

dispatch is necessary, an officer should be well prepared

as to the flrst and most important orders to be given. He
should accustom himself, while in charge of the deck, to

imagine any exigency, and determine upon the proper or-

ders ; by this, he prepares himself for any that may occur,

and is always ready and prompt in issuing those orders

that lead to the most important results. In 680, his first

object must be, to get the vessel before the wind ; after

which his judgment must direct him, in the next, of re-
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ducing sail. The only rules that can be laid down, are

those that regulate which sails are taken in together, to

take in the lighter sails first, and then the heavier ones

;

to be as expeditions as possible, and to reduce sail (Tn

extent) according to the strength or violence of the

squall.

684. In every sudden call upon a crew for great exer-

tion, unless they are in a'good state of discipline, and well

acquainted with all their different stations for every ma-
noeuvre, they are at once thrown into a state of great con-

fusion, impeding rather than forwarding the intention or

wish of the officer of the deck. They should be taught

to preserve the strictest silence, for nothing adds more to

the general confusion in such cases than the jabbering

of many voices.

685. But more than all this, upon the manner and

bearing of the officer of the deck, depends the success

or failure of any measure. If he displays promptness,

decision, coolness, and issues his orders distinctly and

with confidence, he communicates at once to the whole

machinery, an influence that regulates, commands obe-

dience, and leads to success. If, on the other hand, he

is agitated, commands and countermands in the same

breath, and is rather led into measures, than directing

them ; confusion, noise and irregularity mark the whole

proceeding, and delay the accomplishment of the in-

tended manceuvre.

686. In most cases, an officer who keeps a vigilant

watch, can see the approach of a squall, and anticipate

it by reducing sail, and being ready to brace his yards

to meet it ; for rarely do they occur without something

to mark their approach, either the appearance of the

10
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clouds and horizon, or the commotion on the water ; of

the one, experience and careful observation from time to

time, will prepare him to judge very accurately—the

ISftter cannot be mistaken, and invariably marks the ad-

vance of a sudden and violent squall.

687. No part of the horizon should escape his obser-

vation during his watch, even in the finest weather,

with a steady breeze. It will encourage a habit that

must turn to good account and never be a useless one

;

he may, by this, see the approach of a squall, from a

point directly opposite to the breeze which appears to

be a steady one, and prepare himself by reducing sail

ia time.

688. Too much cannot be said in censure of an oflBcer,

in charge of the deck, intrusted with the safety of a

public vessel, and the lives of hundreds of persons, who,

performing his duty negligently, allows a squall to

strike him, without seeing its approach, and consequent-

ly unprepared to meet and resist its effects ; by allowing

other matters to occupy his thoughts and attention

during his watch, is thrown entirely off his balance at

any unusual occurrence, creates, by his manner and con-

duct, confusion among the men, and, losing their confi-

dence, at the same time loses their respect, and proper

deference to his orders.

688. a. It is recommended, on the appearance of a

squall, to put the vessel on that tack which will place

Tier in a position to receive it abaft the beam, thus : if

she is on the port tack, the squall rising from any point

between the lee beam and ahead
;
go about, and when

the squall reaches the ship it will strike her nearly astern,

otherwise she would be taken aback by it ; which it is
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desirable to avoid, particularly if it threatens to be a

severe one. If, on the other hand, the squall rises from
to windward, you can, by the weather helm, keep the

vessel off so that it shall strike her abaft the beam. In
the region of tornados, or wherever you are hable to be
visited by violent gusts of wind, this should be strictly

attended to.

689. Ques. Tou are suddenly startled by the cry of
" a man overboard !

"

690. There is nothing, on board of a vessel, that

creates, for the moment, a greater excitement, or

spreads a more general panic over the whole crew.

Their best feelings and energies are suddenly excited,

and forgetful of every other consideration, than that

of extending an arm to save a fellow being, they rush

aft in a body, without a thought, or settled purpose of

action. Here the influence of the officer must be ex-

erted promptly, and on the instant, to turn their feelings

and energies in the proper direction, to the only mode
of rescue.

691. A/ns. The moment' the cry is heard, you should

order the helm to be put down, let go the bowlines and

lee main brace and jib sheet; whether sailing free, or on

the wind, bring her up and shake the sails, which will

deaden her headway; until you can reduce sail and

heave her to, for while headway continues, though di-

minishing, you can, by the helm, keep her lifting, and

prevent her being taken aback. In the mean time, issue

the following orders distinctly, and in a manner that

will command instant obedience. Keep silencefore and

aft! Every mam, to his station! Cut away the Ufe

Imoys ! Lay aft the cutter's crenjo, amd dear amay their
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hoot ! The men. aloft should be directed to keep sight

of the man overheard.

691 a. " The hest authorities recommend" (says Cap-

tain Basil Hall), " that if possible, the ship should not

only be hove aback when a man falls overboard, but

that she ought to be brought completely round on the

other tack," etc., etc. "We are of the same opinion, if

the vessel was on the wind, and with a stiff breeze, for

the same reason that he advances, "that she will then,

having her main' yard aback, drift down directly toward

the man." Therefore, if on the wind, the officer should

order, Ready about ! hauling up the mainsail in stays,

and leaving the main yard square in bracing.

692. If on the wind, Stamd h) to haul up tJie mam-
sail ! Mam, the weather main amd lee cross-jack Tyraces !

Let go the howWnes amd lee Irrdces! ' Up mamsaU!
hrace aback ! The moment the lee braces and bowliaes

are let go, the yards (from being abeady in. the wind),

will fly around themselves (589) ; then keep the head

yards full to steady her, while the after ones stop her

headway. Tou are now as in &Q4c.

693. If you are sailing free, with studding-sails set,

man the lee head braces, clew up the lower studding-

sail, brace up the head yards, haul forward the fore tack,

and keep the head yards full, while you luff up to back
the after ones ; and -you may, if the after yards are not
square^ brace them in ; while doing which, haul down
the topgallant and royal studding-sails, or if you have
not time, and the wind is fresh, let go the studding-
sail tacks, and haul them down after the vessel is
hove to.

694. While this is being done, the boat is ready for
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lowering, witli tlie crew and an officer in her; Lower
a/way I and direct them whicli way to pnll.

694 a. Great care must be taken to lower tlie boat at

tbe proper moment, as soon as the yessel's headway has

sufficiently ceased, to insure the safety of the boat. An
attempt to lower the boat too soon, may prevent your

saving the man, and endanger the boat's crew.

695. If the manoeuvre is performed readily and in the

shortest time possible, the officer of the deck, though he

may lose the man, can only feel, in common with all on

board, a regret at the melancholy accident, without hav-

ing upon his conscience the bitter feeling that he might

have saved him.

696. It may be proper here to remark, that, in many
cases the lives of some of the crew, particularly those

stationed on the yards, are frequently endangered by
the negligence of those who are attending the braces.

The officer should be particular, when the men are on

the yards, to keep the braces fast, and, if necessary to

brace them, have the braces well attended, and give

them timely notice of his intention. Warning them to

" look out for ihemjSel/oesP

697. There are cases in which an officer may have

reason to hesitate as to the propriety of lowering a boat

to rescue a man, such as in agale of wind with a heavy

sea, or in a dark squally night. The struggle, in such a

case, will be great, between his better feelings and his

judgment. The former might induce him to risk his

own life to save a fellow being, but he has no right to

risk the lives of a whole boat's crew in a hopeless at-

tempt to save one man ; his responsibility will be great,

but his judgment must direct him.
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698. In these, as in most cases, a sailor will inisli

Mindly into any danger, under the orders of an oflScer

lie respects. And an officer cannot be too careftil, in

subjecting these most willing instruments to unneces-

sary or too perilous situations.
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CHAPTEE XXI.

m A GMiE OF WIND.

SCUDDrtTG. BEOTTGHT BY THE LEE. BROACHED TO—TO
BEDfG BY THE WrCTO AND LIE TO. EUDDEE, "WHEEL-
EOPES, AND EBLIEVmG-TACEXES. CLOSING THE EUDDEE.

STEEEING BY A CABLE.

699. Scudding;. In 603 you have the proper arrange-

ment of sail for lying to in a gale, but should the wind

be favorable, and the sea not running too high, as it

will not unless the gale has been of long continuance, a

vessel may scud before it, under such sail as the force of

the wind will allow. In sailing with the wind aft, it is

greatly disarmed of its force (680, 681), and a vessel

may carry safely some sail, when if on the -^nnd she

would be reduced to bare poles.

700. The best sails for scudding under, are, a close-

reefed main topsail and single or double-reefed foresail

;

and a gale is rarely of such violence that this sail cannot

be carried safely. The former by its height, wiU not be

becalmed by the waves, while thfe latter may be neces-

sary, in case of being brought by the lee, to pay her off

to her course. The fore topmast staysail should always

be set in scudding, or the fore storm staysail; sheets

hauled flat aft.

700 a. Some vessels wiU scud better under a foretop-

sail ; the former (700) is the rule, this the exception.

701. Yessels sometimes steer wildly in scudding, in
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consequence of being out of trim, of their bad qualities,

or tbe force of tbe sea on either quarter ; in which cases,

or by the negligence of the helmsman, she may, in yaw-

ing bring her sails aback. She is then " Brought l/y the

Zee," or " has Iroached to." The proper manner of re-

covering her we will endeavor to explain, as follows.

Y02. Ques. Suppose, in scudding, with the wind a

little on the port quarter, under the sail as above (YOO),

you are 'brought hy the lee, and have every thing aback.

703. Ans. The wind is now on the starboard beam.

Put the helm, ha/rd to starioa/rd ! Man the port braces

fore and aft. Rise fore tack cmd sheet ! clea/r away the

head howlmes, and Irrace full the head ya/rds! and

shiver the after ones. Attend the lifts, trusses, rolling-

tackles, and breast-backstays, as in former evolutions.

She will pay off under this arrangement, the helm itself

partly effecting it before she loses headway.

704. When before the wind, right the helm, and trim

the yards for the course. Haul taut the rolling-tackles,

lifts, trusses, &c.

704 a. Or in case of having hroached to, and brought

the wind on, or forward of, the port beam ; meet her

with the helm and lee braces, by putting the hehn hard

aport, and hauling in the starboard head braces.

705. Tou may, by altering the trim of a vessel, shift-

ing some heavy articles, as guns, shot, or chain cables,

forward or aft, ease the helm greatly, and make her steer

less wildly, which is certainly advisable ; for the danger

in being brought by the lee or broaching to, is, that of

shipping a heavy sea, which will sweep the decks, losing

some of the masts or yards ; and should she gather rapid

sternbpard before being r,eeovered, of being swamped.
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706. To bring by the TTind and lie to in a Oale.

After scudding for any length of time, the increased yio-

lence of the gale and force of the sea, causing the vessel

to labor greatly, straining her in every part : or having

approached some land, which from the state of the

weather you are unable to distinguish ; it may be neces-

sary to bring by the wind, and lie to, until the gale

abates. "We will, for example, bring to on the port tack.

107. Have the storm staysails ready, sheets hooked
and moused, secure every thing about the decks, and,

below. Send every body on deck. Put on, and batten

down, the hatches. Man the fore clewgarnets and bunt-

lines, starboard fore and main, and port cross-jack braces,

main and mizzen staysail halyards. Watch for a smooth

time. Haul up the foresail, put the helm to starboard,

brace up the after yards, and hoist the mizzen staysail.

As she comes to, hoist the main staysail, and meet her

by the hehn, the head braces, and by hoisting the fore

staysail. Then haul taut the rolling tackles, lifts, and

trusses. Set the backstays well up in going around. It

may be necessary to furl the main topsail, and she may
lie to better without the fore staysail (you have direc-

tions for taking these sails in in 463, 481). After she

has recovered from the first shock of the sea, and has

lost her headway, she will, with the helm alee, and

under a proper arrangement of the sails, lie to ; coming

up and falling off two or three points, and drifting bod-

ily to leeward.

708. When a •vessel labors much in a sea way, either

lying to, or standing on her course, the sails should

never be hoisted up, or the braces hauled, as taut as in

a smooth sea. For the play of the masts will either

10*
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carry away the braces and sheets, or spring the yards.

And if the pitching is hard and quick, you should see

that the hehn is eased, allowing it to go to leeward, so

that she may obey freely the sea, the shock of which

will be less violent against the rudder.

109. And after a gale abates, sail should not be made
upon the vessel too rapidly, particularly if her course

will bring the sea ahead or forward of the beam. The

officer should be content with giving her headway until

the sea also abates. For by forcing her through a head

sea, you strain every mast and yard, and injure the rig-

ging.

TIO. Preventer braces, shrouds, and backstays, are

used in heavy weather, as a relief to the standing ones

;

these are of great- importance to the mizzen topmast, the

standing part of the main topsail brace, leading from its

head nearly at right angles, while the angle formed by

the backstay is too small to afford a sufficient support.

Til. Rudder, W^lieel-ropes, Relieviiig-tackles, &e.

The rudder, wheel-ropes, and relieving-tackles should

occupy the particular attention of the first lieutenant

and master. The former with its tiller are permanent

fixtures, so arranged, and of such durable materials,

that they will withstand the severest shocks. Wheel-

ropes are liable to chafes, and should be occasionally

examined by the master. Those of raw-hide, now in

common use, are found to be exceedingly serviceable

and durable, they should be occasionally oiled, and pro-

tected fro-m chafe.

712. Eelieving-tackles should be kept fitted, and con-

stantly at hand; and, in a gale of wind, with a heavy
sea, when the parting of a wheel-rope might endanger
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the vessel, should be kept hooked, and hands stationed

by them, under the direction of an officer, having a

compass to steer by.

T13. Cases have occurred in which rudders have been

unshipped or otherwise injured, so as to be of no further

use, wTien it has been necessary to resort to some expe-

dient to manage the vessel,

714. Yesselfi can always be better managed when by
the wind, than in any other situation. They will some-

times steer themselves for hours, having their yards so

trimmed and sails so regulated as to keep by the wind.

Care must be taken that the vessel holds a good wind,

and at the same time does not gripe. By slacking, on

the one hand, a few feet of the head sheets, and on the

other of the spanker and main sheet, an equilibrium

will be established between the head and after sails.

715. The moment you lose your rudder, bring her up

by the after sails, bracing the yards ; and meet her as

she comes to, with the head sails. Then by reducing

the sails, forward or aft, and bracing the yards, you may
steer her, imtil you can resort to better means, as fol-

lows :

716. Eouse up from below a hemp cable and hawser,

middle and clove-hitch the hawser, and veer the end of

the cable over the taffi-ail, through this hitch; after

veering out about fifty fathoms of cable, jamb the hitch

and rack it well, securing it so that it cannot slip.

Then veer out the cable until the hitch takes the water.

Lash the cable on the centre of the taflErail ; and a spare

spar under it and across the stem, with a block well

secured at each end, through which reeve the ends of

the hawser, one on each quarter. Eeeve them again
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through blocks at the ports abreast of the wheel. By
which you may steer your ship, until you can construct

a temporary rudder.

TIY. By rousing in the hawser on either quarter, the

force of the sea on the cable, drawn over on that quar-

ter, moves her stern the opposite way.

718. The most approved way of preparing a tempo-

rary rudder, in the absence of a spare one, is that of Sir

Edward Packingham. This was formed by an inverted

topmast, spare lower-caps, and other spars, or parts of

spars, securely planked together.
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CHAPTEE XXII.

LOSING A FORE-MAST, BOWSPRIT, ETC.

719. In case of losing a fore-mast, bowsprit, or any

of the yards or masts, an officer must be guided entirely

by the peculiar circumstances of the case. No rules

can be laid down to govern him which may not be use-

less or superfluous in most cases that may occur. If he

understands the principles of supporting masts, securing

yards, and the effect of the sails upon different parts of

the vessel, then his judgmenVwill, on the occurrence of

any accident of this nature, point out to him instantly

the readiest and best manner of proceeding.

720. clf you lose your bowsprit, then all the masts for-

ward lose the support of their stays, which want of sup-

port is carried aft to the main topmast, topgallant-mast,

and from thence to the mizzen ; therefore it will natu-

rally occur to you to put the vessel before the wind, and

bring all the support upon the backstays. To do which

it will be necessary to take in all the after sail.

721. But after having put her before the wind, in

a heavy sea, and the vessel laboring, the masts are

in danger from the want of support forward. Send

down the topgallantmasts and house the, fore-topmast.

Secure the fore-mast with hawsers or a stream-cable,

middled and clove-hitched around the mast head, and

set up through the hawse-holes on the main deck.

Clove-hitch, in like manner, a hawser aroimd the top-
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mast head, sway it up, and set up tlie hawser to the

knight-heads. Then you may proceed to rig a jury

bowsprit of the largest spar on board.

722. Or you may secure the fore-mast by pendant-

tackles set up at the knight-heads ; and the topmast by
hawsers set up through the hawse-holes.

T23. The head stays being secured by means of the

bowsprit, I cannot well imagine of the latter being car-

ried away by any violent exertion, without also carrying

away the fore-topmast, and probably the fore-mast. In

the latter case, the main-topmast, and all the topgallant

masts must go with it. If the fore-mast holds, the main-

topmast stays should immediately be brought dowii to

the deck and set up, and a hawser taken up for an ad-

ditional security. A vessel in this situation deprived of

the force of all the head sails, will not be easily made to

fall off before the wind, but on the contrary will have

a great tendency to fly up. In which case you may se-

cure her to the wreck by stout moorings, then, having

taken 'in aU sail, and with a good scope out, ride under

its lee until you can rig jury masts and bowsprit.

724. Accidents of this nature are fortunately of rare

occurrence in the navy, owing to the care with which

our vessels of war are fitted out, and the very liberal

allowance made for each in every thing necessary to

their equipment,

725. But it appears probable that they would be still

more effectually prepared to resist the severest trials, if

they were, in aU cases, fitted out under the immediate

supervision of the officer who is to command during the

cruise, the first lieutenant who is to be the executive offi-

cer, and aU the officers and crew who are to serve in them.
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Y26. The good state of the rigging will not be the

only advantage attendant upon this, a thorough knowl-

edge of her state, and intimate acquaintance with her

resources, would enable each and every one to bring,

them to bear when necessary.

Y27. Besides this, every officer should have experience

in this part of his profession. It is one thing to perform

the duties of a watch officer at sea, and quite a different

thing to superintend the rigging or fitting out of a

vessel, and I speak with certainty when I say, that there

are officers in the navy of fifteen or twenty years' stand-

ing, who have been the greatest part of their time

actively employed, have never been attached to a vessel

when fitting out for sea, and have nothing more than a

theoretical knowledge of the process in all its bearings

;

and these gentlemen have passed examinations, arrived

at the rank of lieutenant, have good standing as officers,

intelligent, and efficient at sea. The reason is obvious

;

they have always been ordered to their vessels 'on the

eve of sailing, and after having performed a cruise, have

returned to enjoy a short respite from their duties;

until another vessel, rigged and fitted out at some JSTavy

Tard, is ready for sea, and receives one of these officers,

probably as her first lieutenant, entirely unacquainted

with the state of her equipments.

Y28. This digression may appear imnecessary,. but it

will not be so, if by it you may be prompted to make

this part of the subject a study.

729. But to resume the subject. Yards and masts

may be, and occasionally^are, carried away or sprung in

a fresh breeze but smoom sea, topgaUant-masts by not

having their backstays well set up, and yards by not
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having their weather braces sufficiently taut when braced

up. Topsail and topgallant yards are also sometimes

carried away by not letting go the lee brace in tacking

ship, in a good swing of the after yards (589) ; when,

the lee brace not being properly attended to, neither the

strength of the yard or brace can resist the force with

which they are impelled; and if the brace holds, the

yard must inevitably be carried away in the slings.

Y29 a. Sometimes, also, a topsail yard is carried

away in being hoisted up too taut. And there is no

doubt but that they are often sjprv/ng in this manner,

impairing their strength ; and subsequently carried

away, under circumstances when a sound yard would

have held. Swigging up a topsail to a taut leech, the

strain is all brought directly upon the slings or centre of

the yard, hence the great danger of injury to the yard,

unless done with care and judgment.

730. An officer should accustom himself to glance his

eye around at all important stations in tacMng ship, and

iri all evolutions, to see that they are all properly attended

to. It is not enough that he should give an order ; that

is easily done, and is nothing more than an intimation of

his intention, or of the evolution to be performed. His

duty is clearly to see that the order given is properly

executed. If the lee topsail bf&ce was not attended to in

tacking, although he gave the order, Ready about ! and

the crew were all acquainted with their stations, he is not

free from censure if the yard is carried away. On the

occurrence of any such accident as the loss of a yard, he

should immediately clew up the sail, and, if possible, un-

bend it aloft, send down the sail, and then the two parts

of the yard, and supply its place immediately by another.
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CHAPTEK XXIII.

SOUNDING AT SEA.

731. Soundings, to ascertain the depth of water on

entering or leaving a port, or in any case where there is

supposed to be less than twenty fathoms of water, are

taken by the hand-lead, a quartermaster or forecastle-man

being stationed in the main chains for the purpose; the

lead weighing from seven to fourteen pounds, and the

line being from twenty to thirty fathoms in length.

732. Soundings at sea, in a greater depth than twenty

fathoms, are taken by the use of the de&p-sea lead, which

weighs from forty to one hundred pounds, the line being

from eighty to one hundred fathoms in length.

733. Both the hand and deep-sea lines are marked as

follows

:

At 2 fathoms from the lead, with 2 strips of leather.

with a white rag.

" red rag.

with leather,having ahole in it.

as at 3.

as at 5.

as at 7.

with 2 knots.
(( 1 ((

« 3 "

" 4 knots; and so on.

« 3 '
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In marking the deep-sea line, tlie first marks before

twenty fathoms may be omitted, witb tbe exception of

the ten-fathom mark, and, if you please, the fifteen, as

directed above.

734. Soundings by the hand-lead are taken while the

vessel has headway on, the leadsman throwing the lead

forward, and getting the depth as the vessel passes, while

the line is nearly perpendicular. He communicates to

the officer the soundings obtained, in a song, thus : If the

depth corresponds with either of the above marks, he

says "By the ma/rk 5, or Y." If the mark is a little below

the surface, he says "Mark vmd&r wat&r 5 or Y." If the

depth is greater, or one half more than any of the marks,

he says "And a qua/rter,^^ or "And a half 5 or 7." If

the depth is a quarter less, he says "Quwrtm^ less 6 or Y.'"

Ifhe judges by the distance between any two of the marks

that the depth of water is 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19,

or 21 fathoms, he says "JBy the de&p^^ eto.

Y35. The hreast-hand or rope, generally the former,

made of canvas, secured at both ends to the rigging, sup-

ports the body of the leadsman while heaving the hand

lead.

Y36. To Sound wltta ttae Deep-sea liead. The men
are made to range themselves outside of the vessel, from

the weather main chains to the cat-head. The end of the

line is passed forward, outside and clear of every thing.

The lead, armed with tallow at its base, is sent forward

to the forecastle, where it is the duty of the captain of

the forecastle to secure it to the end of the line. The

line is then hauled forward, each man collecting a coil

of several fathoms in his hand, commencing forward;

until the officer thinks there is line enough out. All
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readyforward! being communicated from tte forecastle,

tlie vessel is luffed up into the wind until lier headway
is sufficiently deadened. Or, as is advisable in a good
breeze, the main or mizzen topsail is braced aback. The
line is then snatched in a small snatch-block, secured to

the after mizzen rigging, or to one of the vangs ; the

remaining part of it being coiled down in a tub or rack,

clear for running. Every thing being in readiness, and

the vessel's headway sufficiently deadened, the officer

orders, 8tcmd hy ! Hecme ! The captain of the forecastle,

or whoever holds the lead, heaves it as far forward as he

can, and at the same time cries, Watoh-ho! Watch ! And
each man, as the line runs out from his hand, holds it

clear of the side, and repeats the cry, WatcK-ho! Watch!

In the mean while the line runs out until it touches the

bottom, or until a sufficient quantity has been run out to

satisfy the officer that no bottom has been found. The

men then lay aft amd mam the line ! and walk forward

with it ; a petty officer being stationed by it, to note the

depth of water by the first mark that comes in.

Y37. If bottom has been found it will instantly be

known, by the line bringing up suddenly in running out,

or by the arming on the lead after it is hauled up. By
which the nature of the soundings are known.

T38. To get sounding by the deep-sea lead while lying

to in a gale, or in any case when the vessel drifts much
to leeward, it is proper to pass the line from to windward

around the stem, and then forward on the lee side, and

to heave the lead from to leeward, which will bring the

line nearly perpendicular by the time the lead touches

the bottom.

739. While at single anchor, it is proper always to
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have a lead some-what heavier than the hand-lead, say

from fourteen to twenty pounds, over the side, and rest-

ing on the bottom, with a man to attend it. Of course

this is only necessary in a stiff breeze, or at night. But in

a vessel of war, where you have many hands unoccupied,

it is a prudent, and should be observed as a standing

rule, without regard to the weather. By this you will

have instant notice if the vessel parts her cable or drag^

ier anchor.

T39 a. In a moderate or light breeze, with the wind

free and all sail set, soundings may be taken without

reducing sail, thus : luff the ship up ; if the lower stud-

ding-sail is set, haul up the clewline ; and keep the sails

lifting, without allowing them to be taken aback, which

can readily be done by a proper management of the helm

;

she will lose her headway sufficiently for the purpose, and

still be under the guidance of the helmsman. The sound-

ings being taken, keep her off to her course, and haul out

the lower studding-sail.

739 5. Whether the wind be aft, free, or the vessel close-

hauled, to take proper sounding the headway must be

stopped, or nearly so, particularly if iu deep water, by

heaving to, or deadeniug the way of the vessel by keeping

the sails lifting.
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CHAPTEE XXIV.

COMIN& TO ANCHOR.

PEEPAEATIONS FOE ANCHOEING. ^ANCHOErNG. SELECTIirGA
BEETH. ^ANCHOErPTG IN A TIDE-WAT.—EIDDTG AT SINGLE
ANOHOE. ^ANCHOEING WITH A SPEICfG.

740. On approaching a port, or tlie place wliere you

intend to anchor, some preparation is necessary, and

you will naturally wish to come to in a seamanlike man-
ner. In no evolution is it more necessary that every

station should be well attended to.

741. But in the first place, there being every prospect

of getting in in a few hours, rouse up from below and

bend the cables and buoy-ropes (329 to 336), get the an-

chors off the bows and ready for letting go, range and

bitt the cables, and have the deck and bitt stoppers in

readiness (355 to 359); and, if it is the intention to moor
ship immediately after anchoring, get up the messenger

and nippers, pass the former for the cable bent to the

anchor you will let go first, and have the capstan bars

ready for shipping.

742. In bitting the cable, and in the length of buoy-

ropes, you will be governed by the depth of water in

which you wish to drop anchor ; this you can ascertain

from the charts, or from the pilot, if you have one.

743. Tou may, if the weather will permit, single the

topsail sheets
;
get the clew-jiggers, and clew-ropes on

the courses and topsails (461). See that the sheets are
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all close home, and sails hoisted up taut. Take off all

tlie mats from the rigging and yards, and haye the light

masts properly stayed. See that there are no ropes tow-

ing overboard ; that the half ports are all squared, and

guns level ; all the running gear clear about the differ-

ent masts for shortening sail; the quarter and stern

boats ready fbr lowering; kedges ready, and hawser

tiers clear.

TM. Have all the crew properly and uniformly dressed,

particularly the topmen, boat's crews, and all those who

will be at all exposed to view.

745. See that all important stations are properly

attended— anchor, stopper, and shank-painter, helm,

lead, etc.

746. If you approach the anchorage before the wind,

with square yards, and all sail set, it will be necessary

to take in the studding-sails in time ; that you may get

them stowed away, and not lumber the deck, and im-

pede the operation of clewing up the other sails.

747. Call all hrnids to Tyring shvp to anchor! See

that all the of&cers and crew are on deck, and at their

stations. Stand hy to take in all the stmlMng-sails, and

royals! After the men are stationed (468, 469, 487 to

501), take them in, giving the order, Saul ta/at! In

slmddmg-sadls and royals ! Kig in and get along side,

the studding-sail booms ; make up and stow away the

sails, trice up the gear, take the burtons off the topsail

yards, and jiggers off the topgallant lifts.

748. Mam the topgallami clewlines ! Fore clewga/mets,

and hj/ntUnes ! and when ready (451, 466) ; J3cml taut

!

In t&p-gallamjt sails, wp foresa/il

!

749. The moment the order Sand ta/at is given, the
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top-gallant-yardmen should lay aloft from the top, and

after furling the sail snugly^ lay down on deck.

750. Square the lower yards by the lifts, and let the

captains of the tops square the topgallant and royal yards.

T51. Mam, the topsail clewUnes a/nd huntUnes ; jib

downhaul and spamk&r outhaml ! Have hands stationed

by the topsail sheets and halyards, jib halyards, and

spanker brails. Also some hands to take in the slack

of the clew-ropes, and to attend the braces. Bear the

spanker boom over on the quarter, and overhaul the lee

topping lift. Have men on the lower yards to overhaul

the topsail sheets.

752. When near the anchorage, put the helm to star-

board or port, as the case may be, having allowed for-

head-reach in bringing her to the wind. Then give the

order, Haml taut ! Let go the topsail sheets, clew up !

Ma/ul down thejih ! Savl out the spanher ! As soon as

the sails shake, having the wind abeam. Let go the top-

sail hcdyoff'ds, dew down ! Take in the slack of the

braces as the yards come down, keeping them square.

The buntlines are hauled up above the yard, the clews

hauled forward by the clew-ropes, and a few of the top-

men pass in the leeches ready for farling.

753. She comes to the wind by the effect of the helm

and spanker, and as soon as she loses entirely her head-

way, give the orders, Stand dear of the cable ! Si/ream

the Imoy ! Lei go the anchor! Man the spamker hradls !

and as soon as she swings to the anchor, Brail up the

spanker !

753 a. In coming to with a chain cable, you should

let the vessel gather stemboard before letting go the an-

chor. See paragraph 343.
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Y64. But if there is not room to take tlie necessary

sweep, in coming to ancho;- with the wind aft, check-

stoppers should be put on the cable to deaden the head-

way. Having clewed up the sails in time, furl them,

that you may approach the anchorage with as little

headway as possible. The anchor being let go; the

checks, breaking one after the other, serve to stop her

headway before the range is veered to, giving her a sheer

with the helm.

755. Coming to anchor with the yards braced up, you

must have the weather braces well manned, and have

hands ready to square the lower lifts, before the topsails

are clewed up ; and the moment the order is given to

clew wp, let the braces be hauled in, and the lower lifts

hauled taut to the square mark. Some officers square

the yards by the braces before they clew up the sails.

This hastens to stop her headway, and it is proper and

even necessary in some cases, as, for instance, in coming

to in a crowded harbor, or where you have little room.

But it renders the operation of clewing up difficult, from

the sails being aback and binding against the rigging.

This latter mode is however approved of in light winds.

Y56. As soon as the cable is taut and the anchor

ahead, veer to the cable, giving it to her as she will take it.

757. After the studding-sails are in, some officers take

in all the remaining sails (courses, topsails, topgallant-

Bails, royals, and jib), together. This, when well done,

has a good appearance. A crew must be well drilled,

and all the running rigging must traverse easily through

their blocks, to effect it in a manner that shall not pre-

sent to a looker on the appearance of great confusion.

We see it frequently attempted, principally by vessels
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of "War of other nations, and very rarely do we see it per-

fectly successful.

758. Ton wiU be governed by circumstances in tbe

selection of your bertb ; wHich, in reference to the pre-

vailing winds, vessels already at ancbor, etc., will be pe-

culiar to tbe port, and of course no rule can be laid down,

except tbat of selecting one convenient to the landing,

protected from tbe sea, and without the moorings of

other vessels (771). And in coming to with the star-

board or port anchor, you will consider the propriety of

mooring with an open hawse, to that quarter from which

you may expect the strongest or prevailing winds ; for

instance

;

759. K you come to with the port anchor, wind blow-

ing from the northward, which is the prevailing wind

;

it will be necessary to give the vessel a sheer, or, by

some means which will be explained in mooring, rouse

her over, so that you may drop the starboard anchor to

the eastward of the port one.

760. If you come to with a northerly wind, the pre-

vailing one being from the eastward, let go the port an-

chor first, to windward of your berth, and moor as in

769, 770. If, on the contrary, the prevailing wind is

from the westward, you will come to with the starboard

anchor. And after being moored, she wiU ride with an

open hawse, in the former case to the east'spard, or in

the latter to the westward.

761. Andioring in a narrow channel or harbor, with

the intention of mooring, you will let go the first anchor

on the weather shore, and moor with an open hawse

either in or out of the harbor, to the prevailing wind.

762. The necessity of these precautions will appear

11
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evident, if you should ever find yourself riding to a gale

of wind vdtli a cross or elbow in tlie hawse, cables chaf-

ing each other, and injuring the cutwater.

763. In paragraphs from 559 to 629 inclusive, so much
is said of the effect of the tide in reference to the man-

agement of a vessel, that but few remarks will be neces-

-sary on the subject of coming to cmchor m a tide-way.

The directions therein contained for working or drifting

down a river, the precautions necessary to avoid fouling

other vessels, giving yourself room for drift, avoiding

eddy currents, and keeping the vessel constantly under

the influence of the helm ; will also govern you in work-

ing tip the river to the anchorage.

T64:. If, having a head wind, and tide favorable, you

work 1^/ you will, when near the anchorage, put the

vessel before the wind ; and, keeping her under the man-

agement of the helm, with sufficient sail set to stem the

current, you may, by reducing or making sail, drop with

the tide, shoot ahead, or sheer to either side with the

helm, untn you have arrived at the proper spot for an-

^choring.

T65. Or, having the tide running out, with a fresh

breeze in your favor; and having, by sufficient sail,

forced your way through the water to the anchorage

;

reduce sail until she becomes stationary, when you may
drop the anchor.

T66. In a tide-way you wiU always moor with one an-

chor up and the other down the stream, for you wiU
never, except at slack water or in a violent gale, ride to

the wind,

767. When anchored with a chain cable, it is some-

times the practice to ride by a long range without moor-
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ing. In ordinary weather and good liolding ground,

tlie vessel will swing without passing over lier anchor,

riding by the bight of the cable, without straightening

it. When the harbor is not crowded with vessels, and,

you expect to remain but a short time in port, this will

answer very well ; but it would not be prudent to neg-

lect mooring, if you are to remain more than a few

days at most ; for in case of bad weather you may over-

run and trip the anchor, or be in danger of fouling other

vessels. This, however, must depend greatly upon the

nature of the bottom in which the anchor is let go. In

any harbor where the anchor and chain buries itself

deeply in the mud, a vessel may safely ride by the bight

of a chain, even to a fresh breeze.

767 a. In coming to anchor in great depth of water,

say from fifteen to thirty fathoms, as is sometimes the

case in an open roadstead, on a bold coast ; have your

chain ranged with check stoppers at every five fathoms,

and a good deck stopper abaft the bitts, at a range which

will allow the anchor to reach the bottom. Otherwise,

the weight of thirty or more fathoms of chain cable wiU

be sure to drag after it, and over the bitts, all the cable

you may have on deck, and which, falling on your an-

chor, will foul it. The check stoppers wiU check the ca-

ble as it goes out.

768. If you anchor with the expectation or proba-

bility of engaging in fight, springs should be attached

to the rings of the anchor before letting them go. Haw-
sers or a stream cable may be used for the purpose.

These serve to present the broadside of the vessel to-

ward the point against which you will direct your fire.

In using them, you veer on the cable, heaving in at the
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same time on the spring, wMcli may be previonsly

broTiglit to the capstan.

768 a. If you are about to anchor in an open road-

stead, -where it may become necessary to put to sea on

the approach of bad weather ; it is proper to come to

•with that anchor which will insure casting the way you

wish, i. e., with reference to those winds, which would

oblige you to put to sea ; thus : If it would be proper to

cast to starboard, come to with the port anchor.
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CHAPTER XXV.

MOOEma.

•WTTH OE WTTHOtTT A TIDE. MAKWG A FLYING MOOK.
BEAEmGS. SHEET CABLE. GENEEAL EEMAEKB ON THE
DUTIES OF A WATCH OEITOEE, AT ANCHOE.

769. Hating come to "witli the intention of mooring, as

contained in tlie foregoing chapter, paragraph from Y58

to Y66 ; we will now proceed to moor ship. In Til you

have every thing in readiness for so doing immediately

after anchoring. Call all hands to mo<yr ship! And,
having swung to the first anchor, continue to veer to

the cable as she will take it, checking her occasionally

in a fresh breeze or rapid current, or in a very light air

assisting her with the mizzen topsail (which may be

kept set for the purpose) until you have veered to twice

the length of the scope by which you intend to ride ; say

one hundred and twenty fathoms. Then, having brought

the cable taut, let go the other anchor and clew up the

mizzen topsail if set. Bring to on the cable (352). Ship,

swifter, and man the bars, and heave taut. Take off

the stoppers, unbit the heaving cable, and have the other

one ready for veering.

110. Now proceed to heave in on one cable while you

veer out on the other, until you have brought the sixty

fathom mark of the veering cable in the hawse. Then,

having bitted and stoppered the veering, heave taut, bitt,

and stopper, the heaving cable.
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111. The vessel is now moored with a scope of sixty

fathoms on each cable, and will swing to the wind or tide,

forming a sweep within her moorings. No vessel should

be moored with cables so slack, or with so little scope

out, as to swing over her buoys, or beyond her own
moorings.

T72. The foregoing example shows the proper course

to pursue, when the spot to place the second anchor is

directly to leeward of the first ; but should that not be

the case, she must be, by the use of hawsers taken out to

the shore, or to another vessel, or by the use of a kedge,

roused over to the proper spot, veering on the first cable

while doing so. Then place the second anchor and pro-

ceed as directed in 770.

773. To moor in a tide-way, you may veer to the full

scope (120 fathoms) any time during the tide, and drop

the I second anchor before slack water ; for with a good

scope of cable, and the current still running, you may
give her a considerable sheer with the helm. After the

second anchor is down, bitt and stopper well the cable,

and wait the change of tide ; when, having swung to the

anchor, you may proceed to mopr as before directed

(770).

774r. Haliingr a flying moor, which is one of those

operations requiring great precision and promptness,

where the failure in any one part must thwart the whole,

and preclude the possibility of its proper performance

—

I call your attention to, because it may be, and sometimes

is resorted to—observing, also, that an ofl&cer should never

subject himself to the possibility or probability of failing

in any mtoceuvre, out of the common practice, where the

failure may be owing to any other cause than his inca-
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pacity or want ofjudgment. It should never be attempted

in a single-decked vessel, where there is not a separate

deck to work the cables on.

775. This manoeuvre is sometimes performedby officers,

and with brilliant success, even in single-decked ships. I

only take this opportunity of recommending to you, as a

general rule, never to hazard your professional reputation

on the chances of any event so doubtM as the satisfactory

performance of this.

776. But to proceed : There are two methods ofmaking

a flying moor ; in either case you have first to determine

in what direction the two anchors should be placed.

776 a. By the first method—^have every thing in readi-

ness for anchoring and mooring, a range of one hundred

and twenty fathoms of one cable, and sixty of the other,

on deck ; and, having made every preparation for short-

ening sail, approach the anchorage boldly. Clew up
every thing, and let go the first anchor while she has

headway on sufficient to run out the whole range of one
* hundred and twenty fathoms, sheering her with the helm.

Then luff up into the wind, let go the other anchor, and

proceed to heave in to an equal scope on each.

777. The second method is to approach the spot where

you intend to place the weather anchor^ lay every thing

flat aback, and the moment the headway ceases, let go

the first anchor, and veer to as she drops astern. Then
clew up every thing, and haying run out the full scope

of 120 fathoms, stopper the cable and let go the other

anchor. Bring to on the first, and equalize the ranges.

This is only proper when the places to drop the anchors

are directly in the range of the wind.

778. In a very light air, the first anchor (776 a) may
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be let go under all sail, clewing up tlie moment it is gone

;

but in a fresh breeze, and having much headway on, you

should always clew up first.

T78 a. In mooring, a shackle should always be kept

near the bitts, to facilitate the operation of clearing

hawse.

779. As soon as the ship is moored the hearings should

be taken and entered on the log, together with the depth

of water in which the anchors were let go, and the scope

of cable out, and the draught of the ship.

780. One of the first things to be attended to after

mooring, is to bend the sheet cable, that the anchor may
be in readiness for letting go if necessary (337); and,

being bent, take in the slack of it, and stop it to small

bolts or staples in the side, so as to form as nearly as

possible a straight line against the side of the vessel;

have it neatly covered with mats to preserve it from

chafe, and have the covering painted white or black, to

correspond with the side of the vessel against which it

rests ; have it also well protected inboard by mats, etc.,

and triced up neatly against the beams.

781. A neat arrangement for the sheet cable is, to have

that part of it which leads from the anchor to within the

hawse-hole, of chain. The remaining part, whether of

hemp or chain, to be kept below until the weather may
make it necessary to get up a range.

782. WLile at anchor, the officer of the watch has as

much duty to attend to, and frequently more, than at

sea. They are for the most part of a different nature,

but require equally his close attention. He should at all

times know the state of the hawse, the direction of the

buoys, and the scope of cable out ; what boats are absent
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from the vessel, and for what purpose ; what orders are

to be executed during his watch, and what to be passed

to his relief. He should see that the signal officer, or

quarter-master, keeps an eye constantly upon the flag-

ship, if in squadron ; that all her motions and signals are

immediately reported and attended to ; that the answer-

ing pendant is bent and ready for immediate use ; and,

in fine, he should never allow himself to be taken by sur-

prise, or be unprepared to act in concert with the rest of

the squadron in the general exercises.

783. He should be particular that the boats moored at

the booms and astern, have boat-keepers always in them,

to drop or haul them to the gangway, or out of the way
of other boats coming along side.

784. He should be particular that the yards and stud-

ding-sail booms are kept square, the rigging hauled taut

and stopped in snugly aloft. That the ensign and, pen-

dant are up taut, and fly clear. He should never allow

the men to go aloft unnecessarily, and should see that the

sweepers, appointed to the dififerent decks, are always at

hand to answer the first call of the officers of the watch.

786. The crew should never be disturbed at their meals

if it can possibly be avoided, or called upon for any duty

during the term allotted to them, between piping to any

meal and turning to ; this is generally one hour, is a lib-

eral allowance, and should be strictly observed ; for while

you rigidly demand of a crew a strict attention to their

duties, and ready answer to your call at all times, you

should never infringe upon their rights, or lay yourself

liable to a charge of injustice.

786. Never allow a boat to leave the vessel, on any

duty, unless the crew are properly and uniformly dressed,

11*
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and have a flag in the boat ; and see that the officer

understands distinctly the orders given him—and on his

return makes a satisfactory report.

787. Be prepared, at all times, to receive boats coming
along side in the proper manner, with the usual form of

salutation to the officers who come in them.
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CHAPTEE XXVI.

CLEAEING HAWSE. TENDnSTG SHIP.

Y88. A VESSEL moored, and riding by either anchor,

having the cables clear of each other, " Bides with a

dea/r Jmwse" If her head is in a line between the two
anchors, so that the cables will each lead out from their

respective sides, and clear of the stem ; she then " Hides

to am, open ha/wse.''^

789. If, by swinging, she brings the cables to bear

upon each other, so as to be chafed by the motion of the

vessel ; she has " afoul hawse."

Y90. If, from having a clear hawse, she has swung
half round, or performed a half circle, she brings a ^^ cross

m the hoMse" and that cable will be uppermost by
which she is not riding. If it is the starboard cable she

must swing to starboard—^if the port, to port, to cleajr

the hawse.

791. But if she swings the wrong way, or the same
way she swung before, performing another half-circle,

then there is
" am elbow in the hawse" the same cable

being uppermost. "We wiU suppose that ia both iu-

stances she has swung to port, then the starboard cable

is ,of course over the port one, and she must swing to

starboard to bring the hawse clear. Thus from a cleao"

hawse she has performed a fiill circle to produce an elbow.

792. The next swing in the same direction brings " a
roimd l/wrn" in the hawse.
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793. And tlie next swing " a round tnirn cmd elbow,"

and BO on.

794. An attentive officer will always endeavor to

make his vessel, having a cross in the hawse, swing so as

to clear it, by means of the helm or otherwise (see tend-

ing). But if she swings the wrong way, he should lose

no time in resorting to the operation of clearing hawse

by the cables, thus

:

796. To clear by the leevrard Cable. Lash a large

block under the bowsprit, in which is snatched or rove

the clear hawse pendant ; this has a large hook turned

into its lower end, which hooks under the cable below

the turns, and by it the cable is triced up clear of the

water. Lash the cables well together below the turns.

If you are clearing by the port cable, send in the star-

board fore top-bowline, passing it around the cable so

as to take out the first turn, then in at the hawse-hole,

bending it to the clearing cable three or four fathoms

within ; then send in the port bowline and bend it to

the cable near the shackle or splice, and stop it along at

different intervals toward the hawse-hole.

796. Unshackle if a chain ; and draw the splice if a

hemp cable ; and bend a hawser, called a hawse-rope,, to

the end of the cable.

797. Eouse out the cable by the bowlines, veering by

the haw;ser, cutting the stops on the port bowline as it.

comes out, and hanging the bights of the cable to the

bowsprit by slip ropes ; the starboard bowline rousing

the cable over the riding one to take out the first turn.

When the cable is out, cast off the hawser, dip it, pass

it around the cable so as to take out the last turn, and

bend it again to the end of the cable. Now man the
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hawser inboard, and rouse in tlie cable, casting off the

slip-ropes as it goes in. Turn in the splice if hemp, or

shackle if chain ; clap on a deck-tackle and rouse it in

taut, bitt and stopper it, cast off the cable lashings, un-;

hook and send in the cleax-hawse pendant; and the

hawse is now clear.

797 a. But one bowline is now used, and instead of

a hawser, bent on the end of the chain, a long clear-hawse

pendant is used, haTirig two legs, in each of which is

turned a sister hook, and this hawse-pendant is led

through the hawse-hole for the sheet cable.

798. To .clear by the riding Cable. Having triced

up and lashed the cables together as before, point a stout

hawser through the hawse-hole (799), and bend it to the

riding cable below the lashing, with a rolling hitch

;

hanl the hawser well taut and secure it to the bitts.

Then proceed to clear hawse, as before, by means of the

bowlines and hawse-rope.

799. The hawser (798) should not lead out of the

same hawse-hole as the cable; by using another, but on

the same side of the stem, you have a space between

which will facilitate the operation. Tour largest and

best hawser should be used for this purpose.

800. If possible, there being little or no sea, it will be

more convenient to have the launch under the bows

while clearing hawse ; not only for the men to stand in

while lashing the cable, but also to pay the bights into,

instead of hanging them to the bowsprit by slip-ropes.

801. Tending Ship, at Single Anclior. " If there

be wind sufficient to. keep the cable taut, the ship should

never be allowed to approach her anchor. Should calm

or little wind render insufficient the use of sail^, the
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cable should be ' shortened in' as soon as the tide begins

to slacken."

—

GlasoocKs Mcmual.

802. This simple rule : to keep a taut cable, and to

tend always on the same side of the anchor, using the

helm, jib, spanker, and occasionally the mizzen topsail,

is sufficient, without entering into a statement of the

varieties of situations in which the vessel may be placed.

If you have followed me attentively through the fore-

going chapters, you are now, I trust, sufficiently ac-

quainted with the effect of the wind and tide upon a

vessel, and the manner in which the helm and sails

should be used, to enable you, at a glance, to determine

how to effect the object contained in the above rule.

By keeping a taut cable, and tending always on the

same, side of the anchor, you avoid fouling the cable

with the stock or upper fluke, which would have a ten-

dency to trip it. And by the use of the sails recom-

mended above, you shoot her on whichever side of the-

anchor you may wish to.
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CHAPTEE XXYII.

STATIOKma A CREW.

IN WATCHES. ^AT QXTABTEES. ^PAJBTNEES. ^FOE ALL EVO-

LUnONS. THE STATIOHING TABLES. APPEENTICES.

803. TJpoiir a judicious distribution of the physical

force, and a proper arrangement of tlie men, depends

greatly the facility with which evolutions may be per-

formed. In filling important stations, such men are se-

lected as by their long services and capacities ara best

suited to them. By ascertaining the length of time

each man has been at sea, and in. the service of the

United States ; the stations they held in the last vessel

to which they belonged ; being also governed in some

measure by the general bearing, manner, and appear-

ance of each
;
you will be enabled readily to appoint to

them their proper stations.

804. Both in watching and quartering a crew, they

should be so stationed that they will find their general

duties to be in some particular part of the vessel—^for

instance—a forecastleman or foretopman should be sta-

tioned, in all the evolutions, on or near the forecastle,

and aroimd the foremast ; and quartered at one of the

forward guns. The maintopmen and waisters amid-

ships, afterguard and marines abaft, carpenters in the

vicinity of the pumps, and so on.

805. A system oipa/rtners is also greatly conducive to
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regularity in the performance of (Juty—^that is—^having

tlie men divided off in pairs, so that eacli man may
know his partner, and be responsible for his station

when he is absent from the vessel or deck. The part-

ners should be stationed at the same gun, but on differ-

ent sides, should have the same station in different

watches ; there should be but one in the same boat, and,

if possible, the other should not belong to any boat

;

their hammocks should hang as nearly as possible to-

gether, and they should mess together ; thus would they

be united in a common feeling of support.

806. The petty ofl&cers, viz., boatswain's-matesi, quar-

ter-masters, quarter-gunners, captains of the forecastle

and tops, coxswains, &c., are appointed from among

those seamen whose characters and capacities have enti-

tled them to advancement to these stations, where they

are intrusted with much responsibility and authority,

and are expected to set an example to the rest of the

crew, in their general deportment and attention to their

duties. There are other petty officers, as master-at-

arms, ship's corporals, cockswain, ship's cook, stew-

ards, &c.

807. On the forecastle are stationed able seamen, men
acquainted with all the duties of a sailor, together with

a few ordinary seamen, and landsmen.

808. In the tops are stationed seamen ; ordinary sea-

men, active, able-bodied men ; and a few boys of the first

class to handle the light sails.

809. The mastmen and captains of the after guard

should be elderly seamen^—^if there are any on board who
are not petty officers—who though incapable of perform-

ing the rough work of a forecastle or top, may fill these
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stations well. The after guard should be made up ofa
few seamen, ordinary seamen, and landsmen.

809 a. The iraisters should be ordinary seamen and

landsmen. Single-decked vessels have no waisters, their

duties being, in frigates, principally on the gun deck.

The mechanics, musicians, and servants, are generally

watched in the after guard or waist.

810. Idlers are such as are not watched, having day

duties to perform of a peculiar nature ; such as master-at-

arms
;
yeomen who have charge of the store-rooms, and

keep the expenditure books; cooks, officers' servants,

etc. These men, though not required to keep a regular

watch, should have stations allotted to them in all the

evolutions.

811. There are a number of officers in all vessels who
are termed idlers ; viz. : the captain or commander, first

lieutenant or executive officer, master, paymaster, sur-

geon, marine officer, chaplain, clerks, and the midshipmen

who are stationed on the lower decks. They are termed

idlers because not watch officers, their duties being pecu-

liar to their office.

812. The marines are always watched at sea, and pez'-

form duty on the quarter deckvith the after guard.

813. A few ofthe smaller boys, who are not distributed

among the tops to work the top-gallant and royal yards,

and hand the light saUs, are stationed on the quarter deck

as messengers.

814. After the watch bill is made, having divided the

men equally in two watches, starboard and port, the

other station bills for tacking and wearing, reefing and

hoisting, making and shortening sail, mooring and un-

mooring, gettingunder way, and coming to anchor, are
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formed from it ; taking care to have at each station an

equal number of each watch, so that with but one watch

on deck, the vessel may be worked and all stations

manned ; this divides the force, and you have an equal

number of men on each side of the deck.

814 a. In selecting men for captains of guns, take those

petty officers who are not appointed to more important

stations, men long accustomed to the gun exercise on

shipboard, steady, trusty, and able-bodied, with good

sights ; after supplying the guns with first captains, pro-

ceed, upon the same principle, in selecting second cap-

tains from among the seamen ; then the spongers and

loaders, who should be light active men ; shot and wad
men, crow and handspike men, &c., in the order in which

they are enumerated.

815. For the first division of boarders, you will want

the most effective men ; for sail-trimmers, men stationed

on the spar deck ; at the wheel, the best helmsman in

the vessel; at the relieving-tackles, an officer or quarter-

master with a few men to steer the vessel in case the

wheel or tiller ropes are shot away. In the magazine are

stationed the gunner and his mates, and the cooper.

Select' for the stations below, for passing powder, shot,

etc., those men who would be the least effective on deck,

or least capable of acting promptly in the heat of action.

Have in the master's division, to attend the stoppers

and to remain in the tops, active topmen.

816. The first lieutenant, under the direction of the

commander, works the batteries, while the master, under

the directions of both, and assisted by the boatsw'ain on

the forecastle, attends to the manoeuvres. The other

lieutenants are stationed, one to command each division.
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The marines, under tlie command of tlieir officer, are in

the waist, or on the poop, and often some are stationed

in each top, to annoy the*men at the enemy's guns. The

midshipmen are distributed about in the tops, and at the

divisions, to the best advantage.

817. One thing to be particularly observed in watching

the men is, to have a fiiU crew for one of the quarter or

stern boats in each watch, that in case a man* falls over-

board, these men shall understand that they, aTid they

only, are to busy themselves in lowering the boat.

818. In a previous edition of this work, I introduced

a set of stationing tables, by which to station the crews

of different classes ofvessels. I have since that attempted

to place at the disposal of the officers of the Navy a more

extended and perfect set of station bills for all classes of

vessels ; but as they would reach beyond the limits of

this work, I am forced, at present, to omit them.
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A.

Aback. Applied to the sails of a vessel, when the wind acts

upon them in a direction that has a tendency to force her

astern.

The saUs of a vessel are said to be " taken ahacM'' when they

are brought aback by a sudden change of wind, or by an

alteration of the vessel's course, either intentional or through

negligence.

They are laid-ahacje, or hraced-ahach, by bracing around the

yard, for some purpose. See Chapter XX.
Abaft. Applied to a vessel, signifies that part of her which is

the nearest to the stern. Thus, one thing is said to heahaft the

other when nearer to the stern. An object is said to " hear

abaft the beam," when it is between the line of the keel and

another line drawn at right angles to it.

Aboard. Within the vessel.

To fall-aboard—one vessel coming in collision with another,

either by intention or accident.

To haul-aboard—the act of hauling down the weather clews

of the fore or main courses, by the tacks, to the deck or

bumpkin.

About. On the other tack. See Working to Windward, Chap-

ter XVII,
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To go-about, is to tact, or wear a vessel.

" Ready-about" is the order given by the officer to the crew to

take their stations for " tacking shi]}."

Abox. The situation of the head yards when braced sharp

aback, on the v?ind—it is generally applied only to the head-

yards, in performing any evolution. See S98 to 612.

Abeeast. Side by side—applied to the relative positions of

two vessels, or of one vessel with any place, without regard

to the distance.

Abeeast (in Naval Tactics). Two or more vessels, lying, or

standing on with their keels on parallel lines, or their heads

equally advanced, are abreast of each other ; but if one of

those vessels be not standing on a line parallel with the others,

but is ,on a line abeam of them, she is abreast of the other ves-

sels, though they are not abreast of her.

Line-abreast. The situation or disposition of a squadron, when

advancing parallel to each other, and equally advanced.

Accommodation. See Ladder.

A cTioN. A naval action—a battle or engagement between ves-

sels.

Adbift. a vessel is adrift, when she has broken loose from her

moorings, or from single anchor.

Afloat. The situation of a vessel, when she has a sufficient

body of water under her bottom, to buoy her up from the

ground.

Afokb. Forward—used in contradistinction to abaft.

Afoul. See Jbul.

Aft. Near the stem of the vessel.

J^ore and aft, from one end of the vessel to the other.

Sight aft, the bearing of an object when it is astern, and in a

line with the keel of a vessel.

To haul aft, or Trim aft the fore, main, spanker, or jib'Sheels,

is to draw the after clews of the sails nearer toward the^

stem.
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After. Nearer toward the stem ; used in distinguisliing ob-

jects, the one being abaft the other; as the "after-hatch-

way,^'' the "after-sails" the "after-coamings of a hatch."

After-guard, that part of the crew which is stationed in the after

part of a vessel.

A-GooD-puLL. See Full.

Aground. "Used in contradistinction to afloat. The situation

of a vessel when any part of her keel or bottom hangs or

rests upon the ground.

Ahead. Further advanced, or lying immediately in the direc-

tion of a vessel's course—^in the latter case you would say

Right ahead.

To run ahead of the reckoning, is to make a greater distance

by your observations, than by your dead-reckoning.

Ahull. The situation of a vessel, having all her sails furled,

and helm lashed alee. See Trying.

: Aim. To ialce aim—to point a gun to the object.

Lateral Aim (Ordnance). See Point.

-Axes. The helm is alee, when the tiller is pushed down to-

ward the lee side of the vessel, in order to bring or keep the

head of the vessel up to the wind.

All. All hands—the whole crew—used variously by the

boatswain and his mates, in calling the men to their duties,

either after the expiration of their meals, or to perform any

evolution. In the latter case the object of the summons is

added, as "All hands to tack ship," "All hands to reef iop-

All-in-the-wind, the situation of a vessel when her sails are shak-

ing, by being too near the wind.

All-abach, All-afloat, All-aground, etc., chiefly used in commu-

nicating intelligence.

AlVs well, an exclamation of a sentinel at stated periods, to pro-

claim the absence of danger, and show that he is awake and

watchful.
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Alott. At the mast-heads, on the yards, in the tops, or in any

part of the rigging above the decks.

"Lay aloft" ''Aloft topmen," etc., are orders to the men to go

aloft.

Along. Along-side by the side of a vessel or -wharf. " To lay

alongside" is to place one vessel by the side of another.

Along-shore. Along the coast—to cruise or sail along, nearly

parallel to, aild near the shore.

Amain. Suddenly, at once; as "Lower amain," "Let go

amain" etc.

Amidships. The centre between two extremes, either of length

or breadth.

To put the hilm amidships, is to place the tiller on a line with

the keel.

Ammunition. In the common or general use of the term, ap-

plies to all those military stores which are used in charging

and discharging a piece of ordnance ; as powder, cartridges,

shot of all kinds, wads, matches, and priming, etc.

Anchor. The anchors used in vessels are the sheet, the bower,

'the stream, and the hedge ; and with reference to their posi-

tions, they are termed, the flood, the ehh, the sea or shore an-

''
chors, the weather or lee anchors.

An anchor comes home, when it loses its hold of the ground,

by the violence of the sea or wind ; in which case, as the

vessel drifts, the anchor drags.

A foul anchor, is when the cable is entangled around the stock

and shank ; or when it has caught into some other anchor,

cable, or wreck.

A-cock-bill. The state of an anchor when suspended at the

cat-head ready for letting go.

The anchor is apeak, when the cable is hove in so as to bring

the vessel nearly over her anchor.

The anchor is atrip or aweigh, the moment it ia disengaged

from the ground.
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To cast anchor, is to release it from the cat-head, by lettin^run

the cat-head stopper, that it may fall to the bottom and hold

the vessel.

To lie at anchor, or riding at anchor ; the situation of a vessel

which is kept in a particular place by her anchor resting on

the ground.

To back-an-anchor ; to lay out or plant a smaller anchor, ahead

of the larger one by which the vessel rides ; the cable of the

, former being, fastened to the crown of the latter, or secured

with a running clinch around the cable of the latter, to fetch

up at the ring.

To cat and fish an anchor ; to raise the ring to the cat-head by

the cat-purchase, and then raise the flooks to the gunwale

by the fish-purchase, after which the cat-stopper and shank-

painter are passed. See Chapter X.

To sweepfor an anchor ; to sweep with the bight of a rope over

the bottom, to find a lost anchor.

To shoe an anchor ; to place over the flooks broad, triangnlar

pieces of plank, that the anchor may hold better in soft bottom.

To weigh an anchor ; to heave it up to the bows by means

of the cable, and the purchase applied thereto. See para-

graph 360.

Anchorage. A suitable place to drop an anchor, that is,

. neither too deep, shallow, or rocky—" There is good anchor-

age at such a place," or " good holding ground,"

ANCHORING. Coming to anchor.

An-End. See On-end.

Answee. To reply—" The vessel has answered^tfUr signal"

To mind—" She answers her helm."

A:b^Kk. See Anchor.

ApROif. A covering of lead or other material for the lock and

vent of a cannon.

In ship building, it is a piece of timber fixed behind the lower

part of the stem, just above the fore end of the keeL
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Of ^ doct, is a platform raised at the entrance, a little higher

than the bottom, against which the gates are shut.

Arm. The extremity of a bibb or bracket. See Bibbs.

Yard-arm. See Yard.

Arming. A piece of tallow placed in a cavity at the lower end

of the hand and deep-sea leads, by which the nature and quality

of the soundings are made known.

Armed ship. One armed and equipped like a vessel of war.

Armorer. A petty officer, whose employment is to keep in

repair the lighter implements of war, and to do all the iron

work required for the vessel.

Armorer's mate, assistant to the armorer.

Arms. All the implements of war used in public armed ships.

Small arms, muskets, pistols, etc., usgd in contradistinction to

great guns.^

Arsenal. Naval or military—a public magazine, in which are

kept arms of all descriptions.

Articles of War. Eules and regulations for the better gov-

ernment of the Navy, established by act of Congress.

Ashore. Used in contradistinction to aboard, when applied to

a person or thing

—

"He left the vessel and went' ashore."

Applied to a vessel, it means that she is resting with her keel

or bottom on the ground or on rocks, whether caused by acci-

dent or design

—

"She was driven ashore by the force of the

swell." " They ran her ashore on a sandy beach."

A-SHORT-STAT. In getting under way, when the cable is hove in

so that it is nearly up and down.

Astern. Used in opposition to ahead.

A-TAUNT. A vessel is said to be all-a-taunt, when she has all

her masts up and rigged.

A-TAUT-LEECH. The topsails or top-gallant sails are up a-taut-

leech, when they are hoisted up sufficiently in setting them.

Athwart. • Across, or at right angles with the vessel's course,

or the line of the keel.
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Athwart-ships, tlie position of any thing when placed at |ight

angles .with the line of the vessel's keel.

Athwart-hau'se, is applied to the situation of a vessel when she

is brought, by accidenfr or design, across the bow of another,

whether the vessels come in contact, or are only very near to

each other.

Atbip. See Anchor.

Attack. To assault—

"

We attacked the enemy's van"

Avast. To stop or desist—as "Avast heaving ! " '^Avast haul-

ing:'

Avoid (in Naval Tactics). To avoid action is, by sMlful manoeu-

vring, to preserve or increase the distance from an enemy, so

that an action is avoided.

A-WEATHER. The situation of the helm when its tiller is placed

over toward the weather side of the vessel—i^ opposition to

alee.

A-WBiaH. See Anchor atrip.

Awning. A covering of canvas stretched over the deck of a

vessel or boat, to protect the ship's company from the sun or

rain.

Ay ! Tes—always used in reply on board of a vessel of war.

Ay-ay, sir ! in answer to an order, implies not only that the

order is heard and understood, but alsp that it will be obeyed.

B.

Back. To haclc ah anchor. See Anchor.

To hack and fill, an operation performed in a tide-way. See

paragraph 629.

To back astern, to force a boat stern foremost by use of its oars.

To hacJc the sails, see Aback.

Bach-board, a board placed athwart the stem of a boat for the

passengers to lean against.
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BacJc-stays—standing, and breast—extending from the head of

a mast to the chain-wails, to support the mast from aft.

Travelling back-stays, are so termed from having a traveller on

the topmast, which slides up and d^wn as the yard is hoisted

up or lowered for one or more reefs, by which the principal

support is kept at that part of the mast which is just above

the yard (now not in use in United States vessels).

Baffling winds. Unsteady, shifting about from one point to

another.

Bagpipe. To bagpipe the mizzen, is to lay it aback by bringing

the sheet to the mizzen rigging.

Balance. To balance-reef a sail, is to reduce it to its last reef,

generally applied to fore-and-aft sails, as the fore and main

sails of schooners.

Ballast. A quantity of iron, stone, or gravel, placed in a ves-

sel's hold, to counterbalance the effort of the wind upon the

sails and masts. Iron ballast used in our public vessels is in

pigs, and are stowed on each side of the kelson. Shingle

ballast is, of course, gravel. See Chapter XII.

Bands. Beef-bands are slips of canvas sewed across a sail, to

strengthen it in the wake of the reef-points.

Banian Days. A term used among sailors, for those days upon

which certain articles of their rations are served to them.

Bank. An elevation on the bottom of the sea—as the bank of

Newfoundland.

Boats are said to be double or single banked, according as the

oars are pulled by the men sitting two on each seat, or alter-

nately one on each side.

Bab—of a port, is a bank or shoal of sand or gravel, thrown up

by the sea at the entrance of a harbor, or mouth of a river.

Babe poles. A vessel at sea is said to be under bare poles

when she has no sail set—^in which case she may be either

lying to or scudding before a gale.

Babgb. See Boats.
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Bare:, or Barque, a tLree-masted vessel, having Let fore and

main masts, rigged as a stip, and lier mizzen as a schooner.

Barnacle. A shell-fish often found on the bottom of vessels.

Bars. Hatch-bars of iron, secured over the hatches to prevent

their being opened.

Capstan bars, are strong bars of vyood, made to fit into the

piffeon-holes of the capstan, to heave it around for weighing

the anchor, or other purpose.

Base-ring (Ordnance). See Reinforce.

Basin. A haven wherein vessels may lie securely for repairs.

Battens. For the hatches, are narrow laths of wood, or straight-

ened hoops, nailed over the tarpaulins around the hatches,

that no water may penetrate or pass under them.

Battens for the hammocks to hang to are nailed along the

beams.

Battens for strengthening spars, or to prevent chafe, are pieces

of oak, or other wood, nailed on the spars.

Battery. " A parapet wall of stone, etc., thrown up to cover

the men einployed about the guns from the enemy's shot."

Hence, that part of a vessel's side, between the two decks,

covering the men statioted at the guns, is properly the battery.

The term is most commonly applied, on shipboard, to the

guns on one deck, as, "The main deck battery," "Spar deck

battery." It is also applied to those on one side, as, 'TAe *ter»

hoard or port battery.'"

Battle. Naval. An engagement between two squadrons,

fleets, or single ships.

Order ofBattle (in Naval Tactics). Is the most approved arrange-

ment for a fleet or squadron, when preparing for battle with

an enemy. The line-of-battle ships, being ranged in line-ahead,

close-hauled, or nearly so,'~and under easy sail. On another line

parallel with this, and farther removed from the enemy, are

the frigates, fire-ships, and steamers. And on anothe^^e, still

further removed from the enemy, to windward or to leeward as
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the case may be, are the sloops of war, store ships, transports,

&c. This arrangement has been found the best for preserving

order in battle.

Line of haitle (in Naval Tactics). The arrangensent of any num-

ber of vessels, line-ahead, and on nearly a close-hauled course.

This applies to a single column of vessels.

Bat. An inlet between two capes of land, wherein vessels may
ride at anchor.

The sick hay, in a vessel of war, is that part of her appropriated

to the sick, and to the use of the surgeon in visiting and pre-

scribing to them.

Beach. The sea shore, or that part of it which is washed by
the waves, "a sandy or gravelly beach."

Beacon. A mark, whether a stake, buoy, or vessel, placed

over a shoal or sand-bank, to warn vessels of the danger in

approaching it.

Beau. The beams of a vessel are strong pieces of timber,

stretching across from side to side- to support the decks. They
are firmly connected with the sides of the vessel by strong

knees.

On the weather or lee beam, in the bearing of any object, means
'

any distance from the vessel on a line with her beam, to wind-

ward or to leeward, or at right angles with the line of her

keel.

A vessel is on her beam ends when she inclines very much on

either side, so that her beams approach toward a vertical

position. Sailors often apply it to a person lying down.

Beak. The direction of an object is expressed by its bearing

from the vessel, or position of the observer ; as, " The stranger

bears N. by E.," or "abaft the lee beam," or '' right ahead."

Bear away (in Naval Tactics). To change a vessel's course by
turning her head from the wind, to any intermediate course

from that to having the wind directly aft, whether she was
sailing close-hauled or free. The term has reference to the
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motion of the vessel's head from the wind. The same manoeu-

vre is also expressed by another term, viz., to bear up. The

latter has reference to the act of putting the tiller up, or to

windward, for the purpose of causing the motion of the vessel's

head from the wind.

To bear down upon a vessel, is to approach her from to windward.

To bear in with, or beat: offfrom the land, is to steer the vessel

toward, or from it.

To bear off, is to keep any weight, which is being hoisted up,

clear of the side or hatch.

To bear a hand, is to make haste.

Bearings (iu Naval Tactics). Lines of bearings, are lines upon

which a number of vessels may be sailing, when, if hauled by

the wind, they will be Line ahead, or in Line of battle ; and

they will be on the starboard or port lines of bearing according

to the tack upon which they haul up. Vessels may be on one of

these hues of bearing, and standing on any course. They may
be on the starboard tack, and.still be on the port line of bear-

ing ;• for example, suppose the wind to be from N. N. W., the

vessels standing E. N. E., and on a line east and west. They

are thus sailing two points free, or with the wind on the port

beam, while they are actually on the starboard line of bearing

;

for if they tack together they will be Line ahead, waA close

hauled on the starboard tack, or in Line of battle.

Bearings—of the land, of a vessel, or any object—taken at sea

or at anchor, by the compass. See Bear.

Beating. To progress to windward, or against the direction

of the wind. See Working to Windward, Chapter XVII.

Becalm. To intercept the wind in its passage to an object. A
vessel becalmed under the lee of land, or from there being no

wind, remains stationary in the water, her sails hanging loose

against the mast.

Beokets. To confine ropes or spars. The fore and main tacks

and sheets are confined by beckets to the rigging, to prevent
12*
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their tanging on tlie deck or overboard. See Button and

loop.

Bed. JBeds for casts to rest on, to keep the bilge from resting

on the deck, are thick pieces of timber made to fit under the

quarters of the cask. See Chapter XII.

Bed of a river, is the bottom of the channel.

Beds for carronades or mortars, are the carriages on which they

are mounted.

Bees. Pieces of plank bolted to the outer end of the bowsprit,

to reeve the fore topmast stays through.

Belay. To belay a rope, is to fasten it by taking several turns

with it around a belaying-pin, cleat, or kevel.

Belaying-pins, are iron or wooden pins, placed in the rail at the

mast, or at the side, to belay -ropes on.

Bellt. " The hollow part of compass timbej, the round part of

which is called the back ;" also applied to the forward sur-

face of square sails when filled with wind, or bellying out.

Bend. A bend is the knot by which one rope is made fast to

another.

To bend, is to fasten one rope to another, or to any thing. To

bend a sail, is to fasten it to its yard, gafi', or hanks. To bend

a cable, is to clinch it to the ring of its anchor. There are

different kinds of bends to suit different purposes, as the fish-

erman^s bend, which is used in attaching a rope to a spar for

the purpose of a halyard, the studdingrsail halyards are thus

bent to the yards. The carrick bend and sheet bend, used

variously for connecting hawsers, or other ropes.

Bends are also seizings, to confine the clinch of a cable (see 332,

333).

Bends of a vessel, the strongest part of the side to which the

beams, knees, and foot-hooks are bolted, or the space from

the water's edge to the bulwarks.

Bentiok. See Shrouds.

Berth. The place in which a vessel lies while at anchor ; as,
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" sh& lies in a good berth" that is, she has good anchorage, or

is conveHiently situated.

It is also the place allotted to a person on board .to sleep in ; and

often applied to his situation on board, as, " he has a good,

profitable, or easy berth."

^'To berth a ship's company," is to allot to the crew their places

in which to sling their hammocks.

Bbtwekn-deces. The space contained between any two decks

of a vessel.

Bibbs, are bolted to the hounds of a mast, to support the trestle-

trees.

BieHT, of a rope or cable, is the double part of it when folded,

in contradistinction to the ends.

Bight is also a small bay between two points of land.

BiLOE, or BiLDGE, Or Bulge, of a cast, is its largest circumfer-

ence, extending around by the bung-hole. It is also that part

of the floor of a ship, which is nearer ^o a horizontal than a

perpendicular direction, and on which a vessel would rest, if

aground; hence, when a vessel is fractured by striMng the

ground, she is said to be bilged.

Bilge-water, is that which has remained in the bilge of a vessel,

and becomes of a dirty color, and oflFensive.

Bill. See Anchor.

Bills, Watch, Quarter and Station Bills, containing the names

and stations of all the officers and crew of a vessel of war, by

which they are mustered to any duty.

Bill-Boards, are pieces of thick plank, fixed on the forward

part of the fore-channels, for the reception of the anchor;

they are armed with iron plates, which enables the biU of the

anchor to move freely over them.

Binnacle. The box placed near the helm to contain the com-

BiTS or BiTTs. Pieces of timber, placed perpendicularly iij the

forward part of a vessel, to secure .the cables to. The whole
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frame, formed of the upriglit and cross-pieces, is jcalled the

hitts.

To bin the cable. See Cables, paragraph 344.

Thert) tire also other bitts to secure ropes to, as, the topsail

sheet bitts.

Bitter. The bitter or inner end of a cable, is that which is

abaft the bitts. i

Elekd a Buoy. See paragraph 3'76.

Blade of an oar, is the flat part of it, which holds the water

in rowing.

Blanc. See Point blanc.

Blocks, are of various descriptions, and used for various pur-

poses. They are either made or mortised ; are used for pur-

chases, leaders, or to confine ropes in certain directions, or to

certain parts of the vessel.

Made blocks are composed of four parts, as foUow :

1st. The shell, or outside.

2d. The sheave, or wheel on which the rope turns.

3d. The pin, or axle on which the sheave turns.

4th. The strap, either of rope or iron, which encircles the

whole, and by which it is confined to any particular place.

Mortised blocks are made of a single block of wood, mortised

out to receive a sheave. All blocks are either single, double,

triple, or fourfold, according to the number of sheaves con-

tained within the shell.

There are also other blocks without sheaves, used as leaders, or

fixtures, to receive the ends of stays, shrouds, or other ropes

;

as hearts, dead-eyes, bulls-eyes, &c.

All blocks take their names from the purposes to which they

are applied, or from their forms, as follow :

JBee-blocks. See Bees. In the outer end of the bees, on each

side of the bowsprit ; have sheaves over which the topmast

stay on one side, and the spring stay on the other, are rove.

See paragraph 124.
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Bulls-eye, A wooden thimble, without a sheave, having a hole

through the centre, and a groove around it.

Cat-block. A large double or threefold block, iron strapped

with a large hoot ; to raise the anchor up to the bows, or

rather, to the cat-head.

CheeJc-hlocJcs, or half-blocks, made of a half-shell, and bolted

against a mast or spar. The chief bolt serving as a pin for

the sheave to turn on, the mast or spar serving for the other

half of the shell.

Glewgarnet-hlocks, are single blocks strapped to the quarters of

the lower yards, the strap around the yard being a continu-

ation of the strap of the block. The block hangs under the

yard, and receives the clewgarnet. See 147.

Clewline-blocks. Similar to the clewgarnet blocks, except in

size, are strapped to the topsail, topgallant, and royal yards,

to reeve the clewlines through.

D-Block. So named from its form, is sometimes bolted to the

ship's side or channels, to receive lifts, &c.

Dead-eyes. Blocks of wood made in a circular form, having a

groove around the outer edge, and three holes through them

for the lanyards to reeve through. Paragraphs 75, 76,77 a.

Deep-sea-line-blocks. Small wooden snatch blocks, used in

sounding, as leaders, to haul in the line through, to keep it

clear of the rail.

Euphroe (pro. Euvro). A long piece of wood, having a number

of holes, through which the crowfoot for the awning is rove.

Fiddle-blocks. See Long-Tackle Block.

Fish-block. Iron-bound, and fitted like the cat-block, to haul

up the flukes of the anchor to the gunwale.

Fly-block. The upper block of the topsail halyards. See

178.

Qin-blocks. For the topsail tye. See paragraph 110 a.

Giriline-block^ Single blocks lashed to the ipast-head, to re-

ceive girtlines in rigging ship.
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Heart, for a collar, has a hole through it to receive the stay

;

the collar encircling the heart as a strap.

Heart, a block of wood, so named from its form. It has a

large hole in the centre, with grooves or scores, through

which are rove the lanyards, to set up the stay which is strap-

ped around it. All stays of United States vessels of war,

are now set up through large bulls-eyes to their own parts,

and not with lanyards.

Jron-bound-blocks, with hooks
;
generally have their hooks to

work in swivels, that they may turn and keep the parts of

the purchase fair. The cat and fish blocks are exceptions.

Jack-blocks, large single blocks. See paragraph 262.

Jear-blocks. Large twofojd or triple blocks, used to hoist or

lower the fore or main yards.

Jewel-blocks. Single blocks at the extremity of the topsail,

top-gallant, and royal-yards : through which the studding-

sail halyards are rove. The head of the sail, when set, is

hoisted up to them.

Leading-blocks or Leaders. Any block, usually a snatch-block,

placed -most conveniently for the purpose of leading a fall

through. See Snatch-block.

Long-tackle or Fiddle-blocks. A long shell having one sheave

over the other, the lower one being smaller than the upper.

It is used, with a single block, to form a long-tackle, for

hoisting in, etc., used often for yard-tackles.

Main-sheet-block. A double or triple block, through which the

main-sheet of a schooner is rove.

Monkey-blocks, are small single blocks, strapped sometimes with

a swivel, for the convenience of leading ropes freely in any

direction.

Nine-pin-block. In form like a nine-pin, and fitted in belaying

rails or fife rails. They serve as leaders for the running rig-

ging. They taper, above and below the sheave, to the ends,

which are fixed in the rail, serving as a vertical axis.
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Quarter-hlocJcs. Single blocks strapped under the quarters of

the yards, to serve as leaders for th^sheets of the sail above.

See 143, I7l.

BacJc-hlocJcs. A range of small blocks, made from one piece of

wood, with the two ends in form of a dove-tail for the lashing

by which they are secured. They serve as leaders for tho

running rigging (now out of use).

Shoe-blocks. Two single blocks, cut in a solid piece, transversely

to each other, the sheaves leading in contrary directions.

They are used for the legs and falls of buntlines.

Shoulder-Mocks. Large single blocks, square at one end, and

cut sloping in the direction of the sheave ; used on the yard-

arm to lead in the sheets of the sail above ; are kept upright

by means^ the shoulder, and prevent the sheets from jamb-

ing between the block and yard.

Sister blocks. Formed of one solid piece, with two sheaves,

one above the other ; between the sheaves , is a score for the mid-

dle seizing ; along the sides through which the pins are driven,

are scores or grooves to receive the topmast shrouds. They

are seized between the two shrouds, and serve as leaders for

the lifts and reef-tackles. See paragraphs 175, 466.

Snatch-blocks, having a single sheave, and a notch cut through

one of its cheeks to receive the bight of a rope, without the

trouble or delay in reeving ij, They are iron-strapped ; that

part of the strap over the notch being made to lift up with a

hinge, and is coniined down, after the rope is snatched, by a

hook. They are used for heavy purchases, or leading-blocks

for halyards, and are strapped with a swivel-hook at one end.'

The snatch-block invented by Mr. Evans, boatswain ; and a

still better one by Lieut. J. S. Paine, are improvements on
the one described above, and receive the rope at the end, in-

stead of at the side.

Strap-bound-blocks, are single blocks with a shoulder on each

side at the upper part, to receive the strap through, a little
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above the pin ; wMcli prevents tlie strap from chafing. They

are used for clew-garrifets.

TelegrapJi-hlochs. Small blouks with many sheaves, used in

maMng telegraphic signals.

Thick-and-ihin or quarter-Mocks. Double blocks having one

sheave thicker than the other, used for quarter-blocks.

Top-block. A large single block, iron-bound, and strapped with

a hook. When used, is hooked to an eye-bolt in the lower

cap, for the top-pendant to reeve through.

Tye-hlock or bollock-block. Secured on the topsail yards, to

reeve the tye through. See paragraph 168.

, Voil or voyal-blocks, are large single blocks used in heaving up

anchors.

Warping-hlocks. Used for warping off yarns. tK,

Block-and-block or two-blocks, is the situation of a tackle when

the two blocks are drawn close together, so that the purchase

ceases. The act of drawing the blocks asunder, is termed

fleeting thepurchase.

Blockade. To blockade a seaport, is to place a force at the en-

trance, suflBcient to prevent vessels from entering or leaving it.

To raise a blockade, is to force or drive the blockading squad

ron from its station.

Bluff. A bluff of land is that which is high and projecting

into the sea. s

A vessel is said to be hluff-howed or bluff-headed in contradis-

tinction to those that are sharp forward.

Board. The space contained between the two. points, where

a vessel changes her course in tacking.

To make a good board, implies that you have lost little or none

to leeward.

Half board. See paragraph 617 a.

To board, is to enter a vessel as an enemy or friend
;
you board

an enemy to capture her, and a stranger £o receive news,, or

make a communication.
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By the hoard. The main mast went hy the board, that is, over

the side.

Sterrirboard. The motion of a. vessel going stem foremost.

Boarders. A force appointed to attack an enemy by board-

ing.

Boarding-pike. A defensive weapon, used in repelling an ene-

my, or in boarding.

Boats. The boats of a vessel of war are distinguished by

various appellations, as the launch, a double-banked and the

largest boat, used for heavy work, such as weighing or carry-

ing out kedges or anchors, &c., and transporting to and from

the vessel provisions and water. The barge is a large double-

banked boat, used by the commander of the vessel. The

cutters, double-banked, generally used for carrying officers

and other persons, and for other purposes. The gig, a long

narrow single-banked boat, used by the captain in smooth

water. The jolly-boat, or dingy, is a small boat used for

light work.

To trim boat, is to dispose the weight in her, so that she shall

float upright on the water.

To bale a boat, is to throw out the water that may be in her.

To moor a boat, is to secure her alongside, at a wharf or at a

buoy, so that she may be steady, and safe from injury.

Boat's crew. The men appointed to a boat.

Boat-keeper. The man left in her alongside, or at a wharf, to

keep her clear of other boats.

Boat-hook. An iron hook with a staff, by which the boat is

held, head and stern, to the wharf or by the ship.

Boat-skids. Wooden frames on which the boats rest when in-

board, between the fore and main masts.

BoATSWAiir. A warranted officer, whose duty, under the ex-

ecutive officer, is to superintend the rigging of the vessel, to

keep it in good order. He also calls the crew to duty, or to

any evolution.
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Boatswain^s-mate. A petty officer, assistant to the boatswain

in all his duties.

Bob-stats. Used to confine the bowsprit down to the stem

or cut-water. See Rigging the Bowsprit^ 43.

Bold-shore. A term applied to a sea coast that is abrupt,

and admitting the near approach of vessels.

Bold-stretch. When, in working along the land, you run in

near to it, or any danger, before tacking.

Bolsters. Pieces of soft wood made in the form of one-

fourth of a cylinder, covered with tarred canvas, and placed

on the trestle-trees and against the mast, for the collars of

the shrouds to rest on ; they form a smooth surface for the

shroud, and prevent chafe. See paragraph 51.

On the shoulders of yards, or of the topgallant and royal masts,

gromets of rope are placed for the same purposes.

Bolt. Eye-holts or ring-holts, driven into the side or deck of

a vessel, through a beam, to hook tackles, stoppers, &c., to,

or for other purposes.

Bolts, used in ship-building, long cylindrical bars of iron or

copper; used to secure or unite the different parts of the

vesseL

Bolt-rope. To which the head, leeches, and foot of sails are

sewed, to strengthen them and prevent their rending. They

are termed the head-rope, leech-rope, av foot-rope, as they are

situated ; to the bolt-rope around the sail are attached the

cringles, blocks, bowline-bridles, and all the gear that is used

in clewing it up or setting it.

BoNNBT. An additional piece of canvas attached to the foot

of a sail by latchings, used on the jib and foresail of schoon-

ers.

Boom. Of a harbor, in marine fortification, is an iron chain

fastened to a number of spars, and extending athwart the

mouth of a harbor or river, to prevent an enemy from enter-

ing.
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The main boom of a schooner, is that spar leading from the

main mast over the taflFrail, to stretch the foot of the main-

sail in setting.

The booms; applied to that space on the upper deck, between

the fore and main mast, where the boats, spare spars, &c. are

stowed.

Studding-sail booms ; light spars, rigged out through the irons

on the yards, to set the studding-sails to.

Boom-irons ; flat iron rings on the yards, through which the

studding-sail booms traverse, in being rigged out or in.

Booming, Sailing with the wind free, generally applied to fore

and aft vessels. " She comes^booming dovm before it."

BooT-ToppiNG. After cleaning off the bottom of a vessel, from

the water line, or from the upper part of the copper, by scra-

ping off the grass, or other matter which may have collected

upon it (see Ifog) to apply to it a composition, &c.

Bore (Ordnance), of a ^un, is that cylindrical cavity along its

centre, in which the 'charge is placed and from which the pro-

jectile is thrown. The bore of a, chambered gun has three

parts, viz.: the Cgltnderf -which is that part from the muzzle

to the point *^^;e the bore decreases in diameter ; the Slope

is that part which reaches from the cylinder to the cham-

ber ; the Chamber is the reduced bore at its bottom.

" The diameter of the cylinder of a bore is regulated by that of

the shot which it is intended to carry, windage being con-

sidered. The capacity of the chamber is regulated by the

full service charge of powder required ; consequentlyj if the

chamber is of small diameter it must be of greater length."

— Ward's Ordnance and Gunnery.

Boring Bitt (Ordnance). An implement resembling a priming

wire, but tempered to a higher degree ; used in removing ob-

structions from the vent of a gun, and differing from the pri-

ming-wire in having its end somewhat like an auger.

Bottom, either of a vessel or the water. " She has a foul hot-
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i!o»i." "The bottom is rocky, soft, or sandy." In sounding,

you get " no bottom" when your lead does not reach it.

Bound. A vessel is vjind bouiid when she is prevented from

leaving a place, by contrary wind. She is bound for a cer-

tain place when her destination is fixed upon ; on a cruise when

her destination may be varied by circumstances. " Where

are you bound ?" is the usual mode of inquiry when vessels

meet at sea.

Bow. The rounded part of a vessel, forward.

Doubling of the bow ; a thick planking secured on the bow to

prevent the anchor-bill from injuring it.

On the bow ; is the bearing of any object when within 45° on

either side of the line-ahead.

Bow AND Quarter Line (in Naval Tactics). Vessels on any

line other than line-ahead, or line-abreast are in Bow and

Quarter line, i. e., the bow of one vessel bears on the quarter

of another. Thus, vessels on one of the lines of bearing will

be in Line of Battle on one tack, and in Bow and Quarter

line on the other.

Bower. See Anchor.

BowBRACB. Frames of rope or junk, laid out around the bows

and sides of a vessel, to prevent the ice from injuring her.

Bowline (pro. Bolin). A rope leading from the leech of a

square sail, to keep it out to windward, and steady it when

sailing by the wind.

Bowline-bridles ; the span on the leech of a sail to which the

bowline is toggled.

Bowman. The man who pulls the forward oar in a boat.

Bowse. . To pull with force upon a tackle.

Bowsprit. A large mast projecting over the stem of a vessel,

and serves as a support to the foremast, by increasing the

angles of the stays at the mast-heads. Beyond it are the

jib and flying-jib booms, on which are set the head sails, and

which support the forward masts.
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Box-Hauling. A method of going from one tack to another.

SeeWorking to Windward, 608 to 612.

Boxing Off. To turn the head of a vessel either way, by

bracing the head yards abox.

Boxing the compass, to repeat in order the several points of the

compass.

Brace. A rope attached to,, or rove through a block, at the

extremity of yards, by which they are turned either way.

To brace the yards, to move them by means of their braces.

To brace about, to brace the yards in a contrary direction.

To brace in, to haul in the weather braces.

To. brace up, to haul in the lee braces.

To brace to, to assist the vessel in tacking, by hauling in the

weather head braces.

Braced up sharp (in Naval Tactics). The position of the yards

when braced for a close-hauled course.

Brails. Used to haul up fore and aft sail, as the jib or spanker.

To brail up, to haul up a sail by means of the brails.

Brake. The handle or lever by which a ship's pump is worked.

Breadth. The measure of a ship from side to side, breadth of

beam."

Break or Breast, of a block, is the opposite end to that whfch

reeves the fall.

Of a deck, is that part where it terminates.

Breakage. See paragraph 426 to 431.

Breakers. The breaking of waves over a bed of rocks. Also

small casks to contain water.

To break ground, to release the anchor from the bottom.

To break bulk, to commence unloading.

To break sheer ; when a vessel is in a proper position to sheer

clear of her anchor, in tending, but is forced by the wind or

current' the wrong way.

Break-water, a wreck, reef, or wall of rocks, which breaks or

diminishes the force of the waves.
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Beeaming. Burning off the filth, grass, &c., from a vessel's

bottom.

Breast-Fasts. Hawsers or cables used to confine a vessel

sideways to a wharf, or other vessel.

Breast-Hooks. Thick pieces of timber in the form of knees,

to gtrengtheii the fore-part of a vessel, where they are placed

at different heights across the stem, to unite it with the bows

on each side.

Breast-Band, ox Breast-rope. See paragraph 735.

Breech, of a gun. See Cannon^

In ship building, is the angle of knee-timber, the inside of which

is termed the throat.

Bkeeohing. a strong rope, to secure a gun or carronade, and

prevent its recoiling too much when discharged. It is rove

through a ring at the cascabel, and the two ends secured, one

on each side of the gun. They are of just sufficient length to

allow the muzzle to come within the side.

Breeze. Termed land or sea-breeze according as it blows from

the land or sea. Termed light, moderate, ov fresh, according

to its force.

Brewing. "A squall brewing,^'' the appearance of the sky,

near the horizon, when thick dark clouds collecting, indicate

the approach of a squall.

Bridles. Legs or spans of rope, attached to the leech-rope of

a sail, to which the bowlines are toggled.

Bring. A square-rigged vessel with two masts.

Hermaphrodite brig, square-rigged forward, and schooner-rigged

aft.

Bring—By the lee—To bring the lee side suddenly to wind-

ward, by the yawing of the vessel, or negligence of the

helmsman.

Bring to, to stop a vessel's way by counter-bracing the yards,

or dropping the anchor. Also applied to the act of causing

another vessel to heave to, or anchor. Also to apply a rope to
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a capstan, or to applying tlie messenger to the cable for

heaving in..

Bring to. See Lie to.

Bring to action. You bring your own vessel into action, or

bring your enemy to action by attacking him.

Broach to. In scudding, to yaw to windward until the sails

are aback, being a motion exactly contrary to that which

would bring by the lee.

Broadside. A discharge of all the vessel's cannon on one side.

It also means that part of the vessel, on either side, between

the stem and stern, which is out of water.

Broken-Backed. The state of a vessel so loosened in her

frame, by age or strain, as to droop at both ends.

Buckets. Fire, and wash-deck buckets. The former are made

of leather, and kept in diflferent parts of the vessel. The lat-

ter are made of wood, and sometimes of canvas.

Bucklers. Hawse-bucklers, blocks of wood- made to fit in the

hawse-holes, to prevent the vessel from taking in much water

in pitching.

Port-bucklers, made to fit in the hole in the upper and lower

half-ports when closed—^secured in with a lanyard when the

guns are housed.

Built. The particular build of a vessel, as ^^frigate-built"

•' clinker-built."

Bulge. See Bilge.

Bulge-way, pieces of timber bolted together to form one soKd

mass, which is placed under the bilge of a vessel to support

her in launching.

Bulk, of a vessel, is the whole cargo when stowed.

Bulk-heads, partitions in diflferent parts of a vessel, to separate

various apartments.

To break bulk. See Break.

Bull's-Etb. See Blocks.
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BuM-BoAT. Boats allowed to lie alongside of a vessel in port,

to sell provisions, fruit, &a., to the crew.

BuMKiN, or Boomkin, pieces of timber projecting from each

bow of a vessel to haul the fore-tact to.

Also from each quarter, for the standing part of the main brace.

The former is a " taek-bum&in" the latter " brace-bumMn."

Bunt, of a sail, the middle part—when furled it is that part ot

it which is at the centre of the yard—sails are furled with a

high or a lonff bunt, according to the taste of the officer.

Bunting (pro. buntin). Thin woollen stuff, of which the en-

sign and colors are made.

BuNTLiNES, are ropes fastened to cringles in tie_ foot-rope of a

sail, and leading up forward to haul up the body of the sail

by when taking it in.

Bcrors. Sge Buoy, 371.

Life-buoys, are kept suspended over the stem of a vessel, to be

dropped in case a person falls overboard—they should have a

flag attached to them on a staff, that they may be easily seen.

Cable-buoys. Biding by a hemp cable, and above a rocky bot-

tom, it is proper to have buoys at different intervals on the

cable, to keep it clear of the bottom—these should be of

casks, termed cable-buoys.

Nun-buoy. See Nut-buoy.

Buoy^ope. By which the buoy is attached to the anchor, 372

to 376 inc.

Buoy-slinys. The rope by which it is strapped, having a thim-

ble at each end, for the buoy-rope.

To stream the buoy. To let it fall from the vessel into the wa-

ter, previously to dropping the anchor.

Burden, or Burthen. The capacity of a vessel either of war or

of trade, as "sA« is of so many tons burthen"

Burton. A small tackle used for various purposes. See

Chapter VII.
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Bdtt. The end of a plank uniting with the end of another. It

also means the lower end of any part of a made mast.

Butt-end, the largest end—speaking of a squall it is said to

come out " butt end foremost" when it strikes you with its

full force.

Butt and Butt. The ends of two planks coming together, but

not to overlay each other.

Scuttle-butt. A cask or large tub, with a hole cut in the bulge

or head, kept in some convenient part of the vessel, and

fiUed with water for daily use.

To start, or spring a butt, is to loosen the end of a plank by
the laboring of a vessel.

Buttock. That part of the convexity of a vessel abaft, under

the stern, contained between the counter above and the after

part of the bilge ^elow," between the quarter on the side and

the stem post.

Button and Loop. A short piece of rope, having a knot at one

end and an eye at the other, used as a becket to confine ropes in.

By the Wind (in Naval Tactics). See CloseSauled,

By the Lee. See paragraph 702.

Cabin. The apartment in a vessel where the officers reside. In

vessels of war, the apartment of the captain.

Cable. A thick, large, strong rope of considerable length, to

which the anchor is fastened, used to confine a vessel to any

particular place. See Cables, Chapter IX.

Cable^s-lenffth, usually 120 fathoms—distances are measured fre-

quently by this term among seamen, as " we passed within a

cable's length of the rock."

To serve a cable, is to bind it around with plaited ropes, to pre-

vent it from chafe in the hawse.

13
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To shoot the cable, to splice two parts of a cable together.

To slip the cable, to let it run out when there is no time to

weigh the anchor—when this is clone, a buoy should be at-

tached to its end, that it may be easily found.

Cable-tier, that part of the vessel where the cables are stowed.

Calibre. The diameter of any round body, applied particu-

larly to the diameter of the bore of a piece of ordnance

;

ordinarily, however, the weight of the shot thrown by a

gun is used to express its calibre, as, a gun of the calibre of

42, 68, &c.

Calibre-plate, is a circular plate of the minimum diameter of

the bore of a gun, wilh a movable plate attached ; and so

contrived that it shows the excess of the diameter of the bore

at any part, from 0.01 to 0.04 inches, which is the greatest

excess allowed. It is used in inspecting guns to test their

diameter.— Ward's Ordnance and Gunnery.

Calibre-gauge, a trapezoidal plate of iron, made to measure the

diameter at the muzzle.— Ward.

Calk:, or Caulk. To drive a quantity of oakum into the

seams between the planks, in the sides or decks of a ves-

sel, to prevent the entrance of water.

Caulking-irons. Iron chisels^used in caulking.

Call. The whistle or pipe used by. the boatswain and his

mates.

Calm. The state of the air and sea, when there is no wind.

Cambered-dbck. The flooring of a vessel is said to be cam-

bered, when it is higher in the middle than toward the stem

and stem.

Camel. A machine used for lifting vessels, in order that they

may pass over some shoal or bar.

Camfkbing. In ship-building, taking off any angle or edge

of a piece of timber.

Can. a vessel used by sailors to drink or eat out of.

Can-hooks. Slings with flat hooks at each end, used to sling
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casks by the ends of their staves, the purchase being hooked

to the centre of the strap or slings.

Cannon. Pieces of artillery used in vessels of war, whether

long guns, carronades, or mediums. They are long, hollow,

cylindrical engines made of iron or brass, for throwing balls,

by means of gunpowder.

Cannonade. In marine affairs, is the application of artillery

to' the purposes of naval war.

Cant. Used to express the position of a piece of timber that

does not stand square

—

"om the cant."

Cant-pieces, are pieces or timber, annexed to the angles of fishes

and side-trees, to supply any part that may prove rotten.

Oant-timhers, are those which are situated at the two ends of a

vessel, so named from being canted or raised obliquely from

the keel. •

Canvas. Cloth of which the sails of a vessel are made. The

degree of texture is indicated by the number. Thus No. 1 can-

vas is the coarsest and strongest, of which storm-sails are made.

Cap. a, strong, thick block of wood, with two holes in it, per-

pendicular to its plane—one hole is square and made to fit

snugly on the head of its mast, the other is round, to receive

through it the mast next above. They are iron-strapped to

prevent their splitting. Paragraph 99.

Gap of a block, a semicircular projection from the sides, and

around the end of the block, above the pin.

Cap of a rope, is a covering of tarred canvas over its end.

The ends of shrouds, stays, and other standing ropes, are

capped to preserve them water tight. See paragraph 326.

Capsize. To capsize, is to overturn a vessel or any body. To

capsize a coil of rope, after it is coiled down on the deck,

the whole is capsized to bring the leading part on top.

Cap-squares. In gunnery, are strong plates of iron which

close over the trunnions of a gun, to keep it in its carriage.

Capstan. By which the cable is hove in. In the drum-head
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are square holes, in which the capstan-bars are shipped—

a

rope called a swifter is secured around the end of each bar to

steady them in their places. The capstan is then rigged for

heaving.

To man the capstan, to place the sailors at the bars ready for

heaving around.

To heave around the capstan, the men turn it by the bars,

which brings in the rope which is wound around it.

To walk hack, or come up the capstan, the men turn the capstan

the contrary way, thereby slacking the rope.

To pawl the capstan, is to drop the pawls to prevent it from re-

coiling during a heavy heave.

Capture. A prize taken at sea.

Card, of a compass, is that on which the points are marked.

Cardinal Points. The four principal points, North, South,

East, and West.

Cardinal-winds, those which blow from the cardinal points.

Careening. To heave a vessel down, on either side, by pur-

chases applied to her masts, or otherwise. A vessel careens

at sea, when she inclines on one side by a press of saU.

Cargo. The lading of a vessel, whatever it may be.

Carlings. Short pieces of timber, ranging fore and aft, from

one beam to another.

Carpenter. A warrant officer in the U. S. Navy.

Carriage (Ordnance) of a gun, is a frame of wood, fixed on

wheels or trucks, on which a gun is placed or mounted.

For the different parts of a carriage, used in our public ves-

sels, see Ordnance Instructions.

Carrick-bend. See Bend.

Carrick-hitts, are those which support the windlass,

Carronadb. a short piece of ordnance, much lighter than

a long gun or medium of the same calibre—they are very

effective in close engagements, and may be worked with ra-

pidity. They derive their name from Carron, a town in Scot-
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land, where they were "first made. Now not in use in the

U. S. Navy.

Carry away. To break a mast. Sometimes also applied to

a rope ; but we say, more properly, part a rope.

Cartel-. A vessel commissioned in ' time of war to exchange

prisoners, or carry proposals between two hostile powers.

Cartridgb (Ordnance). For great guns,\s a case of flannel

fitted to the bore of the gun, and to contain the proper charge.

More properly the term applies to the charge as contained

in the cylinder.

"In proportioning charges of powder for a gun, reference must

be had to the gun's weight, as compared with the weight of

the shot."— T'Farrf.

For small arms, is made of paper, with the ball attached to it.

Pa^aing-hox, or Cartridge-box, a long leathern box, with a lid,

to contain one or more cartridges, used for conveying the

cartridge from the magazine to the gun.

Cascabbl (Ordnance). That part of a gun fi'om the rear of the

base-ring to the face of the knob ; it comprises the base of the

breech, the nfick, the jaws, and the block and pin.

Case, or Canister Shot, a tin case or box containing a number

of small balls, prepared to be thrown from long guns or car-

ronades.

Cast-away. The situation of a vessel which is lost or wrecked.

Cast off, to untie or let go a rope. To cast ofi' a vessel is to

let go her fasts.

To cast loose the guns, to prepare them for being worked;

Cast of the lead, to ascertain the depth of water by dropping the

lead to the bottom. See Chapter XXIII.

Casting, applied to a vessel, is the act of paying her head around

from the wind, in getting under way.

Cat. The tackle used at the cat-head to purchase the anchor.

The rope forming the tackle is the tat-fall.

Cat-harpin or cat-harping, used to brace in the rigging, to
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tighten it, and to give a greater sweep to the yards. See

paragraphs 90 to 94 inclusive, and 120.

Cat-heads, timbers projecting from the vessel's bovr on each

side, through which the tackle is rove to purchase the anchor

by. See Cat-hloch.

Oafs-paw, a light air seen on the surface of the water during a

calm. It is also applied to a certain turn, made in the bight

of a rope, to receive the hoot of a tackle.

Caulk. See Calk.

Ceiling. The inside planking of a vessel.

Cbntee (in iBTaval Tactics). In the arrangement of a fleet or

squadron in order, the centre division or column is that which

is between the van and rear, or the weather and lee.

Centre-hung. A gun is said to be centre-hung, when its trun-

nions are so placed that their axis passes through the axis of

bore.

Chafe. To rub or fret the surface of a cable, mast, yard, or

any rope, by the motion of the vessel, or otherwise.

Chain. Chain-cables. See Chapter IX.

Chain-plates, thick iron plates bolted to the side of a vessel, to

which the chain and dead-eyes, that support the masts by the

shrouds, are connected.

Chains, strong links or plates of iron, the lower ends of which

are bolted, through the ship's side, to the timbers.

Budder-chains, attached to rings on the upper outer part of the

rudder, leading on each side toward the quarter, with suffi-

cient scope to leave the rudder a free motion ; and stopped

up under the moulding of the stem, to the end of which a

pendant is attached. See Pendant.

Top-chains, chain slings for the lower yards, so called from being

always kept in the tops. They are used in time of action.

Chamber. A cavity at the extremity of the bore in a piece of

ordnance, to receive the charge of powder in loading.

Change (in Naval Tactics). To change from one order to
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another, or to the same with less or more columns, either in

consequence of a shift of wind, or for some purpose.

Where columns or divisions change positions, they are said to

interchange.

Channel. The deepest part of a river or harbor, affording the

safest passage for vessels in or out.

Channels, or Chainwails. Broad pieces of plant, bolted edge-

ways against the side of a vessel, abreast and abaft the masts

;

used to extend the shrouds from each other, to increase the

angle formed by the shroud and the mast, and to ieep

the rigging clear of the gunwale. On the outer edge of the

channels are notches, to receive the cliains that are attached

to the dead-eyes.

Ohapelling, a vessel. See paragraph 635.

Chaplain. A commissioned officer in the United States Navy.

Charge (in Gunnery). The quantity of powder, ball, etc., put

iii a piece of artillery, to be discharged at one time. The full

charge of powder, or the full scrvice"charge, is that quantity

of powder, proportioned to the weight of the shot, which

will giv^ to the shot the greatest initial velocity, within the

limits (fa safe recoil.

"As expe;rience proves the limit of safe recoil to be also the

proper Jimit of the charge,-and as the recoil to be controlled

is chiefly that which arises from velocity ; the proper charge

of powder for a gun is proportioned by the initial velocity

of recoil which the charge will produce."— Ward.

Chart. A sea-map for uses of navigation, being a projection

of the sea, shovdng the coasts, rocis, shoals, and islands,

with their proper bearings, latitudes and longitudes, the

depth of water in soundings, light-houses, land-marks, and

whatever else may be of use to navigators.

Chase—of a gun. Is that part which is measured, from

the fore end of the second reinforce to the rear of the

muzzle-ring.
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Chase (in Naval Tactics). The vessel pursued by another.

J5o?fl, or Stern-chasers, are guns placed in the forward or after

part of a vessel, pointing ahead, or astern.

Chaser. Is the vessel pursuing another.

Chasing (in Naval Tactics). The act of pursuing a vessel or

fleet, for the purpose of forcing action, or simply to commu-

nicate.

Both of the opposing vessels, or fleets, sailing with equal speed,

and equally well managed ; those in chase can never overtake

the chase unless some accident intervene to aid them. But if

the chaser has the advantage in speed, he should proceed to

use it so as to reach the chase by the most direct course.

The relative speed of the vessels may be easily ascertained by

either of them, by the use of the mariner's compass (except

in sailing line-ahead, when the sextant will be most'useful),

for if both are steering the same course, and continue to pre-

serve the same bearings from each other, then it is evident

that they perform tlft same distance in the same time ; or,

are of equal speed. But if their bearings change, then their

speed is unequal; and if the chase, by the bearings is brought

more aft, the chaser has the advantage, and must eventually

come up with the chase. If the two vessels are line-ahpd,

no such variation in the bearings can of course take place

;

then, by the use of a sextant, the altitude of some point of

the mast wiU show if the distance between the chase and

chaser increases or diminishes.

In Chasing to Windward, the vessel in chase should keep on

the same tack with the chase, until she is brought to bear

exactly perpendicular to the course ; then they are at the

nearest point, and then the chaser should tack, and thus con-

tinue to manoeuvre until the chase is overtaken, which (sup-

posing the chaser to have the advantage in speed), will be

thus accomplished in the shortest possible time, under the

circumstances.
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The chase, on the other hand, should, if possible, keep on the

same tack, after the chaser has gone about, for the time lost

in stays will not be as much a loss to the chaser as to her

;

for the greater the speed of a vessel the more head-reach in

stays, and the greater gain to windward.

If the chaser stands on past the point of the nearest distance,

with the intention of tacking in the wake of the chase, the

latter should immediately go about and pass to windward of

her on the other tack.

By such oversight, or by any accident, or bad management on

the part of the chaser, taken advantage of promptly, the

chase may be much prolonged, and may possibly eventuate

in an escape.

In Chasing to Leeward, the chase should, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, steer such a course as will take her directly away

from the chaser. The known qualities of the vessel should

not, however, be lost sight of, for if she possesses material

advantages, on any particular point of sailing, hercourse should

be such as to make it subservient to her escape.

Check. To ease off a little of a rope, without taking off the

turns by which it is belayed. When applied to a cable it has

a contrary meaning, thus—^to check the cable in running out,

is. to stop it.

Chekks, of a bioch, are the two sides of the shell.

Of a mast, are those projections on each side on which the

trestle-trees rest.

Cheer. To cheer, is to salute a person or vessel by huzzaing.

To cheer ship, is the summons given by the boatswain to bring

the crew on deck, for the purpose of cheering.

Cheerly, cheerfully, quickly, with a will.

Chess-Trees. Pieces of oak, fitted to the sides of vessels, abaft

the fore chains, with a sheave in them to haul the main tack

down to.

Chest. Arm-chests—placed in various parts of a vessel, gener-

is*
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ally on the quarter-deck, and sometimes in the tops, to teep

arms in, muskets, cutlasses, pistols, &c.

Chinse. To chinse, is -to thrust oakum into seams or chinks

by a small iron, the point of a knife, or chisel.

Chock. A wedge to confine any weighty article in a certain

place, to prevent it from fetching-way.

Chock-a-hloch, the situation of a tackle (see Block and Block),

or of any article hoisted up as high as the whip or tackle will

admit.

Chocks of a rudder, are to stop its motion whUe shipping

another tiller.

Choking the luff of a tackle, is to place the hauling part close

up to the block, under the other parts of the tackle, so as to

jamb it and prevent its rendering.

Chop. Chop about, applied to the wind when it changes ^out
suddenly.

Cistern. An apartment in the hold of a vessel, having a pipe

leading out through the side, with a cock, by which water

may be let into her.

Clamps. In ship-building, are thick planks on the inner sides

of vessels, to sustain the ends of beams.

Are also crooked plates of iron fore-locked upon the trun-

nions of cannon; Clamps of this description are also used

to secure masts and bowsprits of boats—also to inner stud-

ding-sail-boom irons.

Clap-On. To apply, or take hold of, as " Clap on a stopper or

tackle to a rope," or " clap on" a rope, means to take hold of

it for the purpose of hauling.

Clasp-Hoops. See IToop.

Clawing-Off. The act of beating or working off from a lee

shore, or other vessel.

Clean. Applied to the sharp part of a vessel under water,

either forward or aft.

Cleae. Applied to the weather, sea-coast, rigging, &o.
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A clear coast, when the navigation is not dangerous.

To clear an anchor is to get it ready for use.

To clear hawse, is to untwist the cables from each other. See

Chapter XXVI.
Clear up the decks, to clear up the rigging, and lay every rope

in its proper place.

Cleared. Merchant vessels are cleared when they have ob-

tained leave to sail, from the Custom House officer.

To clear ship for action, to prepare for action.

Cleats. Formed of wood, used in different parts of a vessel

to belay ropes to or support bectets.

Arm or sling-cleats, are nailed on each side of the slings of a

yard, having but one arm.

Belaying-cleats, have two arms or horns, are nailed through the

middle to masts, or to the vessel, to belay ropes to.

Comb-cleats, are rounding on the baci, having a hollow in the

middle to lead a rope through.

Range-cleats, are the same as belaying-cleats, but much larger.

Shroud-cleats have two arms like belaying-cleats, the inside is

hollowed to fit the shroud to which it is seized.

Stop-cleats, are nailed to yard-arms, masts, and bowsprit, to

prevent ropes, collars of stays, and gammoning, from slipping.

Thumb-cleats, shaped like sling-cleats, but much smaller, made
to hang ropes or any thing on.

Clew. The lower corner of square sails, and the after comer of

fore and aft sails.

Clew-garnets, to haul up the clews of the foresail or mainsail of

square-rigged vessels.

Clew-lines, answer the same purpose to other square sails, .that

clew-garnets do to the courses.

Clew-jiggers, used to haul the clews of sails up forward of the

yards, for furling.

Clews of hammocks, are a combination of nettles, gromet, and

lanyard, to sling a hammock, to sleep in.
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From clew to earing—throughout, '^from top to toe ;" as, "/ am

wetfrom clew to earing."

To clew up, is to haul up the clews of a sail to its yard.

The order to " clew up," in shortening sail, means to haul it up

snugly to the yard by all the rigging used for that purpose.

Clinch. A method, of fastening large ropes by a kind of knot,

secured by seizings, instead of splicing. It is chiefly used in

securing the end of a cable to the .ring of the anchor (see

Bending), or the breechings of a gun to the rings in the side

of the vessel.

Clinching. Fastening the point of a bolt or nail on a ring of

iron, by hammering it to make it spread.

Close-hauled. A vessel is close-hauled, when she is braced up

sharp on either tack, and is by the wind, or as near to it as

she can lie with her sails filled and drawing. See Worhing to

Windward, paragraph 574.

Close-hauled line (in Naval Tactics). Any number of vessels in

line, all being close-hauled or by the wind.

Clothed. The masts of a vessel are said to be clothed when

her sails reach down to the deck, allowing little or no wind

to escape under them.

Clothin&, of the bolsters ; the several thicknesses of tarred can-

vas laid over them, to form a soft bed for the shrouds.

Cloths, of a sail, are the breadths of canvas in its whole width.

Clove-hitch. A certain hitch formed with a rope, having the

two ends to reach out in contrary directions. It is formed by

two half-hitches around a spar or other rope.

Cltjb-haul. a method of going from one tack to another by

the use of an anchor. See Working to Windward, 613.

Clubbing. See paragraph 630.

CoAKiNG. Is the operation of uniting two or more pieces

of spar, by means of tabular projections, formed by cutting

away the solid of one piece into a hollow, so as to make

a projection in the other, in such a manner that they may
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correctly fit, the butts preventing the pieces fropi drawing

asunder.

Cooks, are these pieces, thus cut out, for uniting spars.

Coahs are also fitted hetween.the beams and knees of vessels, cut

half into one and half into the other, to prevent them from

working.

CoaJcs are also the metal holes in a sheave, through which the

pin goes.

CoaJcs are also certain oblong ridges left on.the surfaces of made-

masts, by cutting away the wood around them, the intenne-

diate part being called the plane.

CoaJc and plane; means when a coak is formed, and a plane sur-

face follows between that and the next.

Running-coaJcs, are those which are,continued the whole length

along the middle.

Ohain-coaks, are formed, one on the end of the other, on the

opposite sides of the centre line. ,

CoAL-HOLE. An apartment in the hold of a vessel, appropriated

to the stowage of coal.

Coamings, of the hatches, are borders raised about the edges of

hatches, to prevent water from passing down from one deck

to the next below.

Coast. The sea shore, or the country adjoining the edge of

the sea.

CoASTBB. A vessel employed in going from one port to another,

along the same coast.

Coat. Tarred canvas nailed around a mast or bowsprit, where

it enters the deck, to render it water-tight. These are termed

mast-coats.

Rudder-coats, are nailed around the hole where the rudder

traverses in the counter.

Coat also is applied to a covering of tar, paint, varnish, or slush,

laid over any wood, canvas, or rigging, to preserve them from

the weather.
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CoBOosE, or more properly Camhoose (Karribuis, Dutch). A
box or house on the upper deck of merchant vessels, where

provisions are cooked.

Cock-Pit. An apartment used by the surgeon in action, to at-

tend to the wounded in.

CoxswAiir (pro. Coxen). The person who steers, or pulls the

after oar in a boat, and in absence of an officer has charge of

the boat. A petty officer in the naval service.

Coil. The manner in which ropes are placed conveniently for

stowage, or clear for running.

Flemish-coil, is a rope coiled in a spiral form, having but one

tier or sheave, the end being in the centre, and each succeed-

ing fake being outside of the former. Eopes are coiled in

this way, and laid upon,the decks of vessels of war in port.

Coiling. See Cables, Chapter IX.

Collar. An eye formed in the bight of a shroud, to go over

the mast-head. See Rigging, 80.

Collars, for hearts and dead-eyes, are straps formed of rope, in

which the hearts or dead-eyes are seized, 44.

Colors. Flags' which distinguish the vessels of different na-

tions.

Column (in Naval Tactics). Any number of vessels ranged in

a line, forming a division, or part of a division, in some par-

ticular order. A fleet may be divided into three or more

columns. Each column may be a division, or each division

may be divided into two or three columns. -

CoMK. Come home—an anchor is said to come home, when it

is loosened from the ground.

Come-no-near—an order given to the helmsman, not to let the

vessel come so near to the wind.

To come up the capstan, or tackle, is to slacken the rope around

the former, or to slacken the latter by letting run the fall or

hauling part.

To come up with, is to overtake.
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Coming-up, or Coming-to, luffing up to the wind. The latter

often applied to coining to anchor.

Commander. The rank in the navy next above lieutenant.

Commander, is also the name of a large wooden mallet.

Commander-in-chief, the chief in command of any naval sta-

tion.

Commodore. A title given by courtesy to the commander" or

senior officer, when two or more vessels crmse in company.

Companion—Hatch, a wooden porch over the entrance or stair-

case of the cabin, in small vessels or merchantmen.

Companion-ladder, is that by which officers ascend to, or de-

scend from, the quarter-deck.

Company. The whole crew of any vessel is termed " ship's

company."

Compass. Mariner's Compass. An instrument to direct the

helmsman the way or course of the vessel. The common

compass used for steering is termed " binnacle-compass.'"

The azimuth-compass. Nicely marked with the degrees and

minutes of the circle, is used for taking bearings of the land,

or heavenly bodies.

Boat-compass, similar to the common binnacle-compass, but

smaller, for boat service.
,

Tell-tale or Hanging-compasses, are made to hang overhead to

the beams of the officers' apartments, that the course of the

vessel may be known from below.

Compass-timber, such pieces of timber as are incurvated or

arched.

Complement. The limited number of men allowed to a vessel,

or gun.

Concentricity—of the bore of a gun, is " when the axis of the

bore coincides exactly with the axis of the gun. But for

which exact concentricity the sight on a gun woujd never in-

dicate the direction of the axis of the bore."— Ward's Ord-

nance and Gunnery,
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CoNCLTJDiNG-LiNE. See Line. ^
CoNBtjCTOE. An iron chain, hooted to the spindle at the

truck of the highest mast of a vessel, to carry off the elec-

tric fluid, and conduct it to the water. They should be al-

ways kept clear, and rigged out from the side of the vessel

during a storm.

Cone (Ordnance). " The different sections of a gun, forming

the first and second reinforce, and the chase, each'being in it-

self a cone. The line formed by the outer surface of the metal

along the first reinforce is broken where the second reinforce

commences, and the line along the second reinforce is again

abruptly broken at the commencement of the chase, each

section forming a truncated cone of itself."

Conning, is the act of directing the helmsman in steering the

vessel.

CoNSOET. A vessel keeping company with another.

CoNVOT. One or more merchant vessels under the protection

of a vessel of war, on a voyage.

Order of Convoy (in Naval Tactics). A mode of arranging the

vessels of a fleet. See Order of Sailing.

Coppered. A vessel having her bottom, from the water's edge

down, covered with sheets of copper, to protect it from

worms ; it also prevents much filth from accumulating.

Copper-fastened. A vessel is said to be copper-fastened, when

the bolts and other metal works in her bottom are of copper

. instead of iron, having this advantage, that the heads of the

bolts do not corrode.

Cordage. A general term for the running rigging of a

^ vessel.

CoKNETTE. One of the flags of a vessel, used as a signal.

Corporal. Ship's corporal, under the master-at-arms, is a petty

officer, on the police duty of a vessel of war.

Corposant. A volatile meteor, caused by electricity, often seen

in dark, tempestuous, rainy nights at the extremities of yards
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and masts, sometimes on tte rigging, often changing their

positions. They are faint lights, like a flame.

Cot. a bed-frame suspended from the beams of vessels, for

ofBcers or men to sleep in.

Cove. A small harbor formed by a creek or inlet.

Cover. To protect ; as, " They landed under comer of our gunsP

CoTTNciL OP War. An assembly of officers, called by the com-

mander-in-chief, to concert measures.

Counter. Of a vessel, is that part between the bottom of the

stem and 'the wing transom and buttock.

Counter-brace, to brace the yards in contrary directions, 657 to

673.

Counter-parbucHes, are those which act in a contrary direction

to the main or principal parbuckles.

Counter-timbers, are short timbers in the stern of a vessel, put

in for the purpose of strengthening the counter.

Countersign. A name or word given out with the parole.

Course, is that point of the compass on which a vessel steers.

Is also the angle which the vessel's track makes with "the

meridian.

Courses, a name by which the principal sails of a vessel are dis-

tinguished, as the main and fore sail.

Court-Martial (Naval). A court of public officers for the

trial of officers, seamen, or marines in the navy.*

Ceadle. a frame of timber, used in launching vessels, to con-

duct them steadily into the water.

Cbatt. a general term for all sorts of vessels. The smaller

classes are termed " small craft."

Crane. A machine used on wharves for raising stones or other^

heavy articles.

Cranes, are also of iron, placed outside of a vessel, abreast of

the mainmast and aft, to stow spare spars in. See paragraph

63.9. See Crotches.

CbanKj or Crank-Sided. The quality of a vessel, which from
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some cause is incapable of bearing mucb sail, witbout tbe

danger of upsetting.

Crank-wheel, in rope-making, for spinning lines, is a machine

fixed on an iron spindle or axis, with a bandle to turn

it by.

Ceawl. a pen or enclosure formed by stakes or burdles on

the shore, to confine fish in.

Creeper. An iron instrument resembling a grapnel, having a

shank and four claws, used to drag along the bottom of a

harbor or river, to recover any thing that may be lost.

Crew. The company of sailors belonging to a vessel, to one of

the boats of a vessel, or to one of the guns ; as, "The crew of

the vessel" " The boat's crew" " The gun's crew."

Cringles, are iron rings or thimbles strapped to the bolt rope

of sails for various purposes, that is, to attach the sheets, reef-

earings, head-earings, <feo., to. ^ee Struck.

Cringles or hanks, fiat and broader in the middle, and open at the

lower part, the ends drawn fine and turned into rings for

securing to the sail. Used in confining the head sails to their

stays. See Bending Sails, Chapter XL
Cripple. To damage a vessel in her masts or yards.

Cross-Bars. Round bars of iron, bent at each end, used as

levers to turn the shank of the anchor.

Cross-Choces. Pieces of timber fayed across the dead-wood

amidships, to make good the deficiency of the heels of the

lower futtocks.

Cross. See Clearing hawse, Chapter XXVI.
Cross-Jack (pro. Crqjeck). The lower yard on the mizzen mast,

to the arms of which the clews of the mizzen topsail are hauled

out.

Ceoss-Pawls. Pieces of timber which keep the vessel together

while in her frames.

Cross-Pibce. The rail in a merchant vessel, extending from

the knight-heads to the belfry, to belay running rigging to.
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Is also that piece of timber, forming a part of the bitts, which

runs across, connecting the two bitt-heads.

Cross Spales. In ship-building, are pieces of timber placed

across the vessel and nailed to the frames, to secure the sides

of the vessel together until the knees are bolted.

Cross-Trbbs. Pieces of. oak timber, supported by the cheeks

of the mast and trestle-trees, at the upper ends of the lower

masts and topmasts, to sustain the tops on the former, and to

spread the topgallant shrouds on the latter, 86.

Crotches. Pieces of wood or iron, formed with two arms like

a half-moon, used to support booms, spare spars, &c. See

Cranes.

Crow. An iron lever, made with two claws at the heaviest end

;

used for various purposes, to remove weighty articles, to draw

spikes, &c. Used on ship board in the gun exercise, to raise

the breech or train the piece.

Crow-Foot. A number of small lines rove through the euphroc

(see Blocks) to suspend an awning by.

Crowd. To carry an unusual quantity of sail upon a vessel, for

the force of the wind ; for the purpose of increasing her speed

on any pressing occasion.

Crown-, of an anchor. See Arichor, Chapter VIII. Of a cable.

See Cables, Chapter IX.

Crowning, is finishing a knot made on the end of a rope, by

which the ends or tails are secured.

Cruise. A voyage or expedition performed by vessels of war.

Crtjtch. a support for the main or spanker boom of a vessel

when the sail is in, to ease the topping-lift.

Crutches, in ship-building, are knees or pieces of knee-timber,

placed within side of the vessel, for the security of the heels

of the cant-timbers abaft.

Cuokold's-Nece. a knot by which a rope is secured to a spar,

the two parts of the rope crossing each other, and seized

together.
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CuDDT. A cabin in the fore part of a lighter or boat.

Current. A progressive motion of the body of the sea, in cer-

tain places, by which all bodies floating thereon, within its

influence, are carried along by it.

Tlie set of the current, is that point toward which it sets.

The drift of the current, is the rate at which it runs.

Cut. Cut a feather, a term applied by sailors to a vessel, which,

having a broad bow, they say " will not cut a feather," that is,

will not pass swiftly through the water.

To cut and run. To cut the cable and make sail, without waiting

to weigh the anchor.

Cut-water. The foremost part of a vessel'sprow, which projects

forward of the bow, to open the column of water through

which she passes ; it also serves to keep her to windward

when close-hauled.

Cutter. A small vessel of one mast, rigged differently from a

sloop of one mast.

Cutters, are also some of the boats of vessels of war.

Cutters. Small vessels employed in the revenue service, whether

brigs, schooners, or sloops, are called " revenue cutters."

Cylinder. " A long circular form of uniform diameter, and its

extremities forming equal parallel circles." Of the bore of a

gun. See Bore.

Cylinder-gauge. " A perfectly turned cylinder of the exact pre-

scribed diameter of the bore ofthe gun, and a calibre in length,"

used in the inspection of guns to test the diameter of the

bore.

Cylinder. The flannel bag made to contain the charge ofpowder
for a gun.

Wad-cylinder—" Of iron or wood, for forming wads of the requi-

site calibre."

—

Ward.
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D-Block. See Block.

D-Thimblk. See Thimble.

Daggek. In ship-building, is a piece of timber that crosses all

the puppets of the bulgeways, to keep them together.

Daffffer-plank, is that which secures the heads of the puppets.

Dagger-knees, are certain pieces that are bolted by their arms,

to the clamp. See Knees.

Davit. Boat-davits, over the quarter or stem of a vessel, are

pieces of timber, having a tacHe to them to hoist up boats

by.

Fish-davits, are used over the bows, to hoist up the flukes of

the anchor by, after it is catted.

Dat's-Work. The reckoning of a vessel's course or courses

for the past day, from meridian to meridian.

Dead-Eyes. See Blocks. To turn in dead-eyes. See para-

graphs 75, 76, 1.1.

Dead-Jlatj ia ship-building, the name of a midship-bend.

Dead-lights. Strong ports made to fit closely into the cabin

windows, and used in bad weather in place of the glass

frames ; they have usually a glass bull's eye in them.

Dead-reckoning. The estimation made of a vessel's position on

the chart, by means of the courses and distance by log, cor-

rected for drift, leeway, &c.

Dead-Rising, or Sising line of the floor. Those parts of the

floor of a vessel throughout her whole length, where the floor

timber is terminated upon the lower futtock.

Dead-ropes, are those which are not rove through blocks.

Dead-water. The eddy of water, closing in with the vessel's

stem as she passes through it.

Dead. The wind is dead ahead when blowing from that point

to which the vessel would go.
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Dead-wood, are blocks of timber, laid upon the keel at both ex-

tremities where she narrows.

Dead-works. That part of a vessel which is above the water,

when she is laden.

Deaden. To deaden a vessel's way, is to diminish her speed

through the water.

Decker. The rate of a vessel, estimated by the number of her

decks on which are mounted guns, " single-deckers" " two-

deckers,'''' &c.

Decks. The planked floors of a vessel, serving as platforms for

artillery, &c. They have different titles according to their

situations, as, "the spar-deck, which is the upper deck of all,

common to all vessels.

The main deck. The next below the spar-deck, in frigates and

seventy-fours.

The middle deck. Next below the rnain deck in three-deckers.

The lower gundeck. Next below the middle deck in three-

deckers, and next below the main deck in two-deckers.

The orlop-deck. Next below the lowest gun-deck of three or

two-deckers
;
generally applied to that deck, or that part of

a deck on which the cables are stowed.

Berth-deck. That on which the crew hang their hammocks.

Quarter-deck. That part of the spar-deck from the main mast aft.

Halfdeck, From the main mast to the cabin bulkhead, on the

deck below the spar-deck.

Flush-deck. A continued floor unbroken from stem to stem.

Deep-Waisted, applied to a vessel, when the bulwarks of the

quarter-deck and forecastle are higher than those of the waist.

Deep-Sea lead, and line. See Chapter XXIIL
Deflection (in Gunnery). Turning aside, or " deviation from

the line of aim, in a shot, caused by its eccentricity, great

windage, or inaccuracies in its surface."

—

Ward.

Demtjkhage. An allowance made to masters of merchant ves-

sels, for detaining them longer than agreed upon by contract.
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Departure. The easting or westing made by a vessel on Her

course.

Also the bearing taken by a vessel on leaving a coast, from

which her dead-reckoning commences.

Depth, of a sail, is its extent from the head to the foot-rope,

commonly called the drop of a sail.

Depth of water. See Soundings. Chapter XXIII.

Derrick. Used -to load or unload merchant vessels, to which

the purchase is attached, supported upright by stays from the

fore and maia-mast head."

Detachment, of a fleet or squadron; any number of vessels

chosen to perform any separate service.

Disabled. The state of a vessel, when by the loss of masts,

spars, or sails, she is unable to perform her voyage, or engage

an enemy.

Discharge, a crew ; to dismiss them from the service.

Discharge a gun, to fire it ofi^.

Disharge a vessel, to unload her.

Disembark. To leave a vessel for the land.

Disciplinarian (Naval). An oflScer who maintains strict and

rigorous discipline in a vessel.

Dismantle. To unrig, and prepare a vessel for being laid up

in ordinary, or for repairs.

Dismasted. The state of a vessel having lost her masts, by de-

sign or- accident.

Dismounted. The state of a cannon, taken from its carriage

by intention, or by a shot from an enemy.

Dispart of a gun, is half the difference of the diameters, meas-

ured at the muzzle, and at the base-ring.— Ward.

Dispart, " If a line be drawn from the cascabel along the top of

the gun, parallel' with the axis of the bore, and a projection

which will touch that line, be fixed on the gun anywhere in

the direction of the tnuzzle, it will be as easy to direct the

bore toward the object, as if the gun were of the same
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tliickness everywhere. This projection is the Dispart."—
Boyd.

TTie Angle of Dispart, is " that number of degrees which the

axis of the bore would point above the object aimed at when

laid by the surface of the gun."

—

Boyd.

Dispart-siffht. See Sight.

IhspuTiNG (in Naval Tactics). Fleets or vessels are said to dis-

pute the weather-gauge, when both forces are manoeuvring to

get to windward of each other.

Distance. In navigation, is the number of miles sailed by a

vessel.

Division. The whole battery of a vessel of war is divided into

Divisions ; each division being under the command of a lieu-

tenant. There are also other divisions, not of guns, viz. : the

division for passing powder, &c., and the division for trim-

ming yards, &c.

Division (in Naval Tactics), is a part of a squadron or fleet,

and under the immediate command of one of the admirals

or senior officers.

According to the different Orders of Sailing, each division may

be composed of one, two, or more columns, and are designar

ted as the van, centre, or rear divisions, as they are situa-

ted in the fleet.

Chand Division, is a peculiar arrangement of the fleet. See

Orders of Sailing.

Dock. Dry dock, a basin for repairing vessels, having strong

flood-gates, to prevent the tide from entering, while the re-

pairs are going on.

To dock a vessel, is to place her securely in a dock for repairs.

Dock-yards, are those naval stations where are dry-docks,

and all conveniences for repairing, building, and fitting out

vessels.

Dog. An iron hook or bar with a fang at one end, used to

attach to pieces of timber, for dragging them along by.
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Dog-vane, a small vane, made of bunting, feathers, or any light

material, to point out the direction of the wind.

Dog-watch. See Watch.

Dolphin. A rope or strap around the mast, to support the

puddening, to sustain the weight of the fore and main yards

in the slings.

Dolphin-striker, a name applied to a bumkin, which is fixed

perpendicularly under the bowsprit cap, to spread the stays

of the head booms.

Double (in Naval Tactics). To double an enemy, is to extend

the line of the fleet beyond that of the enemy, and then by

tacMng in succession, to bring their leading ships between

two fires ; and thus create confusion in their line. An ene-

my's line may also be doubled at the rear, but the confusion

created at that point is not necessarily communicated through-

out the line.

DoDBLE. Douhle-hanTced. See Boats.

To double a cape, to sail around or past it.

Double-headed shot. See Shot.

Doubling-nails, among ship-builders, are those commonly used

to fasten the linings of the gun-ports.

Douse. To douse. To lower, or slack suddenly. " To douse

a sail."

Dousing chocks. In ship-building, are pieces fayed across the

apron, and lapped on the night-heads.

DowKLLiNG is a method of coaking, by letting pieces into the

solid, or uniting two pieces together by tenons.

Down. " Down all hammocks," " down all chests," are orders

given to the men, to take or lower down the same.

Applied also to taking in sails, as "Down jib, staysails,"

&c., only applied to those which are taken in by a dorvn-

hauler.

Down-haul, the rope by which the headsails, staysaOs, and stud-

ding-sails are hauled down. See Throat,

li
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Bown-haul-tacJcles. Used to rouse down the topsail yards in

large vessels.
;

.
- • i

Drablbr. An additional piece of canvas laced on to the bon-

net of a sail, to give it more drop.

Drag. A machine made of iron, with a bag net, used for the

purpose of dragging on the bottom, to recover any thing lost,

or to find shells. It, is sometimes, termed a drudge ox d^redge.

To drag the anchor, is to trail it along the bottom, by the force

of the wind or current.

Drausht. The, depth of water necessary to float a certain ves-

sel, as, " a vessel of a certain draught."

Draw. "Draw foresail" in, a schooner; ^^ draw the head

sheets" that is, to shift them over in tacking.

Drawing. The state of a sail when inflated by the wind.

Dress. To dress ship. To ornament her with colors, on days

of rejoicing.

Drift. A vessel having parted her cables, or tripped her an-

chor, drifts by the force of the wind or current. In a storm

or gale, she drifts to leeward.

Drifts, in the sheer-draught, are those pieces where the rails are

cut off. They are ended with scores, and are %exm&di drift-

pieces. ., i-

,

• Drive. To drive, is to scud before a gale or tempest, or to

drift loQse:from moorings.

Driver, see Spanker.

Drop.
,
See Depth of a Sail.

Drop-anchor, to ,let go the anchor.

Droprastern, the retrograde motion of a vessel ; one vessel drcps

another, when she leaves her astern and outsails her.

Drum. The drum-head of a capstan is its circular top, in which

are the pigeOn-holes for the capstan-bars,

DuBBiNo. To reduce or diminish a piece of timber by means
of an adz,

.
>_. ;

Duck, The finest canvas.
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Dunnage. A term applied by sailors to the contents of their

clothes-bags.

Dunnage, is also a quantity of loose wood or other matters

placed on the bottom of the hold, to stow the cargo on, "to

prevent its being injured by the water in the hold. See

Chapter XII. 421.

E.

Barings, are ropes attached to the cringles of sails, by which

they are bent, reefed, &c.

Head-earings, are attached to the cringles at the upper corners

of a sail, and are used to fasten the sail to its yard.

Wock-earing, the inner earing of a fore and aft sail. See

Spanker, 395.

Peak-earing, the outer earing of a spanier or trysail.

See/^arings, are attached to the reef-cringles on the leeches of

the sails, by which they are roused up, and securely confined

to the yard for reefing.

Ease. To ease the vessel. The, helmsman eases her by a lee

movement of the helm to meet a sea. The ofllcer eases her,

by regulating the sail so as to prevent her pitching vio-

lently.

To ease off or ease away. To slacien gradually any rope or tackle.

East. One of the cardinal points of the compass.

Ebb. The return or reflux of the tide, after having been at its

highest.

Eccentkiciiy—of shot. The " deviation of the centre of gravity

from the centre of the ball," caused by cavities within, giving

a preponderance to one particular section of it over every

other; if no such preponderance exists,, the shot is then con-

sidered concentric.

Eddt-Watee. TTiat which, by some interruption in its course,

runs contrary to the direction of the tide or current.
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Edge-Away. To increase tlie distance gradually from a coast,

vessel, or any object.

To edge-in-with, a coast or vessel ; is to advance gradually and

not directly toward it.

EiKiNG. In sMp-building, a piece fitted to make good a de-

ficiency in length.

Elbow. In the hawse. See Clearing Hawse. Chapter XXVI.
Elevation (in Gunnery), that angle comprehended between

the horizon and the line of direction of the cannon. See

Point.

Embabgo. An arrest laid on vessels by public authority, to

prevent their departure.

Embabkation. Shipping or putting on board troops for pub-

lic service.

Embayed. The situation of a vessel between two capes or

promontories, the wind blowing in.

End-foe-End. To turn any tHng around so as to reverse its

position. Running rigging is often shifted end-for-end, to

equalize the wear of the ends.

End-on, a vessel approaching directly toward a roclr, shore, or

another vessel, goes end on.

Engagement. A naval action.

Ensign (pro. Misen). The national flag or banner, hoisted at

the peak or the ensign-stafii over the stern of a vessel.

Enter. To enroll or engage for service.

Eniering-port, any of the ports appropriated for entering or

leaving the vessel by.

Entrance, a name frequently given to the foremost part of a

vessel, under the surface of the sea.

Equip. ' To fit a vessel for sea, or boats for an expedition ; ap-

plying more properly to her armament.

Escutcheon. A compartment on a vessel's stem, where her

name is written.

Even-keel. The situation of a vessel, when she draws the
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same water forward and aft ; it is also applied to the upright

position of the vessel.

Exercise. The practice of drilling a crew at the guns, or at

the various operations of reefing, furling, shifting sails and

yards in a port, that they may be familiar with the process.

Fleets and squadrons are als6 exercised in evolutions, manceu-

vres, &e.

Eye, of a block-strap, is that part or loop by which it is sus-

pended to any place.

Of a stay, is that part of it, formed into a collar, to go over the

mast-head, 74.

JEye-holt, is a long bar of iron, having an eye at one end ; it is

driven in the decks or sides of a vessel, through a beam or

a timber, the eye being left out to hook tackles, or fasten

ropes to.

Flemish-eye, is a peculiar eye formed in a rope, by dividing the

yarns into two equal parts, forming the eye and pointing over

the whole. See paragraph 325.

Eyelet-holes, are those made in saUs.

Eye of a shrovid. See Eye of a stay.

Eye-splice. See Splice.

Eyes of a vessel, sometimes applied to the forward part of a yes-

gel below, as, "down in the eyes of her," "forward in the

eyes of her."

In the wind's eye, toward the point from which the wind blows.

F.

Face-Pieces, in ship-building, are pieces of wood wrought on

the fore part of the knee of the head.

Facing, is letting one piece of timber into another, with a

rabbet.

Fag. Thefag-end of a rope, is that end which, from not hav-
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ing teen whipped or pointed, Las become untwisted ; Lence

you say " the end is fagged" or "fagged out."

Fair. Applied to the wind, is when it is favorable to the

course you wish to steer, otherwise it is/oM?.

Fair, applied to the weather, means pleasant.

Fair, applied to the rigging. Or any piece of running-ringing,

when from the situation of the leading-blocts it is not ex-

posed to chafe or friction; ".such a rope leads fair."

Fair-leaders, are blocks or thimbles, placed in any position or

part of the vessel, to lead ropes through, without increasing

the purchase, 45.

Fair-curve, in delineating vessels, is a winding-line, whose shape

is variedj according to the part of the vessel it is intended to

describe.

Fair-way, of a channel, is the path of a bay, river or harbor,

through which vessels enter or depart.

Fake. One of the circular forms made in coiling a cable, haw-

ser, or other rope. Paragraph 317.

French fake, coiling a cable or hawser. See paragraph 324.

Fall. Of a tackle, is that part upon which the power is ap-

plied to its use.

To fall aboard. ' See Aboard.

To fall astern.. A yessel falls astern of another when she is

unable to keep up with her in sailing. Also, when she

moves with her stern foremost.

To fall calm, the total cessation of the wind.

To fall in with, to meet a vessel at sea or in any port.

To fall of, the motion of a vessel's head, when it falls to lee-

ward of the point she lately headed for.

Falling^home. In ship building, applied to the upper part of

the top-side, when it is much within a perpendicular. This

is also termed tumbling-in.

False-Firb. a combustible composition, used in vessels of

war, in making night signals.
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False-Keel. Pieces of timber secured under the main keel of

vessels.

Fashion Pieces. In sMp 'building, are the aftermost timbers

of a vessel, which terminate the breadth, and form the shape

of the stern.

Fasts. Ate ropes used to secure a vessel to a wharf, as the

bretist,'botB,< quarter, and stern fasts.

Tofasten, or make fast, to tie a rope, and make it secure, b^ any

bend or knot.

Keep fast, an order often given, to imply that a previous order

given is not to be executed',' for instance, the officer orders

Heady about ! and while the men are taking their stations

the wind hauls, rendering the evolution uflnecessaryj he

then orders "te^/as f."

Fathom, i A measure of six feet,, or 73 inches. The length

of cables, ropes, &c., and the depth of water are estimated

by fathoms; "a cable of IZQ fathoms," '^we anchored in 16

fathoms."

Fay. To fit together two pieces of wood, so as to join

closely.

Feather-Edged. Applied to planks which have one side thicker

than the other.

Fend. To /eMo/",' to prevent from coming in contact. See

Bear off.
'"'

Fenders, pieces of cable, timber, or other material, hung over the

side of a vessel, to prevent her rubbing agaitist a wharf or

other vessel.
'

'
i

Boatfenders, made of canvas and stufifed, are slung with a lan-

yard inside of the boat, and thrown over the side when' ap-

proaching a wharf or vessel.
,

Fetch. To attain ; as, " We will fetch to windwasi'd of that

point." •

To slacken, applied to a rope, or to a cask, when not sufSciently

wedged ; to a mast when lobge ih its partners. To any thing
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wMch breaks loose from its fastenings. Tkey are said to

^^
fetch away" or "fetch-way."

Fid. a block of wood or iron, to support the topmast and top-

gallant masts, being passed through the fid-hole at its heel, and

resting on the tressle-trees.

Splicing-fid, a wooden pin tapered at one end, used for splicing

ropes of the larger Idnd. When made of iron, they are termed

marling-spikes.

Field. See Vent.

Flpe-Rails. See Bails.

Figure. Figure-head, an ornamental piece of carved work at

the head, over the cut-water of a vessel.

Fill. To brace the yards, so that the wind will act upon the

after surface of the sails.

Fill away, the act of filUng the sails, from being braced aback,

or counter-braced.

Fillings. In ship-building, are pieces of timber used to make

the curve fair for the mouldings, befween the edges of the

fish-front and the sides of the mast.

Filling-hole (in Gunnery), of a shell, is that through which the

charge of powder is poured into it.

Fillers. See Made-mast.

Finishing. The lower and upper finishings, in ship-building

are carved ornaments of the quarter gallery, below the second

counter, and above the upper lights.

Fire. An order to discharge the cannon.

Fire-men, are those appointed to proceed to the place of a fire

and extinguish it.

Fire-works, artificial fires, made of combustible and inflanunable

materials, used in vessels of war for night signals.

Fish. A purchase, composed of the fish-davit, pendant and

hook, and a tackle ; used to rouse the flukes of the anchor up

to the gunwale. See paragraph 366.

Fish-front, or Paunch, a long piece of timber, made to fit on a
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mast lengthwise, used to strengtheii tlie mast when sprung or

damaged. See Made-masts.

Fishes-side, two long pieces of timber, coaked on the opposite

sides of made-masts, to give it the diameter required. See

Made-m,asts.

Fore and after fishes. See Made-masts.

FiT-OuT. To fit out a vessel is to prepare her for sea service.

Flag. See Colors, Ensign, dc.

To hanff out or heave out a, flag, is to display it from any part of

the Tessel.

To lower or strike a flag, to lower it down, or tate it in, in toten

of respect as a salutation ; or in an engagement as a token of

submission, or yielding.

Flaff Officer. The highest rank in the United States Navy;

wearing the same flags, and having the same position, as

admirals in other navies.
'

Flabe. Flaring, used in contradistinction to falling home.

When a vessel's side flares out from a perpendicular.

Flat. A level ground, lying at a small depth under the water.

Flat-aft. You haul the sheets of fore and aft sails flat-aft.

Flat-ahack, the situation of the sails when aback ; the after sur

face binding against the mast.

To flat-in, or flattemAn, the head sheets, is to haul the clews

of the sail in amid-ships, to pay ofi' the head of the vessel.

Flat-bottomed boats, are those which are bmlt to float La shallow

water.

Flats, in ship-building, are the names of all the timbers in amid-

ships.

Flaw. A sudden gust of wind.

Fleet. Applied to a tackle, is to change its situation by draw-

ing asunder the blocks. See Stopper and Fleet.

Fleet, is also a number of vessels of war, or merchant ships, sail-

ing together.

FLEMisH-ErK. See Fye.

14*
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Flemish-coil. See Coil.

Float. A float is a raft formed of timb&rs, to float on the

water, for vaiious purposes.

To float, tO! be borne up, or be borne along, by tbe water.

Flood. The flux of the tide, when the water is rising. The

commencement is called young flood.

Flooks. See Flukes.

Floor. The bottom of a vessel on each side of the kelson.

Floor-timbers, are those parts of the timbers of a vessel which

are placed immediately across the keel.

Flowing-^Sheets. The position of the lee clews of a sail when

eased off. ^'She is running down under flowing sheets."

Flukes. The arms of an anchor. See Chapter VIII., para-

graph 285.

Flurbt, of wind ; a light breeze, variable, and causing a ruffle

on the surface of the sea.

'Fly, of a compass, is that part on which the points are marked.

Of a flag, is that part which extends from the union to the

extreme end.

To lei fly the sheets, tacts, &c.—to let them go suddenly and

entirelyi .

'

. .

Flying-sails, such as royals, skysails, So., set as studding-sails.

Foot, of a mast or sail, is its lower part or edge. •'
.

Foot-ropes, are used on yards, &c., for the men to stand on, in

1 furling or reefing the sails, 151, lY3. Also that part of the

bolt-rope to which the foot of the sail is sewed.

Jfboi-waZm^r, the inside plants or Ening of a vessel, over the floor-

timbers.

FoEB. In opposition to aft ; used to distinguish any thing in

the forward part of a vessel ; as, \}a& fore-mast, ^h& fore-hatch,

fore-sail.

Fore and aft. See Aft.

Fore and afters. Schooners or other vessels, which are impelled

wholly by fore and aft sails.
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Fore-castle, that part of tie upper or spar deck which is situated

forward of the after part of the fore channels. When the fore-

castle is covered by a short deck, reaching aft to the foremast,

raised above the spar deck, it is termed top-gallant forecastle.

Fore-castlemen, are thbse of the crew who are stationed in this

part of the vessel.

Fore-foot, a piece of timber which terminates the keel at the

fore end, connecting it with the lower end of the stem.

Fote-panger, a short piece of rope grafted on a harpoon, to

which a line is attached when used. '

Fore^hooks: Sefe Breast-hooks. •

Forelock, a flat piece of iron, driven through an iron bolt to se-

cure its end, and prevent its drawing.

Fore-mast, the forward mast in all vessels.

Fore-reach, to advance upon, or gain ground upon, any vessel.

Fore-runner, of a lOg-Une, is a piece of bunting or white rag,

terminating the stray line.

Fore-iopmen, ave those of the crew who are stationed aloft in the

foretop, and on the yards above, in shortening and making sail.

Forge. To forge ahead, applied variously ; as, a vessel forges

ahead in coming to anchor, after the sails are clewed up, or

she forges ahead of another vessel in outsailing her.

Form (in Naval Tactics). To form!a squadron or fleet into any one

of the prescribed orders. If, howeiVer, the fleet i^ alreadyfe or-

der, and it is' required to form another, it changes to that order.

Formers, made of wood, fitted to the bore of a gun, by which

cartridges are formed to the proper size.

Also formers, for making waids by.

Forward. In contradistinction to after, or abaft; as, "the for-

ward part of the fore-top."

FoTHER, or Fodder, the attempt to stop a leak in the bottom of

a vessel, while she is afloat, at anchor, or under sail.' Bylet-

ting diwn a sail under her bottom, fastened at the four Cor-

ners ; then placing a quantity of chopped ropeyam, oakmn,
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cotton, wool, &c., between it and the bottom, wMch by being

sucked into the leak, may stop it.

Foul. In opposition to clear ; as, " Such a vessel ran a-foul of

"us." The anchor is foul, when the cable is twined around its

shank and fluke. The bottom of a vessel i&foul, when covered

with grass, &c.

Foul-hawse, is when the cables, without the hawse-holes, are twist-

ed around each other. See Clearing Hawse, Chapter XXVI.

Foul wind, and foul weather, is when the wind is unfavorable,

or the weather unpleasant.

Founder. A vessel founders, when, on account of a leak, or a

sea breaking over her, she fills with water and sinks.

Fox. A small strand ofrope, formed by twisting several rope-yarns

together. Foxes are used as seizings, or to make mats with.

A Spanishfox, a single rope-yarn untwisted and then twisted up

the contrary way and rubbed smooth ; used for seizings.

Frame. Several pieces of timber united.

Frap. To cross or draw together. You frapa tackle by draw-

ing the several parts of the fall together, and seizing them to

prevent them from rendering.

You frap a vessel, by passing cables or hawsers around her, to

support her in a storm, if she is old and weak.

Free. To free a vessel, is to pump the water out of her.

To sail free, having the wind at any point, abaft that which would

require the yards to be braced up sharp for the vessel's course.

Freight. The price paid for the conveyance of goods from one

place to another.

Freight also is applied to the burthen or lading of a vessel.

Fresh. Fresh^way, the increased velocity of a vessel.

Fresh-wind, a strong wind, not amounting to a gale.

Freshen'. To relieve. To freshen the hawse, is to relieve that

part of the cable which has been some time exposed to fric-

tion or chafe at the hawse-holes, by renewing the service

around the cable.
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To freshen the nip, of any rope, is to guard it against chafe, in

that part where a nip is formed, by service.

The wind freshens, when it increases; and a vessel freshens her

headway when she increases her speed.

Frigate. A vessel of war, having batteries on two decks, viz.

:

the spar deck, and the next below it, or main deck, on which is

the principal force. The next deck below being the berth-deck.

Frigate-built. Some vessels of war of only the force of corvettes,

are bmlt with a spar deck over that on which the guns are

mounted.

Full and Bt. Sailing close-hauled, having the sails all full,

and lying as near to the wind as possible, 639.

Ftjrl, To wrap or roll a sail up to its yard, boom, or gaff, and

secure it there by passing its gaskets or furling-lines around it.

Furling irira-hody, gathering the body of the sail, or as much of

it as possible, in at the slings of the yard in furling, thereby

giving the yard-arms a lighter appearance.

Furling-lines, are those which are wound spirally around a sail

and its yard in furling, commencing at the yard-arm and

winding in toward the slings.

FuTTOCKS. The middle division of a vessel's timbers, or those

parts which are situated between the floor and the top-tim-

bers. Those next the keel are called the ground futtocJcs.

Futtock-plates, made to contain the dead-eyes of the topmast rig-

ging, and to hook the futtock rigging to.

Futtock-shrouds. See paragraph 95.

Futtock-staves, a piece of rope, wood, or iron, served over with

spun-yarn, or leathered, to which the shrouds are secured at

the cat-harpings. The cat-harping legs being seized around

the staves and shroud.

FuzB (in Gunnery), for a shell, is composed of the fuze-stock,

the composition with which it is filled, and the quick match.

" The fuze-stock, which is made of wood, and of sufficient

length to reach to the bottom of the cavity opposite the fuse-
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hole, is filled with the composition, of which the chief ingre-

dient is mealed powder. A gimlet hole is then bored through

the side of the stockj near its lower extremity, or distant from

it, according as the shell is intended to accomplish a longer

or shorter distance before exploding. The filling ignites (by

means of the qiiidk match) on the discharge of the gun, and

the fire communicates (through the gimlet hole) with the

charge in the shell, and causes it to explode."— Ward's Ord-

nance and Ourinery.

Fuze-plate, an iron plate, perforated with several holes,' secured

over the fuze after beiiig driven into the shell.— Ward.

«.

Gatf. a boom or yard, to which the head of spanters, spen-

cers, and the principal sails of schooners, are bent. The inner

end being formed, by cheeks on each side of it, into a semi-

circle, which encloses the after part of the masti From this

to its outer end, or peak, it decreases in size. The inner end

is termed the jaws.

Gaff-iopsail, a light sail set over a gaflf, the head hoisting up to

the topmast head, and the clew hauled out to the gaff end.

Used chiefly over the mainsail of schooners, sloops, and cut-

ters, and sometimes over the spanker of ships.

Gauge (in Naval Tactics). A vessel or fleet has the weather or

lee gauge of an enemy, as they are to windward or to leeward.

As fleets generally engage in line of battle, close-hauled, or

nearly so, one force must be to windward of the other, or have

the weather gauge, the other force having the lee gauge.

Gauge, is also a measurement taken by a rul? or compass.

Gain. To gain the wind of a vessel, is to gain the weather-gauge.

Gale. A gale of wind, is a storm—the wind blowing violently.

The most violent gales are termed tempests.
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Equinoctial gales, are thoSe whicli take place about the time the

sun crosses the equinoctial line.

Galled. The state of a mast, yard, or rope, when its Surface

is damaged by chafe or friction. . <

Gallery, A balcony projecting from the stern or quarter of a

vessel—-hence termed s<«rw or -giwarfer^aWmeii

Gallet. That place in vessels of war where the provisions of

the offlijcFs and ' crew are cooked, applied to the machine in

- which they are cooked,

GAtLOWS-BiTS. A' strong frame on deck' between the fore and

main hatches, to support the spare masts and spars in port.

Gammoning. See Rigging Bowsprit, 37 to 41 inclusive.

Gang.; 'A number of the crew selected- for any purpose or

service ; termed a "gang of hands^'

Oang'hoardsl^-pi&Tiks placed within or without the bulwarks of

the waist, for the sentinel to walk or stand on.

Gang-way, that part of a vessel' where persons enter or depart

from the vessel. ^

,,

Also that part of the vessel on the spar deck, on either side of

the booms, extending from the quarter deck to the forecastle.

This is more properly termed the waist.

Also applied to any passage-way, in any part of a vessel.

To bring to the gangway. Punishments being generally inflicted

in the waist or at the gangway, the men there punished' are

said to be "brought to the gangway

T

Gant-Linb, or Girt-Linej a rope rove thrbugh blocks on the yard-

arms, extending fore and aft the vessel, on each side, from the

jib-boom end to the spanker-boom end, to stop the hammocks

to, after being scrubbed, for drying. Sometimes the leading

blocks are under the cat-harpings, instead of at the yard-^rms.

Termed hammock-gantlines. ......

Gabboakd-Streak (in Ship-building). Is the first range or streak

of planks laid upon a vessel's bottom next to the keel, through-

out the whole length of the floor. '•'
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Garland. A sort of bag of net-work, the mouth extended by

a hoop, in which saUorskeep provisions in their mess, or

elsewhere.

Shot-garland, or shot-racJc, a piece of timber, having hemispher-

ical cavities in it, to contain shot—they are nailed horizontally

between the guns on the ship's side, or around the coamings

of the hatches. v

Garland—^for getting in masts ; a gromet of rope lashed on the

mast, to hook the purchase to. See Rigging, 23.

Gaenet. a purchase used on the mainstay of a merchant

vessel, to hoist the cargo in or out.

Clew-garnet. See Clew.

Gasket. A plaited cord, flat, and tapering at one end—the

largest end is secured to the yards, at equal distances from

the bunt, out ; they are used to secure the sail to the yard

when furled.

Bunt-gasket, is that which supports the bunt of the sail, and is

consequently the strongest. It is usually made of several

parts, forming a kind of net-work to enclose the whole bunt.

Quarter-gaskets, are those which are bound around the sail at

the quarter of the yard.

Yard-arm gaskets, are those which are used at the yard-arms.

Gates, of a dock, thick double doors hung at the entrance, to

open and shut—to admit vessels— confine or exclude the

water.

Gather. Gather aft the head sheets, is to haul in the slack of

them. Used also thus, " gather in the slac¥' of a rope.

To gather way—headway or stern-board—^is to commence mov-

ing ahead or astern ; applied to a vessel.

Gaub-Rope. See Hope. See paragraph 131.

Gear. A term applied to any number of ropes used in the man-

agement of any particular sail or sails; "The studding-sail

gear," " The top-gallant gear" &c.

0/ a gun—all the ropes used in the working and securing a gnu.
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Also applied to tlie arrangement of some material other than

rope; as,

Pump-gear, which comprehends all the movable frame-work

which is used in pumping out a vessel.

Gears. More properly Jears. See Jears.

GriNS. See paragraph 110, 110 a.

Girt. The situation of a vessel moored with her cables too taut.

Girt-line, a rope rove through a single block at the head of

lower masts, to hoist up the rigging by, in rigging ship. See

paragraphs 15, 27, 55, 56.

Give-Wat. An order given to a boat's crew to increase their

exertions at the oars, or to commence pulling.

To give way together, to keep time in rowing.

To give chase, to pursue. " We gave chase to the enemy."

Glass. Hour, half-hour, and minute glasses, used to measure

time, in regulating the watches, and heaving the log on board

of vessels.

Night-glasses, telescopes used at night.

To flog or sweat the glass, to turn it before the sand has run

out, thus gaining some minutes on each half hour. A dis-

honorable expedient for shortening a watch.

Glut. A piece of canvas about a foot square, with an eyelet

h'ole worked in its centre
;
placed in the doublings in the

middle of a square sail, through which a becket is passed to

hook the bunt-jigger to. See paragraphs 382, 388.

GooDGEONS, or Braces (pro. Gudgeons). Clamps of iron or

other metal secured to the stern posts of vessels, to receive

\h9^intles of the rudder, forming the hinge on which the

rudder turns.

Goosb-Neok. An iron hook fitted on the extremity of the

yards, or end of a boom or gaflf, for various purposes.

Goose-Wings. The clews, or lower comers, of a fore-sail or

main-sail, when the centre or body of the sqil is fiirled. See

Goose-wing of foresail, 604 to 606,
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Gores. In sail-maMng, the angles at one or both ends of such

cloths as widen or increase the depth of the sail.

GoTing-cloths,Sixe those which are cut obliquely, and add to the

breadth of a sail.

Graeting. a peculiair manner of weaving a matting, as a

cover, with several yams alternately missed; as the filling is

passed across. '

'

Grape-Shot. a number of small shot enclosed in a canvas

covering,' and corded strongly ttigether in the form of a cone,

the base being of a diameter equal to the ball of a cannon.

Grapline, or Grapnel (pro. Grapnel). A small anchor with

several flukes or claws, used to secure boats.

Grappling-irons, are instruments somewhat resembling the

former; but having different flukes ; lised to grapple with an

adversary's vessel, and for other purposes.

Buoy-grapplings, are used to catch the buoy in getting under

way.

Gratings. Open lattice-wort coverings for hatches, to give

air and light below, and strong enough to support a great

•weight.

Grenade. A light shell or bomb charged with powder, and

thrown, from the tops, on the decks of an enemy. They are

Xenaei Hand-Chenades.

Gripe. See Fore-foot.

The gripe of a vessel, is the compass or sharpness of her stern

under the water, having a tendency to make her keep a good
wind.

A vessel is said to gripe -wh^n. she is inclined to fly up iBlo the

wind, particularly when sailing free.

Gripes. An assemblage of ropes, hooks, and dead-eyes, used

to secure the boats with, to prevent them from fetching-way

by the motion of the vessel.

Grommet. a ring formed of a rope, used for various pur-

poses. See Cringles, Hanks, Bolsters, etc.
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Grommet. See Wad.

Ground. To ground a vessd, is to lay her so as to rest on the

ground.
"

Aground, the situation of a vessel—used in contradistinction to

Afloat.

Ground. See Holdingi

Ground-tacMe, a general term applied to all that which is nec-

essary to securing a vessel at anchor, viz.—cables, Stoppers,

hawsers, bowlines, Warps, buoy-ropes, &c.

Ground-tier, the; first or lower tier of casks, or other articles in

the vessel's hold.

Ground-tow, in rope-maMng, is the loose hemp that comes from

the sides of the hatchelers and spinners.

Ground-ways, large pieces of timber laid across the slip or

dock, for the blocks to rest upon.

Growing. Leading—sometimes applied to the cable, as " the

cable grows (leads) jOMi ore the starboard bow."

GtTAKD. Guard-boats, are those employed in rowing around

.vessels, for various purposes.
:

Guard-irons, are bars of iron placed over any ornamental work,

to protect it from, injury.

Gudgeons. See GoodgeortSi

GuESS-RoPE, or Guest-rope. • See Hope.

Gun. a comprehensive term, including most fire-arms. Used

in the navy as synonymous with cannon.

Great-guns, those constituting the batteries of a vessel of war

—

used in contradistinction to small-arms.

GuN-BOAT. " A large boat fitted to carry a gun in the bow or

amidships." At the present time, however, a gunboat is a

much TOpre formidable vessel,'. mounting, many guns and of

heavy caliljrej more formidable,than the smaller corvettes were

a few years since.

Gunner. In the navy, a warrant oflBcer, having charge of all

theprdnance of the. vessel.
,
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Gunnery. " The drill of the personnel attached to a gun, and

its skillful and most effective use in all military service, where

it can possiblyJife regiiired."—" Ward.^''

Gunner's-mate, a petty officer to assist the gunner in his du-

ties.

Ounner''s-crew, the quarter-gunners (petty officers) of a vessel,

who, under the directions of the gunner, attend to the guns

of the diiBFerent divisions.

GuN-RooM, or Ward-room. The latter used in the United States

vessels of war. The apartment occupied as a mess-room by

the commissioned officers.

Gun-Shot. The distance of the point-blank range of a cannon-

shot. " We anchored within gun-shot of a forV
Gun-Tackle. A gun-tackle purchase. See Tackle.

Gunwale. (Pro. Gunnel.) Of a boat or vessel, is the upper

works of the hull.

Gust. A sudden and violent squall of wind.

Guy. a rope attached to any article to steady it, or bear it

clear, in hoisting or lowering.

Forward, and after-guys, are those by which the lower studding-

sail booms are managed, in getting them out or in, and by

which they, are steadied when out.

Shear-head, and belly-guys. See paragraph 15.

Gybe. To shift over the boom of a fore and aft sail, from one

quarter to the other, with the wind aft or quartering.

SI.

HAa's Teeth. Those parts of matting, pointing &c., which are

interwoven with the rest in an irregular manner, spoiling the

uniformity of the work.

Hail. To hail a vessel, fort, &c., is to accost, to call their at-

tention. To hail the men aloft, for the same purpose, gene-
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rally done through a speaking trumpet, as " Hoa ! the ship

ahoay ! Fore-topsail yard there /"

Half-Board. See Paragraph 617 a in. worMng to windward.

Half-Ports. Are shutters to close the ports, having a semi-

circular hole in each, the upper and lower, which, when

closed, fit around the gun.

Halyards, or Haultards. Tackles or ropes used to hoist or

lower sails by.

Hammock. A piece of canvass, slung at both ends with clews,

in which sailors sleep. They are stowed in the hammock-

nettings during the day, being snugly lashed around the bed-

ding. They thus form a good barricade against the mus-

ketry of the enemy—are useful also in choking a gun that

has broken adrift from its fastenings in a gale.

Hand. Differently applied, as to hand a sail, ia to furl it. A
hand, means a person or man, as "A hand in the chains,"

" Clap on more hands."

Bear a hand, is to make haste.

Hajid-grenade. See Grenade,

Hand lead, the smaller leads for soundings, used by a man in

the chains. See Sounding, Chapter XXIII.

Pand over hand, to pull upon a rope by passing one hand over

the other alternately, particularly in hoisting. A sailor goes

hand over hand when he climbs up a rope by throwing one

hand over the other, and raising his body thus by the strength

of his arms. Applied also to coming up with another vessel,

thus, " We overhaul her hand over hand,"

Hand-Spike. A wooden bar armed with iron claws, used at

the guns in raising and depressing the breech.

Hand-spikes, made differently, are also used as levers at a wind-

lass, in heaving up an anchor.

Handsomely. Steadily, carefully, as " Lower away handsomely,"

Hand-Tight. Such a degree of tension as can be applied to a

rope or tackle by hand.
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Hang. A mast is said to hang when it inclines.

Hang-fire, applied to a gun when the flame does not immedi-

ately communicate with the charge.

To hang on, to hold fast.

Hanks. Wooden rings fixed upon stays, to confine the sails

thereto, when hoisted ; sometimes made of rope^ (see Qrom-

mets,) or of iron, (see Rings.')

Hard. Hard a-lee! Hard a-portf Hard a-starboard / are

orders given to the helmsman.

Hard a-wetaher ! or Hard-up ! in opposition to hard a-lee !

Hard Wad. See Wad.

Harpings. In ship-bmlding, the fore part of the wales, which

encompass the bow of a vessel, and are fastened to the

stem.

Cat-harpings. See Cat.

nAEPOON. A, spear used in striking whales and other fish.

Hatch, or Hatchway. An opening in the deck, to afford a

passage up and down.

The after, forward, or m&in-hatchway, used to distinguish the

hatches fi'om each other.

Hatches, are also coverings placed over the hatchways.

Hatch-bars, are bars of iron or wood, to confine the covering on

the hatches.

Haul. To pull on a rope, as. Haul in ! Haul aft ! Haul to-

gether ! Haul taut

!

Let go and haul ! Haul of all! See orders -in TacJcing.

Main-sail haul ! Main-topsail haul ! See Tjxching.

A haul of yarn, a number of rope-yarns hauled out together,

and ready to te laid up into a strand.

Close-hauled. See paragraph S74.

Haul the wind ! Haul up ! To bring the vessel's head nearer

to the wind. Thus :—^If a vessel is standing with the wind
directly aft,' \yj altering her course either way you haul up,

on either tack, as the case may be ; and if you continue to
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bring her Lead nearer tq t]ie wind, on the same tack, from

any point having the wind free to a close hauled course, you

then haul the wind, or haul by the wind.

Hawse. The situation of the cables before a vessel's stem,

when moored with two anchors. See Clearing Hawse, 788

to 802.

It also applies, in some cases, to a little distance ahead of the

vessel, as " Such a ship has anchored in our hawse," or

" athwart our hawse."

Hawse-rope, lised in clearing hawse.

A hold-hawse, applied to a vessel having her hawse-holes high.

Fresh hawse. See Fresh...

To ride hawse-full, when a vessel, in violent pitching, takes much

water in the hawse-liolesi

Hawse-hags, made of canvass, and stuffed with oakum, used to

stop the hawserholesiai; sea.

Hawse-holes are cylindrical holes cut in the bows of a vessel,

on each side of the stem, through, which the cables are

pointed. , ,
,

Hawse-pieces, thin' pieces of tiraber in the bow frame ofa vessel,

next to the knight-heads, through which the hawse-holes are

. cut. , ,,

Hawse plugs, made; of wood, io fit into the hawse-holes at

sea.

Hawser. A large rope used for various purposes on ship-

board ; as, to warp with for mooring, to form springs on the

..cable, &c. See. Table of Allowances^ page 1Q9.
^

Hazy. The st3,te of the weather, the atmosphere being thick,

though not as damp as in foggy weather.

Head. An ornamental ^/^^rwre-Aectrf, terminates the stem of a

vessel, forming a continuation of it.

Head, or a-head, means forward—" one vessel ahead of.another"

head-ytirds, he(f,dTsails, head-Auay, head-sea, &c.

Head, also applies to that part of a vessel of war which is par-
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titioned over the bows, on each side of the stem, for the con-

venience of the sailors.

By the Kiad, the state of a vessel when she is trimmed deeper

forward than aft.

Sead of a mast, the upper part of it when stepped, or that part

of it on which the cap is fitted.

Head-fast, the rope employed to secure the head of a vessel or

boat, to a wharf or other vessel.

Mead-land, a name frequently applied to high capes or promon-

tories.

Head ledges, in ship-building, are the thwart-ship pieces that

frame the hatchways, or ladder ways.

Head-lines. See Line.

Headmost, the situation of a vessel further advanced than an-

other, as " the headmost vessel of the _/?ee<."

Head-rails, in ship-building, are the elliptical rails at the head of

the vessel.

Head-reach. The distance gained to windward in stays. See para-

graphs 576, 595, 61 V a. In tacMng, as a vessel comes head to

wind, by the action of the helm, when the after sails spill and

are taken aback, having lost their propelling power, those on

the foremast tend to force the head of the vessel past the course

of the wind, and at the same time to deaden the head-way ; at

this point the vessel will, before losing her head-way, hang di-

rectly to windward, which head-reach will be in proportion to

the speed of the vessel before the evolution commenced.

Fore and aft vessels will head-reach more, in proportion, than

square-rigged ones, for the reason that none of the sails are

thrown aback until after she has passed the course of the

wind. A fast, good-working vessel will, if well managed,

never entirely lose its head-way in stays ; but will continue to

head-reach until, by the action of the helm, she is brought

around to receive the impetus given to the sails braced for the

other tack.
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Head-rope, that part of the bolt-rope which is sewed to the upper

edge or head of the principal sails.

Head-sails, the general name for all those sails set forward of

the foremast.

Head-sea, those waves which meet the head of the vessel in her

course.

Head-stick, a short round stick, having a hole at each end,

through which the head-rope of some triangular sails are

thrust, before it is sewed on. It prevents the head of the

sail from twisting.

Head-to-wind, the situation of a vessel, having her head to that

point from which the wind blows.

Head-way, the motion of a vessel advancing through the water

head forsitrost.

Heart. See Blocks.

Heave. To throw—as, to heave any thing overboard. To
heave the lead to get soundings.

To force, as, to heave around the capstan

—

heave-up the anchor.

To heave-ahead, is to force a vessel ahead by any means, when.

not under sail.

To show, as, to heave out a flag.

Heave and away, implies that the next effort will dislodge the

anchor from its hold in the ground.

Heave and pawl, is to turn the capstan until the pawl, which is

down, shall take, and prevent the capstan from receding.

Heave and rally ! or Heave cheerly ! a cheering order given to

the men at the capstan to exert themselves.

To lieave down. See Careening.

To heave in stays, to put a vessel about by tacking.

To heave-out the stay sails, to loose them and throw them out

from the top, or wherever they may have been confined—to

set or dry them.

To heave short, to heave in the cable, until the vessel is nearly

over the anchor.
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'To heave taut, to heave In a cable or other rope, until there is a

strain upon it.

Heave to. See Chapter ' XX. To lessen, or entirely stop, the

head-way of a vessel, by counter-bracing the yards ; arrang-

ing them in such a manner that some of the sails will be

acted upon by the wind on their after surfaces, and others on

their forward—the former tending to force the vessel ahead,

and the letter to force her astern. In most cases a vessel

will range ahead a little, which is desirable, as she is the

more readily managed by the helm. See Bring to, Lie to.

HeAVER.
^
A wooden, or iron bar, used as a lever on many oc-

casions.

BtEAVT,, Sefifiy metal ;. guns of a large calibre. ">S/te carries

heavy metal."

Seavy sea, strong and high waves, as " heavy head-sea."

Heel. The ^fter end of a vessel's fcel, or the lower end of a

mast, or of the stern-post.

To heel, applied to a vessel when she stoops or inclines on

either side, a? " She heels to port, or starboard."

It is also applied to the advantage, in speed, of one vessel over

another, as " Such a vessel has the. heels of another."

Heeling, in mast-maldng, is the square part in the lower end of

topmasts and topgallant-masts, through which is the fid-hole.

Helm. All that machinery, as the rudder, the tiller, and

wheel, with their appendages, by which the vessel is directed

or governed in her^ Course.

The several phrases used in giving orders to the helmsman, are,

down with the helm, ease the helrn, bear up the helm, put the

helm amidships, a-port, a-starhoard, a-rlee, a-weather, or right

the helm, meet her with the helm, all having reference to the

motion of the tiller.

Helm-port, in ship-building, is the hole in the counter, through

,
which the head ^of tlje rudder passes.

Helm-port-transom, is that piece of timber placed across the
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lower counter, withia side, at the height of the helm-port,

and bolted through every timber for the security of that

port.

Helmsman, is the person who, for the time, has the manage-

ment of the helm. A bad or good helmsman are terms ap-

plied to those who are
,
negligent or attentive, incapable or

dexterous, in steering a vessel.

HiGH-AND-DRT. The sitUation of a vessel which is aground,

and above the reach Ibf the water at low tide.

Hrc^H-WATBR. The state of the flood at its highest.

Hitch. A fcnot by which one rope is fastened to another, or

to any mast or spar.

A black-wall-hitch, is formed by putting the bight of a rope

over the hook of a tackle, so that the two parts may cross,

g,nd the standing part jamb the other. This is used with the

lanyards of the rigging.

A half-hitch, is formed by taking one part of a rope around the

other, and bringing the end through the bight—:this may be

secured by a seizing around the two parts, or by another

half-hitch;

A magnus hitch, is formed by taking two turns with a rope

around, a spar, then passing the end around on the other side

of the standing part, then around the spar, and passing the

end through the last turn, by, which it is jambed.

A midshipman's hitch, is formed by taking a half-hitch with the

end of a rope around its standing 'part, then taking another

turn around the same bight, and jambing it between the parts

of the hitch ; the end may then be taken around; the standing

part ajnd stopped. Used in applying the tail of a purchase

to a,rope.
, , i;-

A rolling hitch, is formed by taking two round turns with a

rope around a spar, and t|ien takingtwo half-hitches with the

end around the standing part, and the end stopped to it.

A timber hitehf is formed (by taking the end. of a rope around
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a spar, then passing it over and under the standing part, and

then twice around the bight, the end leading out in an oppo-

site direction.

A clove-hitch, is formed hy two half-hitches.

HoAY. An exclamation, to call attention ; as, " Ship-hoay !"

Hog. a scrubbing-broom,,flat and rough, for scrubbing the

bottom of a vessel. A hog for this purpose may be made of

an old grating, by firmly securing brush in its holes, so as to

form a rough surface. Then, by having guys attached to it,

leading through tail-blocks at the bowsprit and stern davits,

and at the lower yard-arms, on each or either side, this hog

may be so worked as to scrape off all the matter which may
be adhering to the bottom of the vessel.

To hog a vessel, is to scrub her bottom with hogs.

Hogged, the state of a vessel when, by any strain, she is made

to droop at both ends.

Hoist. The hoist of a sail or flag is its perpendicular height

;

applied to staysails or head-sails, it means the foremost

leeches.

To hoist, is to draw up a body, or sail, by means of a purchase,

as yard-tackles or halyards.

Hold. The interior of a vessel, where are stowed the provisions,

water, cargo, &c., &c.

The fore, main, ot^ after hold, are terms to designate that part

of the hold where certain articles are stowed.

To trim, or stow the hold, is to arrange or stow the articles

therein in the most secure and advantageous manner. See

Chapter Xn.
Hold, is also variously applied ; as, "Such a vessel holds a good

wind;" "keeps a good hold of the land;" "holds her own,"

&c.

To hold on, to keep a rope from running by confining it. Also
often used for avast.

Hold-water, in rowing, is to stop the progress of a boat through
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the water, by holding the blades of the oars in the water, and

bearing back against the oars.

Holding-ground. Certain harbors are said to have good holding-

ground, when the bottom is such that the anchor buries itself

in a soft sticky mud, and would not be as readily moved, in

heaving up, or by a heavy wind causing a great strain on the

cable, as would be the case on a hard sandy bottom.

Holders, are those men stationed in the hold, to stow away the

articles therein, or to break-out for any thing wanted.

Holloa ! An exclamation used in answer to a hail.

Holy-Stonk. a stone used on ship-board to clean the decks,

by rubbing it over them, after being sprinkled with water and

sand. They have lanyards attached to each end, by which they

are worked by several men on each.

Hand holy-stone, is a similar one used by one man, who kneels

on the deck while using it, for those parts of the deck where

the large holy-stone cannot be used.

To dry-holy-stone the decks, is to perform the operation without

the use of water ; only practised on the lower decks in damp

weather. ^

Home. The sheets of a sail are said to be home, when the clew^

are hauled, by them, close out to the sheave-holes.

An anchor comes home, when it is loosened from its hold in the

ground.

A cartridge is home, when it is rammed close into the chamber,

or extremity of the bore.

Home-ward bound, vessels returning from a voyage or cruise to

their country, or the place from whence they last sailed.

HoNET-CoMB. A flaw or cavity in the bore of a piece of ord-

nance.

Hood. A covering for a companion hatch.

Hooding-Ends. In ship-building, are those ends of the planks

which fit into the rabbets of the stem and stern posts.

Hook. A crooked piece of iron, of different sizes and for differ-
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ent purposes ; as, boat-hooks (see Boat), can-hooks (see Can),

cat-hooks (see Block).

To hook-on, to apply tte hook of a tackle to any object.

JBook and butt, tlie scarfing or laying the two ends of timbers

over each other. Sfee Butt.

Clasp-hooks have. a hinge in the centre, and are keyed together.

Horizon. The line which bounds our vision at sea, dividing

the heavens and earth.

Horns. The jaws or semicircular inner ends of booms or gaffs.

Horse. A rope reaching from the slings of a yard to the yard-

arm, and hanging under .the yard, for the men to stand on

;

commonly called /ooi-rqpes.

Flemish-horses, are those on the extremity of the yard, reaching

in a few feet within the shoulder, 174.

HOrse, also termed more properly _/ac&-«toy, is a rope extending

perpendicularly forward or abaft a mast, for the purpose of

hoisting some yard or sail on, used forward of the foremast

in a schooner, to hoist the squaresail on.

Hounds. Of a mast, are those projections at the mast-head on

both sides, serving as shoulders for the top or trestle-trees to

rest on.

House. To house the guns, is to run them in clear of the port,

drop the breech, lash the muzzle to the housing bolt over the

port, and secure them snugly for a gale.

Housing or house line, (pro. Houslin.) A small line formed of

three small strands (small rope-yarns) ; used for seizings.

Hoy. a small vessel used in weighing anchors.

Hug. To keep close to, as " to hug the land," " to hug the wind."

Hulk. An old vessel unfit for sea-service.

Hull. The body of a vessel exclusive of her masts, yards, sails

and rigging.

To hull a vessel, is to strike her hull in cannonading.

Hull-down, is when a vessel is at such a distance, that only her

masts and sails are visible above the horizon.
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Hull-to. B&e.'Jl-IIull^ and Trying.

Hummock. A hillock or small eminence of land, on the sea

coast of any conntvy.

Hung. See Centre. See Quarter.

Hurricane. A violent tempest accompanied with lightning,

most frequent between the tropics.

Husband. Ship^s husband. A term applied to a person who
seldom leaves his vessel.

I.

Ice-Bergs. Large bodies of ice, floating about in the sea.

Idlers. Those of the ofiicets and crew, on board a vessel of

war, who have constant day-duties, and keep no regular watch.

Impress. To compel or force sea-faring' men into the naval

service. '

In. The sails of ayessel ar&iri when hot set, 61" when furled.

To take in a sail, is to clew it up. In this sense it is used

in opposition to set.

In. In reference to booms, is used in' opposition to ovit, s&Rig
in the studding-sail booms, or th^Jlying-jib-boom.

Also used in opposition to out, synonyniously with; on, as " Such

a person or thing is in-board or on-board."

In-and-out. In ship-building, is a term sometimes used for the

scantling of the timbers, the moulding way, and particularly

for those bolts which are driven into the hanging and lodging

knees, through the sides of the vessel, which are called'' iw-

and-out ho\ts.
;

i

'

> ' '

In-and-out-jigger or tackle, is the distinguishing name of that

small purchase, used to rig-out the studding-sail booms : and,

by shifting the tackle, to rig them in. 492.

In-Hauler, or more properly heeUrope, is that rope attached to
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the teel or inner end of the jib-boom or flying-jib-boom, by

which it is hauled in.

Any rope used for a similar purpose is termed an in-hauler.

Inner-Post. In ship-building, a piece brought on at the fore-

side of the main-post, and generally continued as high as the

wing-transom, to seat the other transoms upon.

Inteechan(jk (in Naval Tactics). See Change.

Iron-Work. A general term given to all pieces of iron used

in the construction or equipment of a vessel, as bolts, spites,

chain-plates, rudder-irons, &c.

J.

Jack. Jaeh-hlock, a block used in swaying up or striking top-

gallant-masts.

Jack-cross-trees, iron cross-trees used instead of wooden ones, on

pole top-gallant masts, 214.

Jack. A term often applied to sea-faring men.

Jack-of-the-dust. A term applied by sailors to the assistant of

the purser's steward.

Jack-stays. Eopes set up taut along the yards, and secured

thereto by staples, to which the sails are bent. See Horse, 149.

Jacob's-Ladder. A neatly made ladder of rope, having cross

pieces of wood forming the steps, set up to the lower rigging

above the hammock nettings, and to the deck, for the con-

venience of persons going aloft. See Concluding Line.

Jamb. A rope is jambed in its block, when it gets between the

sheave and shell. Any rope is jambed, when its situation is

such, from some accidental cause, that it is prevented from

rendering freely.

Jaws. The inner ends of booms or gaffs (see Horns) made
semicircular to traverse on a mast, as the spanker-boom or

gaff of a ship.
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Jaw^-ope. See Rojjc.

Jears. Purchases of tackles, by wHcli the lower yards are

hoisted up or lowered down. See Gears, 161, 162.

Jetty-Head. A name given to that part of a wharf which pro-

jects beyond the rest. But more properly to the front of a

wharf whose side forms one of the cheeks of a dry-dock.

Jewel-Blocks. See Block.

Jib. a triangular sail, set on a stay leading between the fore-

top-mast-head and the end of the jib-boom.

Clear-away-the-jib ! The order given to loose the jib, and get

it ready for setting.

Flying-jib. The sail set next beyond the jib.

Jib-of-jib. The sail set next beyond the flying-jib.

Jib-boom. A boom rigged out, through the bowsprit cap, be-

yond the bowsprit.

Mying-jib-boom. Eigged out beyond the jib-boom, through a

withe or b\)om-iron on the end of the jib-boom.

• Jibe. See Gybe.

Jigger. A small.tackle consisting of a double and single block

and the fall, used for various purposes, applied often on a top-

sail-sheet to increase the purchase in hauling it home. See'^

In-and-out Jigger.

To fleet-a-jigger. Having brought it block-and-bloch, to over-

haul the fall, draw the blocks asunder, and attach the double

block to the rope higher up.

Junk. Condemned cable or rope, cut up, and used for the pur-

pose of making mats, swabs, cfcc. &c.

Junk-wad. See Wad.

Jttrt-Mast. a temporary mast erected at sea to supply the

place of a lost one, the most suitable spar at hand being used

for the purpose.

Jury-Masts, are often erected in new vessels, to take them from

one port to another on the same coast.

15*
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K.

Kecklino. Old ropes wound around cables, to preserve them

from being.chafed See paragraph 338.

Kedgb. a small anchor, used to steady a vessel by ; to warp

ahead by, having hawsers attached to them ; used as anchors

for boats or smaller vessels. They have an iron stock. See

Table o/'complemenf. Chapter VIII.

To hedge. The act of moving a vessel from one place to another,

by means of warps and iedges.

Keel. The principal timber in building a vessel. It is the first

laid on the blocks, and supports and vinites the whole fabric.

It is composed of several pieces placed lengthwise, scarfed and

bolted together. i

The false heel is a strong piece of timber bolted below the keel.

Even^Jceel. See Even.

To Tceel-Ttaul. A barbarous punishment, formerly practised upon

sailors in the naval service of England and Holland, by draw-

^ ihg the ciilprit under the bottom of the vessel, by ropes from

the yard-arms on each side.

Keel-ropes^ or more properly limber-ropes. See Limber-ropes.

KeelSon or Kelson. The interior counterpart of the keel, a

piece of timber laid immediately over the keel on the floor

timbers.
,

Keep. Used in many sea phrases; as, "Keep a goodfull" (see

Full-and-hy), "Keep your luff" "Keep the land aboard " &c.

See Fast.

KJEEPBR. The Boat-Jceepw.

Kentledge. Ballast in iron pigs, laid upon the floor on each

side of the kelson. See Chapter XII.

Kbvel or Eangb. A frame of wood having two arms, used for

belaying large ropes to, as tacks and sheets.
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Kevel-heads. The upper ends of top-timbers, used to belay

ropes to.

Key or Quay, A -wharf of stone, having posts and rings placed

conveniently for securing vessels to, and having store-houses

convenient for lading and discharging vessels.

Keys, are sunken rocks, lying near the surface of the water.

Keys. See Fore-locks.

Kink. A twist or turn in a cable or other rope, occasioned in

laying up, or by being taken too hastily out of coil.

KnaV^-Line. 'See Line.

Knees. Crooked pieces of timber having two arms or branches

;

used, in ship-building, to connect the beams of a vessel with

her sides or timbers.

Dagger knees, are those which are placed obliquely to avoid an

adjacent port.

Knee of the head, placed forward of the stem, and supporting

the ornamental figure-head.

Lodging-knees, are placed horizontally, having one arm bolted

to a beam, and the other across two of the timbers.

Stavdard-Jcnees, are vertical curves employed generally with the

orlop-beams.
'

Transom-knees, are those which support the highest transom of

a Vessel's quarter, are bolted thereto and to the after timbers.

Knight-Heads or Bollard Timbers, are those timbers on each

side of the vessel, nearest the stem, and continued high enough

to form a support for the bowsprit.

Knittles or NiTTLBS (pro. nettles'). A small line composed of

two or three rope-yarns twisted together, used for seizings, or

to form clews for hammocks.

Knock. Knock off, to cease, to desist ; as, "Knock off there."

Knot. ' To tie ropes together ; or a knob formed on the end of

a rope. There are many kinds of knots ; as, a bowline kUot,

formed ' by the end of a rope around another. A diamond-

knot, a buoy-rope-knot, a double-diamond, an over-hand or
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figure-of-eight, a reef-knot, a sheep-shank-hiot, stopper-Isnot,

wall-knot, single-wall, &c. Descriptions of the manner of

forming the above would be useless witbout plates.

Knot, also means the divisions marked on the log-line, answering

to sea miles. See Marking Log-lines, Chapter XXIII.

Laboe. a vessel is said to labor violently, when she rolls or

pitches heavily to the motion of the sea, thereby straining her

masts and rigging.

Lacing. A rope used to secure the head of a sail to its gaff, or

the luff to its hanks or hoops. See 395.

Lacing, is also a piece of compass or knee timber, fayed to the

back of the figure-head, and the knee of the head, and bolted

to each.

Ladder. In various parts of a vessel, and differently termed, as

accommodation-ladder, fitted to the side of a vessel, at the

gangway, for the convenience of leaving or going on board.

Hatch-ladders, are those leading down the hatch-ways, from one

deck to another
; fore, main, after, &c.

Stern-ladders, are ladders of rope, suspended over the stern from

each quarter.

JacoVs-ladder. See Jacob.

Laden. The state of a vessel when loaded with cargo, or any

weight, to the extent of her tonnage or capacity.

A vessel is laden in bulk, when her cargo is neither in bales,

boxes, nor casks, but stowed loose.

Ladle. A copper instrument used to extract the shot from

a gun, or to remove loose powder scattered from a torn

cylinder.

JPaying-ladle, a kind of iron spoon, used to pour melted pitch

into the seams after being calked.
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Laid-up. a vessel is laid-up in ordinary when she is dismantled

or unrigged, for the purpose of being placed securely out of

employment.

The strands of a rope are laid-up together (or twisted), to form

a larger rope.

Land. Land-fall, the first land discovered after a voyage ; a

vessel is said to make a good land-fall, when the land made

corresponds with the reckoning of the navigator.

Landlocked, surrounded by land ; thus, a harbor is land-locked

when the prospect of the sea is excluded from the anchorage.

Land-mark, any thing conspicuous on the land, by which vessels

may be directed, or serving for bearings.

Landing. . See Disembark.

Zianditig-place, a place where boats may safely and conveniently

land.

Landsman. A grade of sailors, those who hav§ not sufficient

knowledge to perform the duties of seamen, or ordinary sea-

men.

Lanterns, used in vessels of war, are of different kinds ; as, top-

lanterns, signal-lanterns, store-room or lower-deck lanterns,

magazine-lanterns, battle-lanterns, &c.

Lanyards. Pieces of rope attached to different, articles on ship-

board, by which they are secured ; as, port-lanyards, buoy-

lanyards, &o.

Lanyards, are also those ropes rove, as a purchase, through the

dead-eye in the channels and shrouds, by which the rigging is

set up. To reeve lanyards, see paragraph '18.

Larboard. See I'ort.

Larbomlines. a term used by sailors to designate the men
who are of the larboard watch.

Large. Vessels are said to be going large, sailing large, or

running large, when they are sailing with the wind free, and

the sheets eased off. Paragraph 641 a.

, Lash. To bind or secure with ropes.
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To jxxss a lashing. To secure any thing, by passing several

turns of rope around lit, so as to secure it in its place.

Latchings. Loops formed on the head^opes of a bonnet, by

' -which it is connected with the foot of the sail.

Lateen-Sails, are triangular sails, bent to yards and used in

boats, feluccas, zebecks, &o.

Lateral-Aim. See Point.

Launch. See Boats.

To launch, to cause a vessel to leave the ways upon which she

was built, and move into the water.

To launch, in fidding a mast, is to let go the mast-rope and let

its weight rest upon the fid.

To launch over-board, applied to shooting a spar over the side,

end foremost.

Lay. To sail ; as, to lay along the land.

To come ; as, "Lay down from,' aloft^'' ''Lay in off of the yard."

To go'; as, "Zay aloft sail-loosers," "Lay out and furV\
To twist ; as, " to lay up a rope, " a cable-te'c? rope."

It has several other applications ; such as lay hy or lay to.

Leader (in Naval Tactics). The leading vessel of a column or

division.

Leaders. See Leading-Blocles.'

Leads (proi leds). Eor sounding, are made in a pyrainidalfoim,

having a hole in the apex to attach the line to, and a cavity

in the base for the arming. They are of different weights,

' froih seven to one hundred pounds. See Chapter XXIIL
Hand-leads, are the lighter ones used by the leadsman in the

chains, to get the soundings as a vessel enters or leaves a port.

The deep-sea-lead, is the heavier one, used in getting soundings

when approaching the land in deep water.

To heave the lead, to seek for soundings by means of the lead.

See Chapter XXIII. /

Lead. To guide, or direct a rope, or to reeve it through a

block.
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Leading-wind, a free or fair wind.

League. A measure of three miles.

Leak. A breach in the side or bottom of a vessel, through

•which the water passes into her.

Leakage. The quantity of wateir, or Other liquid which es-

capes from a cast by a leak.

Leakage, is also an allowance of a certain per centage, allowed,

by the customs, to importers of wine, etc., for probable

waste or loss on the passage.

Leathering. Prepared or tanned leather fitted on the shrouds,

stays, yards, &c. See Fitting lower yards, &cr

Ledge, a ridge of rocks near the surface of the sea.

Ledges. In shijj-building, are small pieces of timber placed

athwartship under the decks of a yessel, between the beams.

Lee. Used to distinguish that part of the horizon toward

which' the wind- blows, in opposition to weather; used also

to distinguish similar objects on different sides of a vessel,

as, " the lee hammoeks,- in opposition to the weather ones

;

"a lee shore," "lee side."

Under-the-lee. One vessel is under the lee of another when she

is further to leeward. A vessel is Under the lee of the land,

when her position is such that the land intercepts the wind,

thereby diihittishing its force, and affording her a compara-

tively smooth sea'. A vessel lies more comfortably under the

lee of land during a gale. :

On a lee-shore, is the position of a vessel being near the land,

the' wind blowing directly upon it ; a dangerous situation in

heavy weather.

By-the-lee. See Bring.

Lee-board. A frame of plank made to fit to the sides of flat-

bottomed vessels, whioh for the convenience of going up

rivers, and into shoal water, are buUt of light draught ; the

lee-hoard being used only in deeper water, when close-hauled,

that they may not drift to leeward.
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Lee-gauge^ in opposition to weather-gauge. See Gauge.

Lee-hatch, the motion of a vessel to leeward of her course ; a

term now not in use.

Lee-lurch, a sudden and violent roll, whicli a vessel. often takes

to leeward in a heavy sea; caused by being struck by a

heavy sea on the weather side.

Lee-way, or lee-ward-way, is the lateral motion of a vessel to

leeward .of her course, or the angle which the line of her

course or way makes with the direction of the keel.

Leeches. The leeches of a sail are its borders or edges.

The leeches of a square sail, arc those borders which terminate

its width on each side.

The leech of a fore-and-aft sail, is its after border-^the forward

one being termed the luff.

Leech-lines. See Line.

Leech-rope, that part of the bolt-rope, which is sewed to the

leech of a sail.

Leefange. a bar of iron, upon which the sheets of fore-and-

aft sails traverse in tacking.

Leefanges, are ropes rove through the cringles of sails to haul

them in for the purpose of lacing on a bonnet.

Leeward (pro. Leward). That part of the horizon which

lies un^der the lee of a vessel. " The enemy is to leeward."

A leeward tide, is a tide running in the direction of the wind.

Legs. Eopes branching out into two or more parts, as the

huntline legs, the crow-foot legs, etc.

A vessel is said to have the legs of another, when she out-sails

her.

Let. Let-fall ! an order given to the men, or sail-loosers, on

the yard, to release the sail, and let it drop.

To let-in, in ship-building, to fix a part of plank or timber into

a vacancy, formed in another for the purpose.

To let out a reef, to untie the reef-points and earings, by which

the sail was reefed.
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Level. To level the guns.

Lie. To lie along the land, to sail on a line parallel with it,

keeping it in sight, or near. See Along.

To lie to, to heave to by counter-bracing the yard (see Chapter

XX.), or to lie to in a gale (see Chapter XXL)
Lieutenant. A commissioned oflScer, next lower in rank to

a commander.

Lift. The lifts are ropes leading from the yard-arms in to the

head of the mast, to support the yards, or tcraise one yard-

arm higher than the other when required. They are some-

. times double, leading through a block at the yard-arm ; or

single, fitted over the yard-arm. 155, 1'75.

Topping-lifts, are those used to suspend the outer ends of

booms, as the spanker-boom, or lower steering sail boom,

and by which they are topped up.

Liftins, or setting up a vessel on a dock, is the act of resting

her keel, as the water is pumped, or otherwise let out, on a

number of wooden blocks, placed athwart on the bottom of

the dock.

Lifting, is also a term applied to the sails of a vessel, when

the wind strikes upon their leeches, thus causing them to

shake.

Light. Used in contradistinction to laden—thus, a vessel is

light, or sets light upon the water, having no cargo.

To light^along a rope or cable, is to help it or move it along.

To lighten a vessel, is to discharge some part of her cargo or

armament.

Lighter. A large boat, used to carry goods or stores from or

to a vessel.

Light-House. A tower or building erected to guide or direct

mariners on their way, or to warn them of some rock or dan-

geroug reef.

Light-Room. An apartment next to the magazine,-having be-

tween them a sufficient thickness of glass to prevent accident,

14*
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and at the same time to afford light in the latter, for the gun-

ner ito fill cartridges, &c.

Light-Sails. A term applied to those light-sails made of fine

Canvas which are only set in moderate or light winds, royal

studding-sails, skysdils, jib-of-jib, &o., &c.

liaiBSs.BjOt Limber-holes. Holes cut through the lower part

of the floor-timbers, nejct to the kelson, forming a passage

fore and aft for thS water, and communicating with the pump
well. See Chapter XII.

lAmher-boards, are those placed immediately over the limbers

in the flooring, and may be removed- if necessary to clear the

hmbers.

Limher'TOpe, a rope kept always rove fore and aft, through the

lim!bers, by which they may be cleared of any dirt that chokes

them.

Z/imher-streafc, the streak of foot-waling nearest to the kelson.

Line, The arrangement or order in which a fleet of vessels of

war are disposed to engage an enemy.

Idne Abreast. See Abreast.

Ziine of Battle. See Battle.

lAries '6f Benring. See Bearing.

Line, is also the general appellation of many small ropes in a

vessel, as "

Bow-line (pro. Bolin). A rope attached to the leech of a

sail and leading forwaird, to steady it when sailing by the

wipd.
'

I

Bow and Quarter-line. See Bow and Quarter,

Bunt-line, is a rope secured to ciihgles in the foot of a sail, and

leading up forward of it, by which the body of the sail is

hauled up in taking it in;

Checking-line. See paragraph 261 a.

Clew-line, a rope attached to the clew of a sail, by which it is

hauled up in taking in.

Close Hauled-line. See Close Hauled.
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Cod-line, a, Mue pi IS.threads, having 3 strands, and 6 threads

to a strand ; used in taking cod on the Banks.

Conclading4ine. (See JdcoVs Ladder.) A small rope leading

through the centre of the steps of a rope ladder.

J)eejp-sea4ilie', a, long line, marked at every five fathoms, and

used in taking soundings in deep water. See Chapter

XXIII. 1 .

Fancyr^ineji a, small rope, rove through a block at the jaws of a

gaff, one on each side of the sail, used as a throat down-haul.

Also, a line attached to the boom topping-lift, by which the

lee one is qver-haoled to prevent its chafing the sail.

Furling-line, a rope used to secure a sail to its yard in furling.'

It is passed spirally around the yard and sail, from the yard

arm in. , Not used on heavy sails.

Oauh-line or Gaub-rope, is that which leads from the lower ex-

tremity of the . martingale or dolphin-striker in toward the

vessel, for the purpose of steadying it. See paragraph 131.

Girt-line, a rope rove through a single block at the head of the

mast, used to sway up the rigging by, in riggilig ship. See

Masting and Rigging.

Hand-line, that which is attached to the hand-lead, used in

sounding. See Chapter XXIII.

Hauling-line, to haul up by ; when any thing is sent up into the

top, or on deck from below, a hauling-line is sent down for it.

Head-line. See Head-rope.

House-line (pro. Houslih). Is a small rope, less than a rope

yatn, formed. of three strands, and used for seizings to blocks,

straps, <fcc.
-

Knave-line. See Nkve-line.

Leech lines (pro. Leechlins), are those which are attached to the

leech-ropes of sails (courses), and leading up through blocks

onthe yards, to haul the leeches up by.

Li/e;-lines, are ropes extended securely in any part of the vessel

for the men to hold on by ; as above the yardsj from the lifts
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in, used in case of manning the yard ; along the decis in a

gale of wind, &c.

Log-line is that which is attached to the log-chip, and properly

marked, for ascertaining the speed of the vessel.

Mar-lhie, (pro. Marlin), a small rope composed of two strands,

used to marl with.

Nave-line, or Naval-line, a small rope leading out of the top to

the trusses abaft the mast, to keep them up that they may

work free.

Slab-line (pro. Slablin), a small rope attached to the centre of

the foot of the fore and main sails, and leading up abaft, by

which the foot of the sail may be hauled up, for the con-

venience of the helmsman.

Spilling-line, used occasionally in furling or reefing in heavy

weather.

Spurling-line, a communicating line between the wheel and tell-

tale.

Straij-line, that part of the log-line which is contained between

the chip and rag—it is equal to the extreme length of the

vessel, and is for the purpose of allowing the chip to get be-

yond the influence of the vessel's wake before the glass is

turned.

Tow-line, that which is used in towing a vessel.

Tricing-line, attached to the heels of studding-sail booms, and

by which they are triced up in loosing, reefing, &c.

Tripping-line, a small line used in sending down top-gallant and

royal yards, to unrig the lower yard-arm by, and bear the

yard clear in lowering. 258.

Twidling-line, a line attached to the binnacle compass, by which

the helmsman keeps it lively.

Line—^not having reference to ropes, are

Ships of the line, vessels of force superior to frigates, either

seventy-fours or three-deckers.

Cutting-down-line, a curved line used in the delineation of ves-
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sels, determining tlie thiclcness of the floor-timbers, and the

height of tlie dead-wood forward and aft.

Tarred-line, that which is tarred.

White-line, that which is not tarred.

Cuntline, the intervals between the strands of a rope, called

sometimes the lai/—" a worming is passed in the lay of the

rope."

It is also the space between the bilges of ca.slcs, stowed together.

Thus casks are said to be stowed bilge and cuntline, when the

bilge of the riding cask rests in the cavity formed between

four casks.

List. The inclination of a vessel on one side, as " She has a list

to port," or " to starboard."

Lizard. An iron thimble spliced into the main bowhne, to

hook a tackle to.

Also, an iron thimble with a tail, traversing on the lower boom
topping-lift ; it is used to carry out the bight of the lift—the

tail is then secured to the lower lift or fore yard, that, in top-

ping on the lift, the boom may be raised clear of the' side.

Loader. See Gun Exercise, Ordnance Instructions.

Loading. The act of charging a gun.

The act of stowing the cargo in a vessel. See Lading.

LoB-LoLLT-BoT. A person who attends to the sick in a vessel

of war, under the direction of the surgeons and steward.

Locker. A chest or box to stow any thing in.

Shot-lockers, are strongly-built compartments in the after part

of the main hold, where the shot are kept.

Chain-lockers, are also in the after part of the main hold, in the

wake of the hatch, where the chain cables are kept.

Log. Used to ascertain the velocity of a vessel through the

water ; it is composed of the reel on which the Une is wound

;

the line marked at the proper distances, and the chip at the

extremity of the Une. See Marking Log-line.

Log-line. See Line.
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Log-slate, a slate kept in some convenient part of the vessel, on

which is kept the journal for the day.

Log-booh, a book kept by the master, being a correct copy from

the log-slate, vpith daily expenditures of provisions and water,

sick report, &c. The first popy is generally termed the rough-

, log, to which ,the officers of the watch attach their signatures,

at the expiration of each watch. The smooth-log is a copy from

the rough-lag, which is forwatded to the navy department on

the expiration of a cruise.

Loggerhead or Loggjirheat, a spherical mass of iron with a

long handle, used to heat tar, or to ignite the priming of

cannon, being previously heated in the galley;

LoNGBRS. The largest casks or tanks, which are stowed next

to and, along the kelson., o '

Long-Tacklb. See Blocks.

LoNG-TiMBBRS, in ship-building, are those timbers in the cant-

bodies, which reach from the dead-wood to the head of the

second futtpck. .

'

LooF. .
The ^fter. part of ; a vessel's bow, or that part where the

planks begin to be incurvated to approach the stem.

LooK-OuT. The person placed in any part of a vessel to watch

for Qther Vessels. In vessels of war at sea/ they are placed

in many' parts forward 'and aft.

Look-out, is used as a caution to men aloft, in bracing the yard

about, '^Look out for yourselves/"

Keep a good Itiok-owtjn command frequently given at sea by the

officer of the deck; to keej> the look-outs awakfe; the order

- being always replied to by theni thus, "Ay, ay, sir /" or by
calling their stations, as "Starboard cat-head," &c.

'

liOOM, of an oar. See Oaf. <'
•

Ofland, the indistinct appearance oif land, the' outline only being

distinguishable.'

:

Looming of the land, implies its being high above the water ; or
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of a vessel, appealing, higher than she really is, from the effect

of refraction.

Loop. A noose formed in a rope.-

Loop-holes, small apertures formed in bulk-heads.

Loose. To loose a sail is to unfurl it by casting off the gaskets

or the lacing which confines it to the yard or gaff.

Sail-loosers, are those men who are stationed on the yards, gaffs,

and head-booms, in loosing sails.

Lose Company {looze). To part company with a convoy, or

other vessel, in a gale, or frortt some other cause.

Lost. A vessel is said to be lost, when she is foundered or cast

away.

Low-Water. The lowest po^nt of the ebb.

LowEB. To lower, is to ease down handsomely. To " lower

away roundly," is to lower briskly.

Lower, is also a distinguishing title to the rigging, <fec., of the

principal masts ; as, the " lower rigging" " lov)er yards," used

in contradistinction to those higher up.

Lubber. A term of contempt, applied to sailors who are unac-

quainted with their duties, or perform them negligently.

Lubber^s-kole. That vacant space between the eyes of the lower

rigging and the inner edge of the top, through which sailors

may mou,nt to the top, instead of going over the rim by means

of the futtock-shroudsi

Luff. An order to the helmsman, to bring the vessel up nearer

to, the wind, by putting the helm alee.

Spring-Orluff! Keep-your-luff ! Luff-yovymoAj ! are different

variations, of the order, to suit circumstances.

The luff, of a vessel, is the roundest part of the bo*.

The luff, of a sail, is the fprwar^ oi? .'weather leech, but more

properly the forward leech of fore-and-aft sails, as the jib,

spanker, &c.
,

;'..,"
! ,-

To luff round, the operation of the helm.in ticking.

A luff tackle, a purchase composed of a double and single block
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and fall, used for various purposes, where a purchase may be

required.

Luff-and-luff, or luff-upon-luff, is the application of a luff-tackle

upon the fall or hauling part of another luff-tackle, to increase

the purchase.

LuGeBK. A small vessel carrying lug-sails.

A lug-sail is cut in a quadrilateral form, and bent to a yard,

which hangs obliquely to the mast, only used in boats and

luggers.

Lurch. The sudden rolling of a vessel to either side, caused

by a heavy wave striking her. See Lee-lurch.

Lting-To. Keeping a vessel stationary by counter-bracing the

yards, to await the approach of another vessel. See Lie-to,

Chapter XX.

M.

Made. See Blocks. See Masts.

Magazine. An apartment, close, and lined with tin, situated in

the after part of the hold of a vessel, to contain powder and

other combustible compositions, as, hlue-lights, &c. This is

called the after-magazine. Some vessels, particularly the

larger ones, have another situated forward. The magazine is

lighted by means of lights placed in the light-room, which is

contiguous to it.

Main. Principal ; as main-^nast. The main-land, used in con-

tradistinction to an island.

Main-breadth, in ship-building, is the broadest part of a ship at

any. particular frame.

Main-keel, the keel proper, so distinguished from the false keel.

MairurrMst. See Mast.

Main-fost. Stem-post,
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Make. This word is variously applied, as

To make a good board. See Board. /

To make the land, is to discover it, or to see it from the vessel.

To WMke sail is to increase the quantity of sail on the vessel by

setting sail. To m,ake sail in getting under way, is to set sail

upon the vessel.

To make stem-way, or stem-board, or to make head-way, is to

retreat stern foremost, or to move ahead.

To make water, applied to a vessel which leaks.

Mall. A heavy iron tool used in driving bolts, (fee.

Top-mall. See Maul.

Mallet. A wooden hammer, of which there are several de-

scriptions on ship-board, as

Galking-mallet, used in driving the oakum into the seams of a

vessel. The head of this mallet is long, cylindrical, and se-

cured from splitting, by iron hoops ; it is used in connection

with the calking4ron.

Seaving-mallet, is used in sail-making, to strain tight the cross

stitches.

Serving-mallet, used in applying service on a rope ; it is made

with a cylindrical head, having a groove cut lengthwise in the

surface opposite the handle. The groove fits on to the rope,

and the service is passed around the rope and mallet-head
;

by turning the latter around the rope, it lays the service on

tight.

Man. a ship, or vessel, as, a " man, of war" a " merchantman^^

an " East India-man" &c.

To man, to place a sufficient number of men on a rope, in a ves-

sel, on a yard <&c., to perform any desired service, as. To man

a ship of the line—To man the barge—Man the yards—Man
the capstan or bars.

Mangbb. An enclosure made just within the hawse-holes, hav-

ing a coaming high enough to keep the water which rushes

in at the hawse-holes from running aft on the decks..

16
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Manning the Yards, is the act of placing the men to stand on

the yards, and holding by the life-lines, equidistant from each

other. Performed in honor of some distinguished individual

. visiting the vessel.

Manceuvre. The act of changing the position of a vessel by

some evolution, or the act of regulating the movements of a

fleet of vessels when sailing together.

Point of Manoeuvre (in Naval Tactics). That point at which

the vessels of a fleet, or squadron, manoeuvre in succession.

The leader having manoeuvred, the remaining ones follow in

succession, manoeuvring at the same point, in the wake each

of its next ahead.

Man-Eopes. Hopes used to hold on by, in ascending or de-

scending the side of a vessel.

Mariner. A person whose profession is that of a sailor.

Marl. To marl, is to wind or twist a small rope, as marline,

spun-yam, etc., around another rope, every turn being se-

cured by a knot. Slips of canvas for parcelling are marled on.

Mar-line. See Idne.

Marling-spiJce, an iron pin, sharp at one end, having a hole in

the larger end through which is a lanyard ; it is used in

opening the strands of ropes for splicing, knotting, etc., and

in marling and applying seizings is used as a lever. In tak-

ing them aloft, sailors should always hang them over their

necks by the lanyard.

Marry. To marry, is to join ropes together, for the purpose

of reefing, by placing their ends together, and connecting

them by a worming. In hoisting boats, to Marry the falls,

the sailors join the forward and after falls, and with them
both in their hands hoist away—the advantage in this is, that

the boat comes up on an even keel.

Martingale, or Dolphin-striker, is a kind of bumpkin reach-

ing down from the end of the bowsprit, through which the

stays of the head booms reeve. See Stays.
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Mast. Either made, or of one solid piece, are for the purpose

of exposing to some height above a vessel sails by which she

is propelled.

The lower-masts, are those which are immediately above the

vessel, and are stepped into the kelson.

The top-masts, are those which are next above the lower masts.

The top-gallant-masts, are the next above the top-masts, and

the royal-masts, next above the top-gallant masts. Each

mast being supported by its own shrouds and stays. See

Masting and Rigging.

The /ore-roasi is that which is nearest to the stem.

The main-mast, is the next abaft the fore-mast, and is the larg-

est and principal one.

The miszen-mast, is the smallest, and nearest to the stern.

K jigger-mast, directly over the stern, is used in some of the

smaller vessels, as feluccas and boats.

Jury-mast. See Jury.

Masting, is the act of placing, or stepping and securing the

masts in a vessel.

Mast-cloths, in sail-maMng, is the lining on the after part of a

sail, to prevent its being chafed by the mast.

Mast-coats, are coverings of canvas, nailed around the mast at

the partners, and tarred or painted to keep out the water.

Made-Masts, are composed of the following parts :

The spindle, which is made of two pieces, and forms the diam-

eter of the mast-head, fore and aft. It continues down and

tongues in between the two side-trees.

The two side-trees form the diameter of the mast at the part-

ners, athwart-ships, run up and tongue in between the cheeks

and spindle, under the hounds.

The /ofe-dnd-aft fishes form the diameter of the mast, fore and

aft, from the heel to the trestle-trees, and dowel in the flat

surface formed by the side-trees and spindle.

The cheeks (starboard and port) form the diameter of the
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mast atli-wartsliips, and ran from the cap to tlie orlop dect,

and dowel on the surface formed by the side-trees and

spindle.

Th& front-fish or paunch, is fitted on the outside of the fore

fish, is rounded off with the cheeks, and extends from the

trestle-trees to the orlop deck.

The supporters, or hibbs, form the hounds, which support the

trestle-trees.

The cant-pieces, are used when the fishes are not wide enough.

Fillers, are fitted in the angle between the cheeks and paunch,

to make a plain surface for the iron hoops.

Master, or Sailing-Mastbr, in the United States Navy, is a

warrant officer, ranking next below a lieutenant, though not

in the line of promotion. His duties are to navigate the

vessel, and, under the direction of the executive officer, at-'

tends to the stowage of the hold and spirit-room, attends to

the cables, hawsers, anchors, and has the general supervision

of all the rigging, &c.

Master, of a merchant vessel, is the commander.

Master's-mate, of a man-of-war ; a warrant officer, assistant to,

and under the directions of the master.

Master-at-arms ; a petty officer, having charge of the prisoners,

and, under the direction of the executive officer, attends to

the police of the vessel on the lower decks, and reports fires

and lights out at the stated periods.

Mat. a thick web, or texture, formed of old rope, spun-yam,

or foxes. They are placed in different parts of a vessel, on

the yards, rigging, (fee, to prevent chafe or friction.

Paunch-mats, are those of the heaviest or thickest kind, placed

on the yards in the wake of the rigging.

Match. A kind of rope prepared with inflammable ingredients,

used for the purpose of discharging cannon.

Match-staff, a short staff to which a piece of match-rope is at-

tached, used at the guns.
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Match-tub, a tub with a double bottom and open at the head,

in which the match-staff and match are kept, in action, near

a gun.

Match—quicJc match. See Fuze.

Mate, of a merchant vessel, is an officer under the orders of the

master or captain.

Mate, of a deck, is the officer who has charge of one of the lower

decks in a vessel of war.

Of a watch, is the officer—passed midshipman or midshipmam

—

who keeps .watch on the forecastle, under the officer of the

deck, keeps the log oj the watch, and enters the remarks on

the slate.

Maul. A large iron hammer used for driving bolts, &c.

Top-mauls, are those used in the tops for driving in or out the

top-mast fid, &c. They are kept slung by lanyards, to pre-

vent their falling from aloft.

Meet her. See Helm.

Merchantman. A vessel employed by private persons or com-

panies, in trading from one country to another.

Meshes. The spaces between the lines of a netting or network.

Mess. Any number of officers, or of the crew, who eat to-

gether, and occupy the same apartment. Each one of which

company being the tness^mate of the rest.

Messenger. A large rope, passed around the capstan with

three or more turns, and around a roller forward between the

hawse-holes, and the two ends lashed together. The cable is

secured to it by nippers, for heaving in. 347.

To lash a messenger. See paragraph 349.

To light forward the messenger. To pass the slack, on the op-

posite side of the deck, forward to the hawse-holes.

To dip the messenger. See paragraph 350,

Pass the messenger. See paragraph 248.

Mid. Mid-channel, implies in the middle of a channel or river.

Mid-ships, in ship-building, are several pieces of timber which
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lie in the broadest part of a vessel. Thus, the midship-beam

is that upon which the extreme breadth of beam is formed,

and which is situated in the midship frame.

Midship-bend, or dead-flat, is the broadest frame in a vessel.

Midshipman, in the navy of the United States, is a young oflB-

cer, having a warrant, whose duties are to acquire a knowl-

edge of seamanship, navigation, naval tactics, and all other

matters that may fit him to pass through the several grades

of passed midshipman, lieutenant, commander, &c., to the

highest rank in the service—and at all times to render him-

self useful in carrying on duty.

Passed-midshipmen, are those who have passed examination, and

are candidates for promotion to the rank of lieutenant.

Midship (see Amid-ship), is the centre between the two ex-

tremes, either of length, or breadth ; thus, any thing is said to

be amidships when it is toward the centre of the vessel,

yard, &c.

MizzBN. See Masts.

Mole, or Mole-Hbad. A long pier or bulwark of stone-work,

extending across the entrance of a harbor, to form a secure

place within for vessels. The harbor or haven within this

bulwark is also termed the mole.

Monsoon. A periodical or trade wind, which blows in certain

latitudes in the Indian ocean.

Moon Sail. A small, sail sometimes set over a sky-sail.

Mode. To secure a vessel in certain stations or positions,

by means of cables, anchors, and hawsers. See Chapter

XXV.
Moulds. In ship-building, are the patterns by which the frames

of a vessel are worked out.

Mount. To carry; as, "a vessel that mounts 20 guns."

To mount a gun, is to place it on its carriage for service,

MotjSB. To mouse the hook of a tackle, is to pass a lashing

around it and its end, to prevent its unhooking.
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A mousing, is a knot or puddening wronght on the outside' of

a rope, by means of spun-yarn, parcelling, &c.

Muffle. To muffle the oars, is to put some covering, as mats,

swabs, (fee, around them in the row-locks,-to prevent or dimin-

ish the noise in rowing.

MuNiONS. The pieces, in ship-building, that part the lights in

the stern and quarter galleries.

Muster. To muster a ship's company, or any part of them, is

to call over the roll, either by the names or stations.

"All hands to muster." The summons given by the boatswain

and his mates.

Mutiny. A naval or military revolt, or the act of rising against

authority.

Mutineers, are those persons who are wUfuUy concerned in a

mutiny.

Muzzle, of a gun, is that part from the muzzle-ring to the face

of the muzzle, or extreme end of the gun, including the sweU

or tulip.

Muszle-lasMngs, are used in housing guns, to secure the muzzle

to the eye-bolt at the upper part of a port.

BT.

Narrows. A term applicable to a narrow passage between two

points or promontories of land.

Naval. Belonging to vessels, or rather to the navy ; as, naval

armament, naval stores, naval officers, <fec.

Naval architecture, is the science of constructing and building

vessels of any class.

Naval-hoods, or hawse-bolsters, are large pieces of plank, above

and below th.e hawse-holes.

Naval Tactics. The science of managing or manoeuvring, accord-
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ing to prescribed rules, vessels sailing in squadrons or fleets.

See Orders of Sailing, Orders of Battle, &c.

Neaped, or Beneaped. The situation of a vessel, when grounded

at the height of a spring-tide.

Neap-tides, are when the moon is in the middle of the second

and fourth quarters. They are low ; used in contradistinction

to spring-tides.

Near. Cloee to the wind. See Working to Windward, Chap-

ter xvTi.

No-near, meaning no-nearer, is an order to the helmsman, to

suffer the vessel to come no nearer to the wind than will

allow the sails their full effect.

Needle. The magnetic needle is touched with loadstone, which

gives it the property of pointing to the north. They are ap-

pUed to a card in the mariner's compass, on which are marked

all the points of the compass, the north part being armed with

the magnetic influence.

Netting. A net-work formed of rope, having the bights seized

together, leaving spaces or uniform meshes between them, often

used over the stem, between the boat-davits.

Mammock-nettings, in vessels of war, are those places fitted over

the rail, in which are stowed the hammocks and bedding of

the crew. They are either formed of net-work (from which

they derive their appellation) or of canvas. But the neater

plan, and one adopted in peace, is tojiave them board-

ed in.

Boarding-nettings, are screens of net-work, made to hoist from

the gunwale to a proper height on the rigging, to prevent an

enemy from boarding; principally used in private armed

vessels.

Bowsprit or staysail nettings. A net-work formed between the

man-ropes, just abaft the fore topmast staysaU-stay, over the

bowsprit ; in which the staysail is stowed when hauled down,

Nine-Pin. See Block.
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Nip. a stort turn in a rope or cable. See 392.

To lengthen the nip. See paragraph 51.

Nippers, are formed by marling togetber a number of good rope-

yams. They are used to secure the messenger to the . cable

for heaving. See paragraph 361 to 354 inclusive.

NiTTLKS. See Knittles.

Nock, in sail-making, is the forward upper end or comer of boom

sails.

Nock-earing, is that which secures the nock of the sail.

NoKTH. One^ the four cardinal points of the compass.

Northing, the difference of latitude made by a vessel, in sailing

toward the north.

NoTHiNG-OFF. An Order given to the helmsman, not to let the

vessel fall off from the wind.

Nut, of the anchor, projections on each side of the shank, to

secure the stock in its place.

O.

Oakum. Eope-yams pulled apart, forming a substance used for

calking the seams of vessels.

Black-oakum, is that which is made of tarred rope.

White-oakum, is made of untarred rope.

Oak. a piece of light timber, made flat at one end (see Blade),

and round or square at the other ; used to propel boats by.

The flat part of the oar is termed the blade, that part which

is within the row-lock is termed the loom.

To boat the oars, is to lay them lengthwise in the boat.

To feather the oars, is to turn the blades in a horizontal posi-

tion in rowing.

To lay on the oars, to cease pulling without boating the oars,

the blades being raised out of the water.

To ship the oars, to place them in the row-locks ready for pulling.

16*
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To toss the oars, to throw the blades up and hold them perpen-

dicular, the handle resting on the bottom of the boat.

To muffle the oars. See Muffle.

Off. Near, or abreast of; as, ''off Cape Hatteras."

Of, from ; as,' "We stood off the shore until daylight."

Off-and-on. In working to windward, near any land, to approach

it on one tack and leave it on the other, in which case you

are said to be "standing off-and-on.''''

Offing. Well off from the land; thus, "a vessel has a good

offing,'" when she has made considerable distance from the

land. '

On. See Bearings.

On-end. The position of a mast or boom when perpendicular

to the deck. Masts are said to be on-end when swayed up

and fidded.

Open. The situation of a place or harbor, when exposed to the

sea; as, "am open roadstead."

Open-hawse, is when the cables lead out from the bows clear of

each other. See Chapter XXVI.
To open upon an enemy, is to commence firing.

Orders (in Naval Tactics). Particular or prescribed arrange-

ments of vessels in a fleet or squadron.

Orders of Sailing. There are five orders of sailing, used hitherto

by naval tacticians, adapted to the use of fleets or squadrons,

under particular circumstances—having reference to the course

sailed, the wind, and the facility of forming the order of bat-

tle. These orders are as follows :

By the First Order of Sailing, the vessels of a fleet or squadron

are arranged on one of the lines of bearing, and standing on

any course. This rule will never be resorted to in a fleet of

any size, as it separates the extremes of the line beyond the

point of free communication.

3j the Second Order of Sailing, the vessels are arranged in a line

abreast, with the wind directly aft, or on any line perpendicu-
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lar to the direction of the wind, and standing on any course.

The same objection, viz., extent of line, obtains in this order;

and also that it is an inconvenient arrangement for manoeu-

vring freely if sailing close-hauled.

By the TTiird Order of Sailing, the vessels are arranged on the

two lines of bearing, forming an obtuse angle, and standing

on any course ; the admiral, or the senior officer, being at the

angle! of the order. This, though it extends the line less than

the foregoing, and is consequently less objectionable, still, for

a fleet of great size, would never be resorted to.

T$y the Fourth Order of Sailing, the fleet is divided into six

, columns ; the leaders or commanders of divisions being ranged,

with respect to each other, on the two lines of bearing, the

admiral at the angular point ; the vessels of each division

being ranged on two parallel lines, on each quarter of their

respective leaders, these lines being parallel with the course

of the wind. The great objection to this order, is the time

that would be consumed in forming, from it, to the order of

battle ; and the difficulty of preserving the proper bearing of

the vessels while in the order.

By the Fifth Order of Sailing, the vessels are arranged in three

columns parallel with each other, and upon close-hauled lines,

the leaders heading their respective columns, and abreast of

each other. The main feature of this order is, that the dis-

tance between the columns is regulated by the length of the

column, which distance is correct if the leading ship of one

column and the last of the next, form an angle of 22° 30' with

the line, or course, on which they are sailing. Hence the

greater the number of vessels in column, the greater the dis-

tance between the columns.

The objections to the previous orders are obviated in this, the

FiftU ; and from this the order of battle is readily formed and

manoeuvre easily executed. . '
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The fifth order of sailing may also be formed in six columns, by

observing the same rules in its arrangement.

Order of Sailing in three Divisions, or squadrons. This is a com-

bination of the fifth order of sailing and the order of convoy.

The principal feature of this order is, that the leaders and the

other ships of the squadron bear from each other respectively

in the direction of the wind.,

Order of Sailing by Divisions. Each squadron of the fleet is

divided into tvro divisions or columns, the whole fleet con-

sisting of six columns or divisions. The principal feature of

this order is, that, when by the wind, or two points free, the

leaders are all in a range with the wind, and when on any

other course free they are all abreast of each other.

Order of Sailing in two Squadrons or Grand Divisions. In this

the whole fleet is divided into two columns or grand divisions,

half of the centre forming with the van, and the remaining

half with the rear ; the distances and the bearings with regard

to the wind, being as in the order of sailing by divisions.

Order of Battle. See Battle.

Order of Convoy—an Order of Sailing proposed by a French

oflBcer of distinction (M. Bourde de Villehuet). This order,

in one line ahead, or in three columns, diifers from the first

and fifth orders of sailing, only in this, that the line of hearing

is not an- essential feature of the order.

Order of Retreat. An arrangement or distribution of the vessels

of a fieet or squadron, when, after being beaten, or to avoid an

action, it is forced to retreat from the enemy ; the ships of

the line covering the frigates and smaller vessels, and being

prepared to re-form the order of battle, if necessary.

Ordinabt Seamen. A grade of saUors, next in rate to seamen.

Vessels.in ordinary, are those which are temporarily laid up.

Obdnanoe. " All that relates to the construction, equipment,

and preservation of guns."

—

Ward.
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Oelop. The lower dect of a ship of the line ; or that, in all

vessels, on which the cables are stowed. 433.

Out. To set ; as, " What sails have you out ?"

Out-board, used in contradistinction to in-board.

Out-fit, the expense incurred, or the articles employed, in pre-

paring a vessel or seaman for a cruise.

Out-hauler, a rope used to extend the foot of a sail, by hauling

out its clew.

Out-of-trim, applied to a vessel when not properly ballasted for

sailing.

Out-Hgger, a piece of timber or spar, used to rig out the back-

stays, to increase the angle formed by them at the mast-head,

and thus to magnify the support. Also used in the channels

to keep the lightning-conductor clear of the vessel's side.

To out-sail, is to sail faster than ; as, " We out-sailed the enemy."

Out-ward, out of the port ; as, " Outward bound."

OvEK-BoARD. Any thing thrown or fallen from a vessel into

the water; as, "a man overboard."

Over-cast, in speaking of the weather, means cloudy.

To overhaul, to examine a ship, person, or thing.

To overhaul a tackle or rope, is to extend the blocks from each

other, and slacken the fall that it may render through the

blocks. You overhaul down the end of the halyards to bend

it to its yard.

To overtake ; as, " We overhaul the strange sail."

Over-masted, a vessel having her masts too long or large.

Over-launching, in ship-bmlding, is to splice or scarf one piece

of timber to another.

Ovev'set, to upset.
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Packet. A vessel employed in carrying letters, (fee.

Paddle. A stort oar, used in light boats without being ship-

ped in the row-locks.

Painter. A rope attached to the bows of a boat, to secure her

by, or by which she may be drawn ahead.

Shank-painter, a rope by which the shant of an anchor is se-

cured to the gunwale— it is made partly of chain; parar

graph 368.

Pall, or Pawl. To pall the capstan, in a heavy heave, or after

the anchor is aweigh ; to drop the palls.

Palm. An instrument used by sail-makers in sewing ; it goes

over the hand, and is used to force the needle through the

canvas.

Palm. See Anchor.

Panch. See Paunch.

Paebuckle. a purchase, formed of a single rope around any

weighty body, as a mast or cask, by which it is lowered or

hoisted up. See Masting, paragraph 3.

Parcel. To parcel a rope, is to wind tightly around it strips

of tarred canvas, which is termed the parcelling—used also in

" raising-a-mousing.'' 73.

Parliament-heel, the situation of a vessel when she is made to

careen over on one side for any purpose, as to clean her

bottom. . ^
Parral. The rope by which a yard is confined to its mast at

the slings, allowing it to be lowered or hoisted at pleasure.

See paragraph 170.

Part. To break a rope or cable. See Carry-away.

To part company, to separate.

Partners, of a mast, bowsprit, pumps, capstan, &c., is the frame-
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wort of stout timber, fitted at the aperture of the deck, to

receive the heel in shipping.

Pass. To give any thing, or to take certain turns in a rope ; as,

" I'ass along that line," ^^ pass a seizing" '^pass a gasket around

a yard and sail," &c.

Passage. A voyage at sea, from one place to another.

Passarbe. a rope or tackle used to haul out or spread the

clews of the foresail, when sailing large or before the wind

;

it is fitted by attaching a single block to the lower studding-

sail boom, through which the rope is rove which is attached

to the clew of the sail.

Patch. See Vent.

Paunch. A thickly thrumed mat. See Mats. q^

Pawl. Short pieces of iron fitted on capstans, to prevent their

recoiling.

Pat. To pay off, is to allow a vessel's head to fall-off from the

wind.

To pay a mast or yard, is to give it a coat of tar.

To pay a seam, is to fill the seams of a vessel with melted pitch,

after calking, by which they are rendered impervious to

water.

To pay out, a cable, hawser, or other rope, is to stick it out.

Pay-master, a commissioned ofBcer in the United States Navy.

See Purser.

Peak. The upper outer comer of those sails Which are bent to

gafis.

To peak a yard or gaflT, is to top it up more obliquely.

Peak-halyards, that purchase by which the outer end of a gaff

is raised.

Pendant, or Pennant. A long narrow piece of bunting, worn

at the mast-heads of vessels of war, usually termed coacl^whip,

in contradistinction to broad-pendant.

Pendant, is also a strap over the mast-head, under the eyes of

the rigging, hanging down on each side, with large iron thim-
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blcs turned into their ends, to receive the hooks of the pendant-

tackles. See paragraphs 63, 79, 106 a.

There are also the fish-pendants, reef-pendant, yard-tacMe-pend-

ant, rudder-pendant, and brace-pendant. They are ropes to

which purchases are hooked for various purposes.

Pier. A mound or dock projecting out in a harbor, for the

convenience of vessels in loading, refitting, &c.

Pigs, are blocks of iron used for ballast. See Ballast, 422.

Pike. Boarding-pikes, are staffs armed with sharp iron ends,

used in vessels of war in repelling an enemy.

Pillars. In ship-building, stancheons of wood or iron, fitted

under the beams to support them.

Pillow. A block of timber, supporting the inner end of the

bowsprit.

Pin, of a block, is the axis on which the sheave revolves.

Pink-Sternbd. a term sometimes applied to vessels which

have very narrow sterns.

Pinnace. A small vessel managed by oars or sails. Some

boats are often so called in vessels of war.

JPin. See Belaying.

Pintles. Metal bolts used in hanging a rudder. See Rudder.

Pitch. A resinous substance, with which the chinks or seams

between the planks of a vessel are filled, after being calked.

See Pay.

Pitching. The depression of the bows of a vessel after a wave

has passed her centre of gravity. (See Sending.) "She pitches

deeply."

Planks. Strong boards -of various thicknesses, used to cover

or fine the sides and decks of vessels. This is termed plank-

ing a vessel, and completes the process of building.

To plank the deck. A phrase applied to the act of walkiijig the

deck during a watch.

Plat. A braid offoxes, used as service for a cable in the hawse.

See Freshen the hawse.
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Plate. A flat piece of iron, used for the purpose of strength-

ening various parts of a vessel, as

Chain-plates. See Chains, &c., Futtock-plates, <feo.

Pmg. a piece of timber formed into a cone.

Boaiplugs, used in the bottom of a boat, to stop or open the

plug-hole, to let in or out water.

Hawse-plugs, are for the purpose ofstopping the hawse-hole when
the cables are unbent.

Shot-plugs, are used to stop the holes made by the shot of an

enemy.

Ply. To make progress against the wind, or to windward.

Point. An arm of land projecting into the sea.

To point a gun, is to give a desired direction to the axis of its

bore ; to do this two motions are required, one in a vertical

plane, on the trunnions as a centre, giving elevation ; the other

on a horizontal plane, by means of crows and side tackles,

giving direction in lateral aim.

Point-ilanc. The horizontal level position of a gun. " The true

definition of this term, as used by the Americans and English,

is, that point at which a shot fired from a level gun, loaded

with its fiill service charge, crosses in its flight the horizontal

plane on which the trucks of the gun stand. The distance

of that point from the gun is the poini-blanc range of that

gun."

Point-blanc range, as understood by the French, is that point

where a shot in its flight intersects, a second time, the line

of the metal prolonged.^— Ward''s Ordnance and Gunnery.

To point a rope, is to prepare the end so that it may be easily

rove through a block, and not unlay ; it is done by taking out

a few of the yams, and working a mat over it by its own
yarns. The ends of the running rigging are thhs pointed.

Point of manoeuvre. See Manoeuvre.

Meef-points, are flat pieces of braided cordage, made tapering

from the centre to the ends. They are rove through the holes
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in the reef-band of a sail, and secured by the centre with a

few stitches. They are used, in reefing the sails, to rouse

the reef-band up taut along the yard, around which they

are secured by a square knot, commonly called a reef-

knot.

Points. See Compass.

To point the yards. To brace them so that the wind shall strike

them end-on, or obliquely. Performed at sea in a fresh breeze,

,
or at anchor in a gale.

Pole. Pole-mast. See Topgallant-mast, 208.

Baxe-poles. A yessel is under hare-poles, when her sails are furled

in a tempest, particularly applicable at sea.

PoMBLioN, of a gun. A name sometimes used for the cascabel.

See Cannon.

Poop. A deck raised above the after part of the spar-deck,

reaching forward to the mizzen mast.

Poop-cabin. The apartment formed by the poop.

Pooped. A vessel is said to be pooped, when the sea breaks over

her taffrail.

A pooping sea, is that which poops a vessel, which generally

happens in scudding before a gale.

Poppets. The perpendicular pieces of timber which are fixed

on the fore and after parts of the bulgeways, to support the

vessel in launching.

Port. A harbor where vessels may ride at anchor.

Port. The left side of a vessel when looking from aft forward

;

any thing on that side being thus distinguished, "theport side,"

" the port gun," " the port gangway,'" &c. By an order of

the Navy Department, the word larboard is now never used,

port being substituted instead on all occasions ; as, "Port the

helm," "Hard aport," "She heels to port," &c. The reason of

this substitution is to avoid mistakes owing to the similarity

of the words Starboard and Larboard.

Port-fires, are paper tubes, filled with a certain composition of
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powder, sulphur and nitre, used instead of matches in firing

salutes.

Port-lids. See Half-ports.

Port-riggles. Pieces of wood nailed over the ports, to carry off

the water between the ports.

Port-pendant and tackle, used to trice up the lids of the lower

deck ports. The pendant reeves through a hole over the port,

and is secured to the outer side of the lid. The ta^lcle is ap-

plied to the pendant in-board.

Port-last or portoise, a term lised synonymously with gunwale,

as, " Lower the yards down a-portoise."

A vessel is said to ride a-portoise, having her lower yards and top-

masts struck or lowered down, in a gale, at anchor.

Ports or port-holes, are embrasures in the sides of a vessel,

through which the cannon are pointed.

Half-ports. See Half.
'

Air-ports, small ports cut through the sides of a vessel into the

lower deck, to admit the light and air.

Pratique. A release from quarantine.

Preponderance of a gun, is " that weight which, hung at the

muzzle, will balance the breech, when the trunnions rest on

a suspension of knife-edges." The regulated preponderance of

trunnion guns is usually one-twentieth the weight of the gun.

— Ward.

Preponderance of Shot. See Eccentricity.

Press. A press of sail, is as much as a vessel can possibly carry,

according to the force of the wind.

To press a vessel, is to carry a greater press of sail than is pru-

dent or safe.

To press or impress seamen, is to force them to serve in a vessel

of war.

Preventer. An additional support to any mast or yard, as

preventer-braces or preventer-hreast-hackstays.

Peiok. To prick the cartridge, is to perforate the bag that
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holds the charge, in the wake of tthe vent, that the priming

may have a clear passage to the powder.

A pricker, is an instrument used by sail-makers, resembling a

marline-spike, but smaller and with a wooden handle.

Prime. To prime a gun, is to charge the vent with powder,

tube, or percussion wafer or cap, so as to ignite the cartridge

by their means.

Priming-wire. An iron needle, made to penetrate the vent

of a gun, in pricking the cartridge : they should be hard-

ened so as not to bend too easily, and yet not so much as to

become brittle, and readily break. See Boring Bit.

Pkize. a vessel captured at sea from an enemy.

To prize. To raise any weighty body by means of a lever.

Pkojeotile. Any body put in motion by external means, as,

a shot thrown by the force of gunpowder, a stone thrown from

a sling, or an arrow from a bow.

Peomontort. a high rock or point of land projecting into the

sea.

Puddening. A quantity of rope-yam pointed, and placed firmly

on the stem of a boat, to serve as a fender.

A puddening is also put around the ring of an anchor, when a

hemp cable is used or bent to it.

Puddening, is also a thick grommet of rope, larger in the centre

than at the lashing-ends, gafted or lashed around a mast

or yard, to prevent chafe, or to serve as a support to the

yard.

Pull. To row a boat, " Pull together f" " Pull the port or star-

board oars !" are orders given to the oarsmen.

Pull. To haul on a rope, as, " Get a pull of the hacTcstay

falls."

Pump. A machine, by which the water in a vessel's hold is

raised and discharged into the sea.

Hand-pumps are used by the holders, to pump water out of the

casks or tanks.
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The pump-ffear, is all the ^ipparatus used in pumping.

Pump-break, is the handle or lever by which a pump is worked.

To pump-ship, is to pump the water out of'a vessel's hold.

Purchase. A purchase is any mechanical power formed by

tackles, capstan, &c., employed in raising or removing heavy

bodies. See Chapter VII.

To purchase, is to apply any of these powers.

PtJBSBK. The title now abolished—instead of which that of

Paymaster is substituted. He is a commissioned officer rank-

ing with a lieutenant, and after twelve years' service with a

commander. He has charge of the provisions, clothing, and

all the public moneys on shipboard. . The new grade of As-

sistant Paymasters is just established, from which grade the

paymasters will be hereafter appointed.

Q.

Quarantine. A period of time that vessels are required to

remain, after arriving at a port, without communicating with

the shore, except through the pratique officers.

Quarter. On the quarter, is any point of the compass be-

tween the line of the keel and abaft the beam.

The quarter of a vessel, is that part of her side which lies be-

tween her main channels and the stem.

Quarter-hill ; a list of the stations, and arrangement of the

officers and crew of a vessel, for engaging an enemy. "When

so stationed they are at their quarters.

Quarter-dech See Deck.

Quarter-gallery, a small balcony on the quarter of a vessel.

Quarter-gunner. A petty-officer, assistant to the gunner.

Quarter hung (Ordnance). A gun is said to be quarter hung

when its trunnions are placed with their axis below the centre
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of the gun. The object is to give a clear unobstructed side

sight. This is now discontinued.

Quarter-masters. Petty oflBcers, who attend to the hehn, bin-

nacles, signals, &c., under the direction of the master.

Quarter-pieces, are pieces of timber at the after part of the

quarter gallery, near the taffrail.

Quarter-tackle, a purchase used occasionally on the quarter of a

lower yard, for hoisting in boats, (fee.

Quartering. Saihng large, but not before the wind.

Quarter of a yard. A certain division of a yard, measured from

the slings out.

Quay. See Key.

Quick-Match. See Fuze.

Quick-Work. In ship-buUding, is that part of a vessel's sides

which is above the chainwales and decks.

Quilting, forming a coating, by weaving strands of rope about

the outside of any vessel, as a jug or bottle.

Quoin. A wedge of wood, for the breech of a gun to rest on

in its carriage.

Quoins, are also employed to wedge off, from each other, casks

of wine, &o., that their bilges may be free.

R.

Kace. a strong rippling tide or current.

Race. A strong frame of wood, having several sheaves in it,

through which are rove the running rigging.

To rack a tackle, is to seize two of its parts together, to prevent

it from rendering.

Shot-rack, a wooden frame, made to contain a certain number
of round shot.

Halyard-rack, a framework of wood, like a round box, made
to coil away the running part of halyards in, so that they
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may be always clear for running, used principally for the top-

sail halyards.

Eaft. a float, formed of timbers and plants, secured to-

gether.

Raft-port, a square hole cui in the buttock, bow, or counter of

merchant vessels, for loading or discharging cargo through.

Raise. To elevate or bring to view, as, " We raise the land."

liaise. To construct, as, '' To raise a purchase," " To raise the

Eaks. The rake of a vessel's stern, is its projection out be-

yond the perpendicular of the after part of the keel.

The rake of the mast, is its inclination forward or aft from a

perpendicular.

Make. See Rudder.

To rake a vessel, is to fire into her stem or stem, so that the

shot may traverse her whole length. This is termed Raking

a vesselfore-avdraft.

Eam. To ram, home a cartridge, is to force it in to the extrem-

ity of the bore of a gun, by means of a rammer.

Ram-line, in mast-making, is a line used to gain a straight mid-

dle line on a spar ; it is secured at one end and then hauled

straight and taut to the other, where it is also secured.

Rammer. Composed of the rammer-head and staif, used to

drive the charge home into the gun. " The rammer-head is

made of ash, beech, maple, or other tough wood ; in diameter

it is 0.25 inch less than the bore of the gun, to admit of easy

entrance and to allow for swelling when wet. In length it is

equal to the diameter of the bore. For chambered guns it is

tapered at the extremity, adapting it to the chamber. The

face of it is hollowed, so as to embrace the ball and press the

selvagee wad to its place. The staflf is made of tough ash, and

is one foot longer than the bore of the gun."

Ramrod, for a musket or pistol, is used for the same purpbse as

the rammer to a cannon ; it is generally made of iron or steel.
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Range. A range of cable, is any quantity of it, or as much as

is required for anchoring : it is roused up out of the tier, and

placed or ranged along the decks clear for running. See

Ranging cables, paragraph 343.

Range, is also the name of a large cleat, with two arms or

branches, bolted to the waist of a vessel, to belay the tacks

and sheets to.

Range (in Gunnery). The path of a shot, or the distance to which

it may be thrown : thus, the gun being level with the horizon

is at right or level range ; elevated at 45° is at its utmost

range, &c. See Point-Mane.

Random range (in Gunnery). Any range beyond the point-

blanc, the gun being elevated for the purpose.

Rank. The situations which o£Bcers hold, relatively with each

other.

Rate. The situations held by sailors relatively with each other,

as petty officers, seamen, ordinary seamen, landsmen, boys,

&c.

Rate, is also the order er class of vessel, regulated by the num-

ber of guns mounted.

Rate of sailing. The distance a vessel has accomplished in a

given time, estimated by the log.

Rating, is the advancement or promotion of sailors to a higher

rate.

Ration. A daily allowance of provisions to each person on

board of a vessel of war.

Ratlines (pro. Ratlins). Are lines connecting the shrouds

horizontally, at equal distances apart, and forming a ladder

for the sailors to run up and down by.

To rattle down the rigging, is to seize on these lines. They are

secured to the forward and after shrouds, and clove-hitched

around the intermediate ones. See paragraph 139.

Razee. A vessel having her upper deck cut down, and thus

reduced to the next rate ; a seventy-four is razeed, and is.then
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of the same number of decks as a frigate, or a frigate razeed

to a sloop.

Reach. One vessel head-reacAe* another, when she is passing her.

Eeady-About. See About.

Eeaming (Ordnance). To ream up a gun is to increase the

diameter of its bore, after placing it in the lathe upon the

same centres it was originally bored on ; so that the gun, the

cylinder of the bore, and the chamber, shall be all concentric.

— Ward.

Bear. The last division of a squadron, or of a fleet.

Recoil. The repulsive motion of fire-arms when discharged,

caused by the reaction of the shot upon the charge, conveyed

through that fluid to the gun. " If high velocity be produced

from a light gun, by a high proportional charge, the velocity

of recoil wiU be proportionably great ; hence the weight of

the gun, as well as that of the shot, wiU regulate the proper

charge of powder to produce the greatest initial velocity,

within the limits of a safe recoil."

JRecbitit. To recruit—to ship or enlist seamen or sailors for

the Naval Service. One enlisted is termed a Recruit.

Reduce (Ordnance). Jleduced charges of powder, something

less than the fuU service charge, are kept filled in the mag-

azines of vessels of war. " The full charge is adapted to the

gun when cool: after several discharges the gun becomes

heated, and heats the powder it contains, which, expelling its

moisture, greatly increases its strength, and renders a reduc-

tion of charge necessary."— Ward.

The proportions of powder for each charge, as well as the relar

tive number of each, are established by regulations, as shown

in the " Ordnance Instructions," there being but three, viz.

:

for distant, for ordinary, and for near firing—the latter being

used for saluting.

REEr. A chain of rocks lying near the surface of the water.

Beef, is also that portion of a sail comprehended between the

17
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head and reef-band ; thus, to the first reef-band is termed the

first reef, from this to the next is the second reef, and so on.

But in fore and aft sails, which reef on the foot, the first reef

is the lowest portion. See Beef-band.

To reef, is to reduce a sail by reefing.

" All hands to reef topsails /" a summons to the crew by the

boatswain for the purpose of reefing. .

'

Beef-lines, sinall ropes formerly used in reefing, by passing them

spirally around the yard and through the holes in the reef^and.

Beef-tackle. See Tackle.

Close-reefed. The situation ofa sail, when all its reefs are taken in.

To reduce it further, the sail must be clewed up and furled.

Eeel, a machine turning upon an axis, and used to wind ropes

on, as the log-reel.

Eeeve. To pass the end of a rope through a sheave-hole in a

block, rack, or through a ring-bolt, 'thimble, (fee.

Kefit, is to overhaul and repair all damages in the rigging, sails,

&c., of a vessel.

Ee-Fokm (in Naval Tactics). Upon a shift of wind, destroyingp^

the order in which a fleet or squadron was saiHng, to re-form

them upon the same, or upon anotheiL-orrfer, by a prescribed

method.

Eeigning Winds, are those which usually prevail on any par-

ticular coast.

Ebinforce (Ordnance). That part of a gun where the metal

is of greater thickness. " The first reinforce is that part meas-

ured from the rear of the base-ring to the smaU diameter of

the first cone. In this part of the gun is the vent-patch and

the vent-field. The thickness of the metal at the breech and

first reinforce, must be sufficient to resist the explosive effort

of the powder, which is greatest where the body of the charge

ignites. Usually the thickness at this part is equal to about

one calibre. In the heaviest guns it exceeds it from a tenth

to a fifth. In lighter guns it is below a cahbre, and in car-
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Tonades is about four-fifths of a calibre. , But the thickness,

whatever it be at that part, is, when fixed upon, the unit

from which the decrease toward the muzzle is estimated."

— Ward.

The Second Beinforci " is measured from the fore end of the

first reinforce to the small diameter of the second cone ; in this

part are placed the trunnions and their rimbases."

—

Ward.

Beinforce rings. Flat mouldings at the breech ends of the re-

inforce, projecting beyond the rest of the metal. That which

forms the after part of the first reinforce is termed the base-ring.

KELiKyiNG-TAOKLEs, are strong tackles hooked to the tiller of a

vessel, in gales of wind and in action, to be ready for use in

case of damage to the wheel or tiller-ropes.

JRelieving-tacMes, are also large purchases used in careening ves-

sels, to prevent their overturning, and to assist in restoring

them to their upright position again.

Eender. To yield or give way ; as, ^^Such a rope renders freely

through a Hock." The lanyards of the lower rigging render

from not being well racked.

Ekndezvous. a place or house where seamen resort, to enter

. into the naval service, officers being stationed there to attend

to shipping them.
,

Bendeevous, is also a place or port, appointed for vessels to meet
after a cruise, or on being; separated at sea. Thus, the com-

mander-in-chief signalizes, "In case of separation y(m will ren-

dezvous at — ."
-

i

Eestobe (in Naval Tactics). The order of sailing:being destroyed

by a shift of wind, to form again upon the sanje. order, .by a

prescribed method.

Eetreat. The order or disposition in whjch a vessel or squadron

declines an engagement or flies from an enemy,

Retreat. See Order of Retreat.

Retreat, is also a particular beat of the drum, fot ,the men to

leave their quarters after an exercise or action.
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Rib-Bands or Eibands, in naval arcMtecture, are long, narrow

and flexible pieces of timber, nailed upon the outside of the

ribs, so as to encompass the vessel lengthwise.

Ribs of a vessel, a figurative term for the timbers.

Ricochet. A bound or leap made by a, shot, on striking the

ground or water obliquely.

Ricochet-firing, is the method of discharging guns at a low ele-

vation, which occasions the shot to go bounding along, and

destroying every thing in its way untU quite spent. The
nearer that the gun is to the level of the water, the greater

will be the effective range of the shot. " Ricochet shot will

not retain penetrating velocity at such great distances as shot

fired -with an elevation." But when penetrating power is not

of as much importance as range—as in operating against boats

and, small craft—this mode of firing is usually resorted to.

Ride. Applied variously to a vessel at anchor or at sea ; thus,

"iS7te rides at single anchor,^' "She rides head to wind," "She

rides athwart the tide," "She rides hard or easy," as she strains

her cables or otherwise.

At sea, "She rides out a gale," when she does not drive.

To ride down the head of a sail. See Bending Sails, paragraph

382.

A rope rides, when one of its turns is over another ; thus, riding

turns are passed over the previous ones, for the purpose of

jambing.

Riders. In ship-building, are interior ribs, placed occasionally

opposite to the principal ones, to which they are bolted,

r reaching from the kelson to the beams of the lower deck.

Riders, are also those casks which form the second tier in a

vessel's hold. See Chapter XII.

Ridge. ^&q Reef of Rocks.

Ridge^opes, are those above the top-rim, or along the bulwarks,

to prevent persons from falling, or to haul out the awning to.

Rig. To fit the rigging to the masts and yards of vessels.
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To rig a purcliase, is to prepare it for use.

To rig-in or rig-out a boom, is to thrust it in or out to its place.

Riggers, are those persons employed in fitting and cutting the

rigging for vessels.

Rigging, all those ropes used in supporting masts and yards, and

in setting and taking in sails. The former is termed the

standing-rigging, and the latter the running-rigging. 436.

Rigging-loft, a room in navy-yards or dock-yards, where the

rigging is cut and fitted for vessels.

Right. To right a vessel, is to restore her to an upright posi-

tion, either from being hove out, or from being thrown on her

beam-ends, at sea.

To right the helm, is to put it amidships from either side.

Right, directly; as, "Right ahead," "Right astern," "Right

dbeam."

Rim. The rim of a top, is its after part or extreme edge.

Rimhases. A rim or moulding on the trunnions of guns,

which, when the gun is mounted, keeps it clear of the car-

riage for elevating or depressing.

Ring, of an anchor, is an iron circle at the upper end of the

shank, to which the cable is bent.

Ring-bolt, an iron bolt, having a ring in one end of it, used for

various purposes, as to hook tackles and stoppers to, the bolt

being driven into one of the timbers or beams of the ves-

sel.

Ring-ropes, are ropes secured to the ring-holts in the decks, to

secure the cable by, or to check the cable in veering.

Ring-ropes, used also in bending cables. See Bending Cables.

Ring-tail. A Ught sail, set abaft and beyond the spanker.

A ring-tail boom, rigs out on the spanker-boom, as a studding-

sail boom on a topsail yard.

Ring. See Reinforce.

Rippling, a broken irregular noise occasioned by the current.

BisiNG-LiifE, in ship-building, an incurvated line drawn on the
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plane of elevations or sheer-draughts, to determine the height

of the ends of Ihe floor-timbers.

RoAOHiNG, a term applied by sail-makers to the act of curving

the foot of square sails, or the forward leech of fore and aft

sails.

Egad or Roadstead. An anchorage at some distance from the

shore.

An open roadstead, is that which is not guarded from the sea or

wind.

A good roadstead, is that which affords good and safe anchorage

for vessels.

Robins. See Hope-bands.

Roll. The motion of a vessel from side to side ; this motion

is greater when sailing free or before the wind.

Roller, B, cylindrical piece of timber, fixed horizontally or per-

pendicularly, so as to revolve on its axis, for cables and hawsers

to traverse over without friction.

jRolling-tachle. See Tackles, paragraph 284.

Rope. An assemblage of several yarns, twisted or laid-up to-

gether in a variety of ways, used for various purposes, and

distinguished by various appellations.

Several yarns twisted together form a strand, and three or more

strands form a rope.

Hawser-laid ropes, are composed of three strands, each one being

composed of a certain number of yarns, according to the

required thickness.

Cable-laid ropes, are composed of nine strands, that is, three

hawser-laid, twisted together, form one cable-laid.

Rope-hands (see Robins), small pieces of braided rope, by which

the sails are secured, at the head, to the jackstay on the yard.

Rope-making, the act of uniting the strength of any number of

yarns, so that each yarn shall bear an equal tension, and

forming the whole into a cord.

Rope-yarn, the smallest or simplest part of a rope, being one of
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the tlireads of wiich a strand is composed ; so that the size

of a strand and of the rope it forms, is determined hy the

number of rope-yarns in it.

All the ropes of a vessel composing the standing-rigging, running-

rigging, ground-tackle, <fcc., are distinguished by names suited

to their uses, without reference to the make or size of the

rope ; thus, the cable of a vessel may be hawser-laid, or the

hawser cable-laid. The following will show the different ones

which are called ropes, as

BelWope, attached to the bell, by which the time is marked on

shipboard.

Bolt-^ope. See Bolt.

Breast-rope. See Sounding, Chapter XXIII.

Bucket-rope, a lanyard attached to a bucket, by which it is used

to dip water from alongside.

Buoy-rope. See Chapter X.

Clew-rope, a rope attached to the clew of a sail, and leading up

forward ; used in clewing up the sails for furling, and rousing

the clew forward of the bunt.

Crown-rope. See paragraph 323.

Entering or man-ropes. Ropes Secured at the uppler end, and

hanging down the ship!s side, by the ladder, for the conve-

nience of persons going up or down, to hold on by. Also at

the ladders at the hatches. The former may be styled enfcr-

ing-ropes, the latter are man-^opes.

Foot-rope. See Foot.

Gaub-rope. See paragraph 131. See Gaub-Une.

Guest or guess-ropes. A rope used to tow a boat or vessel by.

The end being carried out and secured to a wharf, buoy, or

other vessel, the other end is brought back to the vessel, and

thus she is towed along.

Grab-rope. Used to confine the bunt of a sail for furling.

Guy-rope. See Guy.

Read-^ope. The upper bolt-rope of a square sail
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Seel-rope. A rope secured to the heel of a mast or boom, to

rouse it down, out, or in by, or to lash it with. 47, 240.

tTaw-rope. A rope or parral secTired to the jaws of a gaff, and

passed around thg mast ; on this are often trucks or rollers,

that it may traverse easily up and down the mast. 205.

Man-rope. See Entering-rope.

Mast-rope. See Swaying up topmast, Chapter III., paragraph

210. Used to hoist and lower masts by.

J'arral-rope,a, single rope secured at the slings or centre of yards,

and passed around the mast ; used only on the light yards.

Ming^qpe. See Bing, and paragraphs 330, 331. .

Slip-ropes, are used to suspend the bights of cables or hawsers

by. See Clearing Hawse, Chapter XXVI.
Tiller-ropes, are those which communicate between the end of

the tiller and the barrel of the wheel, by means of which the

vessel is steered.

Top-rope, is that which is used in swaying up a topmast ; it is

rove through the top-blocls hooked at the cap, and through

the heel of the mast. See paragraph 101.

Yolce-ropes, are those which are attached to the arms of a yoke,

by which a boat is directed in its course.

Rough-Tree. A spar which is in the rough, or in an unfinished

state.

RouND-Iif. To haul upon a rope
;
generally used in hauling in

the weather braces. '^ Round in the weather brakes."

RorrND-Up. To haul up
;
generally applied to the act of hauling

up the slaSfe of a rope, through its leading-block, or to round-

ing up a tackle which hangs loose, by its fall.

RouNDiNa. A term sometimes applied to service.

EouBD-TuRN'. One turn of a rope around a timber.

Also, a turn vdth one cable around another. See paragraph '792.

Rouse. To haul, or pull together on a rope; thus, "Mouse in

the cable or hawser," "Souse together."

To rouse ahead, in towing a vessel by hawsers.
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Eow (pro. Roe). To pull or impel a boat by use of the oars.

Row dry ! an order given to the oarsmen, in a boat, to row in

such a manner as not to splash the water.

Row-lochs, are those places in the gunwale of a boat in which

the oars rest in pulling.

Rowed of all ! an order to the oarsmen to cease pulling and lay

their oars in the boat.

Rowers or oarsmen. Those who manage the oars in pulling.

KoTAL. The sail set next above a top-gallant sail.

Rubber. A small instrument used by saU-makers, to rub down

or flatten the seams of sails.

Rudder. A long flat piece of timber, hung by pintles to the

braces or gudgeons on the stern-post of a vessel ; by turning

which a vessel's stern is moved either way, as the resistance

of the water on its surface may be.

Rudder-coat. (See Coat.) Used to prevent the water from coming

in at the rudder-hole.

Rudder-chain. See Chains.

Rudder-pendants (see Chains), are a continuation of the rud-

der chains, secured by staples around the quarter, under the

moulding, in the end of which is a thimble spliced, to which

may be hooked a tackle, in case the tiller or head of the rud

der is carried away.

The rake of the rudder, is its.forward part, which depends entirely

on the rake of the stern-post.

Rummage. To clear out, or examine the contents of any thing.

Rust of a vessel, is the after part of her bottom, which rises and

narrows in approaching the stern-post.

Run. The course or distance sailed by a vessel ; as, " To run

down a coast" that is, to sail along the coast ;
" We made a

good run the last day" that is, saUed a good distance.

To run down a vessel, to rim afoul of her, or over her.

To run out a warp, hawser, or cable, is to carry out its end to

any object, for mooring, warping, &c.

11*
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To run out tLe guns ; to force the muzzles out of the ports by

means of the side tackles.

To let run a rope, to let it loose.

To run, to desert. " The deserter is marked run after three

musters."

To under-run a hawser, cable, or warp, with a boat, to see that

it is clear. See Under.

Rung-Heads. In ship-building, is a term applied to the upper

ends of the floor-timbers.

Runner. A rope used to increase the power of a tackle ; it is

rove through a single block, and the tackle hooked to its end.

This "is termed a runner and tachle purchase.

Running-part of a tackle, is the hauling or fall part.

Runnrng-riggmg^ See Rigging, Ropes, &c.

S.

jAbot. "A block of wood, turned in a lathe to a diameter a

little less than that of the shot to which it is to be attached."

It is securely strapped to the shell, and serves to keep it in

its proper position, while being forced home on the charge.

Saddles. Pieces of wood, hollowed out to fit on the yards to

which they are nailed, and having a hollow or saddle on the

upper part, for the studding-sail booms to ride in.

A saddle is also fitted on the bowsprit, for the jib-boom to rest

in.

Sag. To sag to leeward, applied to a vessel which makes much
lee-way, by reason of the sea or current.

Sail. Formed of different breadths of canvas sewed together in

any form, and terminated on all sides by the holt-rope. It is

spread or set to receive the wind and propel a vessel.

Fore-and-aft sails, are those which are bent to gaflfs, or set on
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stays, as the spanker, fore and main spencers or trysails, the

staysails, and head sails.

Square sails, are those which are bent to yards, as the fore and

mainsail, the topsail, topgallant sails, royals, staysails, and

studding-sails, &c.

The courses, are the .principal or heaviest sails of a vessel^^ as the

mainsail,, foresail, and spanker.

The staysails, are those which are set on stays, as the fore top-

mast staysail, jib, flying-jib, jib-of-jib. The lower, middle,

topgallant and royal staysails.

Studding-sails, are those which are set beyond the outer leeches

,
of the square sails, in fair winds and light weather. .

Storm stay-sails, are heavy sails set on stays between the head

of the lower masts and the .deck, used in gales of wind while

lying to. ., ,,.
'

The after sails are th.ose which are set on the main and mizzen

masts, and the masts above them.

The heail sails, are those which are set between the foremast

and the head booms.

Water sail. See Save-all. . ,

Sail, is also used frequently in speaking of a vessel, as, '^ We
saw one hundred sail in the offing"

To set sail, to expand the sails upon their respective yards or

' stays that the wind may act upon them.

To shorten sail. To reduce the quantity of sail setj by clewing

up and furling some of them;

To make sail, is to increase the quantity of sail set^ by setting

others.

To loose sails. See Loose.

To strike a sail. To lower it suddenly, by letting run the hal-

yards.

To settle down a sail, is to lower it down to the cap handsomely.

Sail-Loft. In a dock-yard is a room appropriated to the use

of the sajl-nD(aters for cutting out and making- sails.
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Sail-Makee. a -warrant officer in tlie navy, whose duties are

to make and repair sails for U. S. vessels.

Sail-Room. An apartment in some part of a vessel, where the

saUs, which are not bent, are stowed.

Sailer. A brisk, a fast, a dull, a heavy sailer, are terms ap-

plied to vessels according to their speed.

Sailing. The movement of a vessel through the water, when

propelled by means of sails.

Also, applied to the management of a vessel, as, " He sails his

own ship."

Sailing. See Orders of.

Sailing trim, applied to a vessel, when so ballasted that she goes

at her greatest speed, or is in " the best sailing trim."

Sailor. A term applied indiscriminately to all persons trained

to the management of a vessel To tell such a one that he is

" no sailor''' is to offer him an indignity.

Salute. A testimony of respect to the rank of a person, or

on the atmiversary of some festival; rendered also by the

vessels of one nation to those of another, or to foreign

ports; performed by the firing of a certain number of

guns.

Also, salutes between persons or officers, by touching the

hat.

Save-All. A small sail, sometimes set under the foot of

another sail to catch the wind that would pass under it

—

used sometimes under a lower studding-sail boom, the lower

end kept down by weights—called sometimes water-sail.

See 597.

Scale. To scale the guns, is to clean out the bore by the ex-

plosion of a small quantity of gunpowder.

Scandalize. A mizzen topsail is said to be scandalized when it

is clewed down, before the wind, the bunthnes hauled up, and

the reef-tackles hauled out.

Scant. Applied to the wind, when it edges a vessel off from
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her course, or barely allows her to lie her course when braced

up sharp. Also apphed to a light wind.

Scantling. In ship-building, a term applied to any piece of

timber with regard to its breadth and thickness, when re

duced to the standard size.

ScART. To unite two pieces ^f timber together by the ex-

tremities, the end of one overlapping that of the other, and

then reduced so as to become even.

Schooner. A small vessel with long lower masts, generally

two, though sometimes with three masts. The principal

sails being fore-and-aft sails, like the spanker or trysail of a

ship.

ScoBE. The hollow or groove cut in a heart or dead-eye.

Scour (pro. Scower). To scour a coast, is to search it by

sailing back and forth, in search of an enemy or any vessel.

Scraper. A triangular instrument, having a handle fitted in

the centre, for scraping masts, and seams after being caulked,

&c.

Sky-scraper. A sail. See Shy.

Screen. A partition made of canvas, used in lieu of wooden

bulk-heads, in situations where they require to be frequently

removed.

Fire-screens. Made of fear-naught, baize, or flannel, are placed

forward of the after magazine passage, in action, or whenever

the magazine is opened.

ScBOWii. In ship-building, a piece or pieces of timber, bolted

to the knees of the head in lieu of a figure-nead.

Scrub. To scrub the decks, to clean them by scrubbing with

stiff-brooms and brushes, and using sometimes sand.

To scrub the hammocks, laying them flat on the decks and

cleaning them by the use of scrubbing-brush, soap, and wa-

ter. *

" All hands to scrub hammocks and wash clothes .'" Boat-

swain's call.
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SccD. Low thin clouds, which fly swiftly with the wind.

To scud, to be carried along by the force of a gale—^it is per-

formed with just sufficient sail to keep the vessel ahead of

the sea. See Scudding under bare poles.

ScuLK, or Sculker, a person who avoids duty.

Scull. A short oar, having a*short loom, so that two may be

used by the same person in rowing.

To scull a boat, to impel her by using the oar over the stem.

Scuppers. Holes cut through the water-ways in certain posi-

tions, forming channels for the water to pass off into the sea.

Scupper-hose, a leather or thick canvas hose, nailed around the

scuppers on the outside of a vessel, which prevents the water

from entering through the scuppers.

Scupper-plugs, wooden plugs used to stop the scuppers with.

Scurvy. A disease to which sailors are exposed from the con-

stant use of salt provisions on a long voyage.

Scuttle. A hole or small hatchway, cut in a deck or bottom

of a vessel, for any purpose.

To scuttle a vessel, to cut a hoi? in her bottom or decks.

Scuttle-butt. See Butt.

Ska. Either applied to, the whole body of water, as, the Med-
iterranean Sea, the Black Sea, <kc., or to a single wave, as

" We were pooped by a heavy sea."

A long sea, a uniform regular motion of long and extensive

waves.

A short, or chop sea, is when they run irregularly, broken, and

interrupted, in which case they frequently break over a vessel.

A good sea-boat, is a vessel that rides easily on a sea, without

straining her masts and rigging.
__

Sea-coast, the shore of any country which is washed by the sea.

Sea-day, twenty-four hours, commencing from meridian.

Sea-fight, a battle at sea between vessels.

Sea-legs,, the capability of walking about^ a vessel's decks, when
she is laboring. " He has his sea-legs aboard."
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Seaman, a grade or rate among sailors, next below the petty

officers. Sailors are rated seamen after having served a cer-

tain number of years at sea, and being competent to perform

the duties in any part of a vessel.

Seaport,, a. haven near the sea—in contradistinction to one in a

river.

Sea-room, a sufficient distance from land, rocks, or other ves-

sels, to encounter- and ride out a gale safely.

Sea-siokness, a peculiar disorder to which persons are liable at

sea, occasioned by the motion of the vessel, and smell of the

bilge-water. It is rarely fatal, and if but slight is often bene-

ficial to health.

Sea-weed, herbs or tangles floating on the sea—seen in great

abund£(noe on the borders of the Gulf-stream, and is called

there Oulf-^eed.

Sea-worthy, the state or quality of a vessel, when fit for a sea

voyage or cruise.

Seams. The intervals between the edges of planks, in the

sides or decks of a vessel. See Calking, Oakum, &c.

Seams, in mast-making, the intervals between the pieces that

compose made masts.

Seams, in sail-making, are those parts where the edges of the

canvas are sewed together.

Sbabcheb. An instrument used by gunners to examine the

bore of a gun, to see if it is defective or not, having steel

points pressing outwards by springs, which, when pushed in

or drawn out, or turned in the bore, will, if there are any cavi-

ties, catch in and detect them. " Any cavity whatever in a

gun causes its rejection."

—

Ward.

Sbcurk the guns. See Ordnance Instructions.

Seize. To bind or fasten ropes together.

Seizings, cords passed around ropes to secure them together.

76, 11 a.

Selvagbe. a kind of skein of rope-yarns, marled together
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•with, yams, marline, or spun-yarn—used for stoppers, straps

to hmdk tackles to, (fee.

Send. To pitch, as, " The ship sends so violently as to endanger

her masts."

Sending. " The return motion of a vessel after pitching. When
a ship has passed a wave, her stern falls ihto the hollow of

the waves, by the mean vertical direction of the water acting

on the fore side of the centre of gravity. " 'She sends aft."

Sennit. A flat braided cord, formed by plaiting rope-yams

together, used for various purposes.

Serve. To serve a rope, is to wind a smaller rope, as spun-

yarn, &c., taut around it, by means of a serving mallet.

TO.

To serve a gun (Gunnery). Under this- head must be classed

all that relates to the operation of sponging, loading, shot-

ting, and priming a gun ; the other operations performed at a

gun, such as running iu or out, pointing and firing, are more

properly termed Working a Gun.

Service, is a rope wound around another, to preserve it from

chafe, &c.

Set. To set sail, to make sail. See Making and Shortening

Sail, Chapter XIII.

To set up the rigging, to extend or increase the tension on the

rigging, to support the masts.

To set taut, to tighten a rope.

Settle. To lower or sink, as, " Settle down the topsails."

" The decks have settled." " She has settled down into the

mud.'"

Shackles. Certain links in a chain cable, secured by a bolt,

for the convenience of taking it apart in clearing hawse.

Shackles, termed hand or feet irons, to place on the ankles or

wrists of prisoners.

Shakes, planks or timber fuU of clefts, that will not bear calk-

ing.
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Shakes, are also tlte staves of hogsheads or barrels taken

apart.

To shake a barrel, is to take it apart.

Shallow. Shoal water, not deep.

Shank. See Anchor.

Shank-painter, See Painter.

Shape. To shape a course, is to direct or appoint the track of

a vessel.

Shabp. Sharp-bottomed, used in opposition to flat-bottomed,

in speaking of a vessel.

Sharp-up. See Bracing Yards.

Sheathing. A casing or covering on the bottom of a vessel,

to protect it from worms, &c.

Shears. For erecting masts. See Masting and Rigging, par-

agraphs' 3 to 20.

Shear-hulk, an old vessel, having shears and all the necessary-

apparatus for heaving out or in the masts of other vessels.

Sheave (see Blocks), is a wheel in a block, rail, mast, yard,

&c., on which a rope works ; it is made of lignum-vitse, or

composition. The latter are used generally in snatch-blocks

gin-blocks, &c.

Sheave-hole, is the channel cut in the mast or yard, for ropes

to reeve through.

Sheave. Formed in coiling a cable. See paragraph 317.

Shkep-Shank. a particular kind of knot or bend, made in the

bight of a rope, to shorten it temporarily. It is formed by

doubling up the bight into three parts, then taking a half-hitch

with the upper and lower ends or parts, over the adjoining

bights ;, used on the back-stays when the masts are housed.

Sheer. The position in which a vessel is kept at single anchor.

To break the sheer, is to deviate from that position.

To give a sheer to a vessel, in a tideway, at anchor, or with head-

way on at sea, is done by means of the helm or otherwise, by

turning her head either way.
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To sheer up to, is to approach a vessel obliquely.

To sheer off, to increase the distance obliquely.

Sheer-strake, in ship-building, is the strate under the gunwale,

in the topside.

Sheet. The rope used to haiil aft the clews of fore-and-aft

sails and courses, and to haul out or extend the foot of square

sails to the yard-arms below them, and to haul down the inner

clews of studding-sails and gaff-top sails, and to haul amidships

the boom of a spanker, or of the mainsail of a schooner.

Sheet An-chor. The largest in a vessel. See Anchors, Chap-

ter VIII.

Shell. The outer frame or case of a block.

Shell (Ordnance). A hollow shot charged with powder, and

fitted with a fuze, to be projected from a gun^ and intended

to burst after reaching a certain point, or burying itself in the

object. " They may be fired from guns of any calibre or

weight, their diameter and windage being precisely those of

.

solid shot of corresponding calibre." " A shell prepared for

service is strapped to its sabot, the fuze-stock is driven into

its fuze hole, and the charge of powder is poured in through

its filling hole, which is immediately plugged up."— Ward.

Shelves. Dangerous shallows of sand-bars or rocks, just below

the surface of the sea.

Shelving. The gradual inclination of the land toward the sea.

Shift. Change, as, "a shift of wind," "shift the helm," "to

shift a. tackle.". See Fleet. " Shift endfor-end" " shift over

the ballast."

To shift the messenger, or dip the messenger, is to change its

position around the .capstan, for heaving in the opposite

cable.

Shingle. S&q Ballast.

Ship. A term, though often applied to vessels of any rig, is

more -properly applied to one of three masts, having square

sails on each.
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To ship, is to enter into a contract to serve on board of a cer-

tain vessel, or for the general service.

To ship, also applied to embarking any article, as ammunition,

stores, &c.

To ship a sea. (See Pooped.) To have a wave break over a

vessel.

To ship, also means to fix anything in its place, as, "fo ship the

awnimff-stanehions," " ship the tiller."

Ship-shape, properly, or according to usage, as, " such a piece 0/

work is performed ship-shape."

Ship-of-the-line, usually applied to a vessel of the rate of seventy-

four guns and upward.

Receiving-ship^ one appropriated to the reception of recruits,

previous to their being drafted to any vessel.

Store-ships, those employed to carry stores, provisions, &c., to

squadrons on foreign service.

Ship-huilding, the art of constructing vessels of any class.

Shipping. A term applied to an assemblage of vessels in a

port or harbor, as, " the harbor is full of shipping."

Shipwreck. The destructiog^r loss of a vessel, by running on

rocks^ shoals, or being driven on a lee-shore.

Shipwri&ht. One who is skilled in the art of building ves-

sels.

Shiver. Applied to a sail, is to shake or flutter in the wind,

as," shiver the mizzen topsail."

Shoal. A shallow, being nearly at the surface of the water.

Shoal-ioater, water of little depth.

Shoe. To shoe an anchor. See Anchor.

Shoe of an anchor, is a block of wood, having a hole in it to

contain the point of the bill while fishing the anchor, to pre-

vent it from tearing or injuring the planks of the vessel.

Shoe for shear-legs. See liaising Shears, paragraph 17.

SnooT. To shoot a bridge, is to pass through it with the cur-

rent.
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To shoot ahead of another vessel, is to pass aiead of her by

superior sailing.

Shore. A general term applied to the sea-coast. "«4 hold

shore." See Bold.

Shores, are also props or stanchions placed under the beams so

as to support the decks. See Raising Shears, paragraph 2.

Also, to support the masts in heaving down a vessel. Also

placed under a vessel to support her in dock or in building.

Cap-shore, placed forward of the cap tO' support it.

Shorten. To shorten sail, is to reduce sail by taking it in.

To shorten-in a rope, is to take in the slack of it.

Short-Stat. See Stay.

Shot. A general term for all descriptions of solid projectiles

thrown from cannon, as round-shot, double-headed-shot, chains

shot, grape-shot, &c.

To shot the guns, to load them with shot over a cartridge.

Shot-hoxes, are wooden boxes in which grape and canister-shot

are kept at the guns.

Shot-gauge, an instrument for measuring the diameter of round

shot.

Shot-racJc, a frame of wood, in which are kept a certain number

of shot at the guns, or around the hatches.

Shot. See Cables, paragraph 318.

Shove. To push, as " Shove off that boat."

SnorrLDER. In block-making, is a projection on the shell.

Shoulder-of-mutton, a sail of a peculiar form.

Shrouds. A set of ropes reaching from the mast-heads to the

sides of the vessel, to support the masts. See Masting and

Rigging.

JBentick-shrouds, are ropesi of the size of the topmast rigging,

seized on to the futtocTc-staves, and leading to the opposite

channels, where they are set up to support the masts in heavy

roUing.

Bumphivrshrovds, or braces, are strong ropes fixed to the bump-
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Mn-ends, to support them in opposition to the purchase

which acts upon them in a contrary direction, to prevent

them from rising and being sprung.

For the shrouds to the different masts, see Masting and Rigging.

Shct-Tn. To shut-in vessels, points of land, or harbors, is to

intercept the view of them, by bringing some object to inter-

vene.

Sick-Bat. See Bay.

Side. That part of a vessel which is presented to view from a

position directly abeam.

Sid^Tackle. A purchase used in working a gun. One block

being hooked to the bolts in the side of the gun-carriage, or

the lid of a carronade ; the other block to a bolt in the bul-

warks between the ports : the fall leading from, the latter.

There being a side-tackle on each side of the gun " they per-

form the office both of running out and training." They

govern the fore-and-aft motion, and one of the thwartship

motions ; the other thwartship motion being governed by the

train-tackle.

Side-trees, in mast-making, are the principal or lower main-

pieces of a made-mast. See Made-mast. •

Sided. A term used in contradistinction to moulded, in express-

ing the dimensions of a piece of timber.

Wall-sided. The figure of a vessel, whose sides are nearly per-

pendicular from the water's edge up. Used in opposition to

tumbling-home.

SiBHT. ^'Land in sights ^'Ship in sightP

Sight. To sight a gun, is to attach to it some means by which

the direction of the axis of the bore may be known.

"The line of metal sight, is a line on.the external surface of the

metal, from the breech to the muzzle produced—this is termed

the line of metal top-sight, or the line of metal side-sight, as

it is used on the upper or side surface of the gun. Both of

these are highly deceptive in obtaining the direction orele-
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vation necessary ; which deception will be greatest in guns

having greatest dispart.

'^Dispart sight, is a sight placed along the top of a gun; this,

when adjusted so as to bring it into a plane perpendicular to

the axis of the trunnions, and passing through the axis of the

gun, and also having its upper surface parallel with the axis

of the bore, will give the direction of the axis both in aim

and elevation.

" Tangent slide sight, is placed at the breech, and on top of the

gun, the slide piece moving vertically ; the notch on the top

of which, is always on a line with the axis of the bore of the

gun. This sight is for the purpose of obtaining the proper

vertical direction, when the elevation of the gun is such

as to throw the object below the level of the dispart."

—

Ward.

Signals. Signs made by flags, or at night by lanterns and

fireworksj to communicate intelligence to other vessels. ^

Silence. An order frequently necessary to a crew not well

disciplined. "ITeep silence fore and aft."

To silence a vessel or a battery, is, by a vigorous cannonading,

to dismount their guns, or otherwise cause them to cease

firing.

Sills. Port-sills, in ship-building, are pieces of oat timber, let

in horizontally between the frames, to form the upper and'

lower sides of ports.

'

^

Sine. To sink a vessel, is to force her to settle down into the

water, by scuttling or by a heavy cannonading.

Skids, or Skeeds. Pieces of timber placed up and down the

side of a vessel, to prevent it from injury in parbuckling on

board spars, as shear-legs, masts, &c. See Chapter I.

Skin. That part of a sail, when furled, which remains outside

and covers the whole ; thus, " to furl with a smooth skin," or

" to skin the sail up smooth," is to turn it well up, and so as

to cover the sail neatly and smoothly.
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Skippek. a familiar term sometimes applied to the master of

a merchant vessel.

Sky. Sky-lurMng, froUieking, or running about the rigging in

sport.

Sky-sail. The sail set next above a roya].

Sky-scraper. A term applied to a sky-^afl, when its form is tri-

angular.

Slabline. a small line attached to the centre of the foot of a

mainsail or foresail, and leading up, abaft the sail, through a

small block under the slings of the yard—used to haul up the

foot of the sail to keep it clear. See paragraphs 143, 449.

Slack. A decrease in speed or tension, as, " the tide slackens,"

"she slackens her way through the water" ^^ slack off that

rope" "slacken- the lanyards of the rigging."

The slack of a rope, is that part of it which hangs loose, or

bears no strain.

" Slack in stays," implies a slow or duU movement of a vessel in

tacking ; also applied to a person who moves slowly or lazily.

Slack-water, is the interval between the ebb and flood of the tide.

Slant. Slant of wind, a transitory breejze of wind, or the pe-

riod of its duration. See paragraph 578.

Sleepers. A terpi applied to the knees which connect the

. transoms to the after timbers on the; ship's quarter.

Slide Si&ht. S§e Sight.

Sling. To sling a cask, gun, or any article, is to fix about it

the strap or rope to which the -purchase is to be hooked.

To sling the yards for action, is to secure them at the slings by

iron chains fitted for the purpose.

The slings of a yard, are those ropes or chains by which they

are suspended, by the centre, to the mast. In speaking of

fhe centre of a yard, between the two extremes, it'is called"

the slings, 142, 160.

Boat-Slings, are fitted with hooks and thimbles> to hook the

purchase to for hoisting.
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But-slings, for purchasing oasts, are fitted with two eyes to go

over the chimes.

Buoy-slings, are the straps that are fitted around a buoy.

Slip. A place having a gradual descent, convenient for ship-

building.

To slip a cable. See Gable.

A slip-knot, is one which will not bear a strain, but slips along

the rope around which it is made.

Slip-ropes. See Rope.

Sloop. A small vessel with one mast, carrying only a jib and

mainsail.

Sloop of war,'a, vessel, of any rig, mounting between eighteen

and thirty-two guns.

Slops. Clothing, bedding, &c., fiirnished to seamen by the

government, at fixed prices.

Slue. To slue, is to turn around a mast, yard, or boom, with-

out altering its position, " Slue the studding-sail boom, so that

the tacks may lead fair."

Small. Small-arms, a general name given to muskets, pistols,

&c., to distinguish them from the great guns, " Exercise the

division at small arms," " Hxercise the smaU-arm men."

Small-round. See Anchor.

Smoke-Sail. A small sail set forward of the galley funnel, to

allow the smoke to rise before it is blown aft by the wind.

Snaking. Winding a small rope spirally around a larger one,

along the lay of the rope. See Worming.

Snaking. Fastenings to confine the outer turns of seizings.

Snaking, also, stoppers passed alternately from one stay or rope

to another, through the whole length, in a parallel direction.

Its use is, that if one should be shot away, its oflice is per-

formed by the other.

Snottee. a rope attached to topgallant and royal yards with
an eye, to bend the tripping line to.

SnotUrl a short rope spliced together at the ends, and served
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with spun-yarn, or covered with Idde or leather. It is seized

around a mast, leaving an eye or bight to step the lower end

of a sprit -in ; used in boats.

Snub. To snub a cable or rope, is to check it suddenly in run-

ning out.

Snying. In ship-building, a term used for a circular plank,

edgeways, to work in the bow of a vessel.

Soft-Wad. See Wad.

SoLK, of a rudder, is a piece of timber attached to the lower

part of it, to render it level with the false keel.

Sound. A strait or inlet between two pieces of land.

To sound. To try the depth of water, and the quality of

the bottom, by means of the sounding-lead. See Chapter

XXIII.

To sound the well. To ascertain the depth of water in the hold

of a vessel, by means of the sounding-rod.

A sounding-rod, is an iron rule marked with inches, having a

rope attached to it, for sounding in the well.

Soundings. The quality of the ground brought up by the lead,

and the depth of water. ;

In Soundings. A vessel is said to be " in soundings" when

the deep-sea lead reaches the bottom.

South. One of the cardinal points of the compass.

Southern. To the southward. " Southern latitudes."

Southing. The difference of latitude made by a vessel to the

southward.

Span. A rope secured at both ends to any object, the purchase

being hooked to the bight.

Spans, for hoisting in boats, are fitted with a hook in each end;

on the bight is either a travelling thimble, or a thimble

strapped in at the centre, to hook the purchase to.

Spans, are also used as leaders for running rigging, having legs

and thimbles turned into the ends, through which the rigging

leads, the span being secured by a lanyard at its bight. The
18
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main traces are thus spanned to the mizzen rigging, to keep

them clear of the boal^davits.

To span the booms, is to confine them by lashings.

To span-in the riggitig. See Swifter.

Spanker. The after sail in a ship or barque, being a fore-and-

aft sail, attached to a gafi^, formerly called driver.

Spare. Held in reserve, to supply> the place of any that may

be rendered useless, as, " Spare anchors," " Spare sails"

1^' Spare spars " &c. '

Spars. Hough Spairs, are pieces of timber suitable for forming

masts, yards, booms,, <fec. ^
Spare spars, are spars or masts, yards, booms, <fec., made and

ready to supply the places of others.

Spars, also, a general term for all the masts, yards, booms, and

gaffs of. a vessel when rigged; thus, a vessel is said tohe over-

sparred, when her masts are unusually taunt, and yards

square. -

Spell. The duration or period of a watch or trick, as, "A
spell at the helm," "A spell at the mast-head," " A spell at

the pumps."

Spill of weather, the continuance of any kind of weather, " A
heavy spell of weather," " A spell of fine weather," "A long

spell of weather, &e."

To spell. To relieve, as, " Spell the helmsman."

Spencer or Trysail. A fore-and-aft sail set abaft the fore and

main masts, being rigged like a spanker ; they have generally

supplied the places of storm staysail.

Spend. To lose, break, or carry away, as " We spent 6ne

mast,"

Spent Ball, one which reaches the object, but has lost much
of its impetus.

Spike. See Mand-spik«.

To spike a gun. To drive a naU or file into the vent, to render

it useless.
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Spill. To spill a sail, is to dislodge the. -wind from out its belly,

in order to reef or farl it.

'Spilling lines, are ropes used for tMs purpose. See Zdrpe.

Spilling a sail, may also be accomplished by bracing the yards.

• "See Shiver. ' '

,
i

Spindle. (In mast-making.) See Made-mast.

Spindle of a capstan, is the iron pin on which it revolves. Tt

is ^Iso an irpn pin reaching above the truck at the skysail-

- mast-head, which serves for the vane to turn upon in show-

ing the directioh of the wind, and also to lead the electric

fluid to the conductor, which is hooked to its lower end and

leads down into the sea.

Spinning. In rope-making, is the act of combining the fibres

pf hemp, in forming rope-yarns,

Spirit-Room^ an apartment in the after part of a vessel's hold,

where are stowed spirits, &c.

Spirebting. In ship-building, the planks, from the water-jvays

up to the port-sUls.

Splice. To, join together the two ends of a rope, or of dif-

ferent ropes; or the end of a rope into itself; there are dif-

ferent kinds of splices, named according to their forms or

uses, as

A short splice, is formed by splicing together tl&e two ends of

the same or of different rope, by unlaying the strauds tp a

certain distance, and interweaving them between the strands

of the other end or rope. See paragraph 328.

A long splice, a. splice by which two ropes are joined together,

more convenient for reeving than the short-^splice, i but occu-

pying more space ; the ropes are unlaid some distance, and

the strands of one worked into the other, then secured at the

centre and at the terminations of the splice.

An eye-splice, is formed by splicing the end of a rope into itself,

thus forming an eye. Used to confine thimbles, bulls-eyes,i&c.

A cut-splice, is fprmed: by joining the ends of two rppes, or
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splicing the end of each into the bight of the other, at equal

distances from the ends, so that the line becomes double in

the extent of the splice, forming a long-eye; used in lead and

log lines, &c.

A c^awing-splice. To join two ropes together by, principally

used in splicing cables, is formed by unlaying several fathoms

of each end, then placing them together and forming a short

splice ; then leaving about one fathom of each strand, and re-

ducing the remainder of each by cutting away some of the

yarns, to taper them ; Xkenpoint the end of-each strand neatly,

and lay them along taut in the cuntlines of the cable, and se-

cure them by quarter, middle and end seizings ; this is termed

a drawing-splice, because it may be easily taken apart.

A tapered-splice, is made by forming a short splice, then tapering

the strands, as above, and passing them again each through the

strands of the other rope, reducing or tapering again, and

passing the strands again, until expended ; this may be served

over with spun-yarn.

To splice the main brace. To distribute to the crew an extra

allowance of grog, in stormy weather, or on certain anniversa-

ries, at the discretion of the commanding officer.

Splinters. Pieces of the hull, masts, &c., which are knoeted

off by a shot, and flying among the crew, do great injury in an

action.

Split. To split a sail, is to have it torn by the violence of the

wind.

Split, applied to a vessel, is, when she is bilged on a rock.

Sponob (Ordnance). "Composed of the sponge-head and staff,

the former a cylindrical piece of wood (elm or ash), one inch

smaller than the calibre, and commonly eight inches long.

For a chambered gun, however, the sponge-head must be made

of an additional length, of a shape adapted to the slope and

chamber, as well as to the cylinder of the bore. The wooden

sponge-heads were formerly covered with lamb-skin, dressed
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in alum, witL the wool on ; now, by regulation they are cov

ered with canvas, with woollen yarn thrumbs, wove in full and

thick, which trimmed down to the proper size, makes a sponge

more durable and less liable to injury from moth or dampness.

There is, also, a worm in the extremity of the sponge-head,

to take out fragments of the burned cylinder, which may re-

main in the bottom of the bore."— Ward.

" Sponge the gunsj^ See Gun Exercise in " Ordnance Instruc-

tions."

Spoon-Deipt, a showery sprinkling of searwater, swept from the

surface of a wave by the wind.

Spray. A sprinkling of water from the waves, occasionally

thrown off, differing from spoon-drift in this, that the latter is

a constant flow from the waves in a tempest, covering the

whole sea, while the former is only an occasional shower as

the wave breaks.

Spking. a rent, split, or crack in a mast or yard
;
yards are

generally sprung in the slings.

Springs, are also ropes passed out from a vessel's stern, and at-

tached to the cable or buoy, by which she may be winded.

See Working to Windward, Cluhhauling. ^

To spring a butt. See Butt.

To spring a leak, is when, by any accident, the water passes

through a breach in the sides or bottom of a vessel. See

Leak.

To spring the luff. To force the vessel up into, or close to, the

wind, when she has good headway on.

Spring-tide. The periodical excess of the elevation and depres-

sion of the tide. See Tide and JVeap.

Speit. a smaU boom which crosses the sail of a boat diago-

nally, the lower end stepped into the snotter, and the upper

end attached to the after and upper comer of the sail ; by

which the sail is extended and elevated.

Sprit-sail yard, in vessels, is extended athwart the bowsprit or
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knightheads, used to extend the rigging of tlie head booms.

Formerly sails were set on it, called spriUsails, these are now

entirely out of use.

Spun-Yaeit, a cord: formed by twisting together two or three

rope-yams, used for , seizings, service, &c.

Spubling-linb. , See lAne.

Spurs. Are pieces of timber fixed on the bulge-ways, their

upper ends bolted to the vessel's side above the water.

Spurs of the beams, are curved pieces of timber, serving as half

beam^ to support, the decks where a whole beam cannot be

placed.

Spurs of the bitts. See Siandariis.

Squadron. A detachment of vessels employed on any particu-

lar service or station, uMer the command of the senior

officer.: ,
'

, I

Squall. A sudden and violent gust of wind, •

A blaef; squall, is one attended with dart heavy clouds.

A white squall, comes unexpectedly, without being marked in

its approach by the clouds.

A tjiick squall, is a black squall accompanied by ram, hail, or

sleet, &c. •
- ;

'

Square, at right angles with the vessel's keel, and parallel with

the horizon ; the, yards are " «g'Mare by the braces," when at

light angles withthe keel; and square by the lifts, when at

right angles with the mast or parallel with the horizon.

Square,: also applied to yards which are of unusual length, as,

" Such a vessel has very square yards."

To S<piare-aviay, is to square the yards by the braces, and run

before the wind.

Square, Sails, are those which are bent to, yards, and are four-,

sided. See Sail.

Squate-sail. ' The name of a sail set on the foremast of schoon-

ers, sloops, and cutters, when saiUng before the wind in light

weather.
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^quara-sQ-U boom, Used to extend the outer lower comers of

square sails in schooners, cutters and sloops.

Square-stemed. The form of a vessel's stem, in opposition to

roundstemed,

Stabbeb. In sail-making, an instrument similar to a pricker.

Staff.; A pole or mast,, used to hoist flags on, as

Ensign Staff, is reared over the stern of a vessel, to the head of

which is hoisted, the flag or onsign of the country to which

she belongs.

Flagstaff. Is one erected on shore, in dock-yards or navy

stations, and used for the same purpose.

JacTc Staff, a short staff, erected or shipped at the bowsprit cap,

to hoist the jack on in port. X
Stage. A platform over a vessePs side, supported by ropes,

whereon persons may stand to caulk, paint; or for any pur-

-pose..,
, ,

Floating-stage. See Raft.

Stancheons. Pillars of wood or iron placed to support the

beams of a vessel; also around the upper works, to haul out

the awnings to in port.

Stand. To sail, thus, " She stands on, or off the shore" " Stand-

ing tQ'the northward" , >

To stand-by. To be prepared, or ready. See Qun Exercise.

To stand by a rope. To attend to it, to remain by it, for the

purpose of letting it go when .ordered.

To' stand-on., To continue on the same tack or course.

Stand-ftom-un^er, a caution given to those who are in clanger

of any thing falling on them from aloft.

To stand off-and^n.. To remain near a coast by standing to-

ward and from it alternately.

Standard. In : ship-building, an inverted knee placed above

the deck instead of beneath it. . See Bitt-standard, &c.

Standard-knees are fastened on one side against the vertical

side of the beam, and on the other against the vessel's side.
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Standing. The standing-part of a rope, is that which is made

fast, or the opposite end to that on wffich the force is apphed

in hauling on it. Of a tackle, is that end of the fall which is

secured to the strap of one of its |)locl£s.

Standing-rigging. See Rigging.

Starboaed. The right side of a vessel when looking from aft

forward.

Start. To empty, as, " Start the water-cask."

To weigh, or move, as, " Start the anchor" " Start ahead."

To hasten, as, " Start the men upfront below."

Station. Station bills, lists containing the appointed stations

of all the officers and crew of a vessel.

Stave. To break in, M> make a hole in a vessel, boat, or cask.

Stat. A rope to support masts, deriving its specific name from

the mast to which it belongs.

JFbre-and-aft stays, lead from the head of the mast, forward. 65,

66, 128, 236.

Breast and standing backstays, are those which lead from the

mast-heads down to the gunwale on each side. 229, 230, 235.

Spring-stays, are preventer stays, to assist the principal ones.

Staysail. See Sails.

Staysail-stays, are those on which the staysails are set..

Stay-tackle. See Tackle.

To stay a vessel. To tack her.

To heave in stays. See Seave.

A short stay. A cable is said to be a short stay when it is

hove in until the anchor is nearly under foot, or the cable

nearly up and down. See Chapter XVI.

To miss stays, to fail in the attempt to tack a vessel.

Triatic stay. See paragraph 271.

Stbadt. An order to the helmsman to keep her head as it is.

Steady out the bowlines, haul them out to steady the sail on the

wind.

Steer. To direct a vessel by the movement of the rudder.
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Steerage, used to express the movement or effort of the helm.

Steerage, the apartment .appropriated to the midshipmen on

ship-board.

Steerage-way, a degree of motion in a vessel, through the water,

sufficient to make her feel the effect of the rudder.

Steersman. More properly Helmsman.

Steeve. The angle which the bowsprit mates with the hori-

zon, or line of the- vessel's keel ; the bowsprit is said to steeve

more or less, as the outer end is raised or drooped.

Stem. A circular piece of timber, into which the two sides of

a ship or vessel are united at the fore end. The lower end

scarped to the keel, the upper end reaching to the bowsprit.

To stem the tide, is to acquire a velocity sufficient, or equal to,

the strength of the tide, in sailing against it.

" From stem to stern,'''' from forward to aft.

Stemson. See Timber.

Step of a mast, is a block of wood, placed securely over the

kelson, to receive the heel or tenon of the mast.

To step the mast, to erect it, and place it in its step.

Stern, of a vessel, is its after part, or that which is seen from

abaft the vessel. See Bound and Square.

By-the-stern, more deeply laden abaft than forward.

To make stern-board. See Boar.d.

.Stenirchasers, guns pointed through the stern ports, or astern,

to annoy or disable a vessel in chase.

Stern-fast. See Fast.

Steriirframe, in ship-building, is that frame of timber which is

composed of the stern-post transom and fashion-pieces.

Sternmost, furthest astern— opposed to headmost. " The

sternmost vessel of a squadron."

Stern-post, in ship-building, see Timber.

Stern-sheets, that part in a boat .contained between the stern

and the after row-lock, or after seat of the oarsmen. It is fur-

nished with seats to accommodate passengers.

18*
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Stern-wa^. See Stern-hoard:

Stick. Td siick-out a cablei or other rop^, is to push, it out.

You stick out the cable in catting the anchor.

To stick a cringle, in sail-mating, is the act of placing an iron

cringle in at the head; leech, or clew of a sail. The hole is

forced saflBciently open by means of a fid, and before it has

time to close the cringle is stuck in, when it is instantly se-

cure and not easily removed.

Stiff. When applied to a vessel, expresses a quality by which

she is enabled to bear a press of canvas without careening

much.

A stiff breeze, is a wind which is more than moderate.

STiRRtJips, are ropes secured to the yards, having thimbles in

their lower ends, through which the foot-ropes are rove. 152.

Stiving. See Steeving.
'

'
'

Stock, of an anchor. See Anchor,

Stock-tackle, is a tackle applied to the upper stock of an anchor,

when fished, to rouse it perpendicular.

Stocks, a frame erected on the shore of a river or harbor,

whereon to build vessels.

Fuze Stock. See Fuze.

Stools (see ChJainwales), are small channels on the sides of

the vessel, for the dead-eyes' of the backstays.

Stoppers. Cat-head stoppers, attached to the cat-hfead to se-

cure the ring, of the anchor by. See paragraph 365.

Stoppers, are also short pieces of rope, having a knot at one or

both ends, with a lanyard under the knot ; used to apply to

shrouds, cables, &c., for various purposes.

Stopper-bolts, are large ring-bolts driven into the decks, through

a beam, to which the deck-stoppers are hooked.

Deck-stoppers, or stoppers to the cable, are large stoppers, having

a hook and thimble at one end, and a knot and lanyard at

the other ; by means of which the cable is retained or pre-

vented from running out. See paragraph 356.
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JSiffffing-stojyperg, have a knot and lanyard at each end, and are

applied to shrouds and other rigging when injured, for only

a temporary security.

For the ditferent varieties of stoppers, see paragraphs from 355

to 359 inclusive.

Stopper and Fleet

!

—an order given when a tacHe is brought

twoMocJcs, or hloch-and-block, to stopper the rope or cable,

and fleet the purchase.

Stops, in mast-making, are square projections or shoulders left

on the putsid.es of the cheeks, at the upper parts of the

hounds of the lower 'masts. Also on topmast, topgallant-

mast, and jib-boorn. ,
,

.

Store-Room. An apartment in the lower part of a vessel of

war, in,which are kept,the stores, rigging, &c., of the differ-

ent departments, as boatswain's, gunner's, sail-maker's, car-

penter's, and inaster's store-rooms.

Storm. A violent agitation of the wind, accompanied by

thunder, lightning, and rain.

,

Storm-sails. See Staysails.

Stow. To stow the hold. See ffold.

Stowage, the disposition of the cargo',' provisions, caisks, (fee, in

the hold of a vessel.
"^

Strait. A narrow channel of water, between two opposite

shores,
^

, j,.

Strand. One of the parts or divisions of a rope.

A rope is stranded, when one of its stramds is broken or chafed

through.

Strand, is also applied to the shore of the, sea, or bank of a

river.

A vessel is stranded, when she is driven on the shore by a tem-

pest or by ill management.

Strange Sail. An unknown vessel. v

Strap. A piece of rope formed into a circle, used to surround

a block, to retain it in any position. See Bloch
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Selvageestraps, are applied to ropes for ttie purpose of hooMng

a tackle to.

Streaks. Uniform ranges of plank, on the bottom or sides of

a vessel, reaching from the stem to the stem.

Stream. Eunning water.

To stream the buoy. See Buoy,

Stream-cable. See Gable.

Stream-anchor. See Anchor.

Stress. Stress of weather, heavy and tempestuous.

Stretch. The progress of a vessel, as, " We made a long

stretch off shore."

To stretch along, to lead along a rope, in readiness for the men
to haul upon it.

Stretch out / an order to the oarsmen, to pull with all their

force.

Stretchers, pieces of wood reaching athwart-ships, between the

sides of a boat, to keep them apart when hoisted up. Also

across the bottom of a boat, for the oarsmen to rest their

N feet against while rowing.

Strike. (See Bouse.) To lower, as, " To strike the colors,"

" To strike the topsails."

To strike soundings, to arrive at a point where soundings may
be obtained.

To strike to an enemy, to surrender, by hauling down the

colors.

To strike, to run ashore, or touch the bottom, in passing over a

shoal or reef of roc^ks.

Striking velocity. See J^elonity.

Strip. To unrig a vessel. " Stripped to a girt-Une."

Stroke. A sweep of an oar in rowing.

Strokesman, the after oarsman, vrho gives the stroke to the

rest.

A long stroke, or a short stroke—the former used in single-

banked, and the latter in double-banked boats.
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"Stttok. See Stick a cringle.

Studding-Sails, or Steering-sails. Light sails, set outside of

the principal or square sails of a vessel, in free winds, to in-

crease her speed.

Studding-sail yard, a small yard, to which the head of tha

studding-sail is hent.

Subordination, in the"naval service, is a perfect submission to

the orders of superior officers.

Succession (in Naval Tactics). A squadron, or column of 9

fleet, manoeuvring in line, at any point—each vessel follow-

ing in the wake of its next ahead, is said to manceuvre in

succession.

Suit of Sails. A complete set of all the sails that may be

set on a vessel together, including the heavier and lighter

ones.

Superannuated. An officer or seaman unfit for active service,

on account of his age.

Supercargo. An officer of a merchant vessel, intrusted with

the cargo, and the commercial affairs of.the vessel.

Supply, A fresh recruit of stores and provisions.

Supporters. In ship-building, a name given to knee-timbers

under the cat-head.

Supporters, or Bihhs. See Made-masts.

•Surf. The sea as it breaks upon a shore, or reef of rocks.

Surge. A swelling sea, or a great wave.

To surge, to let go a rope suddenly, or render it around the pin

or kevel, as, " surge the hawser," " surge the messenger."

Surgeon. A commissioned officer in the navy.

Assistant surgeons, riso commissioned officers.

Surrender. To deliver up a vessel to an enemy.

Survey. A strict and impartial examination, made by a board

of officers, over public stores or property, reported as defec-

tive or unfit for use.

Swab. A mop formed of old rope, used to dry the decks with.
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Swat. To hoist, applied generally to hoisting up the yards, or

, hoisting on the mast-rapes.- A'-Sway c^oftr

SwiEEp. To si«fepi for an anchor; to ; drag ..bights of rope along

the bottom, to seareh for a lost anchor.

Sweeps,, dxe. large: oars, used in stnall vessels, to force them

ahead in a calm. ^^
,

Swell. The agitation of the water, rising and falling.

Swifter. Ropes used to confine the capstan-bars in their

places, when shipped. It is passed around, and secured to

the extremity of the bars. '

Swifter, is also a rope encircHitg a boat length ways, to strengthen

and defend her sides from external injury.

Swifters, are also the forward shrouds to a mast,, -which are not

aipong those coilfined to the cat-harpings.

To swifter-in the rigging. See Cat-harping, See Masting

and BiggiTigi ,•/,...-.

Swig. To pull heavily on a rope.

Swigging-off. To pull up. on the bight of a rop?, the Igwer end

being secured,,- or around a pin; and taking in the slack

around the pin as it is gained in swigging. ,

,

Swing. . The motion of a vessel around her anchors, or of yards

in being braced, as, " she swings to portj" " swing around the

after yards."

Swivel; A strong link of iron, used in mooring-chains or

chain-cables.

Swivel-hook, a hook on an iron-strapped block.;

Syphering, in ship-buildihg, is the act of lapping one e.dge of

a plank over the edge of another, for bulk-heads.

T.

Table. Table-shore, a low level shore.

Table-land. The appearance of any land, whose outline pre-

sents a long level appearance.
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Tabling. In mast-rnaldrig, is uniting pieces of timber togetlier,

in , a manner similar to \hs' chain^oak.

Tabling, of the beams, in ship-building, is letting one beam-

piece into another, ^ee Scwrfing.
'

Tabling. ' In sail-maldng, is the broad hem on the borders of

sails, to which the bolt-rope is se'i^d.

Tack. Is a rope used to confine the weather clews of the

courses, the forward and lower corners of fore-and-aft sails,

and the outer lower corners- of topmast, topgallant, and royal

steering sails,-down to their proper places, when set : this to

a lower steering sail is called an out-hauler:

Tajch of aflag\,\s a line spliced to the bottom of \h&tabling, to

which the halyards are bent. . .

TacJc, is also that part of the sail to which the tack is bent.

To Tack. Is a method of .putting a vessel about. See Chap-

ter XVII.
,

A vessel is said to be on the starboard or port tack, as she is

standing close-ha!uled, with the wind forward of the starbpard

or port bow.

Tackle (pro; Taicle), is formed,.by the combination of a

rope with an assemblage of blocks, used variously to raise,

support, or remove weighty articles, and derive their specific

name from their construction'' or the uses to wMch they are

applied.

If they communicate with a, runner they are movable ; or other-

wise ^a;e(^.
'

If they.are composed of two single blocks and fall, the standing

part of the fall is secured to the block from which the hauling

part leads. ,

.

If df a single and double block and fall, the standing part is

secured to the single block, the hauling part leading from the

double block.

•If of two double blocks and fall, the standing part is secured to

the block from which the hauling part Jeads.
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Of a double and threefold block and fall, and so on ; tie power

of the purchase increasing on each increase of sheaves in tho

blocks.

Boom-tackles, are those used for rigging in or out the studding

sail booms, composed of a double and a single block and fall.

Bowline-tackle, is that wH^h is used to bowse out the main bow
line by.

Burton, a small tackle, used for various purposes ; to assist in

the support of a yard. See Chapter VII.

Fish-tackle, is that which is used in fishing the anchor, to get

it in its place on the gunwale.

Garnet-tackle, used in merchant vessels in hoisting out cargo.

Gunrtackle. A gun-tackle purchase is composed of two single

blocks and fall.

Tiggers, are tackles used variously, being fitted with tails, for

the convenience of applying them to any rope, to increase the

purchase, as, on the topsail sheets, lower lifts, &c.

Luff. A luflF-tackle purchase is composed of a double and single

block and fell.

Port-tackles, are those used in tricing up the ports of the lower

deck, in ships of the line.

Pendant-tackles. See paragraph 2^2.

Quarter-tackles, are large tackles composed of double and single

blocks, and used in hoisting on board water, provisions, &c.

See 270.

Reef-tackles, are those by which the reef cringles of a sail are

roused up to the yard for reefing.

Believing tackles, are those which are kept fitted, in readiness

to be applied to the rudder, in case the wheel or wheel

rope should be shot away or injured, in action or heavj

weather.

Rolling-tackles, are those which are used to steady the yards ia

a heavy sea. See paragraph 284.

Rudder-tackle. That which is hooked to the rudder pendant,
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in case any accident happens to the rudder. See Rudder

Pendant.

Runner-tackles, composed of a double and single hlock and fall,

having a pendant fitted to the double block, and a hook and

thimble to the lower, used for setting up rigging.

Side-tachles. See. Side.

Stay-tacMes, are those which are hooked to the triatic stay, in

hoisting in or out of the vessel any article, or in hoisting up

out of the hold to the deck. 271.

Stock-tacMe, a small tackle applied to the upper part of the

stock, in securing the anchor, to rouse it in to the bows.

Tack-tackle, used to bowse down the tack of any sail to its

proper place, particularly applied to those which are used on

the tacks of spankers, spencers, and the sails of schooners.

Top-tackle. That which is used in swaying up a topmast. See

paragraph 267.

Train-tackle,. a, tackle used in training or running in a gun, or to

prevent its running out while being loaded.

Truss-tackle. That by which the truss of a lower yard is boused

taut.

Winding-tackle, a purchase used in hoisting heavy articles in oi*-

out of a vessel. See 268.

Yard-tackles, stout tackles used on the lower yards, to hoist in

or out heavy articles. See 266.

Tackle-fall. The whole rope which is rove alternately through

the sheaves in the two blocks of a tackle ; that end of it which

is secured to one of the blocks is called the standing-part, and

the other end, from the last sheave to the termination of the

rope, is called the hauling-part.

Tactics. Naval tactics, is the art of arranging and manoeu-

vring fleets or squadrons.

Taffrail. The upper part of the stern of a vessel.

Tail, of a block, is a rope connected with the block, by which

it is applied to a rope or spar, for any purpose.
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Tail'-block, is a single bloci strapped witt a tail, by which it

may be applied to any tHng, as a leader for a rope.

Tail-boards, in ship-building, the calvedwork between the cheeks,

that is fastened to the knee of ithe head.

Tail of a gale,. theJanet part of it, when the wind has. greatly

abated.

Tail on, to clap on, or take hold of a rope, for the purpose of

hauling on, it, as, '".((iil on to that rope/" Also, to attach one

rope to another, for a temporary purpose..

To tail the ends, of.a cable.\ See para^ajph 327.

Taki;, is applied varipusly, as " take a, reef in a sail," " tftke in a

sail." See Heejinff and Shortening Sail.

Taken aback, the, situation of a vessel, when by a sudden shi;ft of

wind, the sails are acted upon on their forward surface, press-

ing, thenj against . the masts, differing from laid aback in

this, that in the latter case it is the result of design or inten-

tioij, in th0 forniei: of accident: or negligence.

Tangent sight. 3ee Sight.

Tanks. Iron vessels, made to fit to the form of a vessels hold,

for the stowage of water.

•Tar. a liquid gum, produced from pines and fir-trees, and used

for various purposes on ship-board ; such as,, paying the seams

of the,vessel, in making rope, covering the standing rigging

to preserve them from the weather, &c., &c.

Jack-Tar Qv a Tar, used figuratively, in speaking, of a sailor or a

seafarilig man. ,
'

•

Tarpauling, a piece of canvas, covered with tar, or a composi-

tion, to render it water-proof; jised for the purposes of cover-

ing the hatches, hammocks, bcjats, &c.

Tarpauling, is, j5ds9 a name given to the hats worn by the sajlprs,

which are covered with painted or tarred cloth.

Taught, or Taut, Meamng tight>—the state of a rope when

extended or stretched out; often used in opposition to

slack.
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Tactnt. High br( tall, as, " her masts' are very taunt," apTpliei

to the masts of' a vessel, as square is to the yards.

Taunt. A vessel is said to be all a-taunt when completely rig-

ged, and all the running gear rove.

Telegraph. A peculiar mode of signalizing between vessels,

by which any communication may be m%j[e that is not con-

tained in the common signal-book.

Tbll-Tale. : See Qpmpass.

Also an instrument communicating with the barrel of the wheel,

by which the officer may see, at any time, the situation of the

helm.

Tempest. The utmost violence of the wind. See Storm, Gale,

Hurricane. . , r.
-

Tend. To tend, a vessel, is to cause her to swing, at single an-

chor, s"o as to keep from fouling her cable around the stock or

flukes of the anchor.

Tender. A smalls vessel employed to tend on a larger ose, to

supply her with water, and to carry dispatches, &c.

Tenon. The lower end of masts, bowsprit, &c.^ made to fit into

the mortice or step.

Thick and Thin. See Blocks.

Thimble. An iron ring, its outer surface bemg concave, to con-

tain the strap or rope^ seized around it. Its use is to defend the

eye of a rope from chafe, that may be occasioned by another

rope rove through it, or by! the hook of a tackle.

'

D-Thimhle. A thimble in the form of the letter D.

Thimbles a,re also termed cringles^ when stuck in the corners, or

in any part of the borders, of a sail. See Cringles,' Stuck.

Tholes, or Thole-^ns. Small pins driven into the gunwales of

boats, to form row-locks for the oars. Sometimes the oars

are confined to one pin alone by a groinmet. ^4 '
• u

Throat. The end of a gaff which is next to a mast, the other

end being the ^ea^. J'See yawsi, " '

Throat-halyards^ a tackle (the lower block hooked to the upper
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part of the throat of*a gaff, the upper block being hooked

under the top), by which the gaff is hoisted or lowered.

Throat. See Anchor, paragraph 285.

Throat Brails, the brails which lead through blocks under the

jaws of a gaff.

Throat of a knee^ in ship-building, the hollow part of a piece

of knee-timber.

Throat down-hauls, ropes rove through single blocks, on each

side, under the throat of a gaff, both parts leading down on

deck ; by which th6 throat of a gaff is roused down, in taking

in a foresail or mainsail of a schooner.

Throat lashing. See paragraph 8.

Thrum. To work a mat or piece of canvas over, with short

pieces of rope-yarn, making a rough surface.

Thumb-Stall. A covering of thick leather, worn on the thumb

of the left hand, by the captain of a gun, to protect his

thumb in stopping the vent. See Gun Exercise.

Thus. An order to the helmsman. See Steady.

Thwaets. The seats placed athwartships in a boat, on which

the oarsmen sit.

Thwartships. See Athwartships.

Tide. A regular periodical current. See Ebh and Flood.

Tide-road, a vessel at anchor, riding to the tide in opposition

to the wind.

Tide-way, a channel, or that part of it in which the tide ebbs

and flows strongest.

See Leeward, Neap, Slack, Spring, and Weather Tides.

To tide it, is to work in or out of a harbor, river, &c., with the

tide and against the wind,' anchoring during the intervals of

the tide.

Tide-gate, or Flood-gate, a place in which the tide runs with

great velocity.

Tier. A range of casks, tanks, <S?c. ' See Ground-tier, Biding

tier.
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Tier, is also a range of guns mounted on one side of a vessel's

decks.

Tier. The range of the fakes of a cable, hawser, or other rope.

See Hanging cables, paragraphs 342, 343.

Cable-tier, is that space in a vessel appropriated to the stowage

of the cables. It is also the space within the fakes of the

cable, when stowed.

Tight. The state of a vessel—used in contradistinction to

leahy.

Tight. See Taught, or Taut.

Tiller. A piece of timber or iron, shipped into the rudder-

head, by which the rudder is turned in steering a vessel.

Tiller-ropes. See Rope.

Timber. A general term for all descriptions of felled and sea-

soned wood, used in the construction of vessels.

Timber-heads. See Kevel-heads.

The timbers of a vessel are the ribs, or incurvated pieces of

wood which branch outward and upward from the keel,

giving strength, form and solidity to the fabric.

The following are the principal timbers composing the frame of

a vessel, viz.

:

The keel. " The principal lower timber, lengthwise from stem to

stem-post. It is formed of several pieces scarfed together,

and to which the frames of the vessel are bolted.

The kelson. The inner counterpart of the keel, being laid

directly over it and the floor timbers, through which and the

keel it is bolted. It is formed of different pieces scarfed

together.

The dead^ieood. Sohd pieces of timber, forward and aft, scarfed

together lengthwise of the keel, and on which the heels of

the timbers are stepped.

Floor-timbers. Those which are placed across the keel, and

upon which the bottom of the vessel is framed.

Lower-half-cants. Those parts of frames situated forward and
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abaft the square frames, or t]i6:floor-timbers wWcli cross the

keel.

Futtocks. Those whicli join with the floor and top-timbers.

The first or ground futtocks stept on the keel—the second

starts from the floor-timbers, and pass above the first futtock-

heads—the third starts from the first futtock-head.

Top-timbers. Those which form the upper part of the vessel,

or the first general tier of timbers that reach the top of the

side.

Half top-timbers. Those timbers continued from the last

futtock-head up.

Counter-timbers. Short timbers in the stem, put in for the pur-

pose of strengthening the counter.

Knighl-heads. See Knight, Timbers wHch run up next to

the stem, on each side, and sufficiently high to support the

bowsprit between them.

Hawse-pieces'. Timbers which form the bows of the vessel

next to the knight-heads, and through which the hawse-holes

are cut. '

Fashion-pieces. The aftermost timbers, which terminate the

breadth, and form the shape of the stem. They are joined

to the ends of the transonis.

Transoms. Those timbers which cross the stem-post, to which

they are bolted, and forming the stern frame.

Sternrpost^ The principal piece of timber in the stern frame,

to which the rudder is hung ; its lower end reaching to the
' keel. .,-. -,.,-. :

Inner stem-post. The inner counterpart of the stern-post.

/Stern-post'Imee,. The great knee which secures the stern-post

to the keel. ' v

Stemson. A piece of compass timber, fixed on the after part

of the aproii inside ; the lower end is scarfed into the kelson,

and receives the scarf of the stem through which it is bolted.

Stem, The main timber forward, formed of several .pieces
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scarfed together in a eircular formjiiito vrHcli the two sides

of the vessel are united at the fore end. Its lower end is

scarfed to the keel;- '

Apron. An inner stem, from the head down to the forward

dead-wood, and fayed into the afte:i^ side of the stem, to

strengthen it and connect the whole strongly to the keel.

Breast-hooks. Large pieces of 'circular timber, which cross

athwart the bow frames on the inside, and through' Which

they are bolted. '

Transom-knees. Those which are bolted to the transoms and

to the after timTbers. - )

TiMENOGUT. A rope fastened taut between the ^pper end of

the anchor stock and the fore rigging, to prevent the fore

sheet from fouling or catching, in working ship; AlSo i*ope&

used for a similar purpose in any part of the vessel.

Together. A word often used in an order to the men to act

in concert, thus, ^^pull together" " haul together."

ToGGEL. A wooden pin tapeiring at both endsj with a groove

around its centre. It is fixed transversely in the bight of a

i-opej to secure any other bight of a rope to, for the ' conve-

nience of applying or rernoving them expeditiously—for in-

stance, the bowlines to the lighter sails (topgallant-sails and

royals), and thie sheets of flying sails, as royals and skysails,

are fitted with-tdrggels. ^ ,_, - "
'

ToMPioN (pro. sometimes TompMn)i' A bung or plug used to

stop the, mouth of a cannon.

TojfGUE. In mastrmakihg, the^taper end of the lower part of

a spindle or scarf.

ToifNAGE. The capacity of a vessel for carrying cargo.' See

Burden,

Top. a platform placed over the mast-head,' and resting on the

trestle-trees, for the convenience i>i the men aloft, and to

fonn a, sufficient angle or spread for the topmast shrouds.

Tcfp-block. See jBfocA,. 1 Se©,.paragraph 96. ' :. !
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Top-light, a lantern carried in the mizzen-top of the flag-ship,

in a squadron.

Top-lining, a lining on the after part of sails, to prevent them

from chafing against the top-rim.

Topmast, the mast next above a lower mast.

Topgallant-mast, the mast next above a topmast.

Top-men, the men who are stationed aloft, in and above the

top, as the fore, main, or mizzen top-men.

Top-rope. See Rope.

Topsails. See paragraph 485.

Topgallant sails, are set next above the topsails.

Top-side. See Top-timbers.

Top-tackle. See Tackle,

To top a yard or boom, to raise one of its extremities higher

than the other, by means of the lift or topping-lift.

Topping-lifts, those ropes used in topping-up and supporting

the outer ends of the lower booms, spanker-booms, and main-

booms of schooners. 198, 199.

Tornado. K violent gust of wind, peculiar to certain latitudes

and locations, attended with heavy rain, thunder, and light-

ning. Differing from a hurricane in being of short continuance.

Torrent. A stream of water caused by heavy rains, &c.

Toss. To toss the oars in a boat, to throw them with the

blades up in a perpendicular position—a mode of saluting

practised in boats of men-of-war.

Tough. Applied variously to a vessel, to her sails, &c.

Touch, applied to the sails, when braced so sharp, or so near the

wind, that they begin to shate.

Touch and go, when under sail, or under way, a vessel touches

the bottom without being stoppe'd.

To touch. A vessel touches at a port, when she stops there on

her passage to another.

Touch-hole. The vent through which the fire is made to com-

municate with the charge in a cannon.
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Tow. To draw a boat or vessel along, by means of a rope.

Tow^qpes, or tow-lines, are the ropes used for the purpose.

See Bope.

Trace, of a vessel, is her course on the water, as marked upon

the chart. See Wake.

To track. To draw or tow along a vessel, by means of a line

reaching from her to the shore.

Teade. Trade winds, are regular winds which blow within

certaLa latitudes and in certain directions, either periodically

or perpetually. So called from their great utility in com-

merce to trading vessels.

Train. A hue of gunpowder comrnunieating with any body

or charge of powder. Also the after part of a gun carriage.

Train-tackle, a tackle hooked to the train of a gun carriage, by

which it is kept from running out, or by which it is run in.

Train-ropes, are hooked to the slide of a carrona'de, on each

side, by which the gun is trained forward or aft.

To train a gun, to point it forward or abaft the beam.

Transoms. In ship-building, are beams of timber fixed across

the stern-post of a vessel, and bolted thereto, to fortify her

abaft, and give the proper form to her stem.

The deck-transom, is the aftmost or hindmost beam of the

lower deck, whereon all the deck planks are rabbeted.

The helm-port transom, is that which is at the head of the stem

post, and forms the upper part of the gun-room ports.

The wing-transom, the next below, which forms the lower part.

Transom-knees. See Knees.

Transport. To convey over the seas, to other countries or

ports.

Transport, is also a vessel, employed to carry troops, by water.

To transport anchors. See paragraphs from 301 to 309, inclu-

sive.

Traveller. . An iron ring made to travel on a rope or boom.

To the fly-block, through which is rove the topsail halyards,

19
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is- attached a traveller .wHch is around the topmast backstay,

and which steadies the block in hoisting or lowering.

Travelling-backstays. Rigged with a traveller around the top-

mast, which slides up and down as the sail is reefed (now

out of use).

Traverse (in Naval Tactics). To traverse an enemy's' line is

to force a passage through it—thereby breaking the line.

Trend. See Anchor, paragraph 285.

Trestle. Trestle-trees, in mast-making, are two strong bars

of oak timber fitted horizontally on the opposite sides of the

mast-head, to support the frame of the top. 48, 49, 50.

Triatic. Triatic-stay (formerly called sciatic or skyatic), is a

stout rope, secured at each end around the fore and main

lower mast-heads, having two thimbles seized in the bight to

hook the stay-tackles to, for hoisting in or out boats. It is

generally -made of three parts (hence the name). The parts

which are secured to the mast-head, have a stout thimble

spliced into their other ends. The centre part being a kind

of span or connecting guy, spanning them together and guy-

ing them clear of the top.

Trice. To trice up, to haul up by means of a rope, as, " trice

up the ports," "trice up the booms." See Loosing and Furd-

ing.

Tricing-lines,. Ropes to trice up any article, as the heels of

booms, (fee.

Trick. That portion of time passed by a sailor at the helm, or

at any station, particularly applicable to the former. See

Spell.

Trim. ' The state of a vessel, in reference to the stowage of her

ballast and cargo.

A vessel is said to trim by the head, or stern, if either arrange-

ment conduces most to her sailing or speed, depending en-

tirely upon her peculiar construction.

To trim thq hold, is to stow it.
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Trim, has also reference to the disposition of the sails, with

regard to the wind and course of the vessel.

To trim boat. So to dispose of the persons in a boat, that she

shall ride on an even keel.

Trip. See Atrip.

A trip, is also a voyage from one port to another.

Tripping-lines. See Lines.

Tbough, of the sea, the hollow or interval between two waves.

Trucks. Eound pieces of wood, used for wheels to the gun
carriages.

Trucks, are also placed or fitted on the heads of the skysail

masts, having small sheaves in them, through which are rove

halyards for flags or signals. See paragraph 216.

Shroud-trucks, are cylindrical pieces of wood, having a hole

through them lengthways, and seized on to shrouds, to lead

ropes through.

Tbunnions. The arms on each side of a cannon, by which it is

supported on its carriage, and which forms the axis on which

it is elevated or depressed. " They are generally, in length

and diameter, equal to a calibre ; and are so placed, on the

fore part of the second reinforce, that their axis shall be pre-

cisely at right angles with, and passing through, that of the

bore, and also so placed in relation to the centre of gravity

of the gun, that the required preponderance of the breech

shall be obtained." See Centre Hung. Quarter Sung.—
Ward^s Ordnance and Gunnery.

Truss. The rope used to keep the centre of a yard to the

mast. See 144, 145-, 146. Properly called truss-pendant.

Trt. Trying, lying to in a gale.

Trysail, called sometimes spencers, are sails set on the fore and

main masts, like the spanker on the mizzen ; useful in lying

to in a gale, or in working off a lee-shore in a fresh breeze.

Trysail-mast, a spar or mast just abaft the lower masts of

square-rigged vessels, reaching from the top to the deck, on
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which are the hoops to which the luflf of the trysail is seized

and on which the gafF traverses.

Tub. Grog-tub, a tub in which the ration of grog is mixed, to

be served out to the crew.

Match-tub. See Match.

Tumbling Home. AppUedto the sides of a vessel, when they

incline inward above the bends or extreme breadth. See

Sided, Wall-sided.

Turn. To turn to windward, to wo^k to windward by tacking.

To turnAn, in sea language, is to retire to one's hammock, or

sleeping berth.

To turn-out, to get up from the sleeping berth.

To turn-in a block, is to strap it.

To take a turn in a rope, or with a rope, is to secure it around

a belaying pin, or kevel.

TwiDLiNa. See Line.

Twine. Strong, twisted, white thread, used by sail-makers in

sewing.

Two-Blocks. See BlocTc-and-Block.

Tye. a runner, used to transmit the effort of a tackle to any

rope or yard.

Tye-Bloch. See Block.

The topsail-tye, is rove through the gin block at the mast-head,

and through the block on the yard, the end secured at the

mast-head—at the lower end of the tye is the purchase or

halyards. See paragraph 178.

U.

Unballast. To discharge ballast from a vessel.

Unbend. To cast off, or untie, as, to unbend the sails from the

yards. To unbend the cable from the ring of the anchor. To
unbend one rope from another, or from any yard or mast.
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UifBiT. To tate the turns of the cable from around the bitts.

TJnder-Current, or Under-Set. A stream running under the

surface of the water, not unfrequently in a contrary direction

from that which is running at the surface.

Under foot, directly under the bows or fore-foot, thus, the

anchor is under foot when first let go, before the vessel has

dropped so as to bring a strain upon her cable.

Under the lee. To leeward of, as, under the lee of the land, or

of a vessel.

Under-masted, or under-sparred or low-masted, applied to ves-

sels which have masts under the usual dimensions, in opposi-

tion to taunt.

Under-run. To pass under, as, to under-run a cable is to pass

along and under it, in a boat (the cable passing over the

bows and stem while the men haul the boat along by the

cable) to examine if it is clear, and whether it is chafed or

damaged, or for the purpose of weighing the kedge or an-

chor by the boat.

Under sail. The state of a vessel having her anchors weighed,

and being under the influence, of her sails set. A vessel may
be rightly said to be under sail when her sails are set, even

though she may be still at anchor.

Under way. Having motion through the water, whether head-

way or stei-n-board. Whether impelled by sails or otherwise.

To yet under way. To release the vessel from its moorings or

anchorage, and give her such way through the water, as will

place her imder the management of the helm.

UifioiT. That part of the flag of the United States, which,

with its blue field and white stars, expresses the union of the

States. This when alone and without the red and white

stripes, forms the union-jack, which is hoisted usually at the

bowsprit end in port.

Unlace. To loosen the bonnet of a sail, or cast off any lacing

m any part of the rigging of a vessel.
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Unload. To draw the charge from a cannon, or to discharge

the cargo from a vessel.

Unmoor. To heave up all but one anchor, so that the vessel

may be in readiness to be gotten under way " from single

anchor."

All hands to unmoor ship! is the summons passed by the

boatswain to the crew, to call them to their stations. See

Mooring and Unmooring.

Unrebve. To withdraw a rope from any block or sheave

through which it has been rove. See Reeve.

Unrig. To strip a vessel, that is, to remove from her all her

standing and running rigging, and tos'end down all her masts

and yards, except the lower masts. See Strip.

Unship. To remove any thing from the place or position it

has been occupying, as, " To unship the stancheons," " To
unship the tiller,''^ &c.

Unsling. To release any thing, a cask, a boat, a butt, a yard,

&c., from its slings.

Up. Up courses I An order given by the oflScer in taking in

the fore and mainsail, having all the rigging manned, to

haul it up.

Brail up ! clew up ! are orders given in taking in those sails,

which are managed by hrails or clew-lines.

Up helm ! an order to the helmsman to put the tUler'to wind-

ward.

Up and down. The situation of the cable when the anchor is

under, or nearly under the hSiWsehole, and the cable taut.

Uphrob. See Block.

Upper Deck. The spar deck.

Upper-Works, of a vessel, all that 'part of a vessel which is

above the water line, when she is laden, or all that part of

her hull which is above the main-wale.

Upright, when applied to a vessel, is, on an even heel.
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Van (in Naval Tactics), the foremost division of a fleet, also the

leading vessel of a column.

Vane. The fly at the mast-head which traverses on the Sjolw-

dle, and points out the direction of the wind.

Dog-vanes, are those which are made of feathers or other light

material, flxed on the end of a staff, and placed on the

weather side of the quarter-deck, for the direction of the

helmsman and officers. This never shows the direction of

the wind as correctly as that at the mast-head, owing to tlie

current of wind being turned or influenced by the sails

near it.

Vangs. Braces to support or steady the peak of a gaff^ and

leading down to the deck, on each side. 200.

Veer. To change, as, " Ths wind veers-and-kauls." See £a/-

fling, paragraph 578.

To veer ship, to wear ship, that is, to put her from one tack to

the other, by turning her around from the wind.

To veer-away, applied to a cable or other rope, is to slack it

and let the vessel take it as she drops.

" Veer-away roundly /" " Veer away handsomely !" are orders

given in veering-cable.

Veer-and-haul, is also applied to the peculiar manner of hauling

taut a rope, thus ; by hauling and slacking alternately, untU

the body acquires sufficient impetus ; as in warping ahead a

vessel by tow-ropes.

Used also in hauling the bowlines and setting-^p the backstays,

to veer and-haul, until at a certain signal (which is generally

regulated by a song) when the men apply their whole force,

in one drag, to bring the rope taut.

Velocity, of a shot, is the rapidity of its flight, and is
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measured by the rate, per second, at -wMcli it moves. " The

velocity of a ball depends upon the quantity and strength of

powder by which it is projected, and has no direct relation to

the weight of the gun. A high proportional charge of

powder will produce high velocity and range, whether from

a light or heavy gun."

Initial velocity, " is the rate, per second, at which the ball

moves at the beginning of its flight, immediately on leaving

the muzzle of the gun, or as near the muzzle as the velocity

can be ascertained, usually about forty feet."

Remaining velocity, " is the rate with which the ball moves at

any specified point of its flight, after having been subjected

to the retarding force of atmospheric resistance."

Striking velocity. Is " that with which the ball strikes the ob-

ject."— Ward^s Ordnance and Gunnery.

Vent, or Vent-Holb. " The opening, or hole in the breech of

a gun or cannon, forming a passage through which fire is

communicated to the charge of powder in the chamber of

the gun."

^^Vent-patch of a gun, is that rising on the top, and after-part,

ofthe first reinforce, for the purpose of securing the lock to, in

the centre line of which is the vent-hole, drilled at an angle of

"rO" with the axis of the bore."

Vent-field. "A zone about the gun, equal in width to the length

ofthe vent-patch."

—

Ward.

Vessel. A general term applied to all descriptions of bodies

made to float upon the seas, for purposes of war or com-

merce, whether impelled by wind, steam, or oars.

Voyage. A trip performed by a vessel, particularly merchant

vessels, when the destination is known. The duration of a

voyage may be considered to be from port to port, or from

leaying a port to the return of the vessel to the same.

VoTOL or Viol. A large rope used in purchasing an anchor,

when the common method, by the messenger, is found to be
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insufficient. The power is increased, by having the voyol to

lead thi-ough one or more blocks before it is brought to the

capstan. See Voyal Block,

W.

Wad. Formed of rope-yams ; used in loading guns, to keep

the charge in its place and prevent the shot from rolling out.

Chommet-wad. "Made of 34 or 4 inch rope, of the requisite

calibre. It is intended only to use over shot, and is said to

promote accuracy, by preventing deflections of the shot in

the bore. When rammed home, it almost invariably takes

its proper position around the shot, transversely with the

bore."-^ WarcPs Ordnance and Gunnery.

Hard or Junk-wad. " Made of yarns, or junk, and driven hard,

by blows with a maul, in a wooden cylinder of the proper

diameter, or compressed by a scren in an iron cylinder, to the

proper size and shape for the required calibre."

A soft-^ad. " Is merely formed by hand, of rope-yams or junk.

It is simply used to put over a shot, to keep it in its place, or

in firing a salute."

—

Ward's Ordnance and Gunnery.

Wad-former. Wooden or iron cylinders are used in the forma-

tion of hard wad—while for the common wad, a wooden

ring is used, to arrive at the required size.

Wad-net, a net-bag made to contain a number of wads, and

hung in some convenient place, near the gun, in action.

Waist. That part of a vessel contained between the quarter-

deck and forecastle, particularly applicable to the upper or

spar-deck.

Waisters, are those of the crew who are stationed in the waist,

in working ship. Their duties requiring little or no experi-

ence, they are generally made up of landsmen, with a few

seamen to direct them.

19*
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Wake. The track made by tlie course of a vessel throTigh the

water.

One vessel is said to be in the wake of another, when she is in

a line with her keel and astern.

Also, one object is said to be in the wake of another, when it is

intercepted by the nearest from the view of the observer.

Wales. An assemblage of strong planks, extending along the

sides of a vessel, throughout her whole length, at different

heights, and serving as a reinforcement to the decks, as the

main and channel wales.

Wall-Knot. A knot formed on the end of a rope, by untwist-

ing the ends, and interweaving the strands among each other

in a particular manner.

Wall-Sided. Applied to the sides of a vessel, when they are

nearly perpendicular, without tumhling-in or flaring-out. See

Side.

Ward-Koom. See Qurwroom. ~

Ware, or Wear, or Veer. To put a vessel on another tack,

by turning her around from the wind, and bringing her again

close to the wind on the other bow, generally called wear-

ing-ship. See 600.

Warp. A rope or hawser, used to remove a vessel from one

place to another.

To warp a vessel, is to remove her by means of warps (see Tow),

the end of the warp being secured ashore, or to some other

vessel, or to kedges, or buoys.

Wash-Boards, are thin light boards, fixed above the sides or

gunwales of boats, to increase their height and improve their

appearance. They are made to ship and unship at pleasure.

Watch. A portion of the officers and crew of a vessel, who

together attend to working her for any allotted time. The

crew are generally divided into two watches, which are dis-

tinguished as the starboard andport watches. The midship-

men are generally divided into three and sometimes four
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watches. Thus in every watch, at sea, ia a vessel of war,

there is always one lieutenant who has charge of the dect,

a portion of passed midshipmen and midshipmen, and one

half of the ship's company.

"Watch-and-watch, when there are but two watches, as in the

case of the crew—oflScers are often placed in watch-and-watch^

in trying weather.

Watch, is also that space or portion of time, that certain oflScers

and divisions of the crew remain on dect. Thus; the searday

commencing at meridian, the four hours immediately following

are termed the afternoon-watch. From 4 v. m. to 6 p. m. is

the 1st dog-watch. From 6 to 8 p. m. is the 2d dog-watch.

From 8 p. m. to midnight is the first-watch. From midnight

to 4 A. M. is the mid-^atch. From 4 to 8 A. m. is the morning

watch, and from 8 a. m. to meridian is the forenooTMeatch,

which terminates the sea-day.

Anchor-watch, a watch of three or four men, kept constantly on

deck and stationed at one of the anchors, while riding at

single anchor, to see the stoppers, painters, cable, and buoy-

ropes ready for immediate use.

Quarter-watch, each of the two watches of the crew are divided

into two parts, 1st and 2d, called quarter-watches.

To relieve the watch ; at the expiration of a watch, the watch

below is called to take the place of that which has been on

deck.'

Watch, is also used for a caution in some cases, as in heaving

the deep-sea lead, when each man, in letting go his turns,

calls to the next abaft him, " Watch !" to caution him to be

on the watch for the soundings. See Chapter XXIII.

A buoy is said to watch, when it floats upon the surface of the

water. See paragraph 376.

Water. See High, Low, Bilge, Dead, Lines, Mark.

Water-tight, the state of a vessel which is not leaky.

Water-ways, are long pieces of timber, serving to connect the
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sides of the vessel to her decks, through wMcli are the scup-

pers to carry off the water.

WaUring-place, a place -where water may be obtained for a

vessel.

Wave. A volume of water, elevated by the action of the wind,

&c.

Wat. The course of a vessel oYer the surfece of the water.

See Head-way, stern-board, Lee-voay.

Weak. See Veer, Ware.

Weather. The state or disposition of the atmosphere.

Also used to designate any thing to windward of another, used

in opposition to lee, the " weather how^^ " weather braces," &c.

To weather, is to pass to windward of any object, as a vessel, a

point of land, or a rock.

A vessel is said to " make good weather, when she rides out a

storm easily; and " weather out a storm, or gale," when she

encounters it without damage or loss.

Weather-beaten, applied to any vessel or person, being much
worn or damaged, by having experienced heavy weather.

To weather-bitt a cable ; after a cable is bitted, to take another

turn around the bitts.

Weather (in Naval Tactics).—The weather column of a fleet or

squadron, is that which is to windward of the centre or lee.

Weather-gauge. See Gauge.

Weather-helm. A vessel is said to " carry a weather-helm"

when she is inclined to come up into" the wind, and requires

the helm to be kept a-weather.

Weather^oU. The roll which a vessel makes to windward in a

sea-^ay.

Weather-shore, one which lies to windward of a vessel.

The weather-side of a vessel, is that upon which the wind blows.

Weigh. To purchase, as, to weigh the anchor, or heave it up

from the bottom.

Weight, movable and fixed. See Storage, Chapter AIL
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"Well, or pump^ell. An enclosure formed around the pumps,

from the bottom to the lower deck, to preserve them from

damage.

West. One of the four cardinal points of the compass.

Westinff. The distance made by a vessel to the westward.

Whakf. a building of stone or wood, for the convenience of

vessels in discharging and loading, &c.

Wheel. By which a vessel is steered, the tiller-ropes leading

up to it, and secured around its barrel.

Whip. A purchase, formed by a rope rove through a single

block.

To whip-up. To hoist or purchase any article, by means of a

whip. See 273.

Wldp-upovrwhip, a purchase formed by applying one whip to

the fall of another, that is the fall of the upper whip applied

to the block of-the lower.

To whip a rope. To secure the end of a rope from untwisting,

by passing around it a seizing of yam or twine. See para-

graph 325,

Winch. A machine used, in rope-making, to wind the yams on.

Winchmen. Those men who are stationed at the pumps.

Wind. By the wind. See WbrMng to Windward, ChapterXVII.

The wind^s-eye. The point from which the wind blows.

Between wind and water. That part of a vessel, seen from to

windward, which would be below the water-line if she were

on an even keel, or on the other tack.

Ho, wind-ship. To turn her end-for-end.

Windage (Ordnance), of shot is " the difference between its

diameter and that of the bore of the gun. Formerly the pre-

scribed windage of shot was the proportional windage of Jg-

the diameter of the bore ; now and since 1840, new shot for

the navy have a fixed windage of from Jg- to /^ of an inch,

for all calibres."— Ward.

Windage-ring. That space in the gun between the two circles

;
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one formed by the bore of tbe gun, and the other by the cir-

cumference of the shot.

Wind-bound. See Bound.

Winding tackle. See TacMe.

Windlass. A machine used in merchant vessels, instead of a

capstan, to weigh the anchor by.

Wind-rode, applied to a vessel, when she rides to the'wind in

opposition to the tide.

Wiiid-sail. A tube or funnel of canvas, used to, convey the

wind below, through the hatchways, to purify the air in the

lower parts of the vessel.

To windward. Toward that point of the compass from which

the wind is blowing ; thus, working to windward is the act of

maMng progress against the wind, by tacking or wearing.

"Wingers. Are those casks which are stowed out in the wings

of a vessel's hold, being smaller than those stowed more

amidships. See Stowing a hold, Chapter XII.

Wings. That part of the hold or orlop of a vessel, which is

nearest to the sides.

Wings of a fleet. The skirts or extremities on either side.

Withh;. See paragraphs 237, 239.

WiTHiN-BoARD. See InJ)oard, or On-board, or A-board.

WiTHouT-BoARD. Out of the vcsscl, used in opposition' to

within-board.

Woop. The twine or thread wove across the knittles in

pointing.

WooLD. To wind a piece of rope around a mast or yard, where

it has been fished or scarfed.

Woolding, is the rope applied for this purpose to a spar, as ser-

vice is to a rope.

To woold the ring of an anchor. See paragraph 338.

Work. " To work ship," is to direct the movements of a ves-

sel in performing evolutions, " The lieutenant of the watch

works ship."
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"Working Ship. Performing any evolution, such as tacMng,

Veering, &c., &c.

To work to windward. See Chapter XVII.

A good worMng ship, is one wMch worts readily, promptly an-

swering her helm, and seldom failing in any evolution if

managed skilfully.

To work-up. To draw the yams from old cable (junk), and

work them up into /oa;«s, gaskets, sennet, spun-yarn, &c.

To worh-up, is also applied to harassing a crew, by keeping

them constantly hauling and pulling at the running rigging,

without any absolute necessity. A practice resorted to by

officers, in some cases, to keep the watch awake at night.

Worm, in gunnery, is an instrument used to draw out the charge

of a gun.

To worm a cable, is to twist ropes spirally around it, in the in-

tervals between the strands. Ropes of all sizes are generally

wormed before they are served, which not only strengthens

the rope, but makes a more regular surface for the service to

lay on.

Worm-eaten. The state of a plank or bottom of a vessel, when

a number of cavities are made in it by worms.

Worming. The spiral turns which are taken around a rope.

Wreck. The ruins of a vessel, lost at sea, or on rocks, or

shoals. Also applied to the masts and yards of a vessel when

carried away, as, " We cut away the wreck of the masts and,

having secured hawsers to it, rode under its lee until the gale

abated."

Wring. To wring a mast, if to bend or strain it out of its

natural position, by setting up the shrouds too taut.

Wring-bolts. In ship-building, are bolts used to bend and se-

cure the planks to the timbers.

Wring-staves, are strong pieces of plank used with the wring-

bolts.
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Yacht. (Pro. Yott.) Vessels of pleasure or state.

Yards. Long pieces of timber, suspended by the centre or

slings to the masts, to spread the heads of the square-sails

upon.

Yard-arms, are the extremities of the yards, from the shoulders

out.

'^Yard-arm and yard-arm" The situation of two vessels, which

are so near, as to nearly, or quite touch or interlock their

yards.

Yard-tackle. See Tackle.

The following is a list of the different yards used in vessels

:

The lower-yards, are theybre, main and cross-jack-yards, which

are the yards suspended to the lower masts of ships, and (with

the exception of the last) of brigs and barques. _

Spritsail-yard, is that which is rigged across the bowsprit or

knight-heads.

27ie topsail-yards, fore main and migzen, are the next above the

lower yards, and traverse up and down to the topmast, to

to which they are confined by a parral.

The topgallant-yards, fore, main and mieeen, are next above the

topsail-yards, and traverse up and down the topgallant-masts,

to which they are confined, at the slings, by a parral.

Boyal-yards, fore, main and mizzen, are those which are the

next above the topgallant-yards, and traverse up and down the

royal masts.

Skysail-yards, are next above the royal-yards.

Studding-sail-yards, are those to which the studding-sails are

bent.

Gaff-topsail-yard, a small yard to which the head of a gaff-top-

sail is sometimes bent.

Driver-yard, to which the driver is bent.
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Smoke-sail-yard. To wliicli the smohesail is bent.

Yards, are also stations belonging to tbe government, wbere

vessels of war are fitted out and commissioned for service

;

where are all the conveniences and materials for buUdiag and

repairing, arming and equipping.

Dock-yards, are those navy-yards where are located dry or wet

docks.

Tarn, or rope-yam. One of the threads of which a rope is

composed.

Yaw. a movement of a vessel by which she alters her course,

hence a Vessel which steers wildly is said to yaw.

Yboman, formerly a petty officer, now an officer by appointment,

not shipped. They have charge of the ship-stores, and keep

an account of receipts and expenditures.

Yoke. A kind of tiller, which crosses the head of a boat's rud-

der at right angles, to the ends of which are attached the lines

by which the boat is steered.

Yoke-ropes. See rope.

Youngster. A name often applied to the younger midship-

men, on their first entering the naval service.

THE END
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A UTHORIZED U. S. Infantry Tactics.

For the Instrucdon, Exercise, and Manoeuvres of the Soldier, a Com-
pany, Line of Skirmishers, Battalion, Brigade, or Corps d'Armee.

By Brig.-Gen. Silas Casey, U. S. A. 3 vols., 24mo. Cloth,

lithographed plates. $2.50.

Vol. I.—School of the Soldier ; School of the Company ; Instruc-

tion for Skirmishers.

Vol. II.—School of the Battalion.

Vol. III.—Evolutions of a Brigade; Evolutions of a Corps d'Armee.
The manuscript of this new system of Infantry Tactics was carefully examined by Gen-

eral MoClellan, and met with his unqualified approval, which he has since manifested by
authorizing General Casey to adopt it for his entire division. The author has retained

much that is valuable contained in the systems of Sccftt and Habdke, but has made many
important changes and additions which experience and the exigencies of the service re-

quire. General Oasey''s reputation as an accomplished soldier and skilful tactician is a
guarantee that the work he has undertaken has been thoroughly performed.

" These volumes are based on the French ordonnances of 1831 and 1845 for the manoju-
vres of heavy infantry and chasseurs & pied : both of these systems have been in use in

our service for some years, the former halving been translated by Gen. Scott, and the latter

by Col. Hardee. After the introduction of the latter drill in our service, in connection

with Gen. Scott's Tactics, there arose the necessity of a uniform system for the manoeu-

vres of all the infantry arm of the service. These volumes are the result of the author's

endeavor to communicate the instruction, now used and adopted in the army, to achieve

this result."—^os^on Journal.

" Based on the best precedents, adapted to the novel requirements of the art of war, and

very full in its instructions, Casey's Tactics will be received as the most useful and most
comprehensive work of its kind in our language. From the drill and discipline of the in

dividual soldier, or through all the various combinations, to the mano3uvres of a brigade

and the evolutions of a Corps D'Arm6e, the student is advanced by a clear method and

steady progress. Numerous cuts, plans, and diagrams illustrate positions and movements,

and demonstrate to the eye the exact working out of the individual position, brigading, or-

der of battle, &c., &c. The work is a model of publishing success, being in three neat

pocket volumes."

—

Jfew York^.
"War Bepaetment, "Washington, August 11, 1862.

The System of Infantry Tactics prepared by Brig.-Gen. Silas Casey, TJ. 8. A.,' having

been approved by the President, is adopted for the instruction of the Infantry Of the Ar-

mies of the United States, whether Eegular, Volunteer, or Militia, with the following mo di

ficatioDS, viz.

:

First, That portion which requires that two companies shall be permanently detached

from the battalion as skirmishers, will be suspended.

Second^ In Title Fii-st, Article First, the following will be substituted for Paragraph 6,

viz.

:

"A regiment is composed of ten companies, which will be habitually posted from right

to left in the following order ; first, sixth, fourth, ninth, third, eighth, fifth, tenth, seventh,

second, according to the rank of Captain." EDWIN M. STANTON,
Se&retary of W»r.
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OcoTT's Military Dictionary.

Comprising Technical Defimtions ; Information on Raising and
Keeping Troops ; Actual service, including makeshifts and im-

proved materiel, and Law, Government, Regulation, and Admin-
istration relating to Land Forces, By Colonel H. L. Scott,

Inspector-General U. S, A. i vol., large octavo, fully illustra-

ted, half morocco, $6; Half russia, $7.50 ; Full morocco, $9.

" It is a complete Encyclopaedia of Military Bcience, and fully explains every thing dis-

covered la the art of war up to the present time."

—

PMlad^hia Moening Bulletin.

" We cannot speak too much in legitimate praise of this work."

—

I^aHonal IntelUg&n-

cer.

" It should be made a text-book for the study of every volunteer."

—

Sarper*8 Mag'
amne.

"We cordially commend it to public favor,"

—

WasMngton Globe.

" This comprehensive and skilfully prepared work supplies a want that has long been

felt, and will be peculiarly valuable at this time as a book of reference."

—

Boston CoTn/m&r-

c4al BulleHn.

" The Military Dictionary is splendidly got up in every way, and Reflects credit on the

.publisher. Theofficersof every company in, the service should possess it."

—

2^. Y. Tablet

"The work is more properly a Military Encyclopedia, and is profusely illustrated with

engravings. It appears to contain every thing that can be wanted in the shape of informa-

tion by ofl5.cers of all grades."

—

PMladelpJiia JTbrth ATnerican.

"This book is really an Encyclopaedia, both elementary and technical, and as such occu-

pies a gap in military literature which has long been most inconveniently vacant. This

book meets a present popular want, and will be secured not only by those embarking in

fhe profession but by a great number of civilians, who are determined to follow the de-

scriptions and to understand the philosophy of the various movements of the campaign.

Indeed, no tolerably good library would be complete without the work."

—

JlTew York

"The work has evidently been compiled from a careful consultation of the best author-

ities, enriched with the results of the experience and personal knowledge of the author.*'

—

27". Y. Da4^ Tribune.

"Works like the present are invaluable. The officers of our Volunteer service would

all do well to possess themselves of the volume."

—

N. Y. M&rald,

" It is a book to be referred to on the spur of the moment, to be consulted at leisure, and

to be read with deliberation. It reflects honor on the military service of the United States^

and gives new glory to one of the noblest of the names connected with that service."—

Boston Traveller,
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cavalry; its history, management, and

Uses in War.

By J,
RoEMER, LL. T>., late an Officer ,of Cav^ry in. the Service of the

Netherlands. Elegantly illustrated, with one hundred and twenty-

seven fine Wood Engravings. In one large octavo volume,
beautifully printed on tinted paper. Cloth, $5 ; hf. cf, $6.50.

Summary of Contents.—Cavalry in European Armies; Proportion

of Cavalry to Infantry ; What kind of Cavalry desirable ; Cavalry
Indispensable in War ; Strategy and Tactics ; Organization of

anArmy ; Route Marches ; Rifled, Fire-Arms ; The Charg,e
;

The Attack ; Cavalry versus Cavalry ; Cavalry versus Infantry.;

Cavalry versus Artillery; Field Service; Different Objects of

Cavalry ; Historical Sketches of Cavalry among the early

Greeks, the Romans, the Middle Ages • Different kinds ofModern
Cavalry; Soldiers and Officers; Various systems of Training of

Cavalry Horses; Remounting; Shoeing; Veterinary Surgeons,

Saddlery, etc., etc.

WHAT GENERAL m'CLELLAM" SAYS OP IT.

" I am exceedingly plfeased with it, and regard it as a yerj valuable addition to our

military literature. It will certainly be regarded as a standard work, and I know of none

BO valuable to our cavalry officers. Its usefiiiness, however, is not confined to officers of

cavalry alone, but it contains a great deal of general information valuable to officers of the

other arms of service, especially those of the Staff.

" With the hope that it may find a large circulation in our armies, I am, very truly yours

"G-EO. B. McClellak, Maj-Gen. IT. S. A."

" "We can truly say that, from no single volume have we obtained bo much information

on the art of war as from this."

—

PMla, Press,

" Reading, culture, and practical experience united, give this work a value and impor-

tance that will cause it to be regarded as a standard authority."

—

Satwrda/y £h>6. Gazette.

" By far the best treatise upon Cavalry and its uses in the field, which has yet been

published in this country, for the general use of officers of all ranks, is this elaborate and
interesting work. Eschewing the elementary principles and tactics of cavalry, whichmay
be learned from any hand-book, the author treats of the uses of cavalry in the field, of
etrategy and tactics, and of its general disciplineand management. The range of the work
includes an admirable treatise upon- rifled fire-arms^ a historical sketch of cavalry, embod-
fing many interesting facta, an account of the cavalry service In Europe and this country*

and a treatise on horses, their equipment, management, &c. The work is copiously illus-

trated and elegantly printed. It is interesting not alone to military men but to the gen-

eral reader, who will gain from its pages valuable historical facts and very clear ideas of

some branches of the art of war, such as the employment of spies, gaining information in an
enemy's country, advance movements and other strategical mim&MyvQ&.—Boston J&u/nwl,^'
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BenSt's Military Law.

A Treatise on Military Law and the Practice of Courts-Martial, by
Capt. S. V. BENltT, Ordnanqe Department, U. S. A., late As-
sistant Professor of Ethics, Law, &c.. Military Academy, West
Point. 1 vol., 8vo, law sheep. $3.50.

"This book is manifestly well timed just at this particular period, and it is, -without

doubt, ^uite as happily adapted to the purpose for which it was written. It is arranged

with admirable method, and written with such perspicuity and in a style so easy and grace-

ful, as to engage the attention of every reader who may be so fortunate as to open its pages.

This treatise will make a valuable addition to the library of the lawyer or the civilian
;

while to the militaryman itseemstobe indispensable/^

—

PMlacli6lpMa JEvmAng JtywmaU

" Captain BeuSt presents the army with a complete compilation of the precedents and

decisions of rare value which have aeeumnlated since the creation of the office of Judge-

Advocate, thoroughly digested and judiciously arranged, with an index of the most minute

accxuracy. Military Law and Courts-Martial are treated from the composition of the latter

to the Finding and Sentence, with the Eevision and Execution of the same, all set forth in

a clear, exhaustive style that is a cardinal excellence in every work of legal reference. That

portion of the work devoted to Evidence is especially good. In fact, the whole performance

entitles the author to the thanks of the entire army, not a leading officer of which should

foil to supply himself at once with so serviceable a guide to the intricacies of legal military

government."

—

N. T. Times.

"This volume has been carefully prepared by the author in order to present in a coL

lected form, the able decisions issued irom the War Department since the establishment

of the office of Judge-Advocate of the Army, and the opinions given by the Attorneys-

General on points requiring legal intei-pretation. It is full of information for military men,

founded on the authority of these decisions and opinions, and is a valuable contribution

to the science of military law."—ProBi(i«?JC6 Jowmal.

Jttdge-Adtocate Geneeal's Office, 1

October 18, 1862. f

* * * So far as I have been enabled to examine this volume, it seems to me carefully

and accmately prepared, and I am satisfied that you have rendered an acceptable service to

the army and the country by its publication at this moment. In consequence of the

gigantic proportions so suddenly assumed by the military operations of the Government,

there have been necessarily called into the field, ii-om civil life, a vast number of officers,

unacquainted from their previous studies and pursuits, both with the principles of mili-

tary law and with the course of judicial proceedings under it. To all such, this treatise

will prove an easily accessible storehouse of knowledge, which it is equally the duty of the

soldier in command to acquire, as it is to learn to draw his sword against the common

enemy. The military spirit of our people now being thoroughly aroused, added to a

growing conviction that in ftature we may have to depend quite as much upon the bayonet

as upon the ballot-box for the preservation of our institutions, cannot fail to secure to

this work an extended and earnest appreciation. In bringing the results of legislation and

of decisions upon the questions down to so recent a period, the author has added greatly

to the interest and usefulness of the volume. Tery .
respectfully,

Tour obedient servant, J. HOLT.
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ELEMENTS OF MILITARY ART AND HiSTORY.

By Edward de la Barre Duparcq, Chef de Bataillon of Engineers in

the Army of France ; and Professor of the Military Art in the

Imperial School of St, Cyr. Translated by Brig-Gen. Geo. W.
CuLLuM, U. S. A., Chief of the StaiF of Major-Gen. H. W. Hal-
LECK, General-in-Chief U. S, Army, i vol., octavo, cloth, $4.

" I read the original a few years since, and considered it the very best work I had seen

upon the subject. Gen. CuUum's ability and familiarity with the technical language of

French military writers, are a sufficient guarantee of the correctness of his translation.'*

H. W. HALLECK:, Major-Gen. U. S. A.

" I have read the book with great interest, and trust that it will have a large circulation.

It cannot fail to do good by spreading that very knowledge, the want of which among our

new, inexperienced, and untaught soldiers, has cost us bo many lives, and so much toil

and treasure."

M. C. MIIIGS, Quartermaster-General, TJ. 8. A.

"I have carefully read most of General CuHum's translation of M. Barre Duparcq's
* Elements of Military Art and History.' It is a plain, concise work, well suited to our

service. Our^-volunteers should read and study it. I wish it could be widely circulated

among our officers. It would give them a comprehensive knowledge of the diflFerent Eu-ms

of the service, and invite further investigation into the profession of arms which they have

adopted. A careful study of such works will make our officers learned and skilful, as well

as wise and successful ; and they have ample time, while they are campaigning, to improve

themselves in this regard."
S. E. CTJETIS, Major-Gen. U. S. A-

" Barre Duparcq is one of the most favorably known among recent military writers in

France. If not the very best, this is certainly among the best of the numerous volumes

devoted to this topic. Could this book be put into the hands and heads of our numerous

intelligent, but untrained officers, it would work a transformation supremely, needed.

We can say, that no officer can read this work without positive advantage, and real pro-

gress as a soldier. Gen. CuUum is well known as one of the most proficient students of

military science and art in our service, and is amply qualified to prepare an original text-

book on this subject."

—

Atlantic Monthly,

"That Gen. Oullum, Chief of Staff to the Commanding General, should have chosen to

translate and edit his work, rather than to prepare an original one himself, gives tho

highest professional testimony to its value. The work contains a Historyof the Art of War,
as it has grown up from the earliest ages; describes the various formations which have

from time to time been adopted; and treats in detail of the several arms of the service, and

the most eflFective manner of employing them for offensive and defensive purposes. It is

fiiUy illustrated with diagrams, displaying to the eye the formations and evolutions which
find place in ancient and modern armies. Though the book is especially designed for the

instruction of officers and soldiers, the non-professional reader cannot fail to perceive the

•iearnesa of its statements and tho precision of its definitions."

—

Uwrj^w^ Monthly.
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BENT?ON's Ordnance and Gunnery.

A Course of Instruction in Ordnance and Gunnery; compiled for

the use of the Cadets of the United States Military Academy,
by Capt. J. G. Benton, Ordnance Department, late Instructor

of Ordnance and Gunnery, Military Academy, West Point.

Principal Assistant to Ciuef of Ordnance, U. S. A. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged, i vol., 8vo, half morocco, cuts,

$c oo.

I* We cannot commend this work too higWy, both for the Bnbstance it contains, and the

h 'Jiry finished manner in which it has been issued hy the publisher. There is no one

U )k within the range of our military reading and study, that contains more to recommend
it ipon the subject of which it treats. It is as full and complete as the narrow compass

of a single volume would admit, and the reputation of the author as a scientific and prac-

tical artillerist is a sufficient guarantee for the correctness of his statements and deduc'

tions, and the thoroughness of his labors."—JK Y, Obee/rv&f,

" The present edition is the second one, and is revised and enlarged, being rendered al-

together invaluable, not only to the student, but as a standard book of reference on the

subject of which it treats. Apart from its great merits as a treatise, it is as respects bind-

ing and printing, a truly splendid work."

—

LmdmUle J&m^al,

"A Great Militakt "Work.—^We have before us a bound volume of nearly six hundred

pages, which is a complete and exhaustive *' Course of Instruction in Ordnance and Gun-

nery,' as its title states, and goes into every department of the science, including gunpow-

der, piojectiles, cannon, carriages, machines, and implements, small arms, pyrotechny,

science of gunnery, loading, pointing, and discharging fire-arms, different kinds of fires, ef-

fects ofprojectiles and employment of artillery. These severally form chapter heads and

give thorough information on the subjects on which they treat.' The most valuable and

interesting information on all the above topics, including the history, manufacture,' and

use of small arms is here concentrated in compact and convenient form, making a work of

rare merit and standard excellence. The work is abundantly and clearly illustrated."

—

JBoaton T^aveUer,

"This work is designed for a standard work, not only for the soldier and the sailor, or as

a 'oade meeiwifor reference on the quarter-deck and in the officer's tent, but from its plain

and forcible diction and familiar illustrations, must interest the general reader in the na-

ture and efiects of 15-inch Golumbiads, and all kinds of artillery, down to a ^gnal rocket.

All who desire a work of reference upon the subject at large, will find this book a useful

and interesting informant."

—

CHcago Joit/mal.
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HALLECK's International Law..,,

International Law ; or. Rules Regulating the Intercourse of States in

Peace and War. By Major-Gen, H. W. Halleck, Command-
ing the Army, i vol., 8vo, law sheep. $6.

"In preparing this work on the laws of war, G-en. HaTleck appears to have made a very

extended research among the authorities. His citations range through most of the writers

and decisions touching upon such subjects, including the leading European publicists, for

centuries hack. His use of authorities is valuable, also, as being not only legal, but histor-

ical. Upon points of military usage he cites examples from history freely and with effect

referring not only to the modem military historians, hut even going back to the military

days of Eome and Greece. ,
" General Halleck appears to have thoroughly digested the whole range of topics which

&e has to consider, and forms his opinions with judgment, and expresses them clearly and

briefly,"

—

Boston Journal.

" Gen. Halleck has been engaged many years on the compilation of this work ; in fact

he began collecting the materials for it during the Mexican War, and has since been

diligently adding to them, and the result of his labors is embodied in the volume before

us. The attentive perusal of a work of this description would demand far more time than

we could give it ; and, after all, the true value of it can only be ascertained with certainty

by the test of constant consultation, as cases of international law arise. We do not, on a

hasty glance, perceive that General Halleck advances any new opinions of his own on any

of the many vexed questions in this most dif&cult department of jurisprudence, but we
notice evidence of indefatigable labor and of pains-taking reference to the best authorities,

which must give his work, at all events, the value of a faithful compendium. He gives s

host of authorities for every doctrine that ia laid down, and cites not merely from the

most eminent jurists, such as Wheaton, Kent, Story, Stowcll, Bynkerschoeck, Vattell, Gro-

tius, PuffendorfF, Laurent, Ompteda, Kamptz, Phillimore, Pando, Heffter, Martens, Wild-

man, and others, but from the best authorities on military and naval warfare, such as

Jomini, Schwartz, Merlin, DoUoz, Lampredi, Hautefeuille, De Cussy, Eiquelane, Ortolan,

Pistoye, Buverdy, &c., &c. ; on Commercial law, as Ghitty, Duer, Manning, Eutherforth,

Masse, Leiber, &c., &c. ; on diplomacy and history, as Home, Marcy, Gardner, Mackin-

tosh,.H£dlam, Alison, Bui'lamaqui, &c., &c. The work is very systematically and clearly laid

out, and embraces every department of international law. Such a book of reference as thiS)

ought to be in the hands of every commanding of&cer by land and by sea, and it is not too

large Mid unwieldy to be easy of carriage. This edition is well piinted and strongly bound."
—Philadelphia Inquirer.

" The work will be found to be of great use to army and navy officers, to professional

lawyers, and to all interested in the topics of which it treats—topics to whidi present

events give a greatly enhanced importance—such as " Declaration of War and its EflFeets
;"

"Sieges and blockades;" " Visitjition and Search;'" "Eight of Search;" "Prize Courts;"

* Military Occupation ;" " Treaties of Peace ;" " Sovereignty of States," Ac, and valuabU

information for consuls and ambassadors.V

—

J^. T. M}miing Post,
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sYSTEMS OF Military Bridges,

In Use by the United States Army; those adopted by the Great Eu-

ropean Powers ; and such as are employed in British India, With
Directions for the Preservation, Destruction, and Re-establish-

ment of Bridges. By Brig.-General George W. Cullum, Lieut.-

Col. Corps of Engineers, United States Army, i vol., octavo.

With numerous Illustrations, $3.50.

" It is a trite remark that of all the operations of war none is more difficult and haaaril-

ous than tlje passage of a large river in the presence of a bold and active enemy. The
importance to this country of such a "work as the present, when our armies have to pasd
so many great rivers, cannot be over-estimated. "Wo have no man more competent to pr.'-

pare such a work than Brigadier-General Oullum, who had the almost exclusive super\i-

eion, devising, building, and preparing for sex'vice of the vai-ious bridge-trains sent to our
armies in Mexico during our war with that country. The treatise before us is very com-
Iilete, and has evidently been prepared with scrupulous care. The descriptions of th6

vjirious systems of milltaiy bridges adopted hy nearly all civilized nations are very inte-

resting even to the non-professional reader, and to those specially interested in such subjects

mustbe very instructive, for they are evidently the work of a master of the art of military

bridge-building."— WasJiington Chronicle.

Military and political life of the

Emperor Napoleon.

By Baron Jomini, General-in-Chief and Aide-de-camp to the Emperor
of Russia. Translated from the French, with notes, by H. W.
Halleck, LL. D., Major-General U. S. Army. 4 vols., B^yal
octavo, cloth, with an Atlas of 60 Maps and Plans. $2''.

Delafield's Report.

Report on the Art of War in Europe in 1854, 1855, and 1856. By
Col. R. Delafield, Corps of Engineers Uk S. A. 1 vol. folio,

cloth. With map« and views. 15.
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rpHE Artillerist's Manual:

Compiled from various Sources, and adapted to the Service of the

United States. Profusely illustrated with woodcuts and engrav-

ings on stone. Second edition, revised and corrected, with

valuable additions. By Gen. John Gibbon, U. S. Army, i

vol., 8vo, half roan. $5.

This book is now considered tho standard authority for that particular branch of the

Service in the United States Army. The "War Department, at "Washington, has exhibited

its thorough appreciation of the merits of this volume, the want of which has been hither-

to much felt in the service, by subscribing for 700 copies,

"It is with great pleasure that we welcome the appearance of a new work on this sub-

ject, entitled ' The Artillerist's Manual,' by Capt. John Gibbon, a highly scientific and mer-

itorious officer of artillery in our regular service. The worfe, an octavo volume of 500

pages, in large, clear type, appears to be well adapted to supply just what has l»een hereto-

fore needed to fill the gap between the simple Manual and the more abstruse demonstra-

tions of the science of gunnery. The whole work is profusely illustrated with woodcuts

and engravings on stone, tending to give a more complete and exact idea of the various

matters described in the test. The book may well be considered as a valuable and impor-

tant addition to the military science of the country."

—

^ew YorTc M&rald.

AND-BOOK OF ArTILLERYj

i'or the Service of the United States Army and Militia. Eighth

edition, revised and greatly enlarged. By Col. Joseph Roberts,

U. S, A. 1 vol., i8mo, cloth. $1,

"A complete catechism of gun practice, covering the whole ground of this branch of

military science, and adapted to militia and volunteer drill, as well as to the regular army.

It has the merit of precise detail, even to the technical names of all parts of a gun, and how
the smallest operations connected with its use can be best performed. It has evidently

been prepared with great care, and with strict scientific accuracy. By the recommenda-

tion of a committee appointed by the commanding officer of the Artillery School at Fort

Monme, Ta., it has been substituted for ' Burns' Question and Answers,' an English work

which has heretofore been the text-book of instruction in this country."—iVeto York

Century.

The following is an extract from a Eeport made by the committee appointed at a meet-

ing of the staff of the Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Ta., to whom the commanding

officer of the School had referred this work

:

* * * "In the opinion of your Committee, the arrangement of the subjects and the

selection of the several questions and answers have been judicious. The work is ons

Which may be advantageously used for reference by the officers, and is admirably adapted

to the instruction of non-commissioned officers and privates of Artillery.

" Tour Committee do, therefore, recommend that it bft substituted as a text-book in

placd «f * Burns' Questions and Answers on Artillery.'

"

(Signed,) 1. VOGBES, Capt. Ut ArUUery.

(Signed,) E. O. 0. ORD, Capt 3d AriiUery.

(Signed,) J. A. HASKIN, BvU Maj. and Capt. Ist ArUUery,
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LJeavy Artillery Tactics.—1863.

Instruction for Heavy Artillery
; prepared by a Board of Officers, for

the use of the Army of the United States. With service of a
gun mounted on an iron carriage. In one volume, izmo, with
numerous illustrations. Price $2.

"WaB DEPAEaMENT, I

"Washington, D. C, Oct 20, 1 862. (

" This system of Heavy Artillery Tactics, prepared under direction of the "War Depart-
ment, having been approved by the President, is adopted for the instruction of troops

when acting as heavy artillery."

EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.

"We presume that this is the most complete treatise on Heavy Artillery that has everbeen
published in this or any other country. It seems to take in every thing bearing on the

subject, and its instructions are ample and exceedingly clear. Some forty illustrative

plates are given, and the text is clearly and legibly printed."—J"; T. Commercial Ad/cer-

iiser.

" This volume, prepared under the direction of theWar Department and officially adopt-

ed as the code of artillery instruction for the public service, like all Van Nostrand's mil-

itary publications, is got up in the most substantial and elegant style both of printing and
binding. Its contents are evidently the woi'k of thorough practical and scientific military

engineers, and embrace all the important as well as minute details of heavy artillery prac-

tice.

"The First Part consists of sixteen lessons relating to the service of the single piece, in

eluding the gun, howitzer, mortar, and columbiad; also the formation of batteries, the art

of aiming pieces and firing hot-shot. Part Second relates entirely to mechanical manoeu-

vres and appliances, for handling, mounting, dismoimting, and transporting heavy pieces.

Part Third is of a miscellaneous character, containing directions for embarking and disem-

barking artillery and ordnance store^_; also, tables of dimensions and weights of guns, cai--

iages, shot, shell, machines, and implements, with charges for and ranges of heavy artil-

lery. These instructions are not only copious in detail, but aptly illustrated with thirty-

nine elegant stocl-plate engravings."

—

bulletin.

u. S. Tactics for Colored Troops.

U. S. Infantry Tactics, for the Instruction, Exercise, and Manoeuvres

of the Soldier, a Company, Line of Skirmishers, and Battalion,

for the use of the Colored Troops of the United States Infantry.

Prepared under the direction ofthe War Department. 1 volume,

plates, $1.50.
" Wae Depaktmeht, Wabhihgton, Mareh 9, 1863.

" This system of United States Infantry Tactics, prepared under the direction of the War

Department, for the use of the Colored Troops of the United States Infantry, having been

approved by the President, is adopted for the instruction of such troops."

EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
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A Treatise on Military Surveying.

Theoretical and Practical, including a description of Surveying In-

^ struments. By G. H. Mendell, Captain of Engineers, i vol.

8vo, with numerous Illustrations. $2.00.

"The author is a Captain of Engineers, and has for his chief authorities Salneuve,

Lalobre, and Simms. lie has presented the subject iu a simple form, and has liberally

illustrated it with diagrams, that it may be readily comprehended by every one who is

Jiable to be called upon to furnish a military sketch of a portion *if country."

—

New Yor&

Evening JPost.

LlEBER ON Guerilla Parties,

Guerilla Parties considered with reference to the Laws and Usages of

War. Written at the request of Major-Gen. Henry W. Hal-

LECK, General-in-Chief of ,the Army of the United States. By
Francis Li£B£r. i2mo, paper. 25 cents.

I
nstructions for the government of

Armies of the U. S. in the Field.

Prepared by Francis Lieber, LL. D., and revised by a Board of

OiEcers, and approved by the War Department, in General Or-

der, No. 100. i2mo. Price 25 cents paper covers. Red cloth,

50 cents.
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MANUAL OF Instructions for Military

Surgeons,

In the Examination of Recruits and Discharge of Soldiers. With an

Appendix containing the Official Regulations of the Provost Mar-

shal General's Bureau, and those for the formation of the Invalid

Corps, &c.. Sec. Prepared at the request of the United States

Sanitary Commission. By John Ordronaux, M. D., Professor

of Medical Jurisprudence in Columbia College, New York,

izmo. Half rnorocco. $1.50.

" The author has drawn his materials from the best aecre'dited sonrccs of information
and the highest authorities in both hemispheres. He selects France and Prussia, as the
representative military nations of Europe, and he has adopted as closely as possible their

order of instruction 0.1 the subjects of the enlistments and discharges ot soldiers ; anil, in

the form of an Appendix-, he has embo<lied the Code of Instructions relating to the U. 8.

Army, adopted by the Board'of Medical Officers, convened at Washington for that purpose,
on the 15th of April, ISG3, to which are also added the Itegulations governing the forma-
tion of our Invalid Corps. Nothing of importance to army surgeons has been omitted."

—

Army mid Jl/owy Gazette.
'

" In a condensed form it is an admirable treatise on the important subjects of which it

treats. The author has aimed to be brief without being obscure, to omit nothing of real

importance, and to draw his materials from the best sources. Tie treats of the physical dis-

abilities which have relation to the military service, and of these alone. Medical Eshmi-

ners are instnicted in their duties, and the method of discovering feigned, artificially pro-

duced, and concealed diseases is pointed out The book will prove valuable to all who are

concerned in the manipulation of recruits or conscripts. An Appendix contains official

regulations and instructions relative to the Provost-Marshal^s oflice, the Invalid Corps

&C.V

—

Commercial Adverser.

INTS ON THE PRESERVATION OF HeALTH

IN Armies.

For the use of Volunteer Officers and Soldiers. By John Ordronaux,

M. D. New edition, i8mo, cloth, 50 cents.
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MODELs OF Fortifications.

VAUBAN'S FIRST SYSTEM. One Front and two Bastions—
Scale, 20 Yards to an Inch.

THE MODERN SYSTEM. One Front—Scale, 20 Yards to an

Inch.

FIELD-WORKS. The Square Redoubt—Scale, 5 Yards to an Inch.

The above models are moulded from those made by Mr. Kimber, of

London, and are intended as illustrations of his works upon For-

tifications. They are beautifully modelled in papier mache,

colored in oil, and mounted in strong covered cases. They are

admirably adapted for teaching the first^principles of fortification,

and should be in every College, Military, and High School.

Mr. Kimber's three volumes, viz., Vauban's First System, the Modern
System, and Field-Works, will accompany the models.

Price for the set of three, with books, $7^.

RiFLED Ordnance :

A Practical Treatise on the Apphcation of the Principle of the Rifle

to Guns and Mortars of every calibre. To which is added, a

new theory of the initial action and force of Fired Gunpowder.

By Lynall Thomas, F. R. S. L. Fifth edition, revised. One
volume, octavo, illustrated. $2.00.

FlELD Tactics for Infantry,

Comprising the Battalion movements, and Brigade evolutions, useful

in the Field, on the March, and in the presence of the Enemy.

The tabular form is used to distinguish the commands of the

Genera], and the commands of the Colonel. By Brig.-Gen.

Wm. H. Morris, U. S. Vols., late 2d U. S. Infantry. i8mo.

Illustrated. 75 cents.
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THE Automaton Regiment; or. Infan-

try Soldiers' Practical Instructor.

For all Regimental Movements in the Field. By G, Douglas Brewer-

ton, U. S. Army. Nearly put up in boxes, price $i ; when

sent by mail, $ i . 40,

The "Automaton Regiment" is a simple combination of blocks and connters, so

-arranged and designated by a carefiilly considered contrast of colors, that it supplies the

student with a perfect miniature regiment, in which the position in the battalion of each

company, and of every officer and man in each division, company, platoon, and section, is

clearly indicated. It supplies the studious soldier with the means whereby he can con-

sult his " tactics," and at the same time join practice to theory by manoeuvring a mimio
regit) 1cut.

HEAD-QTTABTEEe, MILITARY GoVBRNOJt, 1

Department of the South, >

Beaufort, South Carolina, Oct. 21st, 1862. \

Thereby certify that I have examined the "Automaton Eegiment," invented by G_

Douglas Brewerton, late of the U. S. Eegular Ai-my, and now serving as a Volunteer Aide

upon my military staff, and believe that his invention will prove a useful and valuable

assistant to every student of military tactics, I take pleasure in recommending it accord-

ingly. E. SAXTON,
Brig.-Qmeral Yohmte&rs.

•npHE Automaton Company ; or. Infan-

try Soldiers' Practical Instructor.

For all Company Movements in the Field. By G. Douglas Brewer-

ton, U, S. A. Price in boxes, $1.25 ; when sent by mail, $1.95.

THE Automaton Battery; or. Artil-

lerists' Practical Instructor.

For all Mounted Artillery Manoeuvres in the Field. By G. Douglas

Brewerton, U. S. A. Price in boxes, $1 ; when sent by

mall, $1. 40.
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A Treatise on -Ordnance and Naval

Gunnery.

Compiled and arranged as a Text-Book for the U. S. Naval Acade-

my, by Lieutenant Edward Simpson, U, S. N. Third edi-

tion, revised and enlarged, l vol., 8vo, plates and cuts, half

morocco. $5.00.

"As the compiler has charge of the instruction in Naval Gunnery at the Naval Acad-

emy, his work, in the compilation of which he has consulted a large number of eminent

authorities, is probably well suited for the purpose designed by it-^amely, the circulation

of information which many officers, owing to constant service afloat, may not have been

able to collect In simple and plain language it gives instruction as to cannon, gun-car-

riages, gunpowder, projectiles, fuzes, locks, and primers ; the theory of pointing guns, rifles,

the practice of gunnery, and a great variety of other similar matters, interesting to fight-

ing men on sea and land."— WasJmigton DaAVy Globe.

"A vast amount of information is conveyedln areadable and familiar form. The illustra-

tions are excellent, and many of them unique, being colored or bronzed so as to represent

various military arms, &c., with more than photographic literalness."

—

WasJiMffton Star,

" It is scarcely necessary for us to say, that a work prepared by a writer so practically

cpnversant with all the subjects of which he treats, and who has such a reputation for

Bclentlflc ability, cannot fail to take at once a high place among the test-books of oar naval

service. It has been approved by the Secretary of the Navy, and will henceforth be one of

the standard authorities on all matters connected with Naval Gunnery."

—

JN&w York
Herald.

/^UNNERY Catechism,

As Applied to the Service of Naval Ordnance. Adapted to the

latest Official Regulations, and approved by the Bureau of Ord-

nance, Navy Department. By J. D. Brandt, formerly of the

U. S. Navy, i vol., i8mo, cloth. In press.

T uce's Seamanship:

Compiled from various authorities, and Illustrated with numerous

Original and Selected Designs. For the use of the United States

Naval Academy. By S. B. Luce, Lieut.-Commander U. S. N.

In two parts. Second Edition. One royal octavo volume,

cloth, $10.00
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ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION IN NaVAL OrD.

NANCE AND GuNNERY.

By James H. Ward, Commander U. S. Navy, Author of " Naval
Tactics," and "Steam for the Million." New Edition, revised

and enlarged. 8vo, cloth. $2.

" It conveys an amount of Information in the same space to be fonnd nowhere else, and

given with a clearness which renders it useful as well to the general as the professional

inquirer."

—

Ji^. Y. ^emtig Post.

I^Tautical Routine and Stowage.

With Short Rules in Navigation. By John McLeod Murphy and
Wm. N. Jeffers, Jr., U. S. N. 1 vol., 8vo, blue cloth.

fz 50.

TOTTEN'S Naval Text-Book.

Naval Text-Book and Dictionary, compiled for the use of the Mid-
shipmen of the U, S. Navy. By Commander B. J, Totten,
U. S. N. Second and revised edition, i vol., i2mo. $2 50.

" This work is prepared for the Midshipmen ofthe United States TSavy. It is a complete

manual of instructions as to -the duties which pertain to theii* office, and appears to" have

been prepared with great cari , avoiding errors and inaccm-acies which had crept into a

former edition of the work, and embracing valuable additional matter. It is a book which

should be in the hands of .every midshipman, and officers of high rank in the navy wonld

often find it a useful companion."—.Sofi^a Journal,

GUNNERY Instructions,

Simplified for the Volunteer Officers of the U. S. Navy, with hints

to Executive and other Officers. By Lieut. Edward Barrett,

U. S. N., Instructor of Gunnery, Navy Yard, Brooklyn, i

vol., i2mo, cloth. $1 25.

" It is a thorough work, treating plainly on its subject, and contains also some valuablo

hints to executive officers. No officer in the volunteer navy should be without a copy."—

Bottoti Evening Ti'avelUr.
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H ISTORY OF THE UnITED StATES NaVAL
Academy.

With Biographical Sketches, and the names of nil the Superintend-

ents, Professors and Graduates ; to which is added a Record of

some of the earliest votes by Congress, of Thanks, Medals and

Swords to Naval Officers. By Edward Chauncey Marshall,

A. M. 1 vol., izmo, cloth, plates. i$i.

" Every naval man will find it not only a pleasant companion, but an invaluable book of

reference. It is seldom that so mucli information is made accessible in bo agreeable

a manner in so small a space."

—

2T6W York Times.

MANUAL OF Internal Rules and Reg-
ulations FOR Men-of-War.

By Commodore U. P. Levy,U. S. N., late Flag Officer commanding

U. S. Naval Force in the Mediterranean, &c. Flexible blue

cloth. Third edition, revised and enlarged. 50 cents.

"Among tbe professional publications for which -vvo arc indebted to the war, we willing-

ly give a prominent place to this useful little Manual of Enles and Eegulations to be

observed on board of ships of war. Its authorship is a sufficient guarantee for its accuracy

and practical valne; and as a guide to young officers in providing for the discipline!

police, and sanitary government of the vessels under their command, we know of nothing

superior."

—

^. y. Berald.

NAVAL Light Artillery.

Instructions for Naval Light Artillery, afloat and ashore, prepared

and arranged for the U. S. Naval Academy, by Lieutenant W.
H. Parker, U. S. N, Second edition, revised by Lieut. S. B.

Luce, U. S. N., Assistant Inftructor of Gunnery and Tactics at

the United States Naval Academy, i vol., 8vo, cloth, with 22

plates. $2.00.

" The service for which this is the text-book of instruction is of special importance in

the present war. The use oflight boat-pieces is constant and important, and young ofl5-

cers are frequently obliged to leave their boats, take their pieces ashore, and manoeuvre

them as field artillery. Not unfrequently, also, they are incorporated, when ashore, with

troops, and must handle their guns like the-^ artillery soldiers of a battery. ' The Exercise

of the Howitzer Afloat' was prepared and arranged by Captain Dahlgren, whose name
gives additioHal sanction and value to the book, A manual for the Sword and Pistol is

also given. The plates are numerous aud exceedingly clear, and the whole typogm
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Qquadron Tactics Under Steam.

By FoxHALL A. Parker, Commander U. S. Navy, Published by

authority of the Navy Department, i vol., 8vo, with numer-

ous Plates. $5.00.

"In this useful work to 'Navy officers, the author demonstrates—by the aid of profusfli

diagrams and explanatory text—a new principle for manceuvring naval vessels in ac-

tion. The author contends that the winds, waves, and currents of the ocean oppose no

more serious obstacles to the movements of a steam fleet, than do the inequalities on the

surface of the eai'th to the manoeuvres of an army. It is in this light, therefore, that he

views .1 vast fleet—simply as an army; the regiments, brigades, and divisions of which

are represented by a certain ship or ships."

—

Scienti^c Ameriecm.

" Commander Foshall A. Parker, United States Navy, has furnished our Navy with a

new work on ' Squadron Tactics under Steam,' which now fills a vacancy inour list ofNa-

val Text-Books, and is of the highest merit and importance. Heretofore our Navy has had

no complete and reliable work on this important subject, and this volume is full, clear,

and explicit in all its details, and at once places its author higli on the list of naval wri-

ters. It is doubly valuable for its illustrations, which are numerous, and will greatly aid

the naval oflicer in properly manoeuvring his vessel in action and squadron sailing. The

aim of the author has been to combine simplicity of formation with celerity of execu-

tion, and in this particular he has without any, doubt accomplished bis intent. Naval

officers who have seen the work heartily indorse it, and are proud to know that here-

after our vessels in their movements will be guided by a text-book prepared by one of

their number. The appendix contains an index of signals used in manoeuvring by

Barkery's method, which will be found very useful and instructive, and its simplicity is

80 apparent that no one can fail to readily understand it. It should be in the possession

of every naval officer."—^ew York Serald,

Osbon's Hand-Book of the United

States Navy.
Being a compilation of all of the principal events in the history of

every vessel of the United States Navy, from April, 1861, to

May, 1864. Compiled and arranged by B. S. Osbon. 1 vol.,

1 zmo, blue cloth. In press.
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LESSONS AND PRACTICAL NoTES ON StEAM,

The Steam-Engine, Propellers, &c., &c., for Young Marine Engi-

neers, Students, and others. By the late W. R, King, U. S. N.
Revised by Chief-Engineer

J.
W. King, U. S. Navy. Ninth

edition, enlarged. 8vo, cloth. $2 00.

" This is the second edition of a valuable work of the late "W. E. King, V. S. N. It con-

Viins lessons and practical notes on Steam and the Steam-Engine, Propellers, &c. It is

calculated to be of great use to young marine engineers, students, and others. The text is

illustrated and explained by num.erouB diagrams and representations of machinery. This

now edition has been revised and enlarged by Chief Engineer J. W. King, TJ. 8. N.,

"brother to the deceased author of the work."

—

Boston Da/il/y Advertiser.

" This is one of the best, because eminently plain and practical, treatises on the Steam-

Engine ever published."

—

PhUadelpMa Press.

" Its republication at this time, when so many young men are entering the service as

naval engineers, is most opportune. Each of them ought to have a copy."

—

Philadelphia

JSv&tvi/ng Bulletin.

Qteam for THE Million.

A Popular Treatise on Steam and its Application to the Useful Arts,

especially to Navigation,' By J. H, Ward, Commander U. S.

^ Navy. New and revised edition. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth. $.1.

"A most excellent work for the young engineer and general reader. Many facts rela-

ting to the management of the boiler and engine are set forth with a simplicity of lau*

guage, and perfection of detail, that brings the subject home to the reader, Mr. Ward is

also peculiarly happy in his illusti-ations."

—

American Engi/aeer.

OcREW Propulsion.

''Jotes on Screw Propulsion, its Rise and History. By Capt. W. H.
Walker, U. S. Navy. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth. 75 cents.

"Some interesting notes on screw propulsion, its rise and progress, have just been issued

py Commander "W. H. Walkek, U. S. N., from which all that is likely to be desired on

the subject may bo readily acquii-ed. * * * * After thoroughly demonstrating the

efficiency of the screw, Mr. "Walker proceeds to point out the various other points to be
attended to in order to secure an efllcient man-of-war, and eulogizes throughout the readi-

ness of the British Admiralty to test every novelty calculated to give satisfactory results.

* * * * Commander VPalker's book contains aa immense amount of concise practical

(lata, and every item of information recorded fully proves that the various rioints bearing

upon it have been well considei'ed previously to expressingan opinion."—X/??wZ{W-3/4»wi^
Jo^i'mal.

** Every engineer should have it in his library."

—

American Engineer

^
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H olley's Railway Practice.

American and European Railway Practice, in the Economical Gener,
ation of Steam, including the materials and construction of Coal^
burning Boilers, Combustion, the Variable Blast, Vaporization,
Circulation, Superheating,; Supplying and Heating Feed-water,
&c., and the adaptation of Wood and Coke-burning Engines to

Coal-burning; and in Permanent Wayy including Road-bed,
Sleepers, Rails, Joint Fastenings, Street Railways, &c., &c. By
Alexander L. Holley, B.,P. With ]] lithographed plates.

1 vol., folio, cloth, fio. ;

" This is an elaljorate treatise by 6ne of our ablest civil engineers, on the constmotion

and use of locomotives, with a few chapters on the building of Eailroads * * * All these

subjects are treated by the Author who is a first class railroad engineer, in both an intelli-

gent and intelligible manner. The facta and ideas are well arranged, and presented in a

clear and simple style, accompanied by b<>autiful engravings, and we presume the worl^

will be regarded as indispensable by all who are interested in aknowledge of the construction

of Rulroads, and rolling stock, or the working of locomotives."—&ie7ji^ American.

oRDNANCE AND ArMOR.

I

The Principles, Particulars, Structure, Fabrication, and Results of
standard European and American Guns, Rifling, and Projec-

tiles ; Metals and Combinations of Materials for Cannon ; De-
tailed OiEcial Accounts of English and American Experiments
against Armor ; Notes on Gun-Cotton, &c. By Alexander L.

Holley, B. p.. Author of " American and European Railway
Practice," &c. l vol., 8vo, 600 pages, with 300 Illustrations,

and copious tables. In press.

V/Tanual of Gunnery Instructions,

For the Navy of the United States. Compiled from the Ordnance

Instructions for the United States Navy, for the use of the

United States Naval Academy. 1 vol., square 32rao, flexible

morocco, with clasp. $1.50.
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"Practical Treatise on Limes, Hydrau-

lic Cements, and Mortars.

Papers on Practical Engineering, U. S. Engineer Department, No.

9, containing" Reports of numerous experiments conducted in

New York City, during the years 1858 to 1861 inclusive. By
Q. A. GiLLMORE, Brig.-General U. S. Volunteers, and Majoi

U. S. Corps of Engineers. With numerous illustrations. One
volume octavo. $3.50.

'TpHE Contractors' Manual and Build-

ers' Price-Book.

By A. B. Clough, Architect. 1 vol., 18mo, 50 cents.

Principles and Practice of Embanking

Lands from River Floods,

As applied to the Levees of the Mississippi. By William Hewson,
Civil Engineer. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth. $2.00.

wOODBURY on the ArCH.

Treatise on the various Elements of Stability in the well-proportioned

Arch. With numerous Tables of the Ultimate and Actual

Thrust. By Captain D. P. Woodbury, U. S. Corps of Engi-

neers. 1 vol., 8vo. Engravings. Cloth, $2.50.

'T^HE Steam-Engine Indicator,

And the Improved Manometer Steam and Vacuum Gauges : Their
Utility and Application. By Paul Stillman. New Edition.

1 vol., i2mo, flexible cloth, $1.00 j flexible morocco, $1.25.
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word-Play.

The Militiaman's Manual and Sword-Play without a Master.— Rapier
and Broad-Sword Exercises copiously Explained and Illustrated

;

Small-Arm Light Infantry Drill of the. .United States Army

;

Infantry Manual of Percussion Muskets ; Company Drill of the

United States Cavalry. By Major M. W. Berriman, engaged

for the last thirty years in the practical instruction of Military

Students. Second edition, i vol., i zmo, red cloth. $i.

" Captain Berriman has had thirty years^ experience in teaching military students, and

his work is written in a simple, clear, and soldierly style. It is illustrated with twelve

plates, and is one of the cheapest and most complete works of the kind published in this

country."

—

^ew York World.

"This work will be found very valuable to all persons seeking military instruction; but

It recommends itself most especially to officers, and those who have to use the sword or

sabre. We believe it is the only work on the use of the sword published in this country.^*

—NeuTrork Tablet.

"It is a work of obvious merit and value."

—

Soston Traveller,

A System of Target Practice.

For the use of Troops when armed with the Musket, Rifle-Musket,

Rifle, or Carbine. Prepared, principally from the French, by-

Captain Henry Heth, loth Infantry, U. S. A. i8mo, cloth.

50 cents.

"War Depabtment, J

" 'WASHiNGTOif, March let, 18B8.

)

"The System of Target Practice, prepared under direction of the War Department by

Captain Henry Heth, 10th Infantry, having been approved, is adopted for the instruction

of troops when armed with the musket, rifle-musket, rifle, or carbine."

JoHTT B. Floup, Secretary of War,

QcHOOL OF THE GuiDES.

Designed for the use of the Militia of the United States. Flexible

cloth. 50 cents.

"This excellent compilation condenses into a compass of less than sixty pages all the

instruction necessary for the guides, and the information being disconnected with other

matters, is more readily referred to and more easily acquired."—iouisciae JowrmiL

" It has received high praise, and will prove of great service In perfecting the drill of ou>

Militia."—J: American amd U. 8. Gazette, Phil.
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N
i

OLAN's System for Training Cavalry
Horses.

By Kenner Garrard, Captain Fifth Cavalry, U. S. A. i vol., i2mo,

cloth. 24 Lithographed plates . $1.50.

* * # » y^Q are glad when competent men bring forward works that are intended to

facilitate the formation of an effective cavalry force. Of this class is l^ola/rCs System for

Training Ca/oalry Horses, prepared for use in this country, hy Captain Kenner Garrard,

U. S. A. Captain Nolan was distinguished in the British service for his knowledge of the

cavalry arm, and for his general talent^. As the wor^ had become out of print, Captain

Garrard has done well in reproducing it : he has added to it a chapter on Earey's Method

of Training Horses, and, another on Hoj;se , Shoeing. The volume is well illustrated. It

cannot be too warmly commended to general use."

—

£o8t<m Daily Momrnig lYavelUr,

AusTRiAN Infantry Tactics.

Evolutions of the Line as practised by' the Aiiftrian Infantry," and

adopted in 1853. Translated by Capt. C. M.Wilcox, Seventh

Regiment, U. S. Infantry. 1 vol., ' 1 2mo. Three large plates,

cloth. $1.

"The movements of armioa engaged in battle have often been compared to those of

the chess-board, and we cannot doubt' that there are -certain principles of tactics in actual

war as in that g^me, which may determine the result independently, in a great measure,

of the personal strength and courage of the men engaged. The difference between these

pi-inciples as apijlied in the American Army and in the Austrian, is so wide as to have

suggested the translation of the work before ns, which contains the whole result of the

famous Field-Marshal Eadbtzky'b experience for twenty-five years, while in supreme

command in Italy."—.ffcM York Omiury.

RHYMED Tactics, by "Gov."

1 vol., i8mo, paner. With portraits. 25 cents.

" It will strike the military man, familiar with the tedious routine of drill, "by theory,

practice, and memory, as a most unique and valuable method of strengthening the latter,

with the least mental exertion. The author is a thorough soldier, and his ability as a

rhymester will be conceded by any intelligent reader."

—

New Yorh Lead&r.

"Our author deserves great credit for the ingenuity he has displayed in putting into

verse a Manual which would at first glance seem to defy the most persistent efforts of^tho

rhymer. The book contains a number of illustrations representing some of the more

difficult positions, in the figures of which portraits of several prominent officers of the

Hew York Yolunteors may be rocognized,"

—

M^ta York Times,
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ARMY Officers' Pocket Companion.

Principally designed for Staff OiEcers in the Field. Partly translated

from the French of M. de Rouvre, Lieutenant-Colonel of the

French Staff Corps, with Additions from standard American,
French, and English Authorities. By Wm. P. Craighill, First

Lieutenant U. S. Corps of Engineers, Assist. Prof, of Engineer-

ing at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, l vol., l8mo,
foU roan. $i 50.

" I have carefully examined Capt. Cbaighill's Pocket Companion. I iind it one of tlie

very best works of the kind I have ever seen. Any Army or Volunteer officer who will

make himself acquainted -with the contents of this little hook, will seldom be ignorant of

his duties in camp or field.''

H. W. Haiieoe, Major-General U. S. A.

"I have carefully.examined the ' Mannal for Staff Officers in the Field.' It is a most in-

valuable work, admirable in arrangement, perspicuously written, abonnding in most nseful

ma^ ters, and such a book as should be the constantpocket companion of every army officer,

Bej^ular and Volunteer."
G. W. CuiLTTM, Brigadier-General U. S. A.

CSiief of General Halleck's Stiiff, Chief Engineer Department Mississippi.

V/Tanual FOR 'Engineer Troops.

Consisting of

Part I. Ponton Drill.

II. Practical Operations of a Siege.

III. School of the Sap.

IV. Military Mining.

V. Construction of Batteries.

By Major J. C. Duane, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. 1 vol.,

l2mo, half morocco, with plates. $2.
" I have ca^fnlly exaniined Capt. J. C. Duane's * Manual for Engineer Troops,' and do not

hesitate to pronounce it the very best work on-the subject of which it treats."
'

H. W. Halleck, Major-General, U. S. A.

"A work of this kind has been mnch needed in our military literature. For the army's

sake, I hope the book wiU have a wide circulation among its olficers.'!

G. B. McClellan, Major-Oeneral, IT. B. A.

VlELE's. Hand-book.

Hand-Book for Active Service, containing Practical Instructions in

Campaign Duties. For the use of Volunteers. By Brig.-Ren.

Egbert L. Viele, U. S. A. i2mo, cloth. $1.
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EVOLUTIONS OF FlELD BaTTERIES OF AR-
TILLERY.

Translated from the French, and arranged for the Army and Militia

of the United States. By Gen. Robert Anderson, U, S. A.

Published by order of the War Department l vol., cloth, 32
plates. $1.

War Department, JTou. 2(2, 1859.

The System of " Evolutfons of Field Batteries," translated from the French, and arrang-

ed for the service of the United States, by i^jor Eobert Anderson, of the Ist Eegiment of

Artillery, having been approved by the President, is published for the information and gov-

ernment of the army.

All Evolutions of Field Batteries not embraced in this system sae prohibited, and those

herein prescribed will be strictly observed.
J. B. FLOYD. Secretary of War.

"This system having been adopted by the "War Department, is to the artillerist what
Hardee's Tactics is to the infantry soldier ; the want of a work like this has been seriously

felt, and will be eagerly welcomed,"

—

ZovsviUe Journal.

STANDiNG Orders of the Seventh Regi-

ment, National Guard.
For the Regulation and Government of the Regiment in the Field

or in Quarters. By A. Duryee, Colonel. New Edition, flex-

ible cloth. 40 cents. '

" This, which is a new edition of ft popular woric, cannot fail to be eagerly sought after

as presenting clearly and succinctly the principles of organization and discipline of a most
favorite corps. An appropriate index facilitates reference to the matter of the volume."

—

J/ew Yorker.

LiGHT Infantry Company and Skirmish

Drill.

The Company Drill of the Infantry of the Line, together with the

Skirmish Drill of the Company and Battalion, after the method
of General Le Louterel. Bayonet Fencing; with a Supple-

ment on the Handling and Service of Light Infantry. By
J.

Monroe, Colonel 22d Regiment, N. G., N- Y. S. M., former-

ly Captain U. S. Infantry, l vol., 32mo. 60 cents.
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''

I
Treatise on Grand Military Operations.

Illustrated by a Critical and Military History of the Wars of Frederick

the Great. With a summary of the most important principles

of the Art of War. By Baron de Jomini. Illustrated by Maps
and Plans. Translated from the French, by Col. S. B. Hola-
BiRD, A. D. C, U. S. Army. In two vols., octavo. In press

H istory of West Point.

And its Military Importance during the American Revolution ; and the

Origin and Progress of the United States Military Academy. By
Captain Edward C. Boynton, A. M., Adjutant of the Military

Academy. With numerous Maps and Engravings, l vol., octavo.

Blue cloth, $5.00; half mor., $6.50; full mor., $8.00.

M iLiTARY Bridges,

For the Passage of Infantry, Artillery, and Baggage-Trains ; with sug-

gestions of many new expedients and constructions for crossing

streams and chasms ; designed to utilize the resources ordinarily

at command and reduce the amount and cost of army transporta-

tion. Including also designs for Trestle and Truss Bridges for

Military Railroads, adapted especially to the wants of the Ser-

vice of the United States. By Herman Haupt, Brig.-Gen. in

charge of the construction and operation of the U. S. Military

Railways, Author of " General Theory of Bridge Construction,

&c." Illustrated by Sixty-nine Lithographic Engravings. Oc-

tavo, cloth, $6.00.

EPORT OF THE ENGINEER AND ARTILLERY

Operations of the Army of the PaR
TOMAC,

From its Organization to the close of the Peninsular Campaign. By

Brig.-Gen. J. G. Barnard, and other Engineer Officers, and

Brig.-Gen, W. F. Barry, Chief of Artillery. Illustrated by

numerous Maps, Plans, &c. Octavo. $3.50.
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QlEGE OF BOMARSUND (1854.)-

Journals of Operations of the Artillery and Engineers. Published

by permission of the Minister of War. Illustrated by Maps
and plans. Translated from the French by an Army Officer.

1 vol., izmo, cloth. 75 cents.

"To military men this little Tohime is of special Interest. It contains a translation by

an officer of the United States Army, of the Journal of operations by the artillery and en-

gineers at the siege of Bomarsund in 1854, published by permission of the French Minister

of "War in the Journal des Armies npedalm et de VEtat Major. The account of the -

same successful attack, given by Sir Howard Douglas in the new edition of his work on

Gunnery, is appended; and the narrative is illustrated by elaborate maps and plans.''

—

New York Paper.

MAxiMs AND Instructions on the Art
OF War.

Maxims, Advice, and Instruction on the Art of War ; or, A Prac-

tical Military Guide for the use of Soldiers of all Arms and of

all Countries, Translated from the French by Captain Lendy,

Director of the Practical Military College, late of the French

Staff, etc., etc. i vol., i8mo, cloth. 75 cents.

" "We do not pretend to much military science, but we have found this small volume easy

to understand and interesting to read. It is compiled from old works, but is adapted to

new notions and improvements, and it gives in a nut-shell a general idea of the whole busi-

ness of war. Some men who have always maintained 'Quaker' principles, and who havo

never studied the trade and mystery of fighting, find it difficult to comprehend the various

strategic movements that are chronicled from day to day in the newspapers. These men
should look into the subject of war, and we advise them, as a beginning, to read this hook.

It will probably help their cloudy perceptions, and enable them to see clearly the mean-

ing of military operations, which now they cannot understand."

—

Providence Journal,

NOTES ON Sea-Coast Defence;

Consisting of Sea-Coast Fortification; the Fifteen-Inch Gun; and
Casemate Embrasure. By Gen. J. G. Barnard, Corps of En-
gineers, U. S. A. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth, plates, ^i 50.

"This small volume by one of the moat acqomplished officers in the United States

service is especially valuable at this time. Concisely and thoroughly Major Barnard dis-

cusses the subjects included in this volume, and gives information that will be read with
great profit by military men, and by all interested in the art of Tvar as a defensive force."—
i/eio York Commsrcial.
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MANUAL FOR QUARTERMASTERS AND COM-
MISSARIES.

Containing Instructions in the Preparation of Vouchers, Abstracts,

Returns, &c., embracing all the recent changes in the Army
Regulations, together with instructions respecting Taxation of

Salaries, etc. By Captain R. F. Hunter, late of the U, S.

Army. I2m0, cloth. $i> Flexible morocco, $1.25.

" This is a compendious TolumG of 119 pages, containing a large amount of useful infor-

mation in a small compass. The directions for making up the abstracts and- returns of the

Quartermaster's and Commissary's departments will afford great facilities to persons charg-

ed with those duties ; and as this is the only work in existence which is devoted to these

particular objects', and as the accounts of Quartermasters and Commissaries are subjected

to the most rigid scrutiny, this Manual supplies a want which has long been experienced

and sensibly felt by those for whose use and particular benefit the book is intended. The
an*angement of the matter is extremely perspicuous, and the explanations are complete and
easily understood."

—

Arwnj and J^a-^y Gazette,

"This is the only work of the kind extant. It is based on the latest regulations of the

War Department, and will be regarded as authority by tiiose officers for whose use it 'is

designed."—jSatfiwc^oy Mo&rmig Gaseite.

A RMY Pay Digest, and Ready Calcula-

tor; OR, Regimental Pay Table.

Compiled by Major Ezra Webb. Octavo, cloth, $2.

"A complete condensation of the military laws and general army orders, as relates to pay
emoluments, Ac, in the United States Army, from the commencement of the Rebellion to

the present time—an Inyalnable companion to paymasters as well as to all officers and sol-

diers in our armies. It is desirable to every one interested in the pay of the army or seek-

ing information'on the subject (including pensions, claims against the United States and

mode of procfidure), saving, as it will, a great amount of research, putting very desirable

information within the reach of every one. All may see at a glance the pay of officers (in-

cluding subsistence, forage, servants and their clothing, transportation, fuel, and quarters)

and men of all arms and grades per day or days, month or months ; the organization of the.

army, from * the company' to the ' corps d' arm^e.' Indeed, it is emphatically the book

for the times ; and a copy should be in the hands of every man in the army, as also bank-

ers, contractors, claim agents, &c."

—

^ew York Herald.
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RiFLES AND Rifle Practice.

An Elementary Treatise on the Theory of Rifle Firing ; explaining

the causes of Inaccuracy of Fire and the manner of correcting it;

;, with descriptions of the Infantry Rifles of Europe and the Uni-
ted States, their Balls and Cartridges. By Capt. C. M. Wil-
cox, U. S. A. New edition, with engravings and cuts. Green
cloth, $1.75.

" Although eminently a scientific work, special care seems to hare been taken to avoid

the use of technical terms, and to make the whole subject readily comprehensible to the

practical enquirer. It was designed chiefly for the use of "Volunteers and the Militia : but

the War Department has evinced its approval of its merits by ordering from the pub-

lisher one thousand copies for the use of the United States Army."

—

ZomsviUe Jmumal.
" The book will be found intensely interesting to all who are watching the changes in the

art of war arising from the introduction of the new rifled arms. We recommend to our

readers to buy the book."

—

Military Gazette.

"A most valuable treatise,"

—

li'ew York Herald.

" This book is quite original in its character. That character is completeness. It ren-

ders a study of most of the works on the rifle that hate been published quite unnecessary.

We cordially recommend the book."— Uriited Service Gazette^ London.
" The work being in all its parts derived from the best sources, is of the highest author-

ity, and will be accepted as the standard on the subject of which it treats."

—

2few Yorker.

NTew Bayonet Exercise.

A New Manual of the Bayonet, for the Army and Militia of the

United States. By Colonel J. C. Kelton, U. S. A. With
Forty beautifully-engraved plates. Red cloth. $1.75.

This Manual was prepared for the use of the Corps of Cadets, and has been introduced

at the Military Academy with satisfactory results. It is simply the theory of the attack

and defence of the sword applied to the bayonet, onthe authority of men skilled in the

use of arms.

The Manual contains practical lessons in Fencing, and prescribes the defence against

Cavalry, and the manner of conducting a contest with a Swordsman.
" This work merits a favorable reception at the hands of all military men. It contains

all the instruction necessary to enable an officer to drill his men in the use of this weapon.

The introduction of the Sabre Bayonet in our army renders a knowledge of the exercise

more imperative."

—

N&w York 7}mies.

I^Tew Manual of Sword and Sabre Ex-

ercise.

By Colonel
J. C. Kelton, U. S. A. Thirty plates. In press.
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A Treatise on the Camp and March.

With which is connected the Construction of Field Works and Mili-

tary Bridges j with an Appendix of Artillery Ranges, &c. For
the use of Volunteers and Militia in the United States. By
Captain Henry D. Grafton, U. S. A. i vol., i2mo, cloth.

75 cents.

/^UNNERY IN 1858.

A Treatise on Rifles, Cannon, and Sporting Arms. By Wm. Greener,
C. E. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth. I3. Full calf, $4 50.

THE Principles of Strategy and Grand
Tactics.

Translated from the French of General G. H. Dufour. By William
P. Craighill, Capt. of Engineers U. S. Army, and Assistant

Professor of Engineering, U. S. Military Academy, West Point.

From the la«t French Edition. Illustrated. In one volume,

12mo. $2.50.

H ints to Company Officers on their

Military Duties.

By Capt. C. C. Andrews, 3d Regt. Minnesota Vols. 1 vol., 1 8mo,

cloth. 50 cents,

" This is ahand-book of good practical advice, which officers of all ranks may study with

advantage."—i%iia<26?pAJa Press.

" This little volume contains many valuable suggestions, and conveys not-a little im»

portant practical information to military men. 'it should be read and its precepts remem.

bered by every young officer."—0!S»m*i»oM VaUy Gaeeite.

"We wish it could be read and studied by all having men under their command."—

jr. Y. Commeralal Advertiser.
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CjiEGE AND Reduction of Fort Pulaski,

Georgia.
Papers on Practical Engineering. No. 8. Official Report to the

U. S. Engineer Department of the Siege and Reduction of Fort

Pulaski, Ga., February, . March, and April, 1862. By Brig.-

General Q. A. Gillmore, U. S. A. Illustrated by Maps and

Views. 1 vol., 8vo, cloth. $2 50.
" Thi3 is an oflicial history of the siege of Fort Palaski, from the commencement, with all

the details in fnll, made up from a daily record, forming a most valuable paper for future

reference. The situation and construction of the Fort, the position of the guns both of the

rebels and the Federals, and their operation, arc made plain by maps and engraved views

of different sections. Additional reports from other officers are furnished in the appendix,

and every thing has been done to render the work full and reliable."

—

Boston Jo/wmaU

ICTIONARY OF ALL OFFICERS IN THE UnITED

States Army,
From 1789 to January 1st, 1853, and of the Navy and Marine Corps.

Second edition, with a Supplement, bringing it down to January
1, i860. By Col. Chas. K. Gardner. 1 vol., izmo, cloth.

uNioN Foundations.

A Study of American Nationality, as a Fact of Science. By Capt.
E. B. Hunt, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. 1 vol., 8vo. 30
cents.

'T^EXAS, AND ITS LaTE MiLITARY OCCUPA-

TION AND Evacuation.
By Capt. Edwin D. Phillips, 1st Infantry, U. S. A. 8vo, pipej

25 cents.

ordecai's Report.

Military Commission to Europe in 1855 and 1856. Report of Major
Alfred Mordecai, U. S. Ordnance Department, i vol. folio.

With Views and Maps, $1 so-














